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ABSTRACT 
One of the most important challenges is the conveyance of Qur`anic messages to 
readership through translation.  Rhetorical study of Qur`anic vocative sentences is very 
exciting since discloses a combination of rhetoric with the Qur`anic translation into 
English. The present study deals with problems of translating rhetorical purposes of 
vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur`an into English. The objectives are (1) to 
determine the types of translation methods that are used during the translation of 
Qur`anic vocative sentences into English (2) to determine the syntactical and 
grammatical changes that occur in the translation output of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentences into English (3) to evaluate if the syntactical and grammatical changes in the 
translation affect the original rhetorical message of vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts  
and whether the message of the English is affected in terms of context of situation 
(field, tenor and mode). The study uses a comparative method and employs eclectically 
some ideas from Newmark (1988) on translation methods, Haegeman (2006) on the X 
bar theory, Catford (1965) on shifts, Katz and Fodor (1963) on componential analysis 
(CA) , and finally Halliday and Hasan (1985) on context of situation. The analysis of 
this study is based on comparing forty Qur`anic vocative sentences collected from the 
whole Qur`an with the English rendering of Yusuf Ali (2006). The study has revealed 
the diversity of translation methods used in translating Qur`anic vocative sentences such 
as semantic translation, literal translation, communicative translation, free translation, 
literal and faithful translation, and semantic and faithful translation. Further, the study 
shows that there are syntactical and grammatical shifts result in not conveying the 
rhetorical message fully, partially or sustaining the message in the target text. Finally, 
the study also shows that the translation occasionally affects the transference of the 
rhetorical purpose of vocative sentences partially or fully due to the translation of 
context.  
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ABSTRAK 
Salah satu cabaran yang paling penting adalah untuk menyampaikan makna al-Quran 
kepada pembacanya dalam teks terjemahan. Kajian retorik bagi ayat vokatif di dalam al-
Quran adalah menarik kerana ia mengabungkan retorik al-Quran dalam terjemahan 
bahasa Inggeris nya. Kajian ini menangani masalah penterjemahan retorik ayat vokatif 
di dalam al-Quran yang suci ke dalam bahasa Inggeris. Objektifnya adalah (1) untuk 
menetukan kaedah terjemahan yang digunakan dalam menterjemah ayat vokatif di 
dalam al-Quran ke dalam bahasa Inggeris (2) untuk menetukan perubahan sintaksis dan 
tatabahasa yang berlaku dalam menghasilkan terjemahan ayat vokatif di dalam al-Quran 
ke dalam bahasa Inggeris (3) untuk menilai sama ada perubahan sintaksis dan 
tatabahasa dalam penterjemahan menjejaskan makna asal retorik ayat vokatif di dalam 
teks al-Quran dan sama ada makna dalam bahasa Inggeris dipengaruhi oleh konteks 
situasi (field, tenor dan mode). Kajian ini menggunakan kaedah perbandingan dan 
menggabungkan idea eklektik dari Newmark (1988) dari segi kaedah penterjemahan, 
Teori Bar X Haegeman (2006), „shift‟ (anjakan) dari Catford (1965), dan analisis 
komponen makna (CA) dari Katz dan Fodor (1963), dan akhir sekali konteks situasi dari 
Halliday dan Hasan (1985). Analisis kajian ini berdasarkan perbandingan 40 ayat 
vokatif yang terdapat di dalam keseluruhan al-Quran berdasarkan kepada terjemahan 
bahasa Inggeris oleh Yusuf Ali (2006). Kajian ini telah menunjukkan kepelbagaian 
kaedah penterjemahan yang digunakan dalam menterjemah ayat vokatif di dalam al-
Quran seperti terjemahan semantik, terjemahan harfiah, terjemahan komununikatif, 
terjemahan bebas, terjemahan literal dan terjemahan yang setia kepada teks asal. Selain 
itu, kajian ini menunjukkan wujud „shift‟ sintaksis dan tatabahasa yang menyebabkan 
makna retorik penuh, sebahagian atau pengekalan makna dalam teks sasaran tidak dapat 
disampaikan. Akhir sekali, kajian ini juga menunjukkan bahawa terjemahan kadang- 
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kala memberi kesan kepada pemindahan maksud retorik ayat vokatif secara sebahagian 
atau keseluruhan nya disebabkan oleh konteks terjemahan. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
1.1 Introduction  
The present study is important since it negotiates the translation of rhetorical vocative 
sentences in the Glorious Qur’an which have not been studied before. Regardless of its 
religious status, the Qur’an is considered the prime source of miscellaneous sciences 
which have undergone study by numerous researchers all over the world.  
The linguistic nature of the Qur’an attracted the attention of scholars, therefore, they 
began to dig deeply in order to discover and present its marvellous features to its 
readership. They presented their studies on the semantic, phonetic, syntactic, and 
pragmatic level, etc. In the same vein, the Qur’an has been the main concern of various 
translators; Arabs, non- Arabs, Muslims and non-Muslims. 
Practically, the translation of the Qur’an is not an easy job because of the unique 
features that it has. The translation of the Qur’an requires mastery in Arabic and the 
target language, knowledge of exegeses, and reasons for revelation that enable the 
translator to understand the Qur`anic text deeply and then convey its message.  
Though the translators do their best to get the meaning of the Qur`anic text across, a 
defect is noted clearly in their translation. For example, the lexical item “  اًمِيلَْست ” in the 
vocative sentence  اًمِيلَْست اىُمِّلَسَو ِوَْيلَع اىُّلَص اُىنَمآ َنيِذَّلا اَهَُّيأ َاي [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56] did not 
translated well. Ghali (2005, p. 426) translated “  اًمِيلَْست ” into “ in full submission”, while 
al-Hilalī and Khan (2007, p. 572) translated it into “with the Islamic way of greeting 
(salutation i.e.  l-Salam  lai um)”. The rhetorical vocative sentence is one of the 
difficulties that is encountered by the translator.  
The vocative sentence has been the focus of Arab scholars in contrast to English 
scholars who give vocative sentences much less consideration since they made a 
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distinction between real- vocative that designates the addressee among others in order to 
draw his attention to the spea er; and non- real vocative that includes various purposes 
such as lamentation, call for help, reprimand and recollection (Nahir, 1987,  awba ī, 
1997, Syuṭī, 1998, Sibawayh, 1999).  
With respect to translation, no study has been recorded about translating this 
phenomenon.  The present study attempts to fill this gap from the translation standpoint. 
It is concerned with difficulties of translating the rhetorical Qur`anic vocative sentences 
that a translator might face due to linguistic and cross-cultural differences between 
Arabic and English.   
 
1.2 Rational of the Study   
Many reasons stand behind selecting this topic. The researcher has noted that we all use 
vocatives daily without paying attention to the process of this linguistic phenomenon. 
This created a challenge to me. The researcher began reading about this linguistic 
phenomenon in both Arabic and English. Then, the researcher found out that vocatives 
had gained the concern of Arabs to a significantly greater extent than English scholars 
as it is mentioned in P.2). This is due to the fact that vocatives occur a great deal in the 
Glorious Qur’an, motivating  rab grammarians, linguists and rhetoricians to discuss 
this phenomenon at great length. The researcher searched in vain for any study which 
tackled this subject from the translation viewpoint. The researcher found out that most 
researchers leave vocatives aside because of a shortage of English references. This gives 
her more insistence to investigate this phenomenon from the translation perspective.  
The researcher loo ed at the Glorious Qur’an see ing vocative sentences and 
discovered that there are two major kinds of vocatives: real and non- real. Real 
vocatives draw the attention of the hearer towards the speaker. Non- real vocatives 
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provide different rhetorical purposes such as grief, lamentation, exclamation, 
encouragement, recollection, call for help, particularization, and reprimand.  
  quic  survey on vocatives sentences in the Qur’an indicated that the non-real 
vocatives present various rhetorical purposes. The researcher found out that there are 
fewer non-real vocatives than there are real vocatives.  
 
1.3 Statement of the Problem 
Though vocatives are used quite often for daily speech they have gained little attention 
from researchers. Vocatives are mainly used to attract the attention of the hearer 
towards the speaker for example, ُدمحأ اي / yā  ḥmadu/ O Ahmad!.  This meaning may 
deviate from its platform to yield another new meaning for instance,  هاتبأ اَو / wā ᵓabatah/ 
O my father!. The translator stands helpless towards such expression since it has two 
meanings: just to call his / her father or to express his/ her grief over his/ her father. The 
translator has to make a clear distinction in order to convey the real meaning of such an 
expression to the reader.  
The Qur’an is enrich with a variety of meanings pertinent to vocative sentences which 
are worthy of deep study.  The present study investigates the translation of prominent 
types of vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur’an which contain a given rhetorical 
purpose. It argues that each vocative sentence has a particular rhetorical purpose which 
may be missed if the translator fails to capture it through translation from Arabic to the 
target language. Consequently, the internal meaning of the vocative sentence will be 
distorted and the meaning that is different from the meaning of the original message is 
provided. Furthermore, rhetorical vocative sentences are connected to the feelings of the 
speaker thus may be problematic to the translator seeking to determine how to convey 
that sentiment into the target language. Besides, sometimes there is a loss of meaning 
since the translator uses various linguistic components which unrelated to the cultures 
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involved. Although the use of vocative sentences is quite common in the Glorious 
Qur’an; there are no studies to explicate the problem from the perspective of translation. 
Hence, the current study is intended to fill this gap. 
1.4 Objectives of the Study 
The present study aims to: 
 1. Determine methods that are used during the translation of vocative sentences in   
Qur`anic text (ST) into English (TT).  
2. Determine the nature of the syntactical and grammatical changes that occur in the 
translation output of the vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT). 
3. Evaluate if the syntactical and grammatical changes in the translation (TT) affect the 
original rhetorical message of the vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) and whether 
the message of the English is affected by terms of context of situation (field, tenor and 
mode). 
1.5 Research Questions 
There are questions concerning this research: 
1.  What are the methods that are used in translating vocative sentences in Qur`anic 
texts (ST) into English (TT)?. 
2. What is the nature of the syntactical and grammatical changes in translating vocative 
sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT)?. 
3. How do the syntactical and grammatical changes affect the quality of the rhetorical 
message, when translating vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT)?, 
and how is the context of situation (field, tenor and mod)  of the translated English 
rhetorical message affected when translated from the Qur`anic text?. 
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1.6 Significance of the Study 
The present study is an attempt to tackle the phenomenon of vocative sentences in the 
Glorious Qur’an with reference to translation. It tries to reveal another face of the 
miraculous nature of the Glorious Qur’an where the issue of rhetorical vocative 
sentence is concerned. The purpose of this study is to shed light on how translation 
might change the message of the rhetorical purpose of Qur`anic vocative sentences and 
how context plays a significant role in the outcome of the translated message. Finally, 
this study is expected to be of great value to both the translators of the Glorious Qur’an 
and students of translation who are engaged or interested in.  
1.7 Scope of the Study  
This study is confined to the science of semantics as a branch of thre sciences of Arabic 
rhetoric that entails: Science of semantics, science of Tropes and science of Schemes. It 
is limited to the syntactical, semantical, contextual shifts of the rhetorical non-real 
vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur’an as well as to the methods adopted through 
translating them into English.  Forty rhetorical vocative sentences from different surahs 
of the Glorious Qur’an have been chosen. The selection is based on the classifications 
suggested by Arab rhetoricians taking their occurrence into consideration. The 
translated version “The Meaning of The Holy Qur`an” by  bdullah Yusuf  li (2006) 
was chosen for this study as he is an Indian Muslim scholar.  His translation was revised 
and checked by a proficient committee formed by IFTA (Presidency of Islamic 
Research) in an effort to put forth a text that is in line with the meaning of the Glorious 
Qur’an.  His rendering was then published by King Fahad press , Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and became a popular version among other Qur`anic translations  ) Jassem and 
Jassem,2001). His translation is characterized by a high literary style since he used 
certain literary words as “ Behold” that does not suitable for the Qur`anic text as well as  
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certain classical words that belong to Shakespearean language, easy to read as compared 
to Pickthall`s style since he is native speaker of English, many footnotes and 
explanations. His chosen words are the closest in meaning to that of the Glorious 
Qur’an. However, his explanations have been condemned for his expansion and 
subjective expression.  
1.8 Organization of Thesis 
This study consists of eight chapters. The first chapter presents the background of the 
study. It includes an introduction, statement of the problem, reason for choosing this 
topic, objectives and research questions, significance, and scope of this study. The 
second chapter reviews the literature on vocatives in both Arabic and English, religious 
studies and other related studies. Chapter Three states the research methodology, 
corpus, and selected methods for the present study. Chapter Four analyses the methods 
adopted in translating Qur`anic vocative sentences into English. Chapter Five analyses 
the syntactical and grammatical structure of vocative sentences in Qur`anic text and 
their rendering in English. Chapter Six shows the application of componential analysis 
(CA) to Qur`anic vocative sentences and their rendering in English. Chapter Seven 
elucidates analysis in terms of context of situation in both Qur`anic and English texts. 
Finally, chapter Eight discusses the findings and concludes the study.    
1.9 Definition of Terms  
1. Semi-accurate translation: the procedure in which the translation of a lexical item 
does not comply with the contextual meaning of the source text (our working 
definition). 
2. Inaccurate translation: this procedure does not provide the correct contextual meaning 
of the SL lexical items in the TT (our working definition). 
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3. Full distortion of message: the core of the message is changed completely by 
providing an equivalent out of form and context of that in the SL (our working 
definition). 
4. Partial distortion of message: the core of the ST message is affected a bit by 
conveying lexical item out of context in the TT (our working definition).  
5. Context: “ is a theoretical construct for explaining how a text relates to the social 
process within which it is located “ ( Halliday, 1978,p. 10). 
6. Shift:  is a change that may occur in the grammar within the process of translation 
from the SL to TL ( Catford, 1965, p.73) 
7. Procedure: This indicates the way of analysing the sentences or smaller units. It 
includes various kinds such as transference, through translation, naturalization, 
equivalence (cultural, functional, descriptive), reduction, expansion, compensation, 
paraphrasing, shift and synonymy (Newmark, 1988, p 81-90)  
8. Method: It relates to whole text. It refers to a group of assumptions used to achieve a 
goal. It involves certain kinds of methods as literal translation, word-for-word, 
adaptation, free translation, faithful, semantic translation, communicative translation 
and, idiomatic translation (Newmark, 1988, p. 45,81) 
9. Overtranslation: It is a translation in which the translator attempts to provide more 
detail in TT than in the ST (Newmark,1988, p.284). 
10. Undertranslation: It is a translation in which the translator attempts to provide less 
detail in TT than in the ST (Newmark,1988, p. 284). 
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11. Replacement translation:  translating English political news into Arabic is termed as 
a replacement translation whenever different lexical words that give different meaning 
are found in the translation output (Kadhim, 2008, p 13) .      
12. Bac  Translation: “translation of a TT bac  into the SL; the resulting text will 
almost certainly not be identical to the original ST” (Dic ins et.al., 2000, p. 23). 
1.10 Conclusion  
This chapter presents an introduction to the translation of Qur’anic vocative, reason for 
choosing this topic, statement of the problem, objectives of the study , research 
questions, significance of this study, scope of this study, organization of thesis ,and 
definitions of terms. 
In the next chapter, we provide a literature review on vocatives in Arabic and English, 
religious translation and related works to this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This study investigates the translation of vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur`an in 
one English version by Ali (2006). Since this study contains four fundamental elements: 
translation, vocative in Arabic, Qur`an, and vocative in English, this chapter will be 
divided into the following sections. The first section clarifies the concept of vocative in 
Arabic. The second section deals with vocative in English. The third section deals with 
translation of Qur`an. The fourth section sheds light on methods used and their function. 
The fifth section deals with related works on vocative at other levels of language.  
2.2 Vocative in Arabic  
2.2.1 The Concept of Vocative in Arabic    
Etymologically speaking, the word ― ءاذٌِّٕا / al-nidāᵓ/ vocative‖ is derived from three 
letters: nūn, dāl and hamza. It indicates gathering of water, distance, prolonging of 
sound and wetness (Ibn Durayd n.d., p. 245). Arab linguists point out that the word― ءاذٌِّٕا
 / al-nidāᵓ/ vocative‖ may be used tropically to describe a man who has a tender voice or 
is very generous  (al-Zāmḫsharī, 1998, p. 260). In the Glorious Qur‘an the word ― ءاذٌِّٕا / 
al-nidāᵓ/ vocative‖ is used as an indefinite noun prefixed by the conjunction word ―ٚ 
/wā/ and‖  or as a cognate object, as in His saying: 
ST:   ًَٚ ءبَعُد َِّلاإ ُع َّ َْغ٠ َلا ب َّ ِث ُكِعْٕ َ٠ ِٞزٌَّا ًِ َث َّ َو اَُٚشفَو َٓ ٠ِزٌَّا ًُ َث َِ  ءاَِدَٔو  ً   [al-Baqarah, verse 171] 
Trs: wā maṯalu ᵓa l-lāḏīna kafarū kamaṯali ᵓal-lāḏī yanᶜiqu bimā lā yasmaᶜu ᵓillā duᶜʾān 
wā nidāʾān.  
TT: The example of those who disbelieve is like  that of one who shouts at what hears 
nothing but calls and cries (i.e., cattle or sheep) deaf, dumb and blind, so they do not 
understand  (Ṣaḥīḥ, 1997, p. 32). 
ST:     ُ َّٗثَس َٜدَبٔ ِْرإ ءاَِدٔ   ًّب١ِفَخ [ Maryam, verse 3]. 
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Trs : ᵓiḏ nāda rabbahu nidāʾān ḫafīyān. 
TT: When he called to his Lord a private call (i.e., supplication) (Ṣaḥīḥ, 1997, p. 408).  
According to al-ᵓAṣfahānī (n.d., p. 629) , the word ― ءاذٌِّٕا / al-nidāᵓ‖  in sūrat al-Baqarah 
is only a mere sound . In contrast, it is a supplication in sūrat Maryam.  
The remarkable interpreter Ibn ᶜĀšūr made a valuable distinction between two types of 
sounds: ―ءبَعُذٌأ /al-du āᵓ/ supplication‖ and ―ءاَِذٌٕأ / al-nid āᵓ/ vocative‖. He states that 
each one has its own meaning. They are not verbal constructions since the nature of 
vocative is identified by raising the voice to get across his voice to the addressee. On 
this ground, an overlap is noticed between the meaning of a vocative and a supplication. 
A good comparison is presented by an Arab linguist al-ᶜSkarī in his great book entitled 
―al-Fūrūq fī al-Luġa‖. He points out that the context of situation is a crucial line to 
differentiate between vocative and supplication although both of them are part of 
performative speech (Muḥsib, 2001, p. 144). He adds that the vocative is achieved by 
raising the voice.  While, the supplication is achieved by raising and lowing the voice as 
shown below: 
Table (1) al-ᶜSkarī s view on vocative and supplication as cited in [Muḥsib, p. 145] 
Type of purpose Type of Speech Raising the voice Lowing the voice 
   Supplication    +performative            +           + 
    Vocative    +performative            +           - 
 
Other modern linguists such as ᶜAṯiya (2007, p. 719) affirms that ―ءاَِّذٌٕأ / al-nidāᵓ ‖ 
implies the meaning of sound and supplication by the evidence of prophet Muḥammad 
(PBUH) ― two supplications are irrefutable: after ―aḏān‖ and ―ᶜInda al-Ḥarb‖.  On this 
ground, it seems that an interchangeable relationship exists between sound and 
supplication. Both of them share a prolonged and sense of sound.    
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2.2.2 Vocative as Viewed by Arab Grammarians   
Generally speaking, Arab grammarians clarify vocative as an accusative noun. 
Sibawayh (1999, p. 184) defines the vocative as a genitive noun identified by an omitted 
verb. Ibn yaᶜīsh (1988, p. 120) points out that vocative is used to call the addressee to 
draw his/ her attention towards the speaker. Modern grammarians reproduce the 
definition of vocative with different terminology.  al-Ġalayynī (2005,vol.3, p. 538) 
agrees with Ibn Hišām (1991, p. 45) that a vocative is a noun which comes after one of 
the vocative particles. The same information is mentioned in al-Ǧarim &ᵓAmin (2005).  
A new sight on vocative is presented by Ḥasan (1983, p. 1) in his book ―al-Naḥū  al-
wafī‖. He defines the vocative as a direct speech used to hold the sense of the addressee. 
al-Maḫzūmī (1986, p. 301) agrees with Ḥasan that the vocative is used to get the 
attention of the addressee. Therefore, it can be said that the vocative has a syntactic and 
linguistic function. It works as an accusative noun or noun phrase at the level of syntax. 
It is used as a linguistic function to draw the attention of the hearer towards the speaker.  
Vocatives are classified by Arab grammarians into three cases: nominative, objective 
and double aspects of vocatives (Ibn Hišām, 1991, pp. 48-51) as in:  
1) Nominative: a particular hearer is being addressed among others. The vocative 
noun  in this case is singular with ḍamah without tanwin as in  ًُ ُجَس ب٠  / yā raǧulu 
/ O man! (al-Šawkanī,1993,100).  
2) Objective : it is achieved when: 
a) The speaker addresses non particular person the vocative noun takes tanwin.  
For example, when a blind man says: ٞذ١ِث زُخ ًلاُجَس ب٠ / yā raǧulan ḫuḏ biyadī / 
O man catch my hand! (Barakat, 2007, p 15). 
b) The vocative noun is in genitive as in: َْ ٚسب٘ َذُخأ ب٠ / yā uḫta Hārūn / O sisiter 
of Aaron (Maryam,28]. 
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c) Th vocative noun is a quasi –genitive as in:  ًبٕ١ِا ْٓ ُو َٓ جٌٍا ًأِعئبث ب٠ / yā baiᶜan al-
labana kun amynan /O you seller of yogurt be honest (Barakat,2007,p 18). 
3) Double aspects of Vocative: the vocative noun can be nominative and objective. 
It is  achieved when: 
a) The vocative noun is a proper noun as in:  ٍذ١عع َٓ ث )َذ٠ص( ُذ٠ص ب٠ /yā zaydu(zayda) 
ibna Saᶜydn (Ibn Hišām, 1991, p.50) 
b) The vocative noun is repeated twice as in:  ِطٚلأا َذعع )َذعع( ُذعع ب٠ / yā Saᶜdu 
(Saᶜda) Saᶜda al- ᵓAwsi (Ibn Hišām, 1991, p. 51). 
 
2.2.3 Functions of Vocative Particles 
All languages have a set of devices by which the process of vocation is carried out. 
These devices are called vocative particles. They always come before the person / thing 
called i.e. the vocative. Mainly, there is a general conviction among grammarians and 
linguists that vocative particles are ―ḥurūf in origin, context-dependent, and play a role 
in continuity of speech. Moreover, they are full of their own particular content and used 
to simplify the meaning of the speech.   
al-Ali (2009, p. 11) indicates that vocatives in Arabic express the intimacy and the 
eagerness of the speaker towards the addressee.  They are also used to call the addressee 
whether he is near or far away from the speaker. He adds that vocative particles may be 
used to achieve empathy or emotional distance, for example, ―Oh father, don‘t go far 
since my love is not eternal knowing that who dies goes away.‖ In this example, the 
speaker expresses his/her longing and love towards his/her father (i.e., the target of the 
speech).  
There are six vocative particles with its own function in its usage: 
 1.  أ  / hamza  is used to call the addressee near the speaker e.g.   
 ST:  أ  ُة ُٛ َُٕر َة ُٛ طُخٌأ َّْ إ َبَٕرَسبَج   (al-Maṣṭawī, 2004 , p. 39 ) 
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 Trs: A ǧaratanā inna al- ḫutuba tanūbu. 
 TT: O my female neighbour! My tomb will be so close to yours (My translation).  
2.  يأ/   ay is used to call the addressee near the speaker e.g. 
ST:  ْيأ  ْةِزَىٌا َٚ  َنبَّ٠أ ُٟٕث   (ᶜIyd, 2005, p. 393). 
Trs: ᵓAy bunay ᵓIyaka wā al-kadb. 
TT: O my son! Avoid lies!(literary: I warn you of lying !).  
3.   اٌ / yā is the most common particle used to call the addressee who is near or away 
from the speaker e.g. 
ST:  َاٌ  َه٠َذٌاٚ ْعِطأ ُخِبع ُأ  (Barakāt, 2007, p. 13). 
Trs: yā  Usama aṭiᶜ  walidaykā. 
TT: O Osama obey your parents! (if he is near or away from the speaker).  
4.   ََاٌأ / aya is used to call the addressee away from the speaker as in al-Ḥamdanī`s 
saying: 
ST:  ََاٌأ ٌَِٟبَح ُِهٌَبَح َدَبث ًْ َ٘ ََبرَسبَج   (al-Ḥamdanī, 1873, p.39 ) 
Trs: ᵓAya ǧaratā hal bata ḥalukī ḥalī. 
TT: O my female neighbour! Has your state become like mine?( My translation). 
5.    اٍَه  / haya is used to call the addressee away from the speaker e.g.  
ST: اٍَه   ْيبَْعر ذّحِ  (Barakāt, 2007, p. 394). 
Trs: Haya Muḥmmadu taᶜal. 
TT: O Muhammad come on!.  
6. آو  / wā is used to call the addressee away from the speaker. It is peculiar to 
lamentation e.g.  
ST:  آَو اذ٠صٖ !  (Sibawayh, 1999, p. 225). 
Trs: Wā Zaydahu.  
TT: Ah! Zayd!.                                                           
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2.2.4 Omission of Vocative Particle and Vocative 
There is a unanimous agreement among Arab linguists, grammarians and rhetoricians 
that the vocative particle ― ب٠ / yā / O‖ is used to call the addressee away from or near the 
speaker. Since this particle is most widely used, it is the only one subject for deletion. 
Rhetoricians view that deletion of vocative particle has anaesthetic and rhetoric 
significance. Arab grammarians and linguists point out that the vocative particle ― ب٠ / yā 
/ O‖  is deleted in the following cases: 
1. Omit the vocative particle with the proper noun as in: 
ST:  ُفُسُىٌ  اََز٘ ْٓ َع ْضِشَْعأ   [Yūsūf , verse 29]. 
Trs: Yūsūfū ᵓaᶜriḍ ᶜn haḏā.   
TT: ―O Joseph, pass this over!‖ ( Ali, 2006, p. 555).  
2. Omit the vocative particle with the demonstrative pronoun as in: 
ST:  ُْ ُزْٔ َأ َُّ ُث  َءلاُؤاَه ُْ ُىَُغفَٔأ َْ ٍُُٛزَْمر   [al-Baqarah,verse85].   
Trs: thumma ᵓantum hāᵓūlāᵓ taqtulūna ᵓanfusakum.  
TT: After this it is ye, the same people, who slay among yourselves [ Ali, 2006,p.39]. 
3.  Omit the vocative particle with the  ظٕج ُعأ ( concrete and abstract) as in:  
 ST: ٝعِٛ ٍٝع بّحشزِ ٍُعٚ ٗ١ٍع الله ٍٝص ٟجٌٕا يٛل سجح ًبىث سجح ًبىث   
 Trs: qawl al-nabī mutraḥiman ᶜala Mūsa ṯawbī ḥaǧar, ṯawbī ḥaǧar.  
 TT: Prophet`s saying sending his mercy on Musa (PBUH) My clothe, stone, My 
clothe, stone (My translation).  
4. Mostly, the vocative particle ― ب٠ / yā / O‖ is deleted when it collocates with the lexical 
word ― َّةُس / rubba/ Lord‖  as in:  
ST:  ِّبَز  ٌٟ شفغأ  
Trs: rabbī ᵓiġhfr lī. 
TT: My Lord, forgive me!.  
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On the other side, Arab grammarians prefer to delete the vocative noun if the vocative 
particle is followed by the accusative particle ―ذ١ٌ / layta/ wish‖ as in: 
ST: إتٌٍ اٌ دشٔ  (al-Anᶜām,verse 27). 
Trs: yā laytanā nuradu.  
TT: Oh, would that we could be returned [ to life on earth]( Ṣahāḥ ,1997, 166). 
The vocative noun is implied in this sentence. It means ―دشٔ بٕز١ٌ َٛل ب٠  / Oh, our people 
we could bereturned‖ ( al-Mašhadanī, 2002  ; ᶜIyd, 2005; al-Maydānī,2007). 
2.2.5 Rhetoric in Arabic 
Arabic rhetoric had passed through several stages until it became a dependent science 
has its own particular rules.  Arabs in pre-Islamic era interested much in eloquence and 
rhetoric and realized the greatness and miraculous aspects of Glorious Qur`an despite 
they fought prophet Muhammad (PBUH) at the beginning of his mission. After Islam, 
Arabs devoted their efforts to analyse Qur`anic text to unclose its miraculous faces and 
to study its meaning such as al-farrāᵓ in his famous book entitled ―Maᶜānī al-Qur`an‖ 
and Abu ᶜUbayda in his famous book ―Maǧāz al-Qur`an‖. In both books, there was an 
indication to some figurative matters (al-Mubark, 1980, pp. 38-41). 
 al-Ǧahiḏ (255A.H.) tackled rhetoric , al—Bayan and eloquence in his book entitled ―al-
Bayan wa al-Tabīn‖ without any distinction between the definition of eloquence and 
rhetoric.  
Ibn al-Muᶜtazz attempted to tabulate some kinds of science of al-Badīᶜ and science of al-
Bayan when he issued his famous book ―science of schemes‖. He talked about 
metaphor, simile, Mutabaqa, iltifat, metonymy, and hyperbolic (Ibn al-Muᶜtazz, n.d.).  
A notable contribution to rhetoric has been set by chief of rhetoricians named ᶜAbdul-
Qahir al-Ǧurǧanī who put forward the Arabic theory of Nazm (Theory of Composition 
= Science of Meaning) in his book‖ Asrar al-Balaġah‖ and theory of al-Bayan (Science 
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of Tropes) in his book ―Dalaᵓl al-ᵓIᶜǧaz‖. In this theory, al- Ǧurǧanī attempted to argue 
the concept of diversity of meaning from the semantic perspective through analyzing 
Arabic syntactic structure. Theory of Nazm (Theory of Composition) is based upon 
three main concepts related to meaning as follows: 
1) Meaning of word (Maᶜ na al-Lafḍ) (Lexical meaning).  
In this case, al-Ǧurǧanī views that the meaning of a word is based on the structure of an 
utterance or a sentence in which it takes place. That is, the meaning of a word cannot be 
gotten when it stands alone unless it occurs in a sentence or an utterance.  
2) Grammatical Meaning (Maᶜna al-Naḥu).  
al-Ǧurǧanī endeavors to display the relationship between meaning and order of words in 
a sentence. He states that meaning can be understood from the external manifestation of 
an utterance or a sentence without any intermediate tool. That is, the meaning of a 
sentence can be obtained directly from the surface structure of a sentence but when we 
want to change the word-order of a sentence a new meaning will be got. This new 
meaning is based on the psychological state of the speaker which reflects the deep 
structure of a sentence. For example, 
ذّحأ حسب٠ضٌ ٍٟع ت٘ر / Ḏahaba ᶜAli li-Ziyarat Aḥmad / Ali went to visit Ahmad. (My own 
example) 
This sentence is understood by a hearer that ᶜAli is the actor (doer) who visits Aḥmad. If 
the word order is occurred to this sentence a new meaning will be obtained as in: 
ٍٟع حسب٠ضٌ ذّحأ ت٘ر / Ḏahaba Aḥmad li-Ziyarat ᶜAli  / Ahmad went to visit Ali. 
This idea is in agreement with a basic rule in Arabic syntax ―any syntactic change 
results in semantic change‖.  
3) Meaning of Meaning (Maᶜna al- Maᶜna) (Contextual Meaning).  
al- Ǧurǧanī views that the intention of the speaker is sometimes requires to realize the 
environment and conditions around the sentence in order to attain the secondary( 
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indirect) meaning of a sentence. In other words, secondary meaning requires realization 
of the context in which the sentence is occurred. For example, 
 ًاذعأ ُذ١مٌ  / Laqytu ᶜAsadan / I saw a lion. 
 The meaning of this sentence indicates that the speaker saw a particular kind of animal 
but the speaker indicate that he saw a brave man. This requires from the hearer to get 
knowledge about the culture of the speaker in order to get his meaning (al- 
Ǧurǧanī.,2008;Gunaydin,2008). 
Actually, this theory goes in line with ―The Structure of a Semantic Theory‖ for Katz 
and Fodor (1963) who proposed that semantics is an integrated part of grammar and the 
meaning of a sentence is based on the meaning of its lexical words. In addition, their 
theory analyses a sentence into surface meaning and deep meaning that depends on the 
concept of the theory of transformational generative grammar for Noam Chomsky 
which analyses a sentence into surface structure and deep structure.    
al-Sakakī in his book ―Miftah al-ᶜUlum‖ divided his book into three main parts: 1) the 
first part deals with morphology (al-Sarf), 2) Science of Syntax, and 3) Science of 
Meaning and tropes ( al-Sakakī, n.d.).  
Rhetoric as a science has been divided into three dependent sciences by al-Qazwinī (n.d 
and 2003) as follows: 
1) ᶜIlm al-Maᶜanī (Science of Semantics). It deals with the analysis of word meanings 
and the relations among them (al-Qazwinī., 2003, p.4). It contains: 
a) Declarative (al-Ḫabar) and non-declarative (al-ᵓInšāᵓ).  
      b)  Predication`s cases.   
      c)  Predicate`s cases. 
      d)  Condensation (al- Qaṣr). 
   e)   al-Fasal and al-wasal 
   f)   Redundancy and Equation (al- ᶜIṭnāb and Musawāt).  
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2) ᶜIlm al-Bayan (Science of Tropes). It is the figurative or metaphorical use of a word 
or expression that entails: 
    a) Simile (al-Tašbīh). 
    b) Hypallage (al-Maǧaz al-Mursal).  
    c) Metaphor (al-ᶜIstiᶜarh).   
   d) Metonymy (al-Kinayah).    
   e) Irony (al-Suḫriya) 
3) ᶜIlm al-Badīᶜ (Science of Schemes). It is a kind of figure of speech that includes: 
   a) Alliteration (Ǧinas) 
   b) Antithesis (al-Ṭibaq). 
   c) Tautophony (al-SaǦaᶜ).  
   d) Juxtaposition (Muqabla) 
  e) Pun (al-Tawryah) (al- Qazwinī, 2003, pp.3-6). 
2.2.6 Vocative as Viewed by Arab Rhetoricians  
Arab rhetoricians introduced vocatives within the branch of semantics when they tried 
to classified speech into two main parts: Declarative (al-Ḫabar) is a sentence that is 
likely to be true or false ( al-Zawbaᶜī, 1997, p.75) and non-declarative (al-ᵓInšāᵓ) is a 
sentence that is not likely to be true or false (ᶜAtīq,1992, p. 65) . Then, they classified 
non-declarative (al-ᵓInšāᵓ) into sub-classifications: request (Ṭalabī) that is based on 
request and non-request (Ġayr Ṭalabī) that does not base on request. Request non- 
declarative is also divided into subdivisions to include: order, interrogation, prohibition, 
wish, and vocative. 
 Traditionally, rhetoric was regarded as the eloquence of speech measured by certain 
means known to professional people such as figurative language, selection of certain 
lexical items, structural and rhetorical formulations (al-Hammandī, 2002, p. 21). 
Rhetoric at the beginning was related chiefly to the style of Arabic speech and then to 
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the language of the Glorious Qur`an.  Today, new views are held about rhetoric. In the 
course of time, rhetoric has come to be regarded as a science related to three sciences 
working together: tropes, meaning and schemes (al-Hammandī, 2002, p. 21).  
Hatim (1997, p. 49) perceives rhetoric as a static science rather than an art. It is the 
science of language which aims at teaching rhetorical techniques that the learner ought 
to memorize in order to be a good speaker or writer of Arabic. 
 al-Hammandī (2002, p. 26) considers the main idea behind the rhetoric. She suggests 
that communicating the meaning of the speaker to the hearer lies in using elegant 
language to achieve a specific persuasive goal and to avoid mistakes taking into 
consideration the context and the background of both speaker and hearer.   
Moreover, the language of Qur`an is characterized by various colourful features of 
semantic, syntactic, rhetorical, phonetic and cultural features. These features work 
together to produce a complete texture. These features often move away from their 
original norms to other new norms. This phenomenon is called a shift and is frequently 
used in the Qur`an. It has obtained the concern of Arab rhetoricians since it gives 
vividness to the language of Qur`an (AbdelWali, 2007, p. 2). The vocative is one of 
these features which diverges from its original meaning. It is used for the opposite of its 
original rule ―to draw the attention of the addressee‖.  It is used to call the addressee by 
particular particles (al-ᶜAlawī, 1982, p. 239).   
Chief of Arab rhetoricians ᶜAbdelqahir al-Ǧurǧānī (2008, p. 55) views vocative as ―a 
construction consisting of a vocative particle and noun as in  ِالله َذْجَع َب٠  O !ᶜAbdulallah.  
The verbs ― ٟٕعأ  /mean ،  ٍْذ٠ُِسأ  / want ،   ُٛ ُعَْدأ / call‖  are omitted with vocation‖. Nahir 
(1987, p. 291) agrees with the opinion of al- al-Ǧurǧānī. He affirms that vocation is a 
verbal construction made of the vocative particle and addressee. Other linguists like 
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ᵓAnīs (1978) elucidate that vocative sentences get across an independent meaning to the 
hearer with a few words. (pp. 60-61). 
On the part of stylistics, a vocative sentence is an emotive one (i.e. it is a non- predicate 
sentence) because it depends on the vocative particle and its meaning. On this ground, 
the distinction is very clear between ―  ُذ٠َْص َب٠  / yā Zaydu /  O! Zayd‖ and ― َ َاََذ٠َص ِٞ ِدَبٌٔأ / 
unadī Zaydan /  I call Zayd‖ (Ḥasan, 1983, p. 219) . On the part of Ibn Ǧinnī  (1980, p. 
186), he made a clear distinction between ―  َاَذ٠َص ُٛ ُعْدأ / ᵓadᶜu Zaydan/ I call Zayd‖  and ―  
 ًأََذ٠َص ِٞ ِدُبُٔأ  / unadī Zaydan/  I call Zayd‖ . He explains that ―  َاَذ٠َص ُٛ ُعْدأ /   ᵓadᶜu Zaydan / I 
call Zayd‖ is  a demanding non-declarative sentence. Whilst, ―  َ٠َص ِٞ ِدُبٔ أ 
ًأَذ  / ᵓunadī Zaydan 
/ I call Zayd‖  is a declarative sentence in terms of  true or false . al- Ṣyūṭī (1998, pp. 25-
26 )  has a different opinion. He views that Arabs did not put the vocative particle as a 
substitute unit of the verb  ― ُٛعْدأ /ᵓadᶜu /call   and  ِٞ ِدُبُٔأ / ᵓunadī /call‖ since both of them 
are detachable. 
Faris (1989, pp. 155-160) points out that the vocative is characterized by certain rhetoric 
features as presented below: 
1. Vocation is a non- declarative sentence based on a request and address. 
2. Diversity of vocative particles is not at random. Each one has its own linguistic and 
functional significance in addition to its rhetoric use. 
3.  In original purpose of vocation is to draw the attention of the addressee to the speaker. 
Occasionally, this purpose is deviated to other new secondary meanings obtained from 
the context.  
4.  Vocation is used frequently in the Glorious Qur`an with various meanings. This was a 
good reason and motivation to study the issue from the rhetoric point of view. 
5.  Vocation is often used explicitly and implicitly by Arab traditional speakers. This is a 
sign of the importance of vocation in the field of linguistic studies. 
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6.  Taking into consideration the crucial role of the context of situation, the vocation deals 
with the psychological state of a speaker. This point matches with the component no.6 
―sincerity condition‖ of Illocutionary Force Indicating Device (IFID) for Searle & 
Vanderveken (1985). A speaker should be sincere in his intention when he utters an 
illocutionary act. If a speaker utters an illocutionary act of sorrow, he must really be sad. 
2.2.7 Taxonomy of Rhetorical Purposes of Vocative  
Arab rhetoricians differentiated numerous rhetorical purposes depending on their 
investigations of this linguistic phenomenon. In this section, light is shed on the 
structure of some types since the rhetoricians have taken the syntactic structure of the 
vocative into their consideration when they study these purposes rhetorically.  
2.2.7.1 Grief ( al-ḥuzn) 
Linguistically, grief means an extreme sadness. It is a result of loss someone or 
something dear to the speaker or because something bad happened (Longman, 2005, p. 
711).   
Numerous works have been done on the phenomenon of grief in Arabic language. It can 
be well remarked that in Arabic poems, Arab poets usually reflect their internal feeling 
of sadness via poems.  
al-Ǧuborī (2004)  investigates this phenomenon in an old Arabic poetry ―al-muᶜalāqāt‖. 
He grasps the reasons behind the phenomenon of grief in Arabic, such as ruins, women, 
tribes, old age, death and time. He remarks that the nature of the Arabic environment, 
loss of faith in Allah and social life are the source of these reasons. He notices that there 
are multiple faces of grief in Arabic poems such as crying and pain, sorrow, 
sleeplessness, addressing the ruins, recalling the past, complaining and sighing, 
alienation, nostalgia, and self morning. Vocation as a linguistic tool is used by Arab 
poets to express their sadness (al-Ǧuborī, 2004, p. 111). For example, the poet ᵓImrūʼ al-
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Qays in these following lines conveys his grief by calling upon his sweetheart, Fatima, 
to be gentle and kind with him if she decides to leave him. This feeling is revealed by 
using the vocative particle ―أ / hamza / A/ O‖ , the lexical item ― ًلاــــْٙ َِ  / mahlan / behave 
gently‖, ―ِٟ ْشـــَص ِذْع َِ ْصأ/ ᵓazmaᶜti ṣarmī / you want to leave me‖ and ―ٍٟ ِّ ْجبــــف/ faǧmilī/ 
do it kindly‖  
ST: أ  ِتْع َِ ْشأ  ْدــَـل ِتْٕ ُو ْإ و                         ًِ ٌِدتٌا اره َضَْعب  لاــــْه َِ  َُ ــــــــــِطافًٍ ِّ ْجاــــف  ً ِ ْســـَص  
                                                                                                   (al-Maṣṭawī, 2004, p. 32) 
 Trs:  ᵓA faṭima mahlan baᶜḍa hāḏā al-tadaluli     wā ᵓin kunti qad ᵓazmaᶜti ṣarmī faǧmilī 
TT: O- Fatima –behave gently and leave aside some of this coquetry-if you want to 
leave me- do it kindly (My translation).  
The phenomenon of grief is not restricted to Arabic poets. It is evidenced in the 
Glorious Qur‘an by means of vocation and non-vocation. The word ―al-ḥuzun / grief‖ , 
for instance, is used by Jacob to envisage his sadness about Joseph. 
ST:  ِِّٟٔإ َيَبل ًُُِٕٔصَْحٌٍَ  ِٗث اَُٛجَْ٘زر ْ َأ   [Yūsūf, verse13].  
Trs:  qāla innī lā yaḥzununī ᵓan taḏhabu bihi.  
TT: (Jacob) said: Really it saddens me that ye should take him away (Ali, 2006, p.549). 
The Arabic text ―ُُِٟٕٔضَْح١ٌَ /lā yaḥzununĩ‖ is rendered into ―sadness‖ in English language. 
It reflects the state of grief of prophet Jacob over his son. The state of grief occurs in 
this verse via declarative sentence.   
Grief also shows by the tongue of a non–believer on the Day of Judgment. He expresses 
his regret by using the vocative particle to call an abstract thing ―wish‖. He requests 
from the wish to attend to his regret since he was an unbeliever in Allah. The Arabic 
lexical item ―  َِٟٕز١ٌَْ َب٠   / yā laytanī‖ and the English equivalent ―Would that‖ reflect the 
grief of the disbeliever on The Day of Judgement. For example:  
ST:  ُِشفبَىٌْ ا ُيَُٛم٠ َٚ َاٌ  ًَِٕتٍْ ًٌَ بثاَُشر ُذُٕو   [ al-Nābaᵓ, verse 40]. 
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Trs:  wā yaqūlu al-kāfiru yā laytanī kuntu turābān. 
ST:  ُِشفبَىٌْ ا ُيَُٛم٠ َٚ َاٌ  ًَِٕتٍْ ًٌَ بثاَُشر ُذُٕو   [ al-Nābaᵓ, verse 40]. 
Trs:  wā yaqūlu al-kāfiru yā laytanī kuntu turābān. 
TT: and the Unbeliever will say, Woe unto me! Would that I were (mere) dust! (Ali, 
2006, p. 1590). 
2.2.7.2 Lamentation (al-nudba) 
The lamented is the person/thing denoting what is grieved over or from because of its 
loss, which may be real or tropical (Ḥasan, 1983, pp. 67-68). The speaker uses 
lamentation to convey his/her feelings of sorrow, pain, grief, and sign. Arab traditional 
grammarians identified two vocative particles for recognizing lamentation ― آٚ / wā‖ and 
― ب٠ /yā‖. They said that real lamentation is realized when the speaker laments a person.  
For instance, if someone says: ―   ُٖب َِ ُا َٚ / wā ummahu/ Ah my mother!‖. The speaker utters 
such expression when(s( he loses her /his mother. He /she grieves over her.  Converse, 
tropical lamentation is realized when the speaker laments about something abstract.  For 
example, ―  ُٖاشٙظ آٚ / wā ẓahrāhu /Ah my back!‖. The speaker conveys his suffering from 
a backache (al-Harmmī, 2005, pp. 766-767). 
2.2.7.2.1 Forms of Lamentation 
Arab grammarians devoted their efforts to distinguish three forms of lamentation:  
a)  The particle of lamentation is followed by the lamented noun suffixed by ―alīf‖ and 
―haᵓ alsakit‖. For example,―  ُٖبَعأَسا َٚ  /wā raᵓisahū/Ah my head‖ (Makram, 1992, p. 235). 
The particle of lamentation ―ا َٚ ‖ is followed by the lamented noun ―طأَس‖. The noun 
―طأَس‖ ends with ―alīf‖ and ―haᵓ alsakit‖ ( ُٖا). 
b) The particle of lamentation is followed by the lamented noun annexed by ―alīf‖ only. 
For example, Ǧarir‘s elegy over the Caliph Omar bin ᶜabdel ᶜAziz. 
ST:  ِللأ ِش ِْ َ ِأث ِٗ١ِف َذ ّْ ٌل َٚ      ٌَٗ َدشََجطْصَبف ًب َّ ِ١ِظَع ًاَش ِْ َأ َّذٍ ِّ ُح   اَس َّ ُع َاٌ  (al -Andalusī, 2001, p. 271). 
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Trs: Ḥumilta ᵓamran ᶜẓīman fasṭabarṯa lahu wā qimta fihi biᵓamri Allahi yā ᶜUmara. 
TT: You were shouldered the heavy responsibility which you patiently endured and  
took on as Allah ordered, O Omar! (My translation). 
The lamented noun ― َش َّ ُع / Omar‖ is prefixed by the particle of lamentation ― ب٠ /yā /O‖. 
It ends with the ―alīf / ا / a‖.  
c) The particle of lamentation is followed by the lamented noun only. For example, 
ST:  ِءاَسَعٌشٌأ َِسٍ ِ أ او (ᶜIyd, 2005, p. 406). 
Trs: wā ᵓamīra al-šūᶜarāᵓ.  
TT: Alas for the commander of poets!. 
The vocative sentence is made of the particle of lamentation ―ا َٚ  / wā /Alas‖ and the 
lamented noun phrase ― ِءاَشَعٌشٌأ َِش١ ِ أ / ᵓamīra al-šūᶜarāᵓ/ the commander of poets‖. 
2.2.7.3 Exclamation (al-taᶜajub)  
 Exclamation in Arabic is a broad semantic concept used to express different feelings of 
a speaker towards the stimulus (al-Sanjarī, 2002, p. 29).  Arab traditional grammarians 
made a distinction between two main forms of exclamation: regular (خ١عب١ل) and irregular 
(  . خ١عبّع( Vocative is considered as an irregular form. It is used as a means to convey 
strong feelings of the speaker as a reaction to stimuli (al-Samirrāᵓī, 2003, vol.4, pp. 249-
253).  They state that both exclamation and call for help share in their form but differ in 
their meaning. They point out that the exclamatory vocation is identified by using the 
vocative particle ―  ب٠ / yā‖ followed by the noun denoting what it is wondered at.  The 
wondered noun is governed by the genitive case prefixed by ―  َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖ 
named ―lam of wonder‖ (Barakāt, 2007, pp. 9-10). In the following poetic verse the poet 
ᵓImrūᵓ al-Qays, one of the pre-Islamic era, admires the length of night.  He conveys that 
by using the construction ―  ًٍ ١ٌَ ْٓ ِ  َهٌ ب٠ / ya laka min laylin‖.  
ST:  ًِ ُثزَ١ث دّذٌش ًِ َزفٌا ِسبَغ ُِ  ًِ ُِىث              ًٌٍ ِٓ َهٌ َاٍَف  ُٗ َِ ٌُٛجٔ ًْ أو   (al-Maṣṭawī , 2004, p.50 ) 
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Trs: Faya laka min laylin kʼanna nūjũmahū      bikuli mughri al-fatli shudat bi yaḏbuli.  
 TT: O! you deep night! It is as though its stars were firmly tied to yaḏbul (My 
translation). 
The poet, as it is noted, makes use of metaphoric expression when he describes the stars 
of the night as fastened to a mountain ―yaḏbul‖ which is located in their land. 
Occasionally, the preposition―  َي / lam‖  with  ―fetḥa‖  replaces by  the final ―  أ/ alīf‖ as 
in ―  بزٍ٠ٚ ب٠  / yā waylatā /O woe unto me‖.  This form has the characteristic prolonged 
sound to produce admiration. If someone says ―  بزٍ٠ٚ ب٠  / yā waylatā‖, the final ―alīf‖ is 
prolonged to reflect the extent of the woe is (al-Samirrāᵓī, 2003,vol.4, p. 250).  
 al-Samirrāᵓī (2003) confirms that the final ―alīf‖ in exclamative vocation mirrors the 
strong deep emotions of the speaker. He adds that Arabs use certain expressions such as 
― ٟحٚس ب٠ / yā rūḥī / O my soul‖, ― ٟٔٛ١ع ب٠ / yā ᶜunī / O my eyes‖ to express their 
admiration. 
2.2.7.4 Call for Help (al-ᵓistiġaṯa) 
The meaning of call for help is to ask for aid from the addressee. It is always articulated 
by a person in a critical or difficult situation to a person who has the ability to save the 
person who asked for the aid (al-Samirrāᵓī, 2003,vol,4, p. 287). The word ―al-ᵓistiġaṯa‖ 
can be found in the Glorious Qur`an as in:  
ST:    ٖ ِّٚ ُذَع ْٓ ِ  ِٞزٌَّا ٍََٝع ِ ِٗزَع١ِش ْٓ ِ  ِٞزٌَّا  َُهثاَغَتْسا َف 
Trs: fāstaġāṯahu ᵓal-laḏī min šīᶜatihi ᶜala ᵓal-laḏī min ᶜdūwihi [al-Qaṣaṣ, verse 15].  
TT: Now the man of his own religion appealed to him against his foe, and Moses 
struck him with his fist and made an end of him (Ali, 2006, p.964).  
Clearly, three main components are seen in this verse.  The first component represents 
the person who asked for help i.e. the man of Musa‘s own religion. The second 
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component represents the person from whom the aid is asked i.e. Musa (PBUH).  The 
third component represents the action of calling for help viz  َُٗثبََغزْعَبف .  
Arab grammarians studied the structure of call for help and noticed that it consists of  
1.  The vocative particle (yā). 
2. The person invoked to help named ―al-mustaġaṯ‖ or the person called to aid ―al-
mustġaṯ bihi‖ preceded by the preposition ―  َي  / lam‖  which takes the vowel of ―fetḥa‖.  
3. The person against whom aid is required ―al-mustaġaṯ lahu‖ or ― al-mustaġaṯ min 
aǧlihi‖ preceded by the preposition ―   ِي / lam‖  which takes the vowel of ―kasra‖. For 
example, 
 ST:     ٍٍِّٓسُّ ٌٍِ ََلَل   َاٌ (al-Samirrāᵓī, 2003, p. 287). 
Trs:  yā la-lalahi li-lmuslimiyna 
TT:  O Allah for Muslims!  
In this utterance, three components are observed. The first component is the vocative 
particle ―yā / ب٠ ‖. The second, Almighty Allah from whom the aid is asked prefixed by 
the preposition ―  َي  / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖.  The third is ― ٓ١ٍِّغ ُّ ٌٍِ /  li-lmuslimiyna‖ for 
whom the help is required prefixed by the  ―lam/ li‖ with ―kasra‖.  
2.2.7.4.1 Forms of Call for Help  
The structure of call for help is distinguished by the following forms: 
a)  If there is more than one person invoked to help ( i.e. al-mustaġaṯ) , the vocative 
particle prefixes both, the preposition ― َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖ will be attached to each one 
as in:  
ST:    ً ِ َْىَمٌ َاٌٚ  َيَاث ِْ  َلأ َاٌٟ ِ ْٛ َل   (ᶜIyd, 2005, p. 403). 
Trs:  yā lā-qawmī wā  yā  lā-ᵓamṯala  qawmī. 
TT: O my people and O you who are like my people (My translation). 
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The vocative particle ―   ب٠ /yā‖ , as it is observed has come before two different persons 
invoked to help ―ٟ ِ ْٛ ََمٌ /la-qawm/ O my people‖ and ― َيَبث ِْ  َلأ  / la- lā-ᵓamṯala  qawmī / O 
you who are like‖. Both vocative nouns are preceded by ―lam al-ᵓistiġaṯa‖ and 
connected by the conjunction ― ٚ / wā /and‖.                                                                             
b)  If there is more than one person invoked to help (i.e. al-mustaġaṯ) and the vocative 
particle ― ب٠ / yā‖is prefixed to the first noun, the preposition ― َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖ will 
appear only with the first noun. While, ― ِي / lam‖ with ―kasra‖ will appear with the 
second noun as in: 
ST: وٍس ّْ َِعٌَو ٍدٌْ ََصٌ َاٌ (Wright, 1996, vol.3, p.152). 
Trs: yā la-Zaidn wa li-ᶜAmrn.  
TT: O Zaid and ᶜAmr!.   
In this example, we have two vocative nouns ―  ٍذ٠ََْضٌ / lā-Zaydin‖ and  ٍٚش ّْ َِعٌ / li-ᶜAmrn‖ the 
vocative particle ―  ب٠ /yā‖  and ― َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖ have come only before the first 
vocative noun ―  ٍذ٠ََْضٌ / la-Zaidn‖.  
c)  On some occasions, the final ―alīf / hamza‖is suffixed to the person invoked to help 
(i.e. al-mustaġaṯ) to replace the preposition ― َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖. For example, 
ST:   اَِدٌَِصٌ َاٌ   ٍضِع ًَ ١َْٔ ًٍ ِ ٢   (ᶜIyd, 2005, p. 403). 
Trs: yā Yāziydan  lā-āmiln nayla ᶜizzin. 
TT: O Yazid! Help the one who hopes for acquisition of honour (Wright,1996, vol.1, 
p.182). 
The vocative noun ―  ًاَذِ٠َِض٠ َب٠  / O Yazid!‖ in this sentence ends with ―alīf / hamza‖ instead 
of ― َي / lam‖ with ―fetḥa‖. 
d) The structure of call for help can be distinguished if the person invoked to help (i.e. 
al-mustaġaṯ) is prefixed by the vocative particle ―   ب٠ / yā‖ only.  
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ST:  َُدٌَش َاٌ ِٚشِّعٌ   (Barakāt, 2007, p. 404). 
Trs: yā Zaydu li-ᶜAmri. 
TT: O Zaid help Amr!. 
The vocative particle ―   ب٠ /yā‖ has come before the vocative noun ― َُذ٠َص / Zaydu‖ only. 
f)  If the person against whom aid is required (i.e. al-mustaġaṯ lahu) is prefixed by the 
vocative particle ―   ب٠ /yā‖, the preposition― ِي / lam‖ with ―kasra‖ will annex it as in: 
 ST:  َاٌ ٍذ٠ََْضٌ  وٍس ّْ َِعٌ   (Wight,1996,vol.3, p152). 
 Trs:  yā lā-Zaydn wā li-ᶜAmrn.  
TT: O Zaid help ᶜAmr!.     
The ― ِي / lam‖ with ―kasra‖ is prefixed to the person against whom the aid is required 
―ٍٚش ّْ َِعٌ / li-ᶜAmrn / Amr!‖ while, the vocative particle ―   ب٠ /yā‖ and  ― َي / lam‖ with 
―fetḥa‖ prefixes the vocative noun ―     ٍذ٠ََْضٌ  / la-Zaydn/ O Zaid‖. 
Referring back to the Glorious Qur`an we find that the vocative verses of call for help 
have deviated from the standard structure of the call for help. This applies to the 
following vocative verse: 
ST:   َهُّبَز َإٍْ ٍََع ِضَْمٌٍِ ُِهٌا َِ  َاٌ  [  al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]. 
Trs:  Yā  Māliku  li yaqḍī   ᶜalaynā  rabbuka. 
TT: O Mālik! Would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279). 
If the researcher takes the opinion of Ḥasan (1983, p. 62) that ―every vocative noun is 
suitable to be used for call for help into our consideration he could say that this vocative 
verse is a call for help. On this ground, the lexical item ―Mālik‖ is the person invoked to 
help preceded by the vocative particle ―   ب٠ /yā‖ while, the ―disbelievers‖ are the persons 
against whom the aid is required. The rest of sentence ―هُّثَس َبٕ١ٍََْع ِطَْم١ٌِ ‖ takes places in 
creating the rhetorical meaning of call for help. In addition, Aziz (1997, pp. 261-261) 
clarifies two types of context: linguistic and situational. A Qur`anic text may depend to 
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a certain extent on the context of situation for its interpretation. Situational context is an 
inevitable matter to clarify the meaning of the Qur`an.  
The exegesis and reasons of revelation cooperate together to facilitate interpretation of 
the meaning of the Qur`an. By virtue of this good argumentation, we can say with 
confidence that this verse has the meaning of call for help.   
On the other part, agreement is noticed between call for help and directive speech acts. 
The intention of a speaker is a very important factor in both. In call for help, the speaker 
requests the aid from the helper. Analogically, directives get the hearer to do something 
e.g. request, demand, order etc. Consequently, call for help is part of directives. 
Furthermore, Arab scholars and linguists differentiate between call for help and 
supplication. Call for help is used to ask aid from Allah or from others only in a critical 
and difficult situation. In contrast, supplication is used to ask or beg for something from 
Allah earnestly or humbly. It is used in a critical and non- critical situation. From this 
intuitive view, we can say that call for help is part of supplication but the reverse is 
impossible. 
2.2.7.5   Particularization (al-ᵓiḫtiṣāṣ) 
 Arab traditional grammarians assign specific criteria to particularization. Initially, they 
studied the particularization of the pronoun in isolation of vocative. The structure of a 
particularization sentence usually contains the first person singular / plural followed by 
a noun to which the pronoun refers. In a sense, the noun should follow the pronoun 
without any intervening (al-Andalusī, 2001, pp. 291-296). Particularization shows that 
the accusative is the noun which the pronoun represents and to which the statement 
made refers. Particularization is usually explained by an omitted verb ―   ُصُخأ / ᵓaḫuṣu/ I 
specify‖ and ―  ٟٕعأ/ ᵓaᶜnī‖ I mean‖ (al-Ġayylanī, 2005,p.443). The purpose behind using 
particularization is to limit the action to the speaker (s). Arab grammarians state three 
main purposes for particularization: 
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 Accusative of /upon praise (for glorification). 
 Accusative of blame and reproach. 
 Accusative of pity (ᶜIyd, 2005, pp. 334). For instance, 
ST: ٍٍٓعِاجٌا ُٓ َحٔ  تْعَشٌا حسبَضَح َُعَْٕصٔ   (ᶜIyd, 2005, pp. 335). 
Trs: Naḥnu al-ǧamiᶜiyyn nāṣnaᶜu ḥāḍarātā al-šaᶜbi. 
TT: We academics create the civilization of people.   
The particularization in the above sentence is made of the first person plural pronoun 
―naḥnu / we‖ with an omitted verb ― I particularize‖ and ― ٓ١١عِبجٌا / al- al-ǧamiᶜiyyn / 
academics‖ is an accusative noun of glorification. 
On the other side, particularization has been a controversial issue among grammarians, 
linguists and rhetoricians. Some have the opinion that particularization is similar to 
vocation without vocative particle ― ب٠ /yā‖. Others do not think that. They differentiate 
between particularization and vocation in the following points: 
1. The particularized noun does not take place initially. 
2. The particularized noun is not introduced by the vocative particle. 
3. The particularized noun is introduced by the first person singular or plural pronoun. 
4. The particularized noun is not identified as demonstrative, relative or indefinite 
noun. 
5. The particularization sentence is declarative whilst the vocative sentence is non- 
declarative. 
6. Both particularization and vocative have a limited indication. The former is confined 
to the speaker and addressee. The latter is confined to the addressee (Ḥasan, 1983, 
pp. 93-94). 
It can be said that vocative via particularization is identified by the first person pronoun 
(singular / plural) or by the second person pronoun ―you‖ annexed by the vocative 
particularized noun. The vocative particle which prefixes the particularized noun is 
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either implicit or explicit. Thus, the vocative may be considered as particularization and 
not vice verse. For instance,  
ST:   اروو ارو ًَعفٔ بَسَعٌا َسَشْع َِ  ّأإ   (Sibawayh, 1999, p. 240).  
Trs: ᵓinna māᶜšar al-ᶜarab nafᶜalu kaḏa wā kaḏa. 
TT: We (I specify) , (O) Arab people, do so and so (My translation).  
The speaker in this sentence is proud of his Arab people; therefore, he particularizes 
them by using the first person plural pronoun ―ّبٔإ / ᵓinna /we‖. The expression ― َشَشْع َِ
ةَشَعٌا / māᶜšar al-ᶜarab / Arab people‖ is the vocative particularized expression with an 
implicit vocative particle ―ب٠  / yā‖.   
2.2.7.6 Reprimand (al-ṯawbīḫ) 
Reprimand is used to rebuke or scold someone for an unacceptable action. al-Zawbaᶜī 
(1997, p. 359) states that its meaning can be derived by means of the interrogative form 
which goes beyond its original meaning and gives the meaning of reprimand 
disaffirmative as in: 
ST:   ؟َهَّبز ًصعت أ   
Trs: ᵓa taᶜṣī rabbaka?. 
TT: Do you disobey your God? 
The speaker in the above example reproaches the hearer at the moment of the speaking 
for doing an action of disobey via particle of question ―أ / ᵓa / Do‖. The verb ―ٟصعر / 
taᶜṣī / disobey‖ reflects the meaning of the reprimand in which the speaker does not 
accept the action of the doer.  
Reprimanding is also fulfilled by negation. It refers to an action which occurs or does 
not occur at the moment of speaking (al-Zawbaᶜī, 1997, p. 351). The poet al-duᵓalī in 
this poetic verse reproaches a person who behaves against what he says via negative 
form:  
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ST:    ُُ ٍظع َتٍعف اذإ هٍٍع ٌزاَع   هٍث ِ  ًتأتو ٍُكٍخ ْٓ َع هْٕ َت لا (al-Sukarī, 1998, p.404) 
Trs: lā tanha ᶜan ḫuluqin wā tatᵓatī miṯlahu    ᶜārun ᶜlayka iḏa faᶜlta ᶜaẓumu. 
TT: Do not behave against what you say     What a shame on you if you do that! 
(My translation).    
The reprimand meaning is realized by the prohibitive particle ―لا / lā/ do not‖, the 
imperative verb ―  َرْٕٗ  / tanha/ behave‖, ―ٍٗث ِ  ٟرأرٚ/ wā tatᵓatī miṯlahu / against what you 
say‖ , and  ―ه١ٍع ٌسبَع / ᶜārun ᶜlayka / what a shame on you‖. All the above items 
participate in creating the reprimand meaning. 
Moreover, the vocative may use another means to convey the reprimand meaning to a 
person who has done an unacceptable action or has not done an important action. This 
colour of meaning can be noted clearly in the Glorious Qur`an where the natural and 
real attributes are made use of since it is more effective than direct reprimand. For 
instance,  
ST: َاٌ  َْ ُىٍَعَْفت َلا ا َِ  َْ ُىٌُىَمت َُ ٌِ اُىٕ َِ َآ َٓ ٌِرٌَّا اَهٌَُّأ  [al- Ṣaf, verse 2]. 
Trs: Yā ayyuha  ᵓallaḏīna ᵓāmanū limā taqulūna mā lā tafᶜalūna. 
TT: O ye who believe! Why say ye that which ye do not? (Ali, 2006,1460). 
Note that Almighty Allah has used a good description ― َب٠ إُٛ َِ َآ َٓ ٠ِزٌَّا َب ُّٙ٠َأ  / yā ayyuha 
ᵓallaḏīna / O ye who believe!‖ to convey the reprimand meaning to be more effective. 
The ST  َْ ٍَُٛعَْفر َلا ب َِ  َْ ٌَُُٛٛمر  َُ ٌِ / limā taqulūna mā lā tafᶜalūna / Why say ye that which ye do 
not? is an interrogative sentence that has the meaning of reprimand.     
2.2.7.7 Encouragement (al-ᵓIġhrāᵓ)  
It is used to urge/ stimulate an individual to do/ adhere to something good (Ḥasan, 1983, 
p. 105). The speaker in this case only mentions the object to be adhered to. The word is 
either repeated or not as he pleases.  
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2.2.7.7.1 Forms of Encouragement 
Grammarians have distinguished two forms of encouragement: 
a)  Repeat the object noun. For example, 
ST: ناخأ    َناخأ (al-Maydanī, 2007, p. 240).  
Trs: aḫaka aḫaka.    
TT: Brother!  Brother! It means seize your brother.  
b)  Combine two words by the conjunction particle ― ٚ / wā /and‖.  For example, 
ST: ءافىٌاو قدصٌا  (Barakāt, 2007, p. 112). 
Trs: Al ṣidqa wā al wāfāᵓ. 
TT: Be honest and faithful (literally: adhere to honesty and faithfulness). 
It is noted that Arab grammarians have estimated implicit verbs such as ―cleave to‖, 
―seize‖ and ―capture‖ in the sentence of encouragement. This is because of 
encouragement construction is free of any verb.  
Percontra, al-Samirrāᵓī (2003,vol.4, p. 97) argues the question of the omitted verb in 
encouragement. He says that the implicit verb in an encouragement is an imperative 
one. He affirms that the imperative verb can be used explicitly in encouragement. He 
cited the following verse in which encouragement is used explicitly in the Glorious 
Qur`an. 
ST:  ًْ ُل اىُعٍَِطأ  َيُٛع َّشٌا َٚ  َ َّالله  [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 32]. 
Trs:  qul ᵓaṭyᶜū Allaha wa al-rasūla.  
TT: Say: Obey God and His Apostle. (Ali, 2006,p. 135). 
He also states that the imperative verb ― اُٛع١َِطأ / ᵓaṭyᶜū‖  in this verse is used to urge 
believers to obey Allah and his messenger. He adds if the verb of encouragement is 
omitted, the verse would be ―Allah and his messenger‖.   
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The imperative verb sometimes is recognized by using masdar or the absolute object to 
take place the position of the imperative verb as in:   
ST:   اَسْبَص  ًلا١ ِّ َج   (al-Samirrāᵓī ,2003,vol.4, p 97). 
Trs: ṣabran ǧamīlan. 
TT: a beautiful patience. 
The presupposed meaning of the above sentence is  ― لا١ ِّ َج اشْجَص ِْشجْصا  / Iṣbir ṣbran 
ǧamīlan / hold a beautiful patience‖.  
The imperative verb may deviate from its original to other new secondary meanings 
taking the context into consideration (al-Zawbaᶜī, 1997, pp. 346-354). At the same time, 
it is noted that the implicit verb in the encouragement sentence is an imperative one. 
Upon this assumption, we deduce that encouragement is one of the rhetorical purposes 
of the imperative verb.  
Encouragement is also used by the poets to call and urge the addressee. The Egyptian 
poet, for example in this line, urges his country to live free from occupation. 
 ST:  يدلاب اٌيدلاب اٌ  ةمٍٍط ًشٍعو             زىٌٕا ًٍبمتساف ََ ىٌٍا   ( ᶜAtīq, 1992, p.114) 
Trs: Yā biladī  al-yawmā fāstaqbilī al-nūra  wā ᶜišī ṭalīqatan yā biladī. 
TT: Welcome today, O my country, the light of freedom   And live,O my country, 
free and independent ( My translation). 
In the above example, the poet calls his country ― ٞدلاث ب٠ / yā biladī / O my country‖  by 
the vocative particle ― ب٠ / yā / O‖. The lexical word ―ٍٟجمزعبف / fāstaqbilī / Welcome 
today‖ and ―ٟش١ع/  ᶜišī / live‖ are verbs of encouragement. They are imperative explicit 
verbs and imply the meaning of urging his country to be free from any occupation.  
Vocative by encouragement is also used imaginatively by Arab poets to urge the 
addressee to do something as in this verse from the Arab poet ᶜUrwa ibnu al-wārd:  
ST:  بٌٙ ُذٍلٚ ًجّع ُّ ٌا ِزوُُدمٌا ْٓ ِ  ُُه ُِ اعط      ٌةٍتف ءاضٍبٌا َّ ا اٌ   (Muhammad, 1998, p.92)      
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Trs: Wā qutlu laha yā Umma al- byḍāᵓ fityatun         ṭaᶜamuhum mina al-qudūrī al-
muᶜaǧali 
TT: To Umul Byḍāᵓ I said: Make haste, O white cooking pots, For the starving boys 
around you are so impatiently waiting for food  
The poet makes use of metaphor in his poem. He directs his speech to the addressee ― ب٠
ءبض١جٌا َّ ا / yā Umma al- byḍāᵓ / O white cooking pots‖ by the vocative particle ― ب٠ /yā / 
O‖.  He describes the black pot of food by the white mother.  The verb of 
encouragement ―make haste‖ is implicit here in Arabic text.  
2.2.7.8 Recollection ( al-taḏkīr) 
Recollection recurs a great deal in the Glorious Qur`an, particularly in Meccan verses, 
to remind both believers and non-believers alike of something. This kind of speech 
takes place with or without vocation through using imperative acts. The Qur`an makes 
use of imperative acts like ―remember‖ and ―fear‖ etc to express this type. For instance, 
in the coming verse, Almighty Allah reminds people of the Holy Book of his grace 
when HE saved them from Pharaoh and his soldiers. This recollection is carried out by 
calling them ―  ًَ ١ِئاَشِْعإ َِٟٕث َب٠ / Yā banī Isrāᵓīla / O Children of Israel!‖ by the vocative 
particle ―ب٠  / yā‖ . The verb ― اُٚشُوْرا/ uḏkurū / call to mind‖ is the central verb through 
which the action of reminding is achieved.  
ST:  ُْ ُىٍْ ٍََع ُت ّْ َعْٔ َأ ًِتٌَّا ًَ ِت َّ ِْعٔ اوُسُوْذا ًَ ٍِئاَسِْسإ ًَِٕب َاٌ      [al-Baqarah ,verse 40]. 
Trs: Yā banī  Isrāᵓīla  udhkurū  niᶜ matiya ᵓallati anᵓamtu ᵓalaykum. 
TT: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon 
you. (Ali, 2006, p. 27).  
In addition, part of the personality of an Arab poet is that when he sees something it 
reminds him of a thing/ person beloved to himself in the past and this is reflected via 
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poems. The following line is from the pre–Islamic era and was issued by the poet 
Ṭaᵓabaṭa Šarān one of the most famous wretches.  
ST:  ٌقاَسِط ياىهلأأ ىٍع ٍفٍط ُّس َِ َو                      ٌٍقاسٌإَو ٍقْىَش ْٓ ِ  ََهٌ ا َِ  ُِدٍِع اٌ  ( Farahat, 1992) 
Trs: yā ᵓIdū mā lakā min šawqin wā ᵓibraqn        Wā murra ṭayfin ᵓala al-ᵓahwali ṭiraqi    
TT: O Feast (ᶜIydu) ! You arouse warm feelings of longing and good memories 
That often come to my mind, making me insomnia (My translation). 
In his poem, the poet is reminded of a specific event which occurred in the past. Some 
of his friends helped him to flee from his tribe because of wars that took place in his 
tribe.  He performed that by calling ― ُِذ١ِع ب٠ / yā ᶜIydū / O Feast!‖ by the vocative particle 
―ب٠ / yā /O‖. This reminder is associated with eagerness which leads to insomnia, restless 
and presence of shades whenever he is reminded of his tribe. This is clear in using the 
lexical items ― ُِذ١ِع ب٠ / yā  ᶜIydū / O ᶜIyd!‖, ― ٍق ْٛ َش/ šawqin‖, ― ٍف١ط/ ṭayfin‖ and ―ٌقاَشِط/ 
ṭiraqi‖ . 
2.3 Vocative in English Language 
2.3.1 Rhetoric in English  
The word ―rhetoric‖ belongs to Greek to refer to ―the art of effective or persuasive 
speaking or writing especially the exploitation of figures of speech and other 
compositional techniques:‖ (Oxford, 2000, p.1408 ). That is, rhetoric is a good way to 
persuade the hearers.  Rhetoric has been passed in several stages in which rhetoric 
acquired different concepts through Greek and Greece philosophers. In this section, the 
researcher attempts to review the opinions of the outstanding philosophers on rhetoric.  
Traditionally, studying Greek rhetoric began around (467BC) in Greek city called 
Syracus which is located in the Island of Sicily. The great well-known philosopher 
Aristotle in his famous book ―The Art of Rhetoric‖ claims that the first two teachers of 
rhetoric ( called Sophists) were Corax and Tisias where a great need by the owner of 
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lands had appeared for their influential power to persuading others to get their rights 
(Kennedy, 1980). In the course of time, Aristotle`s claim has been condemned by Cole 
(1991) and Schippa (1999, 2003) who contend that there is no proof for Aristotle`s 
claim about Corax and Tisias that they were the first two teachers of rhetoric. They also 
confirm that usage the term ―rhetoric‖ did not belong to that time.  
One of the famous Greek Sophists is Gorgias (483-378BC); the student of both Corax 
and Tisias. He attempted only to teach rhetoric which is characterized with various 
stylistic features as figures of speech. In addition, he made a well contribution to the 
theory of rhetoric when he used the term ―kairos‖ (William, 2009, pp56-57). The term 
―kairos‖ means ―propriety‖ refers to readjustment of discourse towards such outer 
mutables audience, setting (time and place) and speech`s opportunity (Gill and 
Whedbee, 1997, p. 159). Gorgias confirms that the speaker should have some 
fundamental elements in order to regulate his speech. These elements are inflow of 
thoughts, poise of language, and mutation of melody in order to provoke robust and 
coherent prose (Ibid).   
Isocrates (436-338BC) is an Athenian rhetorician taught philosophy as a channel to 
grasp the sociopolitical matters. Isocrates` school was in first-hand with the Academy of 
Plato, established three years previously. Isocrates combined rhetoric and ethics to 
furnish an education with noble ethical leaders able to advice others (Williams, 2009, 
75).  
Plato (427-347BC) is an Athenian philosopher and a student of Socrates attempted to 
pursue his style of thinking. He has a good reputation, observed rhetoric in action. He 
realized the effect of rhetoric since it attempts to provoke the passions of people and 
result in changing their opinions. Plato wrote four dialogues related to the execution of 
his teacher Socrates. These dialogues are: Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, and Phaedo 
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which described Socrates as an innocent using some positive terms (Williams, 2009, p 
32). Plato had made a minor contribution with rhetoric in spite of his dialogues since 
Platonic theory is not branch of Aristotelian theory of philosophy and represents a 
different way of conceptualizing the art , implies different goals , methods and strategies 
( Kauffman, 1980 , p.217).  Plato views rhetoric as an art that concerns with the 
persuasive discourse wherever it occurred.  In other words, Plato attempted to remove 
rhetoric from its traditional concept to be a master art seeks to persuade society via 
using specific tool as language which entails poetic, myth, history, song, and oratory 
(Kauffman, 1980, p.108).  
Aristotle (384-322BC) is a Plato`s student considered the main founder of rhetoric in 
Greek. He views rhetoric as a faculty of observing in any given case the available means 
of persuasion (Mackin, 1969, p.6). That is, rhetoric according to him is a means 
uncovers the ability of the rhetoricians to convince others in certain cases. Aristotle 
determined three master keys for persuading others. These keys represent the gist of his 
rhetorical theory which contains the following terms: 1) Logos means ―the word‖ and is 
related with the logical thinking upon which the claim of speaker is based to ultimate 
the truth, 2) Ethos means ―character‖ and connected with truthfulness of the speaker,3) 
pathos means ― passion suffered‖ and connected with using the emotion of the speaker 
to stimulate the feelings of the audience (Mackin,1969, p.17). These keys work 
rationally together to uphold a speech in order to invoke the audience.  
According to Romans, Cicero (106-43BC) had an influential reputation among 
Romanians rhetoricians since he is an orator, politician, lawyer and philosopher. He 
developed rhetorical theory when he attempted to connect rhetoric with law and 
philosophy. He suggested six parts to speech  
1) Introduction (the exordium). 
2) Statement of facts (narratio). 
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3)  To make the speech clear (partition).  
4) Argumentation (confirmation). 
5) Attack on the opponent‘s argument (reprehension) . 
6) Peroration (conclusion) (Tempest, 2007, p.4). 
In addition, Cicero made a good contribution to rhetoric when he suggested five 
―canon‖ of rhetoric as follows:1) Invention, 2) arrangement , 3) style , 4) memory , 5) 
delivery( Bahri, 1996, p 2). 
Throughout the middle ages, early medieval rhetoric placed the power of words in the 
hands of all humanity. In this era, the rhetorical study is based upon three types of genre 
letter writing, preaching, poetry and prose (Randall, 2010, p.8) 
During the 18
th
 century rhetoric and logic became effective thought it was challenged by 
the new rhetoric.  In this century, elements of rhetoric invention, audience and 
arrangement recovered and considered as elements of wiring process aim at 
communicating with audience (Hassse, 2007, p.8). In 19
th
 century, rhetoric has been 
defined by George Campbell as art taken on by discourse to achieve its aims which 
entails: 1) institution, 2) information,3) entertainment,4) persuasion, and 5) movement 
to action (Corbett, 1982, pp.7- 8). 
Mckeon (1942 cited in Burke, 1969 ) divided rhetoric in the Middle Ages into two eras: 
1) the first era rhetoric is treated as the science of speaking in civil matters, 2) the 
second era looked at rhetoric as a) as part of logic, b)an art of stating the truths, and C) 
an art of words (169-170). 
Lunsford and Ede (1984) make distinctions between classical and modern rhetoric. 
They mentioned that logical proofs have taken the attention of classical philosophers 
while modern rhetoric focuses on the psychological proofs. The relationship between 
rhetor and audience in classical rhetoric is manipulative and is of one direction 
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communication since it focuses on the hearer. While the modern rhetoric is based on 
empathy, understanding and is of two directions of communication since it concerns 
with the relationship between rhetor and the hearer. The main target of the classical 
rhetoric is persuasive while the modern rhetoric is communication (pp.38-39) 
2.3.2 Definition, Types and Function of Vocative 
Vocatives are nominal elements used to express positive attitudes of a speaker towards 
the addressee. These attitudes vary among persons since they depend on the degree of 
familiarity between the speaker and addressee. Vocatives are moveable entities which 
may appear in the initial, medial or final position of a sentence; they are usually 
preceded by a comma in written speech (Quirk and Green baum, 1973; CoBuild, 1995; 
Downing and Locke, 2002). Biber et al. (1999, P.140) define a vocative as a noun or 
noun phrase used directly to address one of the hearers. They point out that vocatives 
have three functions: a) getting the attention of someone, b) identifying the addressee, 
and c) sustaining and strengthening the social relationships between speaker and listener 
(Biber et al. 1999, p. 1112). This, in reality, is in line with the definition and function of 
vocatives in Arabic.  
Vocatives are classified into two main parts: calls and address. Calls are usually used to 
gain the attention of the hearer addressed and to identify him from others. Meanwhile, 
address is used to express the attitude or the relationship between the speaker and hearer 
(Quirk et.al, p.773).  In reality, this classification is based on the classification of 
Schegloff (1968) and Zwicky (1973). Zwicky (as cited in Davies, 1994, p .82) states  
that calls ―are designed to catch the addressees` attention‖. Whilst, the addresses are 
used ―to maintain or emphasize the contact between the speaker and addressee‖. 
Another relevant point is that the function of vocatives which was the pivot of 
pragmatists` concern.  
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Levinson (1983, pp. 70-71) also makes use of the same classification of vocatives, but 
he used the label of ―summons‖ instead of ―call‖. He made his classification by virtue of 
the occurrence of vocatives in the utterances. He affirms that vocatives are grammatical 
units still under the investigation of pragmatists.  
In a theoretical analysis of vocatives within the circle of perlocutionary acts, Kubo (n.d.) 
makes his distinction between two types of perlocutionary acts pertaining to vocatives 
and address: association and disassociation. His classification is based upon the 
classification of Brown and Levinson (1978) of vocatives into in / out group terms. He 
classified vocatives into: 
1. Associative/ dissociative referential calling. 
2. Associative/ dissociative referential addressing. 
3. Associative / dissociative non- referential calling. 
4. Associative / dissociative non- referential addressing (p.338). 
Vocatives as mentioned earlier express the attitude of the speaker to or about the state of 
affairs.  In a sense, they have an expressive content. This works with the formulation of 
Grice`s reflexive intention of perlocutionary and is amended by Searle (1969, p. 47): 
―the speaker (S) intends to produce an illocutionary effect (IE) in the hearer (H) by 
means of getting ( H) to recognize (S`s) intention to produce (IE)‖. 
In an up-to-date semantic function of vocatives, three semantic functions of vocatives 
are formulated in the ―IPA hypothesis‖ by Schaden (2010, p. 182). In his hypothesis he 
simplifies that vocatives are used to:   
a. Identify the addressee. 
b. Activate the addressee. 
c. Predicate a property on the addressee. 
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2.3.3 Forms of Vocative  
All languages have made use of vocatives to call people by certain means. These means 
may vary from one language to other. They may be direct forms in some languages 
unlike others. Language which is deprived of these means may use other direct forms 
such as the title or the name of the person to call people.  Nida (1964) states that 
vocative is shifted when the speech is converted from direct into indirect speech as in 
the following example: 
―Peter said to Jesus: Teacher, it is well that we are here‖. 
This will be shifted if one translated it into indirect speech as in: 
―Peter said to Jesus, his teacher: it is well that we are here‖( p.233 ).        
Quirk .et.al.(1985) listed various forms of vocatives used in English language as 
follows:  
1.  Names with (out) title: (Mr.) Peter. 
2. Appellatives contain family relationship (father), respectful terms (My Lord), Status 
markers: His Excellency. 
3.  Occupation terms: Colonel. 
4. Epithet whether noun phrase or Adjective phrase that contain favourable or non- 
favourable: my darling / you fool. 
5. General nouns: lady. 
6. Personal pronoun: you. 
7. Nominal clauses: what is your name? (p. 773-774). 
2.3.4 Interjections (Vocative particles) 
 Interjections are vocative particles and emotive words which express the feelings of 
human beings in a strong way as a reaction towards stimuli (al-Sanjarī, 2002, p. 13). 
They have a logical and emotive meaning. A clash exists regarding interjections. Some 
linguists consider them to be outside of the syntactic relations of the English language. 
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Others consider them as part of speech. Some interjections are from the regular system 
of English even though they have phonological features. Interjections often occur 
initially and rarely finally ("Interjections and exclamatory words.," n.d.).  
In the same vein, Quirk et.al. (1985) state that interjections express various feelings 
such as astonishment, sorrow, lamentation, surprise, woe and etc. They have no 
meaning when they stand alone. They get their meaning from the sentence preceding 
and following them (p. 851).  
This fact is compatible with the status of Arabic vocative particles. Vocatives particles 
in Arabic are mere sounds when they stand alone. They acquire their meaning from the 
sentence in which they occur.  Further, interjections occur in the Old and New 
Testament of the Bible.  In the section on lamentation / The Deserted City / line twenty 
is a good example to explain this point: 
See, O Lord, how distressed I am  
My stomach churns, 
My heart is wrung within me,  
Because I have been very  
Rebellious 
In the street the sword bereaves; 
In the house it‘s like death (Chapman, 1993, p. 933). 
Equally important, Weigand (2004) points out that interjections are similar in their 
behaviour to non-verbal devices depending on the context in which they occur. He 
clarifies that a simile is considered as a good example since it has various interpretations 
depending on the context in which it occurs ( p. 101). It may express that the person is 
unsatisfactory about something or may express he is happy.  
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Ameka (2006) defines interjection at three levels: semantics, syntactic and pragmatics. 
Semantically, he states that interjections are ―conventional linguistic signs‖ that 
communicate mental state, attitude, and reaction of the speaker towards certain 
situations. From the syntactic point of view, Ameka defines interjections as ―lexical 
forms‖ having certain characteristics. These characteristics are: a) interjections are 
―non-elliptical utterances‖ b) interjections do not enter into other word classes c) 
interjections are not inflectional forms and mostly they are mono morphemic affixes. At 
the same time, Ameka presents a pragmatic definition for interjection. He states that 
interjections are context –dependent and can only be interpreted when they are found in 
the adequate situation (p.743).  
2.3.5 Purposes of Vocative 
 As it is mentioned in section (2.3.2), the main function of vocatives in English language 
is to catch the attention of the addressee, to convey the attention of the speaker towards 
the addressee and to identify the addressee among other people.  
Vocatives have certain purposes when they stand alone. They are used to: 
1) Summon. 
2) Reproach: Do not be awful!.  
3) Question (whether the addressee is present or not). 
4) Remind one of a request or order: John, you must be here at 9 am. 
5) Complain: Doctor, my head is aching (Quirk, et al., 1985, p. 851).  
2.4 Religious Translation    
The translation of religious sacred books to other languages has long exercised many 
scholars. Over the course of time, the Bible and Qur`an have been seen as great 
opportunity for translation. Religious translation has a holy characteristic. Upon this 
concept Aziz & Lataiwish (2000, pp. 110-111) make a distinction between the Qur`an 
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and the Bible. They point out that the holiness of Qur`an confined to both message and 
word.  In contrast, the holiness of Bible confines to a message only. 
 al-Malik (1995, p. 15) made a comparison between the translation of Qur`an and Bible. 
He states three major differences between them. These differences are: 
1) A Muslim, wherever he is, is obliged to pray in the original. 
2) The Arabic of the Qur`an, unlike other sacred books, is still a vital language in        
most of the Muslim world. 
      3)  There is no standard translated version of the Glorious Qur`an. 
The meaning of the religious text (Qur`an and Bible) cannot be easily determined since 
the textual material of the religious text has more than one interpretation. Such 
multiplicity normally results from the nature of the language employed in such texts, 
and the temporal factors as they belong to a relatively remote period of time (Ilyas, 
1989, p. 89).  
 In accordance with this fundamental feature of religious translation, the Bible has been 
translated into many languages. In all these translated versions the message has been 
given more priority than the words. In other words, great attention has been paid to the 
meaning of the religious text of the Bible to produce a logical and understandable 
version (Nida, 1964). 
 Forum of Bible Agencies (2006, pp. 1-2) elucidates some important points about the 
translation of Bible. It directs translators to have a sufficient knowledge of the feelings 
and attitudes of the original language writer when they render the Bible into the target 
language. It also clarifies that the translators should be conscious of the original cultural 
and historical context of the Bible. They should keep these elements unchanged.  It 
affirms that it is the duty of the translator to do all that enables readers to understand the 
original meaning of the Bible.  
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 Moir (2009, p. 43) draws a distinction between the translatability of religious text like 
Bible and Qura`n.  She states that Bible translation plays a crucial role in religious 
change as opposed to Qur`an translation. She justifies that the notion of belief and new 
ideas are still restrained and given less attention than in the Bible. The translators of 
Qur`an put an effort upon themselves because they feel a responsibility toward the 
Almighty when they embark on its translation. In addition, the linguistic nature puts the 
translators in a critical position when they drop the miraculous style from their 
translations (Younis, 2005, p. 37).  
Al-Salem (2008) goes in line with the opinion of Younis. She says that religious text is 
not read for amusement but for guidance. She goes on saying that reading the Qur`an is 
not like reading an instruction manual but it is a sacred book whose purpose is to guide 
people to the true way (p. 78).  
As mentioned earlier, the holiness of Qur`an gives priority to the message and words of 
the Qur`an. This principle guides Muslim scholars and translators to yield various views 
on the translation of Qur`an.  
 al-Nadawī (1996, p. 11) affirms that word-for-word translation is forbidden in Islamic 
instructions since it results in duplication of the Qur`an in the target language. In 
consequence, it goes against what the Almighty says when he challenges both human 
and jinns to come up with such a Qur`an.  
ST: اش١ِٙ َظ طَْعج ٌِ ُْ ُُٙضَْعث َْ بَو ْٛ ٌَ َٚ  ٍِْٗث ِّ ِث َْ ُْٛرأَ٠ َلا ِْ آُْشمٌْ ا اََز٘ ًِ ْث ِّ ِث اُْٛرَأ٠ ْ َأ ٍََٝع ُّٓ ِجٌْ ا َٚ  ُظِٔلإا ِذَع َّ َزْجا ِٓ َِئٌ ًْ ُل [ 
al-Isrāᵓ , verse 88]. 
Trs: qul lāᵓini ᵓiǧtamaᶜti al-ᵓinsu wā al-ǧinnu ᶜalā ᵓan yaᵓtū bimiṯli haḏā al-qurāni lā 
yaᵓtūna bimiṯlihi wā law kāna baᵓḍuhum libaᵓḍin ẓahīran.   
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TT: Say: If the whole of mankind and Jinns were to gather together to produce the like 
of this Qur‘an, they could not produce the like thereof, even if they backed up each 
other with help and support (Ali, 2006, p. 847 ). 
Von Denffer (2003, p. 141) supports the opinion of al-Nadawī. He affirms that there is a 
unanimous agreement among Muslim scholars that it is impossible to convey the 
original Qur`an into another language by using word-by-word translation. He clarifies 
that words of two different languages do not convey the same shades of meaning of 
their equivalents, even if they could convey specific concepts. The original words will 
miss important dimensions when interpreted in the other language. This is due to the 
fact that there is no full match between words of two different languages.  
Another view has been discussed from the interpretive viewpoint on translation of 
Qur`an. This view has gained the support of most Muslim scholars since it is concerned 
with the conveyance of meaning of Qur`an. This approach according to al-Nadawī 
(1996, p. 13) is labelled ―the translation of the meaning of the Glorious Qur`an‖. By 
virtue of this approach, the translator will be able to transfer only one meaning of a set 
of meanings as inferred and analyzed by the commentators.    
Over the course of time, a thematic view has appeared. It is studied by the Egyptian 
scholar Abdel Haleem (1999) who acknowledged that the seed of his work belongs to 
Fazlur Rhaman (1979).  Haleem states that translation of the Glorious Qur`an from a 
thematic angle is a new study in English. This approach gives more concern to what the 
Qur`an says on any given topic. The Qur‘an explains itself depending upon two main 
concepts: contextualization and interrelation (Companini, 2011, p. 83).  
The Qur`anic text is a distinctive text. It cannot be listed under the classification made 
by Newmark (1988, p. 15) i.e. ―informative‖, ―expressive‖ or ―vocative‖ (el-Zeiny, 
2009, p. 36). In other words, the Qur`anic discourse is considered as a linguistic 
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panorama characterized by syntactic, semantic, phonetic, rhetorical, and cultural 
features that are distinct from other types of other Arabic prose (AbdelWali, 2007, p. 2). 
 Though many translations of Qur‘an have been made by many translators, Muslims and 
Non –Muslims, unfortunately there is no outstanding translation. This is due to the fact 
that a translator often finds himself in the stream of two options. He is either to be loyal 
and conscious of the source text and find himself following literal translation or to be 
free from the domination of the source text and follow free translation. Bearing this in 
our mind, the main task of the translator is to convey the meaning of the source text to 
the target text, this leads him, consequently, to the dilemma of loss of accuracy in 
translation. 
 Abdul- Raof (2004, p. 106) affirms that accuracy and professionalism are fundamental 
factors in translation of the Qur‘an since the translation of the Qur‘an is not merely a 
replacement of the Arabic text by target text.  In point of fact, no translation is done 
without loss in translation. This loss may occur at the level of phonetic, syntactic, and 
meaning etc.  
Hatim and Mason (1990, pp. 30,169) affirm that a translation problem occurs when the 
semantic and grammatical systems are unmatched. With no doubt this leads to loss of 
meaning. Others attributed loss in translation to the inability to capture the context or 
the matrix of language and all translations of the Qur`an are just attempts to convey its 
meaning.  Therefore, the translator should take into his consideration the intention, goal, 
target audience of the source language text as well as the created date of the source 
language text.  
Mahmoud (2010, p. 117) views translation as the process of conveying the intercultural 
and pragma-stylistic meaning. By virtue of it the receiver will be able to understand the 
target language text. Much research has been done upon the translation of Qur`an into 
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another language at the linguistic, stylistic and rhetoric level. These studies are as 
follows: 
 al-Shabab (2003) argues the interrelationship between translation and culture of both 
SL (source language) and TL ( target language) in the translation of Qur‘an into French 
language. He demonstrates the main features of culture that function as independent 
factors in translation. 
 Abu- Hatab (2003) examines reference as one of cohesive devices in five suras of 
Qur‘an. She attempts to trace the frequency of personal pronouns and demonstratives in 
these selected suras. The study concludes that plural masculine personal pronouns occur 
much more than the singular and feminine plural.  
Abdul - Raof (2005) focuses on the pragmalinguistic forms in cross- cultural 
communication in Qur‘an translation. In other words, he considers the cultural 
limitations and domestication criteria in translation of Qur‘an. He adds that some 
features of culture are not represented by individual words, but also by linguistic and 
phonetic features.  
Dakroury (2006) attempts to propose a philosophical approach of interpretation of 
Qur‘an, depending upon some philosophical bases for Eastern and western interpreters. 
She proposes that the interpretation of Qur‘an can be accepted by non-Muslim 
interpreters if they apply the proposed philosophical approach truly.  
Word repetition is the concern of Ali (2006) where he attempts to provide a solution 
which maintains conveyance of word repetition smoothly and accurately into target 
language. He points out that word repetition possesses various rhetorical and emphatic 
purposes and the translator could be able to overcome such problems by using footnotes 
to pay the attention to the original actual meaning of word repetition.  
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The translation of time metaphors in Qur`anic text has been dealt with by Ewdeia 
(2007) in three English translations by Ali , Pickthall and Asad  by using cognitive 
theory of Lakoff & Johnson(1980b) , Lakoff (1994), and  Kövecses (2002,2006) taking 
into consideration the social –historical reasons behind realizing metaphors in English 
text. The results have shown that each translator has presented specific technique 
through translating Qur`anic time metaphors into English. Paraphrasing and self- 
interpretation was used by Asad, literal interpretation was used by Pickthall, while Ali 
tried to sustain the original interpretation with insertion of further words where 
necessary. 
Translating errors of euphemism in the Glorious Qur`anic were subject of Mohammed 
(2007).  His objectives were to explore the errors of translators and to what extent 
mistranslation of euphemisms affect the understanding of meaning of these expressions. 
He analysed English version of both Zidan and Pickthall and compared with each other 
in order to detect mistranslation of euphemisms expressions. The study lacks a 
framework and concludes that both translators were unaware of rendering euphemism 
expressions into English since they misunderstand the context which euphemism 
expressions occurred. Mohammed suggested that a suitable translation should convey 
comprehensible euphemism into target language.  
 al - Salem (2008) points out that literal translation is the best method for translating 
metonymies in the Glorious Qur‘an. It preserves the direct and non direct meaning of 
the Qur`anic metonymies. She demonstrates that the linguistic differences often lead to 
indistinct translation which could be solved by using literal meaning since the literal 
meaning gives more accuracy to translation.  
 The translation of invisible and non-invisible meaning of the lexical items in Qur`anic 
text was under the investigation of Al-Kharabsheh & al-Azzam (2008).  They attempt to 
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investigate ―semantically invisible lexical items‖ by pursuing the difficulties that the 
translators might encounter through translating these elements into English. The 
researchers did not adopt any particular research methodology in their study and they 
concluded that invisible elements cause problems for translators. 
Kadhim (2009) deals with translating irony of Qur`anic texts through analysing the two 
English renderings of Yusuf Ali and Pickthall. The researcher used speech act and 
conversational theories to analyse eight Qur`anic verses. The meaning of the ironical 
Qur`anic verses is communicated into English by using literal translation and 
paraphrase method.  
Within the field of science, the Qur`an was the concern of Mustapha (2009) who 
discussed the dialogue system as a tool for visualization of the Qur`anic texts by using 
the computer which is available to human beings. She attempts to communicate the 
content of Qur`anic texts through a dialogue system in conversable order as opposed to 
the sequential order used in recitation. Her objectives are to explore probabilities for 
each verse ―Aya‖ and collate duplications to be the best response in the system of 
dialogue and to present a comprehensive source for a dialogue system which is based on 
―Qur`anic visualization‖. She concludes that Qur`anic text should be dealt with 
earnestly and the dialogue system is suitable for this task. As well, the long surah should 
be divided into verses to keep the meaning and the context.  
Additional study has been done to present an automatic approach of generation ontology 
by using examples from the Qur`an. This work has been done by a group of researchers, 
Saad et.al. (2010) from different Malaysian Universities. They used a ―traditional 
Information Extraction‖ to get the ontology instances by using a technological system 
that works to correct and form partial examples from various Qur`anic texts by taking 
some lexical words that are used in Qur`anic text. 
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al- Quran and al-Azzam(2010) investigated collocational usage in Qur`anic texts. The 
results have shown the linguistic problems occurred when the collocations differ in their 
components due to scientific, social and cultural changes.  
The translation of Qur`anic discourse was studied by Jaber (2010) when she attempted 
to overcome the challenge of translating the genre of the Glorious Qur`an into English. 
She attempts to answer the research question whether the genre of Qur`an is translatable 
and how the Qur`anic text is rendered into target language. To answer her questions she 
chose several Qur`anic verses and compared them with their renderings by Yusuf Ali, 
Pickthall and Ahlu al-Bait Institution who belong to different cultures and languages.  In 
reality, the researcher does not show the degree of variance in translating the selected 
Qur`anic verses.  Further, she did not show the translatability of the Qur`anic genre into 
English. Instead, she summed up her research by appointing an authorized and authentic 
committee to approve all translations of Qur`an.  
Hannouna (2010) investigates some concepts of recurrence (like emphatic, informative, 
warning, and aesthetic) in the Qur`anic text with two English renderings by Ali and 
Pickthall. The selected data were examined based on de Beaugrande and Dressler‘s 
model (1981). The results were compatible with the aim of the study and have shown 
that the translator attempted to maintain the main functions of recurrence of the 
Qur`anic texts in English. 
Kadhim (2011) investigates the translation of metaphor in the Glorious Qur`an from two 
perspectives: stylistic and semantic. His aim is to discover the nature of the stylistic 
changes that might occur in translation of metaphor and to uncover whether these 
stylistic changes affect the metaphorical message, and to follow the translation methods 
that are used in translating metaphorical expressions in Qur`anic text. The study is based 
on comparative analysis using the stylistic approach of Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) and 
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Newmark `s methods on translation. The study concludes that literal and paraphrasing 
translation methods were used in translation of metaphorical expressions. In addition, 
the study has shown differences in the numbers and functions of devices at the textual 
realization level.   
 Al-Qinai (2011) examines the congregation and difference in the interpretation of the 
Glorious Qur`an pertaining to the recurrence of polysemy and lexical items.  He 
attempts to evaluate the strategies utilized by several translators when they render the 
polysemous lexical items. The results revealed that some translations show less 
repetition since they focus on the function of recurrence making use of different lexical 
words and meanings, while other translations have full or partial of recurrences since 
they kept the same forms of the source text.   
Abdulwahid and Ibraheem (2011) investigate the translation of ―formal and functional 
meaning‖ in Qur`anic text.  Their study aims at how various translators from different 
languages and cultures dealt with formal and functional meaning through translation 
into English. The researcher did not adopt any framework in their study. They 
concluded that the translation of some translators does not reflect their awareness of 
formal and functional meaning.  
Dweik & Abu Shakra (2011) presented a linguistic study of the Glorious Qur`an, Hadith 
and Bible by investigating the problems of translating cultural collocations in these 
three sacred texts. The study is quantitative in which the researchers made use of a 
questionnaire distributed to M.A. students from different universities in Jordan. The 
study has shown that there are some errors committed by M.A. students when they 
attempt to render the cultural collocations in three sacred books into English due to the 
factor of unfamiliarity with some cultural collocations, and lack of bilingual and 
monolingual dictionaries that help them in comprehending such expressions.  
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Salman & Ali (2011) discuss the role of collocations in determining the homonymous 
meaning in the Glorious Qur`an. Though their study lacks a framework and methods to 
show how they analysed their data they conclude the possibility of getting rid of the 
homonymous meaning when the collocations clarify them in Qur`anic text.  Moreover, 
the study has shown that the translators fail to provide the precise homonymous 
meaning because they depend on one dimension of homonymous meaning which is far 
from the original meaning in the Qur`anic text.  
Khajehei and Shakarami (2012) analysed the linguistic approach of  specific sura of 
Qur‘an  by analysing its textual relations which is regarded as a bridge between 
interpretation and linguistics. They attempt to prove that the process of cognition plays a 
role in presenting the meaning of the Qur‘an. Therefore, they propose to divide the sura 
into passages to show locations of subject change and development within the sura.  The 
results have revealed that their hypotheses were good tools in understanding the 
meaning of the sura.  At the level of discourse analysis,  
Alavi (2012) examines the implications of socio-political in surat al-Nisāᵓ in order to 
develop the reformist discourse in the context of post- revolution in Iran. The researcher 
used two different translations from different languages. One translation was in English 
and other one in Persian. The study has shown that the reformist theologies of the 
religious text provide the formation of new public discourse.  
2.5 Methods Used and their Function 
2.5.1 Methods of Translation 
Newmark (1988, p. 45) differentiates between various kinds of translation methods as 
follows: 
1. Word –for- word translation: this translation is concerned with retaining the SL word 
order. The translated words are out of context and translated by their common meaning. 
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2. Literal translation: in this kind of translation the grammatical constructions of the SL 
are conveyed out of context to their equivalents in the TL. 
3. Faithful translation: it is a kind of translation in which a translator tries to replicate 
the contextual meaning of the SL throughout the constraint of the TL grammatical 
structures. 
4. Semantic translation:  It is concerned with the aesthetic aspect of the SL. 
5. Adaptation translation: It is used primarily with poetry and comic plays where the 
themes characters and plot are retained by the translation. 
6. Free translation: it is concerned with the content (i.e. meaning) of the SL rather than 
the form of SL. Therefore, it is called intralingual translation. 
7. Idiomatic translation: in this type of translation a translator attempts to reproduce the 
content of the SL with distorting the core of the message by using idioms not found in 
the SL. 
8. Communicative translation: by using this method a translator tries to reproduce the 
exact contextual meaning of the SL.    
The translator might use certain translational methods such as word-for-word, literal 
translation, or even free translation through the process of translation into English to 
make up a reasonable equivalence between the SL text and the TL text.Also, analysing 
the use of these methods through the process of translating vocative sentences in the 
Qur‘an into English. By so doing, we can gain understanding of the extent of translator 
awareness of translation methods; how he rendered the vocative sentences and what 
kind of translation methods is often used in translating vocative sentences into English.  
Translation methods of Newmark (1988) have been come into application through 
various works such as al-Moula (2003) who detects the loss of meaning and divergence 
of syntax in the translated novel ―Hamlet‖ into Arabic by using translation methods for 
Newmark. To render Qur`anic texts al-Dabbaġ (2006) and al-Zeiny (2009) make use of 
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the diversity of translation methods to follow which kind of these methods has been 
used by the translator when translated a particular linguistic phenomenon from Qur`anic 
text into English.   
2.5.2 X bar Theory 
‗X‘ theory is part of a linguistic theory. It has been discussed in generative grammar to 
characterize the syntactic features of natural languages. At first it was proposed by the 
American linguist Noam Chomsky (1970) then developed by Jackenoff in (1977). It is a 
theory of phrase structure that connects parts to a whole in a tree diagram 
representation. According to Haegeman (2006, pp. 74-75), this theory is based upon the 
concept of substitution. The heart of this concept is that a sentence is made of a string of 
constituents which can be replaced by a pronoun. Each constituent has a core element, 
termed head, which identifies the syntactic category of a sentence. That is, the head 
dominates its category, therefore, there are various categories such as NP, VP, PP, AP, 
AdvP and so on. Haegeman (2006, p. 158) considers the status of finite auxiliary as a 
head in (X). In such case, the auxiliary will treat the VP as a complement and the 
subject as a specifier as in the following diagram: 
 
                                   XP  
 
               
                 Specifier             X` 
 
                         
                       Head    X             Complement 
 
                      Diagram (1 ) ( Haegeman, p. 158) 
 
On this ground, the possibility of merging tense of verb and verb phrase together is 
raised. While the auxiliary will be inflected for tense (Diagram 2)   
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                                     S 
 
                         
                           NP            VP 
 
 
        The customer         V             NP 
       In the corner      ordered                     
                                                      
                                                    The drinks  
 
                       Diagram ( 2 ) (Haegeman, 2006, p. 161)  
He also affirms that head position of IP will take either the inflected auxiliary or just the 
inflectional ending of the verb. Upon this, the structure for the sentence will be as 
follows: 
                                    IP 
 
                         
                         NP               I` 
 
 
       The customer           I             VP 
      In the corner        will                     
                                  Had                     
                                  Ed            ordered the drinks before the meal 
                                   S 
                             Diagram (3) (163-164) 
According to the last diagram, the (I) is combined with VP to form I` which is called the 
intermediate projection. At the same time, I` is combined with the subject to form the IP 
(inflection projection), in other words a phrase headed by the inflection. Haegeman 
(ibid) comes to the conclusion that sentences are centred around I.  In this case, I 
functions as a linker that combines VP with subject. The content of I qualifies the 
linking locating it in time or assigning some model value to the relation.  
This theory is adopted in this study to examine the surface structure of the vocative 
sentences in Qur'an when translating into English since these structural changes in the 
English translation since the vocative sentences might be affected due to the differences 
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between the structure of the Arabic sentence and the structure of English sentence. X 
theory designates grammatical and syntactical shifts that occur in the translated English 
text. It also shows whether the grammatical and syntactical shifts are obligatory (that 
keeps the message sustainable) or optional (that might change the message). 
In (1997) Radford and Culicover talked about the phrase structure in their books. They 
stated that any natural language has to be explained its grammar in an accurate way 
since this theory enables to get awareness of such concepts as the infinitive phrase and 
its semantic subject, topicalization, empty categories, complement, adjunct and specifier 
that have the same relation to the head. 
 Amer (2003) provides theoretical interpretation for the quantifiers from the syntactic 
point of view by suing X bar theory and case modules in order to show aspect of 
differences between two languages. 
 Al-Momani (2010) traces how the case-assignment in Arabic is analyzed under the 
theory of government from the traditional Arab grammarians. To investigate this case, 
the researcher takes on some theories related to government and binding by Chomsky 
(1981, 1982) in order to achieve the aim of his / her research that aims at if the views of 
traditional Arab grammarians go in line with the theory of government and binding. 
Though case-assignment in investigated under the umbrella of government binding but 
the theory explains partially case –assignment in Arabic language since Arabic sentence 
is more complicated than English.  
Ayodeji (2011) investigates the verb phrase in Gunganchi language and its speakers by 
using certain methods for analysing data as X bar theory, binding and government 
theory to set solid bases for future works about this language. He states that X bar 
theory regulates and protrudes the outstanding constituent in the phrase and attempts to 
generalize the phrase structure of all natural languages (p.18 and 24). 
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2.5.3 Classification of Shift  
Equivalence is regarded as the central element in the process of translation which can be 
problematic in the case of failing to find it in the target language.  Catford (1965) points 
out that shift is a kind of procedure used in the process of translation that implies a 
change at the level of grammar from source text to target text. 
2.5.3.1 Catford’s Shifts 
Catford classified textual equivalence into following types: 
2.5.3.1.1 Level Shift 
 It occurs when the lexical item at grammar level is replaced by equivalence at a lexical 
level. In other words, this shift occurs between lexis and grammar when the SL item is 
replaced by a TL translation equivalent as in: 
ST: This text is intended for… 
TT: Le présent manuel s‘adresse à… (Catford, 1965, p. 73)  
In the above example, the demonstrative ―this‖ is a grammatical item in the ST replaced 
by an article+ a lexical adjective, ―le present‖ in French language.   
2.5.3.1.2 Category Shifts 
Category shift is boundless and depends on what rank is appropriate. It might be normal 
or free translation. It contains structure, class, unit, and intra-system shifts. 
2.5.3.1.2.1 Structure Shift 
 It occurs at all levels of a language. It occurs when the structure of the ST differs from 
that of TT. 
2.5.3.1.2.2 Class Shift  
It occurs when the item of the ST is rendered by an item of the TT from another 
grammatical class. For example, a noun of the ST is rendered into verb in the TT. 
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2.5.3.1.2.3 Intra-System Shift 
 Shift in intra –system indicates those transpositions that take place within a system. For 
example, a singular of the ST is rendered with a plural in the TT.   
2.5.3.1.2.4 Unit Shift (Rank Shift) 
It occurs when a unit in the ST is rendered with a different unit in the TT, for example, a 
word by a phrase or a phrase by a sentence.  
It is worth mentioning that these grammatical changes in the textual equivalence are 
viewed as obligatory when investigating two unrelated languages such as Arabic and 
English since they belong to two different families.  This in turn requires the translator 
to be aware of the convention of both source and target language to introduce an 
acceptable translation.  
The reason for choosing classification of shift is to determine different types of 
syntactical and structural shifts in terms of Catford`s classification and to determine the 
rank at which these shifts occur in the Qur`anic vocative sentences through translation 
into English.  
Translation shifts has been the method of Akbari (2012) where he tried to investigate 
the structural shifts of Catford in literary texts from English into Persian following their 
important role in compensating and clarifying the meaning of the source text in the 
target text. Structural shifts revealed a positive outcome of the efforts of the translator to 
achieve the adequate equivalence between the source language and target language.  
Catford`s shifts discussed by Vossoughi and Pourebrahim (2010) who used this method 
to render English psychological texts into Farsi. They proved that this method help them 
to identify differences in the outcome Farsi text and also proved that structural shifts 
took place frequently other than types of shifts.  
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Through analysing discourse from Arabic into English Djamila (2010) states that 
Catford`s shifts takes place the circle of a sentence or discourse since these shifts occur 
when formal correspondence is not exist between two the source language and the target 
language. She views that awareness of these shifts is important since they help translator 
to identify position of differences between the grammatical structure of the source 
language and target language (the same view in Salman (2010). Consequently, shifts 
affect the cohesion and the meaning of the target text.  
Arfanti (n.d.) makes use of Catford`s shifts to trace the equivalents and shifts of 
meaning out of the language used when she examined the translation of Cover stories 
from Indonesian into English since the main task of a translator is not only to 
comprehend the nature of the source language text but also to identify the nature of the 
translated outcome equivalence.  
2.5.4 Componential Analysis Theory (CA) 
This theory deals with the semantic analysis within the frame of generative grammar as   
proposed by at first Katz and Fodor (1963).  It is concerned with decomposing meaning 
of a lexical item into its minimal components. Katz and Fodor (1963, p. 185) made a 
remarkable distinction between two types of components: semantic markers and 
distinguishers.  The first component stands for the elements that are pertaining to a 
lexical item in a dictionary. They reflect the systematic relations that exist between the 
lexical item itself and the rest of the vocabulary of the language .While the second 
component stands for the idiosyncratic features pertaining to the meaning of the item. 
This theory presents a descriptive semantic analysis of lexical items which can be 
compared with other items and indicated by (+ /- ).  In other words, this theory offers a 
full definition of a lexical item via splitting it into smaller components to differentiate it 
from other items. It identifies the meaning of a lexical item by supplying a grammatical 
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marker to move towards a semantic marker to end with a distinguisher feature as in the 
following table. 
 
Table (1): CA of lexical item ―Man & Woman‖ 
Semantic features Man Woman 
Male + - 
Female - + 
Human + + 
Adult + + 
Generation 1
st
  1
st
  
 
The main reason for choosing Katz and Fodor‘s theory is to know the complexity of the 
Arabic lexical words when translated into English since Arabic lexical words are rich 
with varieties of meaning. Thus, those differences in the Arabic words might give 
different meaning or connotation in English translation version. 
From the translation standpoint, the researcher will be able to compare a lexical item in 
the source language (SL) with that in the target language (TL). It also diagnoses the 
positions of message change through the process of translation. In fact, giving further 
semantic features in the (TL) will lead to various translations  methods that refer to the 
way of analysing the translated text in terms of Newmark`s methods (1981).   
Componential analysis has been promulgated by researchers through its application to 
various studies. This theory has been discussed by Nida (1969), Newmark (1981, 1988), 
Bell (1991), Larson (1998) and others. Nida (1969, p.87) affirms that componential 
analysis (CA) has various significances: 
1) It is limited to terms that have identical and contrastive features. 
2) The distinctive features have other extra and connotative meanings that are 
ignored. 
3) Componential analysis is always provides meanings more than in the original 
term. 
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4) Native speakers of a language are aware of the areas of meanings more than 
what define by Componential features.  
Componential analysis in linguistics varies from that in translation. In translation, CA is 
used to compare between the source language lexical items and their counterpart in the 
target language. Newmark (1988) asserts that CA is a good and useful tool for a 
translator. It provides him further valuable contextual semantic features and leads him 
to more accuracy about his work (pp. 115-117). 
 Bell (1991) agrees Newmark, he looks at CA as a beneficial and helpful technique 
since it determines similarities and differences between source language and target 
language (P. 88). 
 Larson looks at lexical word as a ―bundle‖ of meaning component and CA is a helpful 
technique used by a translator to compare between the lexical items of the source 
language with that of the target language which have similar meaning but in opaque 
way (p.59).  
Componential analysis (CA) has taken the interest of Hannouna (2010) from the 
translation viewpoint. It is a good procedure that revealed the emotive meaning of 
various connotative political items when it is translated from one language to another.  
Shivaei, R.& Dastjerdi, H. (2011) discuss the componential analysis to distinguish 
semantic features of museum objects in both Persian and English in order to 
demonstrate the precision and imprecision of English translations in Persian texts. 
2.5.5 Context of Situation  
Language is a means of communication used to convey a message. In systemic 
functional linguistics, the context of situation governs the meaning of a sentence, text 
and discourse.  
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According to Halliday and Hassan (1985) context of situation (register) is argued in 
terms of three variables of language field, tenor and mode. Field indicates what is 
happening viz ― the subject matter‖. It also indicates the nature of the social action being 
engaged in and the role of the language in that specific situation. In other words, field 
means what language is being used to talk about. It contains two main elements: topic 
and interactants. Tenor indicates who is participating in the situation, as well as the role, 
nature and status of the participants. It also refers to the kind of relationship among 
them whether this relationship is persistent or temporary since the relationship among 
the participants affects the formality of the language used.  That is, the relationship 
among the participants varies according to a) status of the participants (equal or 
unequal), b) affective involvement (low or high since it differs among friends with that 
among members of family), and c) contact (frequent or occasional). While, mode 
indicates the role the language plays in the situation. What expectation do the 
participants have of the language in terms of what it will do for them in the situation? 
How the text is organized and structured in order to obtain the intention of the 
participants?.  Mode refers to its function in the context including the channel (whether 
it is spoken, written or mixture of both) (1985, p. 12).  
Halliday and Hassan (1985) point out that the meaning of the text is realized by three 
fundamental functions of the context of situation. These functions are represented by the 
ideational meaning, interpersonal meaning and textual meaning. Ideational meaning is 
part of meaning that deals with way external reality that is represented by the text. 
Interpersonal meaning is part of meaning and deals with the relationships among the 
speaker and the hearer. Textual meaning is part of meaning that deals with the thematic 
structure, cohesion, information structure (Bank,2002) . 
The relationship between these functions and variables of register (field, tenor and 
mode) is interrelationship. Field is connected with ideational meaning. Tenor is 
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connected with interpersonal meaning and mode with textual meaning (Halliday 
1987,p.143).  From the translation viewpoint, the translator has to take these variables 
and functions into his consideration within the process of translation to highlight the 
differences in the context of situation in terms of field, tenor and mode between any two 
languages.  
Since our study is Qur`anic data, the context of situation in the vocative sentences might 
change the overt and covert meaning through the process of translating the vocative 
sentences into English. 
Context of situation presents similarities and differences of context of situation in terms 
of its variables in the translated English text. It also provides position of contextual shift 
that serves to sustain or change the rhetorical message of the vocative sentences in the 
target text. 
Gully (1996, p. 7) states that context of situation is an animated element to interpret the 
message of advertisements. Zequan (2003) affirms that register is a good tool in the 
process of translation since it connects the variables of languages with the variables of 
social context. Consequently, usage of register results in detecting the real meaning of 
the source text in the target text. The context of situation is used to analyse the spoken 
discourse in sea communication since it is an immediate environment in which the text 
is functioning and discovers the main principles that governs the variation of language 
Wardani (2009). 
 Hu (2010) argues the context of situation within the process of translation. He states 
that theory of context of situation can be used to clarify many discordant notions in 
translation. The variables of context of situation have been changed through translation 
from source language into target language in order to rendezvous the expectations of the 
target readership (p.325).  
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Figueiredo (2010) detects the relationship between the context of situation (register), 
genre and the language of education to show if these concepts affect the language of 
teaching or learning since the variables of register (field, tenor and mode) stand for a 
helpful tool of the systemic functional linguistics.  
2.6 Previous Studies on Vocative 
The current section will illuminate some works which tackle vocatives from various 
viewpoints:  
Vocative forms in political television debates have been investigated by Jaworski & 
Galasinski (2000) in terms of Markedness theory. They proved that a range of vocative 
forms are used by politicians to obtain the legitimacy for their arguments. This study 
gives good evidence on secondary usage of vocative forms.   
Battat (2004) published his thesis on ―Markedness Theory as it relates to Word Order in 
Translation between English and Arabic‖ in which he describes in a sub-section the 
vocative forms in terms of this theory. The most crucial point made is that vocative 
forms are used for rhetorical meanings.  He differentiates between four kinds of 
rhetorical meanings of vocatives used in Standard Arabic Languages. These meanings 
are: seduction, pain, specification and reproach. 
Along with its syntactic structure, case system is examined in the frame of government 
binding (GB) for Noam Chomsky in both Standard Arabic Language and Standard 
English Language (Homeidi, 2003, p. 57). The study partially shed light on the vocative 
noun phrase as an accusative case. It deals with government binding in Arabic 
regardless of its counterparts in English. Further, no result is displayed on government 
binding in the conclusion.  
 Corver (2008) traces the internal syntax of the evaluative vocative expressions in 
German language in terms of the Danish linguist`s theory ―The Three Ranks‖ in 1977. 
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The key aspect of this investigation is that each part of evaluative vocative is removed 
from its syntactic position, and then each one is identified by the other. The results have 
shown that the uniformity in the syntax of evaluative vocative expression lies behind 
their various forms.  Some authors have made investigations by simplified contrastive 
studies between two languages.  
Mc Closkey (2004) investigated the structure of vocative nominal phrases in Irish 
language.  A nominal phrase may be accompanied by a demonstrative prefix when the 
speaker directs his speech to the addressee.  
Parrott (2010) presents several forms of vocative in a contrastive study between Russian 
language and its counterpart in Czech and Polish. In point of fact, the study is not based 
on a scientific principle. She did not mention the source of her data and how she 
analyzed it. She just reviews syntactic aspects of vocative forms in Russian, Czech and 
Polish language to determine idiosyncratic features between them. Furthermore, the 
relationship between vocatives and imperatives has been under the investigation of 
some researchers.  
Zanuttini (2008) indicates this relation in part by using tree diagrame when she 
investigates imperatives. She points out that the vocative may occur in all kinds of 
sentences: declarative, interrogative, exclamation and imperative as well. She also 
indicates that imperatives contain vocative must correspond to the subject because the 
vocative refers to the addressee. 
Phonologically, vocatives have gained the attention of authors who studied the 
phonological features of vocatives. In a contrastive study of nuclear patterns between 
English and Chilean Spanish undertaken by Vélize (2001), the vocatives studied gained 
a nuclear accent when they are at the end of a sentence. The study is built on the 400 
words chosen from Chilean Spanish analysed in accordance with Gussenhoven`s model.  
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It is worth noting that some studies have been published on vocatives pragmatically. 
These studies are conducted by various ways on different issues.  Vocatives are 
preferred among lovers as a communicative language to express their intimate relation 
between them. This parallel relation is described in an article by Davis (1994) entitled 
―Names of Loves: Vocatives and Signatures in Valentine`s Day‖.  
Osenova & Simov (2002) presented a unified view of Bulgarian vocatives by simplified 
HPSG (Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar) model. They presented the mechanism 
that interrelates the Bulgarian vocatives semantically and pragmatically.  According to 
them, this interaction between the vocative as adjunct and the sentences proposed by 
them is intended to be generalized.  
O‘Keeffe (2006) argues the vocatives usage in media discourse. She states that vocative 
usage provides an index of relationships between the addresser and addressee and 
therefore they play a vital role in creating and maintaining ―pseudo-intimacy or 
distance‖ within the orbit of media interaction. She also argues that in casual 
conversations, vocatives are used extremely among friends to reflect intimacy and 
solidarity (pp.101-103). The relationship between vocative phrases, exclamative 
expressions and discourse markers are well described by Hill (2007). Positive results 
have been revealed by using a combination of models to investigate this relationship 
between these three components.  
The relationship between vocatives and power has been discussed by Dwyer (2007). 
She tried to present to the readership, through studying expressions of ―Endearment in 
BDSM Erotica‖, how the usage of vocatives reflects the relation of power among 
people. She attempts to apply the framework on politeness by Brown and Levinson 
(1987) and link that with Brown & Ford (1961 &1972) on power. She comes to the 
conclusion that vocatives in the selected data have a clear relationship with power.   
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Vocatives are also coupled with media discourse analysis by Dancy (2010) where she 
analyses the ―British News interviews‖ data quantitatively and qualitatively to examine 
the usage of vocative forms in three main parameters: solidarity, power and politeness. 
Her analysis is based on using authentic approaches such as ―corpus linguistics‖ and ― 
CA conversation analysis‖. In her final analysis, she states that the study shows a 
frequency by interviewees in using vocatives with other discourse markers. It also 
shows differences in usage of vocatives depending on gender, in  TV and radio. 
With respect to functionalism, Halliday and Mattiessen (2004, p.134) deal with the 
vocatives from the systemic functional linguistics. They clarify that the speaker, by 
making use of a vocative expression, will provoke the listener to participate. This will 
help to hold the attention of and to identify the hearer being addressed. They also 
expose that using vocatives uncovers the interpersonal relation and reflects the status 
and power of both speaker and hearer.  
In a linguistic study of Jordanian proverbs, vocative forms have been examined in part 
by Jaradat (2007) to show the power and solidarity of these vocative proverbs .The 
study affirmed that vocative proverbs are descriptive words in the form of participles. 
In the field of poetry, the meaning and function of vocatives in Shakespearean language 
is investigated by Busse (2006) since vocatives in Shakespearean language create social 
intervention, rhetorical aspect of verbal exchange, contextual nature, and the 
experiential world of England. The corpus has been selected from Shakespearean 
dramatic works. The author affirms that Shakespearean language is able to convey the 
message through its structure. In other words, investigating vocatives in Shakespearean 
language from the pragmatic, functional, literary, linguistic, historical, and social levels 
provides multiple dimensions of vocatives in Shakespearean language.  
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Within the translation perspective, the address forms (i.e. vocatives) have been 
investigated by Khani and Yousefi (2010) by comparing the address forms in both 
English and Persian taking into their consideration the suitable method that should be 
adopted in translating these forms. The researchers report that address forms are 
culturally bounded, therefore, they should not be translated literally. They assert that the 
ideology and personal features of the translator influence the translation of these forms.  
2.7 Conclusion  
From the previous literature review, we come up with a conclusion that vocative in both 
Arabic and English is used for two major purposes: (main (real) and secondary (non-
real)). The main purpose is to call the attention of the addressee towards the speaker. 
The secondary involves any purpose out of the main one.  In this chapter, we presented 
an overview of various topics of research such as vocative in Arabic and English, 
translation of Qur‘an and finally some related works that have been done on vocative in 
other disciplines of linguistics.   
In the following chapter, we will highlight different theories and approaches that will be 
used in analysing rhetorical vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur‘an in English   
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CHAPTER THREE 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEACH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
The researcher is expected to talk about the theoretical framework of investigation, as 
well as the methodology which consists primarily of description of the data collection, 
justification for choosing the data and research methodology.  
 
3.2   Corpus  
The data are collected from the Glorious Qur’an. They consist of forty vocative 
sentences covering all rhetorical purposes mentioned in the literature review. These data 
have been chosen, just for clarification, from different surahs (chapters) of the whole 
Qur’an supplied together with one English rendering. The English rendering that has 
been selected is that of a remarkable Indian translator, Ali, (2006) who is a non-Arab 
Muslim scholar, from a different culture and language. In addition to being a speaker of 
English and Arabic he has memorized the whole Qur’an by heart. Ali received his 
education in several universities in Europe. He also studied English literature and 
Qur`anic interpretations known as “tafsir”. In addition, he focused his efforts on 
Qur`anic studies and then produced his English version “The Meaning of The Holy 
Qur`an: Text, translation and Commentary ” in the1920s. His translation is highly 
literary, and easy to follow with many footnotes and explanations where necessary. In 
fact, this translation expresses the translator`s own understanding of the Qur’an, 
therefore it is not an outstanding version, equal to the original (i.e. the Qur`an).  
This study is limited to vocative Qur`anic sentences with specific rhetorical purposes. 
These purposes studied by Arab rhetoricians in their works.  Some of these purposes are 
handled by Arab grammarians and rhetoricians, others by Arab rhetoricians only.  
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Actually, each one of these rhetorical purposes reveals its aesthetic sense when it is used 
in the Glorious Qur’an. Therefore, the researcher opts to present these purposes together 
in this study since they are considered the outstanding ones available to those who are 
specialists in translation. Arab rhetoricians (al-Zawbaᶜī, 1997; Fūd 1998) classified 
rhetorical purposes of vocative sentences into the following types:    
1. Grief              
ST:   اوُرَخَّتا ًِمَْىق َِّنإ ِّبَز َاٌاًزىُجْهَم َنآُْسقْلا اَر ٰـ َه     [ al-Fūrqān,verse30] 
Trs: yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī ittaḫaḏū hāḏā  al-qurāna mahǧūran 
 TT: O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 2006, 
p. 896). 
2. Lamentation 
ST:    َفُسُىٌ َٰىلَع َٰىفََسأ َاٌ [ Yūsūf , verse84] 
Trs: yā ᵓasāfā  ᶜalā Yūsūfa 
TT: How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574). 
3. Exclamation 
ST: َاوَِدقْس َّم هِم َاَىثََعب هَم َاَىلٌْ َو َاٌ  [ Yāsin,verse52] 
Trs : yā  waylanā  man  baᵓaṯanā   min marqadinā 
TT: Ah! Woe unto us! Who hath raised us up from our beds of  repose ? (Ali, 2006, p. 
1128). 
4. Call for help 
ST:  ُلَمَْعو اَّىُك يِرَّلا َسٍْ َغ اًِحلاَص ْلَمَْعو َاىْجِسَْخأ َاىَّبَز  [ Faṭir, verse37] 
Trs: rabbanā   ᵓaḫriǧnā   naᵓmalu  saliḥan ġayra ᵓallaḏī   kunnā   naᵓmalu  
TT: Our Lord! Bring us out: we shall work righteousness, not the ( deeds)we used to do 
! (Ali, 2006, p. 1112)  
5. Particularization 
ST:     ِتٍبلا َلهأ ْمكٍلع [ Hūd ,verse73]    
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Trs: ᶜalaykum  ᵓahla al-bayti  
TT: on you, O ye people of the house? (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
6. Reprimand 
ST: اىُّلَض ُْمهَتٌْ َأَز ِْذإ َكََعىَم اَم ُنوُزَاه َاٌ   [Ṭaha, verse92]    
Trs: yā  Hāruūnu   mā   manaᶜakā  iḏ  raᵓaytahum  ḍallū 
TT: O Aaron! What kept thee back, when Thou sawest them going wrong (Ali, 2006, p. 
783).  
7.  Encouragement  
ST:  ْمُكَُسفَوأ ْمُكٍْ َلَع اُىىَمآ َهٌِرَّلا َاهٌَُّأ َاٌ   [ al-Maᵓida, verse 105]. 
Trs: yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum  ᵓanfusakum 
TT: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
8. Recollection 
ST:   ْمُكٍْ َلَع ُتْمَعَْوأ ًِتَّلا ًَ ِتَمِْعو اوُسُكْذا َلٍِئاَسِْسإ ًَِىب َاٌ [ al-Baqarā, verse 40] 
Trs: yā banī Isrāilā ūḏkūrū niᶜmātiyā ᵓallatī ᵓanᶜāmtū ᶜalaykūm.  
TT: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon you. ( 
Ali,2006, p.27). 
3.2.1 Justification for Choosing the Data 
Various rhetorical vocative sentences are considered due to certain reasons: 
1. Vocative sentences with rhetorical purposes have not been studied by previous 
researchers from the translation perspective since these vocative sentences are related to 
the intentions of the speaker, which are hard to detect through writing. 
2. The chosen data represent the most prominent types studied by Arab rhetoricians 
when they classify rhetorical vocative sentences, depending on the context, into various 
kinds such as: reprimand, recollection, grief, encouragement, call for help, lamentation, 
particularization, and exclamation.  
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3. A clear variance is observed in Qur’an in the usage of the rhetorical vocative 
sentences mentioned above in point (2) due to their contextual situation in which these 
vocative sentences have taken place. This variance is affected sometimes in the process 
of translation when the translator fails to capture the internal meaning of the vocative 
sentences. 
4. The rhetorical vocative sentences represent a unique linguistic miracle narrated by the 
Qur’an. Each lexical item in the vocative sentence has sometimes more than one 
meaning. The acceptable meaning of this lexical item is determined when the intended 
meaning is captured. For example, the vocative sentence’s message may involve 
imperative, exclamatory, negative or interrogative tools which have to be conveyed 
when translated into target language.  
5. Rhetorical vocative sentences are characterized by a particular aesthetic value which 
is hardly preserved in the target language. For instance, the musical tone of the vocative 
particle “ اٌ/ yā” , which is characterized with prolonged phonemic sound, loses its 
distinctive feature through translation into English. In addition, the psychological state 
of the speaker who utters the vocative sentences (especially those of human beings to 
Almighty Allah) is also lost through translation into target language. 
6. Vocative sentences in the Qur’an are of two main types: the first type is real vocative 
sentences which aim to draw the attention of the hearer toward the speaker and the 
second type is non-real vocative sentences which contain different rhetorical purposes. 
Forty rhetorical vocative sentences are of the second type represent a small portion of 
the total number of vocative sentences in the Qur’an have been chosen to illustrate how 
they operate in the process of translation and to avoid repetition.  The selection is based 
on their rhetorical purposes as suggested by Arab rhetoricians and their occurrence in 
Qur`an. 
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3.3 Research Methodology 
The following procedures dealing with vocative sentences and their rendering were 
carried out:  
a) A comprehensive survey was made of the whole Qur’an to locate the vocative 
sentences. These sentences were then differentiated in terms of classification of Arab 
rhetoricians to identify the rhetorical vocative sentences that have been mentioned in 
literature review.  
b) Newmark’s (1981,1988) methods of translation were used to see how the translator 
(Ali ) translated the vocative sentences  into English . These methods are literal 
translation, semantic translation, communicative translation, word-for word translation, 
adaptation translation, faithful translation, free translation and idiomatic translation. In 
addition, the researcher will analyse the data in terms of how the meaning transferred 
precisely into English to sustain the rhetorical message. In this respect of analysis, the 
researcher reviewed the definition of translation method then tabulated its main feature, 
and indicated them by using (+/-) as a particular technique. A comparison of the 
translated English text with the main features of the translation method is made to show 
the degree of compatibility between the translated English text and features of 
translation method. This process enabled the researcher to determine which kind of 
translation method is adopted by the translator Ali. 
c) Analysis was made of the rhetorical vocative sentences in both Arabic and English 
versions using the X Bar theory for Haegeman (2006). This theory was applied as a 
linear hierarchal analysis to explain the constituents of both Arabic and English text. 
The researcher analysed the Arabic and English text into its minimalist constituents and 
made a comparison between two texts in order to detect the grammatical and syntactical 
shifts in the translated English text. Then, the researcher made use of classifications of 
Catford`s shifts in order to designate types of shifts that occurred in the translated text. 
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After that, some narrative descriptions were given to these shifts. The researcher made 
use of “Iᶜrāb al-Qur`an al-Karīm wā bayanahū” for al-Darwish (1999) to analyse the 
Arabic text where necessary. The analysis showed diversity of shifts and its 
classifications. It also helped in revealing the effect of shifts in conveying the meaning 
into target language. 
d) Rhetorical vocative sentences were also analyzed semantically within the orbit of 
componential analysis of Katz and Fodor (1963).  With this respect, the vocative 
sentence in the English text was analysed into its smallest constituents within the circle 
of semantic features to determine any semantic shift that occurred in the English text 
and compare it with that of the Arabic vocative sentence. A narrative description was 
provided of semantic features and message changes to the translation of the rhetorical 
purposes in the target text. Authentic dictionaries such as Longman (2005), Oxford and 
others were used for the TL for clarifying and diagnosing the accurate meaning of the 
message where necessary. Then, determination or observation of the nature of message 
change in the TT was made using Newmark`s methods that refer to the way of 
analysing the Arabic and English translated texts are overtranslation, undertranslation as 
well as other procedures such as replacement translation, semi-accurate translation, and 
inaccurate translation. The researcher will make use of Newmark`s procedures and 
methods (1988) with componential analysis (CA)  by Katz and Fodor (1963) is resulted 
in shedding light on new terms as inaccurate translation, semi-accurate translation and 
dual translation procedures.  
e) Finally, use was made of Halliday and Hassan`s (1985) concepts on register to 
analyse the context of the Qur`anic vocative sentence when translated into English. The 
researcher discussed and analysed the Arabic and the translated English text within the 
variables of register field, tenor and mode separately. A narrative description was 
provided for each element of the register's elements (field, tenor and mode) for both 
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Arabic and English text to present the similarities and differences in both languages. An 
evaluation of the nature of contextual changes of the vocative sentence in the English 
text was also provided to see if the translator managed to sustain the vocative sentences’ 
contextual meaning or not. Hence the researcher made use of remarkable interpreters 
such as al-Razī (2000) Ibn ᶜAšūr(2000) and al-Ālūsī (2001)  where necessary. 
3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter is concerned with corpus and the reason behind choosing these data. In 
addition, this chapter describes the research methods that were used in the present study. 
Translation methods for Newmark will be discussed in the next chapter through an 
analysis of a bundle of English vocative sentences                                  . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODS OF TRANSLATION 
 
4.1   Introduction 
This chapter concentrates on investigating the methods used in translating the vocative 
sentences from Qur`an into English. In other words, it aims to reply to the research 
question “What are the methods that are used in translating vocative sentences in 
Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT)?. In this chapter, the selected data will be 
analysed according to Newmark`s methods (1988) of translation like “semantic 
translation”, communicative translation” “literal translation”, “free translation”, 
“idiomatic translation”, word-by-word translation”, “faithful translation”, and 
“adaptation translation” and how to detect the methods used. The category of translation 
method will be determined by comparing the translated text with the definite features of 
each translation method. 
4.2 Data Analysis  
In this chapter, the researcher selected twenty Qur`anic vocative sentences out of forty 
to show which translation method is used frequently overall. The selected data with 
their translation from the Indian translator, Ali (2006) covers all rhetorical purposes 
mentioned in the literature review. Within the limitation of this chapter, the researcher 
employs a method of creating comparable text as an approach adopted by the translator 
as “semantic translation”, “communicative translation”, “free translation”, and “literal 
translation”. That is to say, the researcher will review the definition of a translation 
method; tabulate its definite features then, comparing the translated English text with 
the definite features of translation method. Upon this comparison, the researcher will be 
able to determine which category of the translation method is used by the translator to 
convey the rhetorical message to the target readership.  
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 In addition, the researcher opted for a specific technique in this analysis which will be 
clarified to the readership. The researcher tends to present the major features of each 
definition of the translation method supplied with symbols (+) for presence the feature 
and (-) in the absence of the feature.       
4.2.1 Semantic Translation Method 
Data (1) 
ST:   ً َثًُأ بَُهتْعَضَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز  [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] 
Trs: rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnṯā.  
TT: O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136). 
 
Table (1) Semantic Translation Method of [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise 
contextual 
Meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate 
ST   ً َثًُأ َبُهتْعَضَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز + 
 
NP-DP- VP- 
N 
- 
Trs rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā 
ūnṯā. 
….. 
 
…… ….. 
TT O, my Lord! Behold! I 
am delivered of a 
female child! 
 
- NP-V-VP–
AP 
+ 
In semantic translation, the translator attempted to recreate the precise contextual 
meaning of the source author throughout the semantic and syntactic constraints of the 
target language (Newmark, 1982, p. 22). On this ground, the researcher can extract the 
main features for this definition as [+ precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical 
message), +/- syntax constraints, +overtranslate].  These features help in diagnosing the 
main features of the English text and matching them with the definition of semantic 
translation. 
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In data (1), even though the translator attempted to reproduce the same message of the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence the researcher notices that he failed to achieve that since 
there are some differences between the TT and ST through using semantic translation 
which is relevant to [- precise contextual meaning (rhetorical message)]. The main 
difference results from the using of the V “Behold” in English text to replace the DP 
(Determiner phrase) “  ًٍِِّإ  / ᵓinnī” in Arabic text which plays a crucial role in 
determining the rhetorical meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence which  means 
“certainly”. Thus, the rhetorical meaning of this Qur`anic vocative sentence is changed 
from “grief” to “exclamatory” rhetorical meaning. Though the semantic translation 
method is applied to the data (1) above, the translation is inaccurate since the translator 
did not capture the internal meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence.   
Data (2) 
ST:  اًزىُجْهَه َىآُْسقْلا اَر  ـ َه اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز َب    [al- Fūrqān,verse 30]. 
Trs: yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī ᵓittaḫaḏū haḏā al-qurān mahǧūran. 
TT: O my Lord , Truly my people  took  this Qur`an  for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 
2006, p. 896). 
                           Table (2) Semantic Translation Method of [al- Fūrqān, verse 30] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
Meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate 
ST  اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز َب اَر  ـ َه
اًزىُجْهَه َىآُْسقْلا 
 
+ 
 
(NP-DP-NP-
VP-NP-N) 
+ 
Trs yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī 
ᵓittaḫaḏū haḏā al-qurān 
mahǧūran 
….. 
 
…… …… 
TT O my Lord , Truly my 
people  took  this 
Qur`an  for just foolish 
nonsense 
± 
 
+(NP-Adv-NP-
V-NP-PP) 
+ 
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In this data, the researcher attempted to apply the defining features of the semantic 
translation method [+ precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), +/- syntax 
constraints +overtranslate] to the target English text of the Qur`anic vocative sentence 
which conveys the meaning of grief to the readership. Through application, the 
researcher observed that the translator gets the message across in an incomplete way.  
In a sense, the translator achieves two defining features of the semantic translation 
method [± syntax constraints, +overtranslate].  At the same time, he does not achieve 
exactly the remaining feature of semantic translation which is [± precise contextual 
meaning (i.e. rhetorical message)].  This is very clear in the last part of the Qur`anic 
vocative sentence “   اًزىُجْهَه  / mahǧūran” when he translated it into “for just foolish 
nonsense”.  In spite of this, the translator used the grammatical shift for the Arabic text 
“ اًزىُجْهَه /mahǧūran” when he changed it from N to PP “for just foolish nonsense”, but 
he slightly distorted the rhetorical meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence. That is, 
the translator partially deformed the rhetorical meaning of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentence “grief”. This is due to the fact that the ST “   اًزىُجْهَه  / mahǧūran” means „to 
neglect‟ or „ abandon‟ while the TT “for just foolish nonsense” means „silliness‟. 
Data (3) 
ST:   ادََحأ ٍِّثَِسث ْكِسُْشأ َْنل ٌٍَِتُْ َلَب   [ al-Kahif, verse 42]. 
Trs: yā laytanī lam ᵓusšrik bi rabbī ᵓaḥadān. 
TT: Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and Cherisher! 
(Ali, 2006, p. 722). 
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                     Table (3) Semantic Translation Method of [ al-Kahif, verse 42] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate 
ST ادََحأ ٍِّثَِسث ْكِسُْشأ َْنل ٌٍَِتُْ َلَب  
 
+ 
 
DP-N-C- VP – 
PP 
+ 
Trs yā laytanī lam ᵓusšrik bi 
rabbī ᵓaḥadān 
….. 
 
…. …. 
TT Woe is me! Would I  had 
never ascribed partners 
to my Lord and  
Cherisher!. 
+ 
 
NP-VP-Adv-
V-N-PP 
+ 
The researcher noted that a clear full match is recorded between the defining features of 
the target English text with the significant features of the semantic translation method [+ 
precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), ±syntax constraints, +overtranslat]. 
The translator, by using the semantic translation method conveys the precise contextual 
meaning (i.e. rhetorical message) of the Qur`anic vocative sentence to the target English 
text. This seems quite clear by using the NP “woe is me” which reflects the meaning of 
sadness and regret for doing something bad.  In a sense, the TT wish expression “would 
+I+ had” is equivalent to the ST “ٌٍَِتُْ َلَب  / yā laytanī” which includes implicitly the regret 
and sadness of the speaker in this vocative sentence. Therefore, the translator tends to 
use further information in order to convey the contextual meaning of the Qur`anic 
vocative sentence. This leads him to convey the rhetorical message from the Arabic text 
to English text.  
Data (4) 
ST:    شىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ  ً ََتلَْ َو َب [Hūd, verse 72]. 
Trs: yā waylatā ᵓa ᵓalidū wā anā ᵓaǧūzun. 
TT: Alas for me ! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
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Table (4) Semantic Translation Method of [Hūd, verse 72] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate 
ST   شىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ  ً ََتلَْ َو َب  
 
+ NP-D-VP-
Conj-NP 
+ 
Trs yā waylatā ᵓa ᵓalidū wā 
anā ᵓaǧūzun. 
….. …… …… 
TT Alas for me ! Shall I 
bear a child, seeing I 
am an old woman 
- NP -VP-NP-
Conj-VP –AP 
+ 
Once more, the semantic translation method has been handled by the translator in order 
to get the message across to the readership. By looking at this Qur‟anic vocative 
sentence, it shows us that the translator has made two characteristics attributes to the 
semantic translation method denoting [+/- syntax constraints, +overtranslate].  In other 
words, the translator was not successful in achieving the one important traits of the 
semantic translation method including [- precise contextual meaning ( i.e. the rhetorical 
purpose)] . This incompatibility between the English text and the features of the 
semantic translation method is attributed to a clear reason committed by the translator 
which changes the rhetorical message of the Qur‟anic vocative sentence from 
exclamation to grief.  In a sense, he uses the lexical word “Alas” instead of “  ً ََتلَْ َو َب  / 
waylatā” which regards the core of changes as the path of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentence from exclamation to grief. The TT “Alas” indicates that the speaker in this 
vocative sentence is very sad about bearing a child, while, the Arabic lexical word “ َب
  ً ََتلَْ َو / waylatā” indicates her surprise from the matter of bearing a child since she is an 
old woman. It is known that the lexical item “ لَو  / wayl” has dual meanings in Arabic. 
The first meaning is used in the context of surprise. The second meaning is used in the 
context of sadness and grief. Then, the rhetorical message does not convey to the 
English text since the Arabic lexical word “  ً ََتل َْ َو َب  / waylatā” is used here in the context 
of surprise.  
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Data (5) 
ST:  لُّثَز َبٌُْ َلَع ِضَْقُِل ُِللبَه َب  [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77] .  
Trs: yā Māliku li yaqḍī ᶜalaynā rabbuka. 
TT: O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279) 
 
Table (5) Semantic Translation Method of [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
Constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST لُّثَز َبٌُْ َلَع ِضَْقُِل ُِللبَه َب  + NP-D-V-PP-
NP 
+ 
Trs yā Māliku li yaqḍī 
ᶜalaynā rabbuka 
….. …… …. 
TT O Mãlik! would that 
thy Lord make an end 
to us ! 
- NP -VP-NP-V 
–NP-PP 
+ 
It is observed that the significant features of the semantic translation method are 
incompatible with the semantic characteristics of the target English text. The main goal 
of the translator is to transfer the meaning of the source text into target text. It is noticed 
that the target English text has primarily obtained only two features of the semantic 
translation method [±syntax constraints, +overtranslate]. That is, the target English text 
does not gain the other two features of semantic translation method [ - precise 
contextual meaning ( i.e. rhetorical message)]. This mismatch is due to a clear 
difference between the target English text “would that” and the original Arabic text “ـل” . 
The ST “ ـل” is an imperative particle which means “let”, whereas, the TT “would that” 
is a wish expression.  So, the translator did not convey the real meaning of the 
imperative particle“ ـل” to TT. Then, the context of the source text is changed from call 
for help to wish . The translator presents a different lexical word for the ST“ ـل” in the 
TT.  Then, the rhetorical message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence is also affected by 
this change through the translation. Consequently, the rhetorical message of this 
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Qur`anic vocative sentence is not fully maintained in the target language even though 
the translator has used the semantic translation method to convey the rhetorical 
meaning.  
Data (6) 
ST:  ىُىٌِهْؤُه بًَِّإ َةاَرَعْلا بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّثَز [al-Duḫan, verse12]. 
Trs: rabbanā ᵓikšif ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā muᵓminūna. 
TT: Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 
1284). 
Table (6) Semantic Translation Method of [al-Duḫan, verse12] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  بًَِّإ َةاَرَعْلا بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّثَز
ىُىٌِهْؤُه 
+ NP- VP-PP-NP + 
Trs rabbanā ᵓikšif ᵓannā al-
ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā 
muᵓminūna 
….. …… …. 
TT Our Lord! Remove the 
Penalty from us, for 
we do really believe! 
± NP -VP-NP-PP-
Conj-clause 
+ 
Yet again, the translator has employed the semantic translation method that includes 
some significant traits represented by [+ precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical 
message), +/- syntax constraints, +overtranslate] in rendering the above Qur`anic 
vocative sentence. The translator as it is evident was able to get some significant 
features of the semantic translation method. It is noticed that he has gained two features 
specifically [ +/- syntax constraints ,+overtranslate].  The other residue significant 
feature of the semantic translation method [± precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical 
message)] does not work well. That is, the NP “the penalty” in the target text is 
incongruent contextually with that of the ST “ َةاَرَعْلا / al-ᵓaḏaba” since the former refers 
to a punishment for breaking a law, rule or legal agreement (Longman, 2005, p. 1215) 
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,while, the latter refers to severe physical and mental sufferings. This, in turn has 
partially distorted the rhetorical message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence.  
Data (7) 
ST:   ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع [ Hūd, verse 73]. 
Trs: ᶜalaykum ᵓahla al-bayti. 
TT: on you, O ye people of the house? (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
Table (7) Semantic Translation Method of [ Hūd, verse73] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع + PP-NP + 
Trs ᶜalaykum ᵓahla al-
bayti 
….. …… …. 
TT on you , O  ye people 
of the house ? 
+ PP-NP + 
The above Table (7) shows that the prominent characteristics of the target text are in full 
compatibility and match with that of the semantic translation method in the following 
features [+precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), + syntax constraints,+ 
overtranslate ].  The translator, through this method, was able to convey the exact 
contextual meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence to the target text. This seems 
clear when he prefers to bring out the vocative particle “O” in the English text which 
was implicit in the Arabic text. The existence of the vocative particle “O” indicates that 
the translator is aware of the phenomenon of vocative within the circle of the 
particularisation.  In other words, the translator realised that the second person plural 
pronoun “نم   /kum / you” has an implicit vocative particle.  Then, the translator was 
capable of conveying the precise contextual meaning of the ST to TT. As a result, the 
rhetorical message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence has been maintained in the TT.  
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Data (8) 
ST:   ِلُِجَظ ْيَع َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ َب بجَىِع بََهًىُغَْجت َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ  [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99]. 
Trs: yā ahla alkitabi limā taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi man āmana tabġūnaha ᶜiwaǧan. 
TT: O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the path of 
Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152). 
Table (8) Semantic Translation Method of [āl-ᶜImrān,, verse 99] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  ْيَع َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ َب
 ِلُِجَظ بجَىِع َبَهًىُغَْجت َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ  
+ NP-N-VP-PP-
D-V-VP-N 
+ 
Trs yā ahla alkitabi limā 
taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi 
man āmana tabġūnaha 
ᶜiwaǧan. 
….. …… …. 
TT O ye People of the Book! 
Why obstruct ye those 
who believe, from the 
path of Allah, seeking to 
make it crooked. 
+ NP-N-V-N-D-
N-V-PP –N-
VP-N-A 
+ 
Here, the researcher takes into account a kind of rhetorical purpose pertinent to the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence.  As it is evident, the translator was successful in achieving 
the significance of the semantic translation method when he translated the above data 
(8) into English. In a sense, the components of the source message match with the 
features of the semantic translation method. This is an indication that the translator has 
chosen this kind of translation method from other various methods suggested by 
Newmark (1988).  
Looking at the syntactic structures of both Arabic and English text, the researcher noted 
that there is a difference between them. This difference is inevitable since Arabic and 
English belong to two different families. In addition, the translator was able to convey 
the contextual meaning of the lexical words of the ST “  َلَْهأ َب  ِةَبتِنْلا  / yā ahla alkitabi”, the 
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interrogative particle “ َِنل / limā”, the verb phrase “ َىو ُّدَُصت /taṣudūna”, the prepositional 
phrase “  ِلُِجَظ ْيَع  ِ َّاللَّ  / an sabīli Allahi”, the ST “ َيَهآ ْيَه / man āmana” , the VP “َبَهًىُغَْجت / 
tabġūnaha”, and the adjective “بجَىِع / ᶜiwaǧan.” into the TT.  Furthermore, the message 
of the Qur`anic vocative sentence has been retained in the target text.  
Subsequently, the rhetorical reprimand meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence is 
sustained in the target text. 
Data (9) 
ST:   ِىُىث َّرَم بَِوث ًٍِْسُصًا ِّةَز   [al-Muᵓminun, verse26]. 
Trs: rabbī ᵓunṣurnī bimā kaḏabūnī. 
TT: O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 2006, p. 848). 
Table (9) Semantic Translation Method of [al-Muᵓminun, verse26] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax   
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  ِىُىث َّرَم بَِوث ًٍِْسُصًا ِّةَز + NP- VP-PP-
VP 
+ 
Trs rabbī ᵓunṣurnī bimā 
kaḏabūnī 
….. … …. 
TT O my Lord! Help me: for 
that they accuse me of  
falsehood! 
+ NP-VP-Conj-
N-V-N-PP 
+ 
Now the researcher highlights the Qur`anic vocative sentence which catches the 
rhetorical purpose of “call for help” and attempts to analyse it using the translation 
methods proposed by Newmark (1988).  Looking at the above vocative sentence, the 
researcher noticed that the translator has adopted the semantic translation method in 
order to convey the message from ST to TT. This appears clearly through matching the 
significant features of the target text with those of the semantic translation method [+ 
precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), +/- syntax constraints, 
+overtranslate]. 
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According to the significant feature [+ precise contextual meaning, +overtranslate], the 
translator was able to infer the precise contextual meaning of the ST “بَِوث / bimā” which 
functions as PP and has the meaning of reason to be “for that” in the TT.   Besides, the 
translator extended the semantic feature of the ST “ ِىُىثَّرَم / kaḏabūnī” where he added an 
item such as phrasal verb “accuse of falsehood” in the TT.  This, in turn, results in 
sustaining the rhetorical message of the source text in the target text since the translator 
conveyed the precise contextual meaning of the ST“ىُىثَّرَم بَِوث / bimā kaḏabūnī” to TT 
“for that they accuse me of falsehood!”. Subsequently, the rhetorical message of call for 
help for the Qur`anic vocative sentence has been conveyed to the target text.  
Data (10) 
ST:  بًوُِلَْعت اىُوِّلَظَو ِهُْ َلَع اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا بَهََُّأ َب [al-ᵓAḥzāb, verse56]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ṣallū ᶜalyhi wā sallimū taslīman. 
TT: O ye that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect (Ali, 
2006, p. 1076). 
Table (10) Semantic Translation Method of [al-ᵓAḥzāb, verse 56] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب
 ِهُْ َلَعبًوُِلَْعت اىُوِّلَظَو  
+ DP-VP-PP-
Conj-VP-N 
+ 
Trs yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna 
āmanū ṣallū ᶜalyhi wā 
sallimū taslīman 
….. …… ….. 
TT O ye that believe! Send 
ye blessings on him and 
salute him with all 
respect 
± NP-V-NP-
PP-Conj-V-
N-PP 
+ 
In the above mentioned data (10), the researcher noticed that the translator conveys the 
encouragement as another colour of rhetorical purpose of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentence. In this sentence, the translator kept to the semantic translation method to 
transfer the exact message of the source text into the target text.  
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Through analysing the above Qur`anic vocative sentence, the researcher noted that the 
translator has transferred the rhetorical message of the ST into the TT but with some 
distortion. That is to say, the translated text contains the matching of some semantic 
features of the ST such as [±syntax constraints, +overtranslate] with the defining 
features of the semantic translation method.  On the other hand, a failure is remarked in 
a clear way when the translation gets [± precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical 
message)]. This failure occurred when the translator tended to use the PP “with all 
respect” in the target English text to be equivalent to the N “بًوُِلَْعت/ taslīman”. The 
translator did not succeed in choosing the appropriate equivalence since the ST“بًوُِلَْعت/ 
taslīman” means „very much‟ or „a lot‟ while the TT “with all respect” means „to show 
respect‟; therefore, the message is partially distorted.  Consequently, the rhetorical 
message of encouragement has been partially maintained in the TT.  
Data (11) 
ST:  اىُّلَض ْنَُهتَْ َأَز ِْذإ َلََعٌَه بَه ُىوُزبَه َب    [Ṭaha, verse92]. 
Trs: yā Hāruūnu mā manaᶜaka iḏ raᵓaytahum ḍallū. 
TT: O Aaron! what kept thee back , when Thou sawest  them going wrong (Ali, 
2006, p. 783). 
Table (11) Semantic Translation Method of [Ṭaha, verse92]  
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax   
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST ِذإ َلََعٌَه بَه ُىوُزَبه َب   ُْنَهتَْ َأَز  
اىُّلَض 
+ NP-D-VP-
Adv-VP-VP 
+ 
Trs yā Hāruūnu mā manaᶜaka 
iḏ raᵓaytahum ḍallū 
….. ….. ….  
TT O Aaron! what kept thee 
back , when Thou sawest  
them going wrong 
+ NP-N- VP-
Adv-N-V-N-
N-A 
+ 
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In this example, the researcher observed that the translator sticks to the semantic 
translation method to get the reprimand meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence 
across to the target readership. The semantic feature of [+overtranslate] is quite evident 
in this example. He rendered the lexical word “   َلََعٌَه /manaᶜaka” into “prevented thee 
back” , “ ُْنَهتَْ َأَز /raᵓaytahum” into “thou sawest them” , and “اىُّلَض/ ḍallū”  into “going 
wrong”.  In the same manner, the translator kept to the rest of the significant 
characteristics of the semantic translation strategy, specifically [ + precise contextual 
meaning ( i.e. rhetorical message),+/ -syntax constraints] in the target English text. In 
other words, the translator was proficient to communicate the precise contextual 
meaning of the Arabic text into English text. In consequence, this results in 
communicating the exact message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence (i.e. rhetorical 
message) to the target text.  
Data (12) 
ST:   َيَِِسثب َّصلا َيِه ُ َّاللَّ َءبَش ِْىإ ًٍُِدَِجتَظ ُسَهُْؤت بَه ْلَعْفا َِتَثأ َب  [al-Ṣāfāt,verse102]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabati ᵓifᶜal mā tuᵓumaru sataǧidunī ᵓinšāᵓ Allahu mina al-ṣabirīna. 
TT: O my father! Do as thou art commanded: thou will find me, if God so wills one 
practising Patience and Constancy! (Ali, 2006, p. 1149). 
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Table (12) Semantic Translation Method of [al-Ṣāfāt, verse102] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual  
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate 
ST  ًٍُِدَِجتَظ ُسَهُْؤت بَه ْلَعْفا َِتَثأ َب
 َيَِِسثب َّصلا َيِه ُ َّاللَّ َءبَش ِْىإ  
+ NP-V-D-V-VP-
D-V-NP-PP 
+ 
Trs yā ᵓabati ᵓifᶜal mā 
tuᵓumaru sataǧidunī 
ᵓinšāᵓ Allahu mina al-
ṣabirīna 
….. ….. …. 
TT O my father! Do as 
thou art commanded: 
thou will find me, if 
God so wills one 
practising Patience and 
Constancy! 
+ NP -V-Conj-N-
VP-N-V-N-
Conj-Adv-V-NP 
+ 
The above data (12) shows that the translator followed the semantic translation method 
in his rendering of the above Qur`anic vocative sentence into target text. In this data, a 
full match of characteristics between the semantic translation method and the English 
text is evident as it is shown in Table (12). The translator succeeded in transferring the 
precise contextual meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence into the target text. This is 
revealed by using the passive voice “as thou art commanded” as an equivalent for the 
ST “ ُسَهُْؤت بَه / mā tuᵓumaru” which is also in passive voice. And “one practising Patience 
and Constancy!” for the ST “  َيَِِسثب َّصلا َيِه /mina al-ṣabirīna”.  Looking at the TT “one 
practising Patience and Constancy!”, the researcher noted that the translator provided 
further information for the ST“  َيَِِسثب َّصلا َيِه /mina al-ṣabirīna” in the TT to reflect the 
extent of the prophet Ismail‟s (PBUH) patience. In other words, the TT has achieved the 
defining feature of [+overtranslate]. Thus, the rhetorical message of the source text is 
communicated similarly to the target text.  
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Data (13) 
ST:  ٌَِث َبٍ  ِئاَسِْظإُ َق َل ْد  َأً ُمَبٌُْ َج ْن  َعاَوَو ْنُم ِّوُدَع ْيِه ْد ْنُمَبً َِتًبَجال ُّطى ِز ا ُنُنُْ َلَع َبٌْل ََّصًَو َيَوَْ َلأا َوْل ّي اَوليَىْل َّع  [Ṭāhā, 
verse 80]. 
Trs: yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad ᵓanǧaynākum min ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al 
- ᵓaymana wā nazalnā ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-salwā. 
TT: O ye Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We sent down to you 
Manna and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780).  
 
Table (13) Semantic Translation Method of [Ṭāhā, verse 80] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  ٌَِث َبٍ ئاَسِْظإُ َق َل ْد  َأً ُمبٌَُْ َج ْن  ْيِه
 َعاَوَو ْنُم ِّوُدَع ْد َِتًبَج ْنُمَبًال ّطى ِز 
ا ُنُنُْ َلَع َبٌْل ََّصًَو َيَوَْ َلأا َوْل ّي اَوليَىْل َّع 
+ NP-D-VP-
PP-Conj-VP-
AP-Conj-VP-
PP-NP 
+ 
Trs yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad 
ᵓanǧaynākum min 
ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum 
ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al - 
ᵓaymana wā nazalnā 
ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-
salwā 
….. …… …. 
TT O ye Children ofIsrael! We 
delivered you from your 
enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the 
right side of Mount (Sinai), 
and We sent down to you 
Manna and quails 
+ NP-N-V-N-
PP-Conj-N-
V-NP-PP-
Conj-N-V-
PP-NP 
+ 
In the range of semantic translation method, the translator took into account the above 
data (13).  It is manifested that there is a full match between the major features of the 
target text with those of the semantic translation method [+precise contextual meaning 
(i.e. rhetorical message) ,+/-syntax constraints, +overtranslate]. This match is revealed 
by providing the TT with further information in order to convey the precise contextual 
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meaning of the source text.  As it is noted, the translator made use of the TT “and We 
made a Covenant with you” as an equivalent to the ST “   َعاَوَو ْد ْنُمَبً / wā wāᶜdnākum” . 
Through this equivalent, the translator communicates the contextual meaning of the ST 
“   َعاَوَو ْد ْنُمَبً / wā wāᶜdnākum” who views it as a legal appointment which should be 
respected since it occurs between Almighty Allah and Musa (PBUH) .  Therefore, he 
opted to use the “Covenant” to be equivalent for the ST “   َعاَوَو ْد ْنُمَبً / wā wāᶜdnākum”.  In 
addition, the syntactic structure is seen notably in the TT which differs from that in the 
ST. This change is inevitable since both texts belong to two dissimilar languages. The 
translator put across into words all the defining features of the semantic translation 
method and the rhetorical purpose of the Qur`anic vocative sentence is sustained in the 
target English text. That is, the defining feature of [+precise contextual meaning (i.e. 
rhetorical message)] of recollection of the Qur`anic vocative sentence was 
communicated in the TT through the VP “  َأً ُمبٌَُْ َج ْن  / ᵓanǧaynākum ” , “     َعاَوَو ْد ْنُمَبً / wā 
wāᶜdnākum” and “َبٌْل ََّصًَو / wā nazalnā”  and clearly reflects  the strict meaning of the 
recollection in TT. 
Data (14) 
ST:    طَْفً ْيِه ْنَُنَقلَخ ٌِرَّلا ُنُنَّثَز اُىقَّتا ُضبٌَّلا بَهََُّأ َب   حَدِحاَو  َءبَِعًَو اسُِثَم لابَجِز بَوُهٌْ ِه ََّثثَو بَهَجْوَش بَهٌْ ِه ََقلَخَو  [ 
al-Nisāᵓ, verse1]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu ᵓitaqū rabbakumu al-laḏī ḫalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wā 
ḫalaqa minhā zawjahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan. 
TT: O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a single 
person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women (Ali, 2006, p. 183). 
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Table (14) Semantic Translation Method of [ al-Nisāᵓ, verse1] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST  ٌِرَّلا ُنُنَّثَز اُىقَّتا ُضبٌَّلا َبهََُّأ َب
  طَْفً ْيِه ْنَُنَقلَخ   حَدِحاَو  ََقلَخَو
 لابَجِز بَُوهٌْ ِه ََّثثَو َبهَجْوَش َبهٌْ ِه
 َءبَِعًَو اسُِثَم 
+ NP-VP-NP-
N-VP-PP-
Conj-V-PP-
Conj-V-PP-
NP 
+ 
Trs yā ayyuhā annāsu ᵓitaqū 
rabbakumu al-laḏī 
ḫalaqakum min nafsin 
wāḥidatin wā ḫalaqa 
minhā zawjahā wā baṯa 
minhumā riǧālān 
kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan 
….. …… …. 
TT O mankind! reverence 
your Guardian-Lord, 
who created you from a 
single person, created, 
of like nature, His mate, 
and from them twain 
scattered (like seeds) 
countless men and 
women 
± NP-V-NP-N-
V-N-PP-V-
PP-NP-Conj-
PP-VP-AP 
+ 
Again, the translator attempted to employ the semantic translation method when he 
translated the above Qur`anic vocative sentence into English. A partial match is noted 
between the semantic features of the target text with those of the semantic translation 
method, namely [+/- syntax constraints,+overtranslate]. The translator attempted to use 
the technique of extension with the ST “ ُنُنَّثَز / rabbakumu/ your Guardian-Lord”, “بَهٌْ ِه / 
minhā/ of like nature” , “ َءبَِعًَو اسُِثَم لابَجِز / riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan / twain countless 
men and women” when he translated them into the TT. Though most of the lexical 
items of the vocative sentence are transferred contextually, the precise message does not 
convey to the target text. In other words, the semantic features of [± precise contextual 
meaning (i.e. rhetorical message)] are left out in the TT. Thus, the rhetorical meaning of 
the Qur`anic vocative sentence is slightly distorted in the TT since the ST “   طَْفً ْيِه حَدِحاَو  
/ min nafsin wāḥidatin” is not rendered appropriately in the TT . The lexical item“  طَْفً / 
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nafsin” is rendered into “ person”  which indicates a human being with its own 
particular character. This equivalent has distorted the meaning of the lexical item “    طَْفً / 
nafsin” which  means „soul‟ not  „person or individual‟.  In a sense, the lexical item “  طَْفً 
/ nafsin” means the part of a person that is not physical and that contains his character, 
thoughts and feelings (Longman, 2005, p. 1224& 1581). Then, the rhetorical message of 
recollection is somewhat distorted.  
Data (15) 
ST:   َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع بٌََّْهَأت َلا ََلل بَه َبًَبَثأ َب    [Yūsūf, verse 11]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabanā mā lakā lā taᵓmannā ᵓalā Yūsūfa. 
TT: O our father! Why dost thou not trust us with Joseph (Ali, 2006, p. 548). 
Table (15) Semantic Translation Method of   [Yūsūf, verse 11] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Semantic Translation 
  Precise contextual 
meaning 
Syntax 
constraints 
Overtranslate  
ST   ً َلَع بٌََّْهَأت َلا ََلل بَه َبًَبَثأ َب
 َفُظُىَ 
 
+ NP-DP-D-
VP- 
PP 
+ 
Trs yā ᵓabanā mā lakā lā 
taᵓmannā ᵓalā Yūsūfa 
….. …. …. 
TT O our father! Why dost 
thou not trust us with 
Joseph 
+ NP-N-C-N-
Adv-V-N-PP 
+ 
 The semantic translation method is engaged in this Qur`anic vocative sentence which 
has the meaning of exclamation. As it seems, a full match is recorded between the 
semantic features of the definition of the semantic translation method and the target text 
signified by [+ precise contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), +/- syntax 
constraints, + overtranslate].  The translator attempted to translate each lexical word of 
the source text within the constraints of the grammatical structure of the target text. The 
ST “ ََلل بَه / mā lakā” is rendered into “Why dost”. The negative particle “ َلا / lā” is 
translated into its equivalence “not” in TT. The VP “بٌََّْهَأت / taᵓmannā” consists of three 
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items rendered into “thou trust us with”.  The translator has made an overtranslation 
since he used a phrasal verb in the TT which contains the preposition “with”.  So, the 
translator was able to convey the precise contextual meaning of the source text to the 
target text. In consequence, the rhetorical message of the Arabic text is conveyed to the 
English text.  
4.2.2 Free Translation Method 
Here, the researcher attempts to highlight another kind of translation method 
implemented by the translator to convey the rhetorical message of the ST to the target 
text. Through free translation one attempts to concentrate on the content of the target 
text rather than the form. That is to say, that the translator in the free translation method 
attempts to convey the content of the source text in the target text by using different 
grammatical structures.  This kind of translation usually produces paraphrase i.e. longer 
information than the original (Newmark, 1988, pp. 46-47).  From this definition the 
researcher summarised the main features of free translation as [+original meaning (i.e. 
rhetorical message), -form (i.e. different grammatical structure), + longer information]. 
In the following example, the researcher will note how the translator employs the free 
translation method in rendering the Qur`anic vocative sentence. 
Data (16)  
ST:   َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع  ً َفََظأ َب  [ Yūsūf ,verse 84]. 
Trs: yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa. 
TT: How great is my grief for Joseph ! (Ali, 2006, p. 574). 
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Table (16) Free Translation Method of [ Yūsūf ,verse 84] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Free Translation 
  Original 
meaning 
Form Longer information 
ST  َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع  ً َفََظأ َب  + - + 
Trs yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa ….. ….. …… 
TT How great is my grief for 
Joseph ! 
+ 
 
- + 
 In the above Table (16), the researcher undertakes the Qur`anic vocative sentence “ َب
 َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع  ً َفََظأ / yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa”. As it seems, the translator opts for the free 
translation method in order to transfer the original meaning of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentence into the target readership. This seems clear in the full match of the defining 
features of the target English text with the defining features of the free translation 
method, specifically [+original meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), -form, + longer 
information].  That is to say, the translator was able to make use of the definition of free 
translation successfully in the TT. He was able to convey the original meaning of the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence “lamentation” to the target text by using a different form.  
That is, the translator decided to convey the meaning of lamentation by using the 
exclamatory sentence. In addition, the translator opted to show to its readership to what 
extent the speaker was so sorrowful by choosing the exclamatory expression “how great 
is”. Accordingly, the rhetorical meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence has been 
sustained in the TT.     
Data (17) 
ST:    مَلَُغ اَر  ـ َه  يَسُْشث َب  [Yūsūf,verse19]. 
Trs: yā bušrā haḍā ġulāmūn. 
TT: Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551). 
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Table (17) Free translation method of [Yūsūf, verse19] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Free Translation 
  Original meaning Form Longer information 
ST  اَر  ـ َه  يَسُْشث َب  مَلَُغ 
 
+ - + 
Trs yā  bušrā   haḏā  ġulāmūn ….. ….. ….. 
TT Ah there! Good news! 
Here is a (fine) young 
man! 
+ - + 
In this example, the researcher attempts to pursue how the translator applies the free 
translation method to data (17).  A compatible match of the significant features of both 
free translation method and TT is noted to be evident between them. The translator 
tends to use different grammar in the TT in order to retain the meaning of the Arabic 
text in the English text. Also, he is likely to add longer information not found in the ST 
to keep the original meaning in the TT.  In fact, the translator has used some additional 
lexical words in the target text not found in the source text.  These additional items 
existed in the DP “Ah there” where the translator attempted to use the additional item 
“there” to reflect the feeling of exclamation.  As well, the translator added longer 
information when he added the adverb of place “here is” in the TT to show the 
exclamation of the speaker in this vocative sentence. On the part of the characteristic of 
form, it is noted that the translator did not adhere to the form of the original text. In 
other words, the translator made a grammatical change to the ST “  َب  / yā” when he 
translated it from D into DP “Ah there!”.  In the same field, the translator did not adhere 
to the form of the ST “اَر  ـ َه / haḏā” which was changed to Adverb “here is” instead of 
“this”. In general, the form of the Arabic vocative sentence is changed from a 
declarative sentence to an exclamatory sentence in order to sustain the rhetorical 
message of exclamation in TT. 
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 4.2.3 Literal Translation Method 
In literal translation, the single words and grammatical structures in the source language 
are changed to match their close equivalent in the target language. In this kind of 
translation, the lexical words are rendered singly out of context (Newmark, 1988, p. 46).  
Dickins et.al ( 2002) pointed out that literal translation indicates the conveyance of 
denotative meaning of words, phrases, and clauses which are taken from the dictionary 
directly. In addition, literal translation contains grammatical transposition but out of 
context (p. 16) 
Data (18) 
ST:   ِطًِلإا  ِّيِجْلا   َِدق إ َيِه ُْنتَْسثَْنتْظ   َسَشْعَه َب    [al-Anᶜām, verse 128]. 
Trs: yā maᶜšara al-ǧinni qadi istakṯartum mina al-ᵓinsi. 
TT: O ye assembly of Jinns! Much (toll) did ye take of men (Ali, 2006, p. 331). 
Table (18) Literal Translation Method of [al-Anᶜām, verse 128] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Literal Translation 
  Single 
words 
Out  of 
context 
Grammatical 
transposition 
Denotative 
meaning 
ST   ِّيِجْلا َسَشْعَه َب  َِدق إ ُْنتَْسثَْنتْظ
 َيِه  ِطًِلإا 
+ + + + 
Trs yā maᶜšara al-ǧinni 
qadi istakṯartum mina 
al-ᵓinsi 
….. ….. …..  
TT O ye assembly of 
Jinns! Much (toll) did 
ye take of men. 
+ + + + 
It is noted that the significant features of the target English text are in full match with 
the significant characteristics of the literal translation method [+single words, +out of 
context,+ grammatical transposition,+ denotative meaning]. Though the translator 
attempts to convey the rhetorical meaning of the Arabic text to match its close 
equivalent in the target English text, he failed to convey the accurate message of the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence to English text. This is due to the use of the lexical word 
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which affects the meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence when translated into 
English such as “much (toll) did ye take of”. The translator has provided a meaning 
distant from the ST “ إ ُْنتْسَثَْنتْظ / istakṯartum” which means „to mislead‟. Thus, the 
reprimand meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence has been entirely distorted  in the 
target English text.  
Data (19) 
ST:      بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب [ Maryam, verse 27].                                             
Trs: yā maryamu laqad ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan. 
TT: O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought   (Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
Table (19) Literal Translation Method of [ Maryam, verse 27] 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Literal Translation 
  Single 
words 
Out of 
context 
Grammatical 
transposition 
Denotative 
meaning 
ST بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب  + + + + 
Trs yā maryamu laqad 
ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan 
….. ….. ….. …… 
TT O Mary! truly an 
amazing thing has 
been thou brought 
+ + + + 
In the range of the literal translation method the above Qur`anic vocative sentence 
works. The main goal of the translator is the conveyance of the message of the source 
language text to the target English text. Through employing the literal translation 
method to the above data (19), the researcher noticed that the target English text has got 
all the features of the literal translation method.  That is, the English text shares the 
literal translation method in the following features [+single words, +out of context,+ 
grammatical transposition,+ denotative meaning].  Though the translator attempted to 
convey the rhetorical meaning of the Arabic vocative sentence to English, he failed to 
do that. This is due to the use of an unacceptable equivalent “an amazing” for the 
Arabic word “ًّبََِسف / fariyyan”. This choice is incongruent with the meaning of the TT 
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“an amazing” as the contextual meaning of the ST “ًّبََِسف / fariyyan” indicates the 
meaning of reprimand. It means something unwanted and ugly action while the ST “an 
amazing” means very good especially in an unexpected way or so surprising you can 
hardly believe (Longman, 2005, p. 43). Thus, this unacceptable choice affects in turn 
the message of the vocative sentence. That is to say, the rhetorical meaning of the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence is changed from the reprimand to exclamation.  
4.2.4 Faithful Translation Method 
The translator always attempts to present the message of the source text in the target 
text. In this case, the researcher attempts to highlight another kind of translation method 
adopted by the translator, namely faithful translation method. In this kind of translation 
as Newmark (1988) views, the translator tends to represent the exact contextual 
meaning of the original text within the grammatical structures of the target text (p. 46).  
On this ground, the researcher attempted to present the main features pertinent to this 
definition which are specifically [+exact contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical message), 
+/- grammatical structure].   
In the following example, the researcher tries to employ the above 4.2.3 data (19)   َُن ْسَه َب
بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل /yā  Maryamu  laqad ǧᵓiti  šayᵓan  fariyyan  [ Maryam, verse 27]  to the 
faithful translation method to show whether or not the translator was able to get the 
message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence. 
Data (20) 
ST:     بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب [ Maryam, verse 27].                                             
Trs: yā Maryamu laqad ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan. 
TT: O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
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Table (20) Faithful Translation Method of [ Maryam, verse 27] 
 Qur`anic vocative  sentence Features of Faithful Translation 
  Exact contextual 
meaning 
Grammatical 
structure 
ST بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب  + ± 
Trs yā maryamu laqad ǧᵓiti šayᵓan 
fariyyan 
….. ….. 
TT O Mary! truly an amazing thing has 
been thou brought 
- ± 
Within the limitation of the above definition, the researcher attempts to analyse the 
above data to show the extent of the degree of compatibility of the defining features of 
the English translated text with those of the faithful translation method. As it seems, a 
notable mismatch is found between the features of the English text and defining features 
of the faithful translation method in [- exact contextual meaning (i.e. rhetorical 
message)]. This mismatch resulted from the unsuccessful choice for the ST “ًّبََِسف / 
fariyyan” which is replaced by the equivalent “ an amazing”.  The TT “an amazing” 
alters the meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence from reprimand to exclamation. 
That is, the translator has presented the exact contextual meaning of the Qur`anic 
vocative sentence in another  new and far meaning of the original one when he used the 
TT “an amazing”  which  showed  the exclamation as an equivalent to the ST  “ًّبََِسف / 
fariyyan” which reflects the meaning of „unwanted action‟. In consequence, the 
message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence is distorted by this alteration.  
Data (21) 
ST:   َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع بٌََّْهَأت َلا ََلل بَه َبًَبَثأ َب    [Yūsūf, verse 11]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabanā mā lakā lā taᵓmannā ᵓalā Yūsūfa. 
TT: O our father! Why dost thou not trust us with Joseph (Ali, 2006, p. 548). 
This data has been taken from 4.2.1 data (15) to be analysed within the framework of 
the faithful method. 
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Table (21) Faithful Translation Method of   [Yūsūf, verse 11] 
 Qur`anic vocative  sentence Features of Faithful Translation 
  Exact contextual meaning Grammatical 
structure 
ST  َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع بٌََّْهَأت َلا ََلل بَه َبًَبَثأ َب 
 
+ ± 
Trs Yā  ʼabanā  mā  laka  lā   
taʼmannā  ἀlā  Yūsūfa 
….. ….. 
TT O our father! Why dost thou 
not trust us with Joseph. 
+ ± 
In this case, the researcher attempts to follow the definition of the faithful translation 
method which was put into practice by the translator to pursue the original message of 
the ST in the TT.  In this kind of translation and according to Newmark (1988), the 
translator tends to represent the exact contextual meaning of the original text within the 
grammatical structures of target text (p. 46). On this note, the researcher attempts to 
present the main features pertinent to this definition which are [ +exact contextual 
meaning (i.e. rhetorical message) , +/- grammatical structure]. According to this 
definition, the researcher noticed a full matching between the semantic characteristics of 
the TT with their counterparts in the definition. The difference in the grammatical 
structure complies with the grammatical structure of the TT. The exact contextual 
meaning of each lexical item has been communicated well. The translator rendered the 
ST “ ََلل بَه / mā lakā” into its counterpart in the TT. It is rendered into “Why dost”. As 
well, the negative particle “ َلا / lā” is translated into its equivalence “not” in TT. The VP 
“بٌََّْهَأت / taᵓmannā” is rendered into its counterpart equivalence “thou trust us with” in TT.  
The translator has made an overtranslation since he used a phrasal verb in TT.  The PP  
“ َفُظُىَ  ً َلَع / ᵓalā Yūsūfa” is rendered into PP  “with Joseph” in TT. On the whole, the 
translator was capable of communicating the contextual meaning of the ST into target 
text. He was also able to reveal the rhetorical meaning of exclamation of the Qur`anic 
vocative sentence into English.  
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4.2.5 Communicative Translation Method 
Newmark (1981, p.22) pointed out that the translator in communicative translation tries to 
recreate the exact message of the source language text. He also tries to recreate the same 
effect of the ST on the TT readership. That is to say; that the translator in communicative 
translation tries to translate the exact contextual meaning of the source language message 
in an acceptable way to the target text readership.  From this definition, the researcher 
assumes the following communicative features [+exact contextual meaning, +same effect 
(i.e. rhetorical message), + comprehensive].  
Data (22) 
ST:  نُنُْ َلَع اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا بَهََُّأ َب  ْنُنَُعفًَأ  [al-Maᵓida, verse 105]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum ᵓanfusakum. 
TT: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
 
Table (22) Communicative Translation Method of [al-Maᵓida, verse 105] 
 
 Qur`anic vocative  
sentence 
Features of Communicative Translation 
  Exact contextual 
meaning 
Same effect  Comprehensive  
ST نُنُْ َلَع اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب 
 ْنُنَُعفًَأ 
+ + + 
Trs yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna 
āmanū ᶜalaykum 
ᵓanfusakum 
….. ….. …… 
TT O ye who believe! 
Guard your own souls. 
± + + 
In this example, the researcher attempts to consider data (20) within the characteristics of 
the communicative method. As it seems, the significant features of the target English text 
partially match those of the communicative translation method specifically [+exact 
contextual meaning, + comprehensive, +same effect (i.e. rhetorical message)].  In a sense, 
the translator was able to convey the same effect of the source Arabic text to the target 
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English text.  This is because the translator was able to infer the real meaning of the ST 
“  َُْلَع ْنُن  /ᶜalaykum” which functions as PP to be Verb “guard” in the TT.   
In other words, the translator deduced that the ST “ ْنُنُْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum” means to protect your 
selves from doing bad actions and deeds.  On the other part, the significant feature of the 
TT is not compatible fully with the significant feature of the definition of communicative 
[ ±exact contextual meaning] since in English, the TT lexical item “souls” means the part 
of a person that is not physical, and that contains their character, thoughts and feelings 
(Longman, 2005, p. 1581) whereas, the lexical item “  ْنُنَُعفًَأ/ ᵓanfusakum” has indicated 
the typical behaviour of a person and his character which means “self”. Thus, the 
rhetorical message is somewhat distorted. 
4.3 Conclusion  
This chapter takes into account the methods of translation adopted by the translator Ali  
(2006) through his translation of the Qur`anic vocative sentences into English. In this 
respect, we opt to use the extract features of each definition presented by Newmark 
(1988) and used by the translator.  Through analysis, it is found that the translator has 
made use of a few kinds of translation methods, in particular “semantic translation”, 
“free translation”, faithful translation, literal translation”, and “communicative 
translation”. It is also found that the translator on some occasions was capable of 
sustaining the message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence in target text.  In contrast, 
sometimes he failed to transfer the message of the Qur`anic vocative sentence into 
target text. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS AND GRAMMATICAL SHIFT 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the syntactical and grammatical changes that occur when 
translating Arabic vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur'an (ST) into English (TT). It 
aims at determining the nature of the syntactical and grammatical changes that occur in 
the translation output of the vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT). 
Wherever necessary, the syntactic differences will be held using both X‟-Theory by 
Haegeman‟s (2006) representation either as tree diagrams or in linear structures using 
label bracketing and narrative descriptions and Catford`s classifications (1965)  on 
shifts . 
5.2 Data Analysis     
5.2.1 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Grief Purpose  
ST ( 1)  
ST:   ٚ َثُّأ بَٖ ُزْعَظ َٗ  ِِّّٜإ ِّةَس      [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36]. 
Trs:  rabbī  ᵓinnī  waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā. 
TL: O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136).                        
 
 
ST (1)                            IP 
                                                  
                      
                            NP                   I`        
 
                                                                 
               NP            DP         I                VP 
                                           Past  
        rabbī             ᵓinnī      with 
         My Lord    certainly  present  VP                 N 
         relevance                        (waḍaᶜa+tū +hā )   ūnthā 
                                             Have delivered         a female      
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TT (1) 
TL: O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136). 
ST:    ٚ َثُّأ بَٖ ُزْعَظ َٗ  ِِّّٜإ ِّةَس     [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36]. 
Trs: rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā. 
 
TT (1) 
                             IP 
 
                NP                I` 
 
    O my Lord         I            VP        
                       present 
                                      
                                      V                IP 
                              Behold       
                                                 N                I` 
                                          I                                        
                                                            I              VP 
                                Present perfect (passive)        
                                                                 
                                                                V                  PP                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                       delivered                   
                                                                                          
                                                                            P                AP 
                                                                          of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                       a female  child                                                                                                                                          
 
It is observed that the NP “   ةَس / rabbī /my Lord”  in the original text has been retained 
as NP in English translation. The Arabic text “  ِٟٔإ / ᵓinnī / certainly” is a DP has been 
transposed to a different unit shift.  It has been changed to the verb “Behold” to retain 
the meaning of the ST“  ِٟٔإ / ᵓinnī / certainly”.  Another shift has been noticed in the verb 
phrase “بَُٙخْعَض َٚ  / waḍaᶜtūhā / I have delivered” in the original text. The verb “ َعْض َٚ  / 
waḍaᶜa” in the original text is past tense and refers to present time. It has been changed 
to present in the passive voice. Two kinds of transposition have occurred in the 
ST“بَُٙخْعَض َٚ  / waḍaᶜtūhā / I have delivered”: grammatical and syntactic change. 
Grammatical shift is recorded by converting the tense of the ST “ َعْض َٚ  / waḍaᶜa” from 
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the past tense to present tense.  Syntactic change occurs when it is converted from active 
voice to passive voice “I am delivered of”.  
 Besides, the ST “  ٝ َثُٔأ / ūnthā” is a noun which refers to Maryam. In addition, we notice 
that the translator has provided two types of shift. The first type of shift is a class shift 
where the translator changed the N “  ٝ َثُٔأ / ūnthā” in Arabic text to an adjective “a 
female” in TT. The second shift is a unit shift in which the translator has changed the 
ST“  ٝ َثُٔأ / ūnthā” from N to AP “a female child” in the English text in order to give 
further description to readership.  
ST (2) 
ST:  َبٝبًثاَُشر ُذُْم َِْٜزْٞ َى  [ al-Nābaᵓ, verse 40]. 
Trs: yā laytanī   kuntu  turāban. 
TT: woe unto me! Would that I were (mere) dust! (Ali, 2006, p. 1590). 
ST (2) 
            IP    
 
       
         DP               I` 
 
 
َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ َب٠ /        I                  VP 
 yā laytanī  past         
O, I wish                     
                               VP               N     
                                                turāban / Dust 
                   kuntu / I were         
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
TT (2) 
TT: woe unto me! Would that I were (mere) dust!  (Ali, 2006, p. 136). 
ST: بًثاَُشر ُذُْم َِْٜزْٞ َى َبٝ [ al-Nābaʼ, verse 40]. 
Trs: yā laytanī   kuntu turāban. 
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TT (2) 
    IP                                              
                                  
                           NP             I` 
 
         Woe unto me       
                                     I                VP  
                                 Past 
                                             
                                              V               CP                                                                   
                                        Would 
 
                                                        C                IP       
                                                  That  
                                                                 N               I`  
                                                                I  
                                                                         I               VP                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                     Past 
                                                                                   V            AP                              
                                                                                were                                                                                                            
                                                                                              Mere dust 
 
 
The DP “َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ َب٠ / yā laytanī / O I wish” in the Arabic text consists of two particles “ َب٠ / 
yā O” and “َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ / laytani /I wish”. The vocative particle “ َب٠ / yā” in Arabic is not 
translated  into TT.  The translator prefers to add the NP “woe unto me” to reflect the 
extreme grief of the non –believer in the Day of Judgment. The Arabic particle“َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ / 
laytanī / I wish” has been changed to a wish expression. This change is a class shift. In a 
sense, the ST “َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ / laytanī / I wish” has been changed from DP to VP. It has been 
rendered into “would that”.  The translator by this obligatory transposition has 
expressed the same meaning of the Arabic text “َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ / laytanī” in TT. In addition, the 
structure shift is located in the word- order of verb phrase “ ُجُٕو / kuntu / I were”.  It has 
been changed from [V-S ]  in the ST to  [S-V] in English.  
Another shift can be noted between the ST “ًبباَُشح / turāban / dust” and TT. The translator 
has also presented a unit shift where he changed the ST“بًباَُشح / turāban” from [N] to 
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[AP]. It has been translated into “mere dust”. This shift does not affect the meaning of 
the ST “بًباَُشح / turāban / dust” in Arabic language. 
ST (3)  
ST:  اًسُ٘جْٖ ٍَ  َُ آُْشقْىا اَز  ـ َٕ  اُٗزَخَّرا ٜ ٍِ ْ٘ َق َُّ ِإ ِّةَس َبٝ  [al- Fūrqān, verse 30].   
Trs:  yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī  ᵓittaḫaḏū  haḏā  al-qurān mahǧūran. 
TT: O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 
2006, p. 896).  
 
ST (3) 
                                     IP                                                             
                           
                           NP                I`     
                                 
 yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī       
 O my Lord truly           I                  VP  
  my people                Past 
                                     
                                                 V              NP 
                                          ᵓittaḫaḏū 
                                     Have taken         haḏā  al-qurān mahǧūran     
                                                                This Qur'an abandoned      
    
 
TT (3)                
TT: O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur’an for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 
2006, p. 136). 
ST:  اًسُ٘جْٖ ٍَ  َُ آُْشقْىا اَز  ـ َٕ  اُٗزَخَّرا ٜ ٍِ ْ٘ َق َُّ ِإ ِّةَس َبٝ  [ āl-Fūrqān,verse 30]. 
Trs:  yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī  ᵓittaḫaḏū  haḏā  al-qur`ān mahǧūran. 
 [NP O my Lord ] [Adv Truly ]  [NP [ my people] [I` [V took [NP this Qur`an [PP for just 
foolish  
nonsense]]]]]]]. 
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Apparently, the NP “  ةَس َب٠ / yā rabbī / O my Lord” has been translated into NP. It is 
rendered into “O my Lord”. The particle “  ْ ِإ /ᵓinna” in the source text is a determiner.  
Due to an obligatory change it has been shifted to a different class, specifically the 
adverb “truly” in TT.  The structure of the NP “  ةَس َب٠ / yā rabbī” is [ D-N-D] changed to 
[ D-D-N] in TT. Further, the noun phrase “ِٟ ْٛ َل / qawmī” in the Arabic text maintains 
the same phrase marker NP. It is translated into “my people”.  A structure shift is also 
noticed in the NP “ِٟ ْٛ َل / qawmī” which changed from [ N-D] to [ D-N] in TT. The verb 
phrase “اُٚزَخ حا / ittakhadhū” in the Arabic text is composed of the perfect verb “  ُزَخ حا / 
/ᵓittaḫaḏū / took” and the second person inseparable pronoun “ū / they”. It is past tense 
with present time. It has retained the same tense of the ST in TT with difference at the 
level of unit.  It is changed from VP to be V in the target text. That is, it is rendered into 
“took”.  The ST “اًسُٛجْٙ َِ  / mahǧūran” is a N in the Arabic text. It has been shifted from 
one word to a PP “for just foolish nonsense”. The translator has provided a unit shift by 
this change. 
ST (4) 
ST:   َُ ُْ٘ ٍِ ُْؤٝ َّلَ ًٌ ْ٘ َق ِءَلَُؤ  ـ َٕ  َُّ ِإ ِّةَس َبٝ  [ al-Zūḫrūf ,verse 88]. 
 Trs: yā rabbī ᵓinna hāūlāᵓi qawmun lā yūᵓminūna. 
TT: O my Lord! Truly these are people who will not believe (Ali, 2006, p. 1281).  
ST (4) 
                                          IP 
                                                             
                              NP                I`    
          
      yā  rabbī ᵓinna             I                VP 
    hāūlāᵓi qawmun lā     present 
  O my Lord truly                        yūᵓminūna +they 
these people not                                   Believe     
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TT (4)  
TT: O my Lord! Truly these are people who will not believe (Ali, 2006, p. 1281). 
ST:   َُ ُْ٘ ٍِ ُْؤٝ َّلَ ًٌ ْ٘ َق ِءَلَُؤ  ـ َٕ  َُّ ِإ ِّةَس َبٝ   [ al-Zūkhrūf ,verse 88]. 
Trs:  yā rabbī ᵓinna hāūlāᵓi qawmun lā yūᵓminūna. 
TT (4) 
 
                               IP 
                        
                   NP                IP 
                  
        O my Lord      
                               IP                 CP 
          
                Adv           NP        C               IP                                 
             Truly                     who            
                     These are people          ϕ               I` 
                                                               
                                                                 I               VP 
                                                             Will                
                                                                         Adv            V 
                                                                      Not               believe  
                     
It has been noticed clearly that there is a difference in the class between the particle “  ْ ِإ / 
ᵓinna” in the ST and TT. Within the process of translation, the particle “  ْ ِإ / ᵓinna” has 
changed from D into the adverb “truly”. Another shift is observed between the NP 
“  َ ْٛ َل ِءَلَُؤ  ـ َ٘/ hāūlāᵓi qawmun” and “these are people who” in TT. It has been changed to a 
restrictive clause to identify the antecedent “  َ ْٛ َل / qawmun”. It is translated into “these 
are people who”. In other words, the translator has provided unit shift. Moreover, we 
note that the translator has produced other shift with respect to the verb phrase “  َْ ُٕٛ ِ ُْؤ٠ / 
yūᵓminūna” in the Arabic text which is preceded by the negative particle “  لَ / la /not”. 
Plainly, the translator has provided a class shift as he changed the ST “  لَ / la” from D 
into Adv “not”. The verb phrase “ َْ ُٕٛ ِ ُْؤ٠ / yūᵓminūna” is an imperfect verb with present 
time changed to future tense. It is translated into “will not believe”.  
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The translator has presented a level shift where he renders the SL item“ َْ ُٕٛ ِ ُْؤ٠ / 
yūᵓminūna” into future tense “will not believe” in TT. 
ST (5) 
ST:   اذََحأ ِّٜثَِشث ْكِشُْشأ ٌْ َى َِْٜزْٞ َىَبٝ  [ al-Kahif, verse 42]. 
Trs: yā laytanī  lam  ᵓusšrik bi rabbī ᵓaḥadān.  
TT: Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and Cherisher! 
(Ali, 2006, p. 720). 
ST (5) 
                                DP 
                              
 
                      DP              CP        
 
َِٟٕخ١ٌََْب٠ / yā Laytanī /    
  O, I wish                N                  C`       
                                Φ  
                                              C               IP 
                                  ُْ ٌَ /  Lam 
                                    never           ϕ                  I` 
                                                          
                                                                  I                VP 
                                 Present in jussive mood 
                                                                             V               PP                                                                                            
                                             ْنِشُْشأ /  ᵓusšrik / Had ascribed 
                                                              partner              bi rabbī ᵓaḥadān                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                        to my Lord               
                                                                                                                      
TT (5) 
TT: Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and Cherisher! 
(Ali, 2006, p. 720). 
ST:   اذََحأ ِّٜثَِشث ْكِشُْشأ ٌْ َى َِْٜزْٞ َىَبٝ  [ al-Kahif, verse 42]. 
Trs: yā  laytanī   lam  ᵓusšrik bi rabbī ᵓaḥadān.  
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TT (5) 
                   IP 
          
      
           N                I`     
       Woe  
                       I            VP 
               Copula    
                             
                              V              IP 
                             is 
                                       N               I` 
                                   Me 
                                                  
                                                I             VP 
                                    Past refers 
                                      to future       
                                                         V               IP 
                                                  Would                                                   
                                                                  N                 I` 
                                                                 I   
                                                                           
                                                                           I                  VP 
                                                                          Had  
 
                                                                                     VP              NP           
 
                                                                      Adv         V          N              PP 
                                                           Never    ascribed         Partner                                                                                                          
                                                                                                To my Lord and Cherisher 
 
It seems that there is an overt difference between the vocative particle “ ب٠ / yā” in 
Arabic text and TT. The translator opts to omit the vocative particle “ ب٠ / yā”. He prefers 
to add  the NP “woe is me” as an additional phrase in order to convey the grief of the 
disbeliever. On the other hand, the lexical word “َِٟٕخ١ٌَْ / laytanī” is a wish particle which 
entails a class shift. It is the addressee in this sentence which functions as a DP changed 
to “would +had +past participle” in order to convey the same meaning in TT.  A class 
shift has been seen between the negative jussive particle “lam” and its equivalent in 
English. The negative particle “ ُْ ٌَ  /lam”  is changed to the adverb “never”. The verb 
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“ ْنِشُْشأ /ᵓusšrik / make a partner” is an imperfect verb in jussive mood. It has been 
changed to past perfect tense. It has been translated into “I had ascribed”. The lexical 
item “ اذََحأ / ᵓaḥadān ” is a noun in Arabic text. It is retained with no translation in TT. 
ST (6) 
ST:  ُِ ُ٘ث َّزَم ٜ ٍِ ْ٘ َق َُّ ِإ ِّةَس  [al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 117]. 
Trs: rabbī ᵓinna qawmī kaḏabūnī. 
TT: O my Lord! truly my people have rejected me  (Ali, 2006, p. 922). 
ST (6) 
                                      NP 
 
                   
                           
                           NP              IP 
 
                          
                    rabbī           P                I`    
            O my Lord          
                             
                            ᵓinna qawmī   I               VP 
                  Truly my people     past                
                                                   With                   
                                     indefinite time     kaḏabūnī  /   Have discarded me 
 
TT (6) 
TT: O my Lord! truly my people have rejected me  (Ali, 2006, p. 922). 
ST:  ُِ ُ٘ث َّزَم ٜ ٍِ ْ٘ َق َُّ ِإ ِّةَس  [Al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 117]. 
Trs: rabbᵓ ᵓinna qawmī kaḏabūnī. 
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TT (6) 
                                  NP 
            
                        
                       NP               IP 
            O my Lord 
 
                                    Adv          IP 
                                   Truly 
                                             NP              I` 
 
                                  My people      I               VP 
                                                       Have 
                                           Present perfect    Rejected me     
             
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 We notice in this grief vocative sentence that the vocative particle “َب٠ /  yā” which is 
omitted from the vocative noun “   ةَس / rabbī” has come up with “O my Lord” in TT. 
This addition leads to an obvious shift in the structure of the NP in both Arabic and 
English. The structure of the Arabic text contains the NP “   ةَس / rabbī ” is [N-D] while 
the structure of the English text contains [D –D-N] . This shift done by the translator 
does not affect the meaning of the ST “   ةَس / rabbī” in TT. Furthermore, the Arabic 
particle “  ْ ِإ /ᵓinna” is a D changed obligatory to other class. It is changed to an adverb 
“truly”; nevertheless, the meaning of the ST“  ْ ِإ /ᵓinna” is not affected.  On the contrary, 
the translator has sustained the meaning of the Arabic text“  ْ ِإ /ᵓinna” in TT. 
Another major difference is observed between the ST verb phrase “  ِْ ُٛب  زَو / kaḏabūnī” in 
Arabic and that in English. The VP “  ِْ ُٛب  زَو / kaḏabūnī ” is composed of the perfect verb  
“   زَوة   / kaḏaba ” annexed by the third person plural pronoun “they” and the first person 
singular object pronoun “me”. We note that the translator has changed it to a different 
tense. He has changed it to present perfect tense “have rejected me”. The translator in 
reality has captured the real tense of Arabic text which has relevance to the present and 
presents a level shift. 
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5.2.2 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Lamentation Purpose 
ST (7) 
ST:  َفُعُ٘ٝ  ٚ َيَع  ٚ َفََعأ َبٝ   [Yūsūf, verse 84]. 
Trs: yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa. 
TT: How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574). 
ST (7) 
[ NP   yā ᵓasāfā   [PP ᶜalā Yūsūfa  ]]]                                                                                                                                   
  O my sorrow            for Joseph                                                                                                                                                                                  
TT (7)       
TT: How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574). 
ST:  َفُعُ٘ٝ  ٚ َيَع  ٚ َفََعأ َبٝ [ Yūsūf ,verse 84]. 
Trs : yā ᵓasāfā  ᶜalā Yūsūfa. 
 [AP How great  [I` [V is  [ NP my grief  [PP for Joseph]]] 
It is worth mentioning that “   ٝ َفََعأ َب٠ / yā ᵓasāfā”  is a vocative NP composed of the 
vocative particle “ َب٠ / yā” and the noun  “  ٝ َفََعأ  / ᵓasāfā”. The noun“  ٝ َفََعأ  / ᵓasāfā” is 
composed of the noun  “فََعأ / ᵓasaf ” annexed by final “alif” which takes the place of the 
first person possessive pronoun “my” to be “ᵓasafī / my sorrow”.  We note that the NP “ 
  ٝ َفََعأ َب٠ / yā ᵓasāfā” is changed to an exclamatory sentence in TT. It is translated into 
“How great is my grief”. So, the translator has fulfilled a syntactical shift where he 
changed the declarative vocative sentence to an exclamatory sentence. The translator 
has provided this syntactic shift to convey the grief feeling of the speaker in TT. The ST 
“ َفُعُٛ٠  ٝ ٍََع / ᵓalā Yūsūfa / for Yusuf ”  is a prepositional phrase which has kept the same 
grammatical category PP in  TT.  
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5.2.3 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Exclamation Purpose 
ST (8) 
ST:  َِٜخأ َحَء ْ٘ َع َٛ ِسا َٗ ُ َأف  ِةاَشُغْىا اَز  ـ َٕ  َوْث ٍِ  َُ َُ٘مأ ُْ َأ ُدْضَجََعأ َبَزيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ [ al-Maᵓida,verse31]. 
Trs: yā waylatā  ᵓaᶜaǧiztu  an  akūna  miṯlā    haḏā   al- Ġurāb   fā ūwāriya sawᵓata  aḫī.                     
TT: woe to me ! said he ; Was I not even able to be as this raven , and to hide the 
shame of my brother ? (Ali, 2006, p. 256). 
ST (8) 
                        IP 
   
            
             NP              IP 
 
 
  yā waylatā       D               I`                        
 O woe to me    alīf              
                      was        I               VP   
                      Past with  
              present relevance   VP               IP         
                                                
 
                               ᵓaᶜaǧiz +tu (I)      D                I`                         
                                I   unable           an   
                                                                       I                VP 
                                                               Present         
                                                                 To               akūna miṯlā   haḏā   al- Ġurāb 
                                                                                       be like this crow    
 
TT (8) 
TT: woe to me! said he ; Was I not even able to be as this raven , and to hide the 
shame of my brother ? (Ali, 2006, p. 256). 
ST: َِٜخأ َحَء ْ٘ َع َٛ ِسا َٗ ُ َأف  ِةاَشُغْىا اَز  ـ َٕ  َوْث ٍِ  َُ َُ٘مأ ُْ َأ ُدْضَجََعأ َبَزيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ  [ al-maʼida,verse31]. 
Trs : yā waylatā  ᵓaᶜaǧiztu  an  akūna  miṯlā    haḏā   al- Ġurāb   fā ūwāriya sawᵓata  aḫī.                     
[NP woe to me !] [IP [I` [V said  [ N he ;] [IP [ I`  [I Was  [N I  [Adv P not even [AP able [IP  [I  to 
[V be [PP as this raven]]]]]] 
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An obvious shift is noticed between the ST “ أ / alīf”  and TT. It is transposed from 
interrogative particle functions as a D in the Arabic text to past verb “was” in TT. The 
VP “  ُثْضَجَع / ᶜaǧiztu” is composed of the perfect verb “ضَجَع /ᵓaǧiza” followed by the first 
person singular pronoun “ث / tu / I” . The VP“  ُثْضَجَع / ᶜaǧiztu” in the Arabic text has 
been changed to “adv and A” in the English text. It is rendered into “I was not even 
able”.  The translator has presented a unit shift where he changed the VP to a clause. 
The ST “  ْ َأ / an” is a subordinating conjunction . It is transposed to a different class. It 
is translated  from D into the preposition “to”. The ST “ َْ َُٛوأ / akūna / be” is an imperfect 
verb. It is translated also to V “be”.  
Besides, another transposition is located in the noun phrase “  ِةاَشُغٌْ ا اَز  ـ َ٘ ًَ ْث ِ  / miṯlā    haḏā  
al- Ġurāb” in the ST. The translator has presented  a class shift where he changed the 
Arabic text from NP to PP in English translation in order to convey the same meaning 
of the original text. It is translated to “as this raven”. The ST “ َٞ ِسا َٚ ُ َأف/ fā ūwāriya” is a 
VP prefixed by the particle of cause “ ـف   / fā” and the imperfect verb “ َٞ ِسا َٚ ُأ / ūwāri” 
.The causative particle“ ـف  / fā” is translated into a conjunction word “and”. While, the 
verb “ َٞ ِسا َٚ ُأ / ūwāri” is rendered into infinitive verb “to hide”. The NP “َِٟخأ َةَء ْٛ َع / 
sawᵓata aḫī ”  is translated into NP “the shame of my brother”.  That is, the NP“َِٟخأ َةَء ْٛ َع 
/ sawʼata aḫī” remains in the same category in TT.   
ST (9)  
ST:   َبٝ ٌصُ٘جَع َبَّأ َٗ  ُِذَىَأأ  ٚ ََزيْٝ َٗ   [Hūd, verse 72].  
Trs : yā  waylatā   ᵓa ᵓalidū   wā   anā  ᵓaǧūzun.  
TT: Alas for me! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p. 530).  
ST (9) 
[NP yā  waylatā]  [IP  [D ᵓā [VP ᵓalidū   [Co-or wā    [NP anā  ᵓaǧūzun]]]]]. 
  O woe for me    shall I bear               and       I`m an old woman  
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 TT (9)                     
 TT: Alas for me! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
ST:  صُ٘جَع َبَّأ َٗ  ُِذَىَأأ  ٚ ََزيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ  [Hūd, verse 72].  
Trs : yā  waylatā   ᵓā ᵓalidū   wā   anā  ᵓaǧūzun.  
 [NP  Alas  for me !] [IP [I shall   [N I   [ V bear  [NP a child  [Co-or seeing   [IP  [N I   [I am [NP  
[AP an old ]woman]]]]]]]].  
The NP “  ٝ ََخٍ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā  waylatā” in the ST consists of the vocative particle “بَ٠ /  yā / O” 
and the noun “  ٝ ََخٍ٠ْ َٚ  / waylatā / woe” . The item “ ً٠ٚ  / wayl” is suffixed by the final 
“alīf” which has taken the place of the first person possessive pronoun to be “waylatĩ”. 
The NP “  ٝ ََخٍ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā waylatā” is rendered into NP “Alas for me!” . Then, the translator 
sustained the same category of the Arabic text “  ٝ ََخٍ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā  waylatā” in TT.  In addition, 
the VP “ ُِذٌَأ  َأ / ᵓa ᵓalidū” in the ST is composed of the imperfect verb “ ُِذٌَأ / ᵓalidū” prefixed 
by the interrogative particle “ أ/  ᵓā” . 
 The VP “ ُِذٌَأ /ᵓalidū” is translated into a present tense verb. It is translated into “bear” 
while the interrogative particle “ أ /ᵓ ā” has been changed from D to the auxiliary verb 
“shall”. Definitely, the translator has produced a class shift. Moreover, the translator has 
produced a structure shift where the Arabic VP contains [ D-V ] changed to [I-N- V]  in 
the English text. Besides, the simple sentence “  صُٛجَع َبَٔأ َٚ  / anā ᵓaǧūzun” in the ST is 
prefixed by the conjunction word “ٚ / wā” and the noun “  صُٛجَع /ᵓaǧūzun”. The 
conjunction “ٚ / wā” is translated to the conjunction “seeing”. The NP “  صُٛجَع َبَٔأ َٚ  / wā 
anā ᵓaǧūzun” is translated into a simple sentence. It is translated into “ I am an old 
woman”.  With respect to the first person singular subject pronoun “بََٔأ / anā”, it is 
changed to VP “I am”. And the Noun “  صُٛجَع / ᵓaǧūzun” is changed to AP. It is translated 
into “an old woman”. In general, the NP “  صُٛجَع َبَٔأ َٚ  / wā anā ᵓaǧūzun” is changed into 
AP. Consequently, the translator provided a class shift.  
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ST (10) 
ST:  بَٖ ِٞف َبْْط ََّشف ب ٍَ  َٚيَع َبَْرَشْغَح َبٝ [ al- ᵓAnᶜām , verse 31]. 
Trs: yā  ḥasratanā  ᶜalā    mā     farraṭnā    fihā.  
TT: Ah! Woe unto us that we took no thought of it (Ali, 2006, p. 301).  
ST (10) 
[NP yā  ḥasratanā ] [PP  ᶜalā    [D mā    [IP  [I`  [VP farraṭnā   [PP fihă ]]]]]] 
O our regret              for        what           we neglected         it 
TT (10) 
TT: Ah! Woe unto us that we took no thought of it  (Ali, 2006, p. 301). 
ST    بَٖ ِٞف َبْْط ََّشف ب ٍَ  َٚيَع َبَْرَشْغَح َبٝ : بَٖ ِٞف َبْْط ََّشف ب ٍَ  َٚيَع َبَْرَشْغَح َبٝ [ al- ᵓAnᶜām , verse 31]. 
Trs: yā  ḥasratanā  ᶜalā    mā     farraṭnā    fihā . 
[NP Ah! woe unto us]  [CP [ C that  [IP  [N we [I` [V took   [NP no thought  of [N it  ]]]]]]]]. 
It is apparent that the translator has retained the same grammatical category of the NP 
“بََٕحَشْغَح َب٠ / yā ḥasratanā” in the TT where he translated it into NP “Ah! woe unto us” in 
TT. On the other part, the VP “َبْٕط  َشف / farraṭnā / we neglected” in the ST consists of the 
perfect verb “ط  َشف / farraṭa ” and the first person plural pronoun “  بٔ / nā / we” .  The 
translator, as it seems, has not kept the grammatical category of the VP “بَْٕط  َشف / farratnā” 
in the ST. From a close look at the VP “farraṭnā / neglected”, we note that it is replaced 
by a simple sentence. It is translated into “we took no thought of ”. That is, the 
translator produced this unit shift to preserve the meaning of the Arabic text “farraṭnā” 
in TT. Besides, the PP “ َبٙ١ِف/ fihā” in the ST has been changed to a different unit shift in 
the English translation. It is changed to the pronoun “It”. As we observe, we see that the 
translator also produced an economical unit shift keeping the meaning of the ST“ َبٙ١ِف/ 
fihā” in the TT. 
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ST (11) 
ST: ِِّٝذىا ًُ ْ٘ َٝ اَز  ـ َٕ  َبَْيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ [ al-Ṣaffāt, verse.p.20]. 
Trs: yā waylanā haḍā   yawmu al-dīni.  
TT: Ah! Woe to us! This is the Day of Judgment (Ali, 2006, p. 1139). 
ST (11) 
[NP yā  waylanā ] [D haḍā  [NP yawmu al-dīni]]] 
  O, woe to us         this is     the Day of Judgment  
TT (11)        
TT: Ah! Woe to us! This is the Day of Judgment  (Ali, 2006, p. 1139). 
ST: ِِّٝذىا ًُ ْ٘ َٝ اَز  ـ َٕ  َبَْيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ [ al-Ṣaffāt, verse.p.20]. 
Trs : yā  waylanā  haḍā   yawmu al-dīni.  
 [NP Ah! Woe to us !]  [IP [D This [I` [ V  is   [NP the Day of Judgment]]]]] 
Obviously, the NP “َبٍَٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā waylanā” in the ST has been translated into NP. A 
significant shift can be observed between the structure of NP in the ST  “بٍََٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā 
waylanā” and TT. The NP in the Arabic text consists of [D-NP].  In the English 
translation, the NP consists of [D-N–PP]. Additionally, the ST“بٍََٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā waylanā” is 
changed from vocative expression to exclamatory expression ended by the exclamation 
mark (!).  In the same vein, the determiner “اَز  ـ َ٘ / haḍā” in the Arabic text has been 
shifted to DP. It is rendered into “this is”. It has the structure [D-V]. Consequently, the 
translator provided a structure shift pertaining to“اَز  ـ َ٘ / haḍā” in the Arabic text. The NP 
“ ِٓ ٠  ذٌا َُ ْٛ َ٠ / yawmu al-dīni” in the ST is a NP. It has retained the same grammatical 
category in the English translation and is translated into NP “the day of Judgment”. 
ST (12) 
ST:   ًٌ َلَُغ اَز  ـ َٕ   ٙ َشُْشث َبٝ  [Yūsūf, verse 19]. 
Trs: yā  bušrā  haḍā  ġulāmūn. 
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TT: Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551). 
ST (12) 
 [NP yā  bushrā           [NP [D haḍā  [N ġulāmūn ]] 
Ah there! Good news!      Here is a boy  
TT (12) 
TT: Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551). 
 ST:     ًٌ َلَُغ اَز  ـ َٕ   ٙ َشُْشث َبٝ   ۚ    [Yūsūf,verse19]. 
Trs:  yā  bušrā  haḍā  ġulāmūn. 
 [DP  Ah there!] [AP Good news! ]  [IP [Adv Here [V is   [AP a  (fine) young man!]]]]. 
There is clearly a considerable shift between the NP “  ٜ َشُْشب َب٠ / yā bušrā” in the ST and 
TT. The lexical items “  ٜ َشُْشب َب٠ / yā bušrā” in Arabic text is a NP composed of the D “بَ٠ / 
yā” and the N “    ٜ َشُْشب / bušrā”. The ST “بَ٠ / yā” is shifted to DP. It is translated into “Ah 
there!”. Thus, the translator produced a unit shift since he changed the D “بَ٠ / yā” in 
Arabic text to DP. Similarly, the lexical item “    ٜ َشُْشب / bušrā” in the ST is replaced by AP 
in TT. It is rendered into “good news!”. Thus, the translator has provided a unit shift.  In 
addition, when we look at the whole Arabic text “  ٜ َشُْشب َب٠ / yā bušrā” we note that “ َب٠
  ٜ َشُْشب / yā bušrā” is a vocative expression converted to an exclamatory expression “Ah 
there! Good news”! That is, the translator has provided a syntactic change pertaining to 
“  ٜ َشُْشب َب٠ / yā bušrā”. Another important shift has been noted between the nominal 
simple sentence“  ََلَُغ اَز  ـ َ٘ / haḍā ġulāmūn” in the ST and TT. It is changed to an 
exclamatory adverbial simple sentence. It is translated into “Here is a (fine) young 
man!”.  As it seems, the ST “ اَز  ـ َ٘ / haḍā / this is” is translated into “ here” in the English 
text. In a sense, it has been shifted from D to Adv. In other words, the translator has 
produced a class shift.  Besides, the N “  َ َلَُغ / ġulāmūn” in the Arabic text has been 
changed to another unit shift. It is changed to AP. It is translated into “a (fine) young 
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man”. On the whole, the translator has changed the vocative ST “   َ َلَُغ اَز  ـ َ٘  ٜ َشُْشب َب٠  ”  to an 
exclamatory sentence “Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man!”. 
ST (13) 
ST:  َبَٝبَِّذقْش ٍَّ  ِ ٍِ  َبَْثََعث ِ ٍَ  َبَْيْٝ َٗ   [ Yāsin,verse52]. 
Trs: yā  waylanā  man  baᵓaṯanā   min marqadinā. 
TT: Ah! Woe unto us! who hath raised us up from our beds of  repose ? (Ali, 2006, 
p. 1128). 
ST (13) 
[NP yā waylanā    [IP  [D man [I`[VP baᵓaṯanā   [PP min marqadinā]]]] 
 O, woe to us          who           raised us up           from our sleeping place 
TT (13)    
TT: Ah! Woe unto us! who hath raised us up from our beds of  repose ? (Ali, 2006, 
p. 1128). 
Trs: yā  waylanā  man  baᵓaṯanā   min marqadinā 
ST: َبَِّذقْش ٍَّ  ِ ٍِ  َبَْثََعث ِ ٍَ  َبَْيْٝ َٗ  َبٝ  [ Yāsin,verse52] 
 [NP Ah! Woe [PP unto us! [CP [N who [C`  [C hath  [ IP[ I` [VP raised us up [PP From our beds 
of  repose ?]]]]] 
Quite a difference is observed between the structure of the NP “َبٍَٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā  waylanā” and 
that of TT. The structure of the ST “بٍََٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā  waylanā” is [ D- NP] while, the structure 
of the TT is [ D-N- PP].  As well, a syntactic difference is recorded between Arabic the 
text “بٍََٕ٠ْ َٚ  َب٠ / yā waylanā” and that in the English text “Ah! Woe unto us!”. It is changed 
from a vocative expression to an exclamatory expression. A significant level shift is 
available in this vocative sentence between the VP “بََٕثََعب / baᵓaṯanā” and its equivalent in 
TT. The VP “  َثََعب / baᵓaṯa” in the Arabic text is in a past tense with relevance to present 
time followed by the first person plural object pronoun “َبٔ./ nā”.   As it seems, it is 
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changed to the present perfect tense. It is translated to “hath raised us” in English. The 
PP “َبَِٔذلْش  ِ  ٓ ِ  /min marqadinā” in the source text has retained the same grammatical 
category in TT. It has been translated into “from our beds of repose”.  
ST (14) 
ST:  ب ٍَ  َبَّبَثأ َبٝ َفُعُ٘ٝ  ٚ َيَع بَّْ ٍَ َْأر َلَ ََلى    [ Yūsūf,verse 11]      .  
Trs: yā  ᵓabanā  mā  lakā  lā   taᵓmannā  ᵓalā  Yūsūfa.  
TT: O our father! Why dost thou not trust us with Joseph  (Ali, 2006, p. 548). 
ST (14) 
 [NP yā  ᵓabanā   [DP mā  lakā   [IP   [D lā  [I` [VP taᵓmannā   [PP  ᵓalā Yūsūfa]]]] 
  O our father       why do                not         trust us         with Joseph  
 
TT (14) 
TT: O our father! Why dost thou not trust us with Joseph  (Ali, 2006, p. 548). 
Trs: yā  ᵓabanā  mā  lakā  lā   taᵓmannā  ᵓalā  Yūsūfa. 
ST:  َفُعُ٘ٝ  ٚ َيَع بَّْ ٍَ َْأر َلَ ََلى ب ٍَ  َبَّبَثأ َبٝ [ Yūsūf, verse 11] 
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TT (14)                     
                                               CP 
                      
 
                                    NP                 C`                                     
               O our father why                                    
                               
                                                 C                 IP 
                                            Dost       
 
                                                           N                  I` 
                                                       Thou 
                                                                        
                                                                    I                  VP 
                                                              present                                
                                                                            Adv              VP                                                                                                          
                                                                           Not                  
                                                                                        
                                                                                       V                NP 
                                                                               Trust   
                                                                                                
                                                                                                  N              PP   
                                                                                                  Us 
                                                                                                            With Joseph  
 
This vocative sentence is characterized by quite a class shift between the Arabic D “  َلَ /  
la” and its equivalence “not” in  TT.  The translator, as we note, rendered “   َلَ /  la”  
which functions as a D into Adv to convey the meaning of the ST “   َلَ /  la”. Another 
important shift is observed between the VP “ ب ٕ َِ
َْأح / taᵓmannā” and TT. The VP “ ب ٕ َِ
َْأح / 
taᵓmannā” in Arabic is composed of the present verb “   ّٓ َِ
َْأح  / taᵓman” suffixed by the 
first person object plural pronoun “ب ٔ  /nā /us” . As it is observed, the Arabic text“ ب ٕ َِ
َْأح / 
taᵓmannā”  is changed to the phrasal verb “trust us with” in the present tense. That is, 
the translator attempted to give a different structure in TT to that in ST“ ب ٕ َِ
َْأح / taᵓmannā”  
in order to convey the original meaning of the ST .  It is rendered to “trust us with”. 
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ST (15) 
ST:    ِدَبجِعْىا َٚيَع ًحَشْغَح َبٝ  [Yasīn , verse 30]. 
Trs: yā ḥasratan  ᶜalā  al –ᶜibādi. 
TT: Ah! Alas for (My) servants! (Ali, 2006, p. 1123). 
ST (15) 
[NP yā  ḥasratan   [ PP ᶜalā  al –ᵓibādi]]    
 O, Alas                   for servants  
TT (15)  
TT: Ah! Alas for (My) servants! (Ali, 2006, p. 1123). 
ST:    ِدَبجِعْىا َٚيَع ًحَشْغَح َبٝ  [Yasīn , verse 30]. 
Trs: yā ḥasratan   ᶜalā  al –ᶜibādi. 
[NPAh ! Alas ]  [PP for (My ) servants]]  
In this vocative sentence of sūrat Yasīn no grammatical shift is noticed between the “ َب٠
 ًةَشْغَح / yā ḥasratan / Ah! Alas!”in the Arabic text and its equivalence in TT. Both are 
categorized as NP, but they differ in their syntactic function. The NP “ ًةَشْغَح َب٠ / yā 
ḥasratan” in the Arabic text is a vocative expression while in English it is changed to a 
vocative expression ending with an exclamation mark “Ah ! Alas”.  The PP “  ِدَببِعٌْ ا ٍََٝع /  
ᶜalā al –ᶜibādi” has kept the same category in the exclamatory sentence. It is translated 
into PP “for (My) servants!”. Syntactically, the Qur`anic vocative sentence is transposed 
to an exclamatory sentence. 
ST (16)  
ST:  َذى َٗ  ِٜى ُ َُ٘نٝ ََّّٚأ ِّةَس شََشث ِْْٜغَغ َْ َٝ ٌْ َى َٗ [ āl-ᶜImrān,verse 47]. 
Trs: rabbī  ᵓanna yakūnu lī waladun wā lam yamsasnī bašarun. 
TT: O my Lord! How shall I have a son when no man hath touched me? (Ali, 2006, 
p. 139). 
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ST (16)   
                                          CP   
 
                               NP              C` 
             
           
             Rabbī  ᵓanna         C                 IP 
          My Lord   How       Ø 
                                                    Ø               I`  
 
                                                             I             VP 
                              Present refers to future 
                                                                  VP              CP 
     
                                                         V           PP   Comp       IP 
                         Yakūnu /  Shall have                                                                                                                                                                              
                                       
                                                  lī waladun / a son         D                 I` 
                                                                           Lam  / no                     
                                                                                                  I             VP 
                                                                 Present /jussive mood 
                                                                                         
                                                                                                       V                N 
                                                                                                 yamsasnī            bašarun                                                                         
                                                                                            has touched me          man                                                
 
TT (16) 
TT: O my Lord! How shall I have a son when no man hath touched me? (Ali, 2006, 
p. 139).  
ST: َذى َٗ  ِٜى ُ َُ٘نٝ ََّّٚأ ِّةَس شََشث ِْْٜغَغ َْ َٝ ٌْ َى َٗ   [ āl-ᶜImrān, verse 47]. 
Trs: rabbī  ᵓanna yakūnu lī waladun wā lam yamsasnī bašarun. 
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TT (16)  
                                     CP 
                                        
 
                           NP               C` 
                                  
       O my Lord  how      C             IP 
                                   Shall                      
                                                 N             I` 
                                                 I                           
                                                       I              VP 
                                                  Future 
                                                             V             NP 
                                                        Have                
                                                                 NP                CP    
 
                                                          A son        
                                                                          adv                C` 
                                                                     When 
                                                                                      C              IP 
                                                                                 no         
                                                                                          
                                                                                          N                  I` 
                                                                                       Man                            
                                                                                                        
                                                                                                      I               VP 
                                                                          has / present perfect           
                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                   V / Touched     N / me    
 
The ST  “  ةَس / rabbī” is rendered into NP in TT. It is rendered into “O my Lord”. The 
structure of the ST “  ةَس / rabbī” is different from that in TT. In English, the structure of 
the lexical item “my Lord” is made of [D- NP] while the structure of the Arabic lexical 
item“  ةَس / rabbi” is made of [ N-D]. At the same time, a significance difference is also 
noted between the Arabic verb “  ُْ َُٛى٠   / yakūnu” and that in English. The Arabic verb 
“  ُْ َُٛى٠  / yakūnu” is present tense with future relevance. It is shifted to present verb 
preceded by auxiliary verb. It is translated into “shall have”. The translator has used the 
tense that is most suitable for making the translation acceptable to readership. However, 
the translator has provided level shift by making use of future tense in TT. Besides, a 
class shift is observed between the negative jussive particle “ ُْ ٌَ / Lam” in Arabic and 
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that in English. The Arabic particle“ ُْ ٌَ / Lam” is changed to Adv “no”. In this respect, 
we notice that the translator made use of an obligatory shift to convey the meaning of 
the Arabic lexical item “ ُْ ٌَ / Lam” to TT.  Also, the conjunction word “ َٚ  / wā” is 
changed to a different class in TT. It is rendered into adv of time “when”. The ST verb 
phrase “ِْٟٕغَغ ّْ َ٠ / yamsasnī / has touched me” is a present verb in jussive mood. It is 
changed to present perfect tense. It has been rendered to “hath touched me”. Thus, we 
observe that the translator has made use of the present perfect tense since it corresponds 
with the original tense of the Arabic text  “ِْٟٕغَغ ّْ َ٠ / yamsasnī” . Then, the translator has 
used a level shift to be acceptable in TT.  
ST (17)  
ST:  َبٝ بَٕ بَصَْحأ َِّلَإ حَشِٞجَم َلَ َٗ  حَشِٞغَص ُسِدبَُغٝ َلَ ِةَبزِنْىا اَزَٕ  ِهب ٍَ  َبََْزيْٝ َٗ   [ al-Kahif, verse49]. 
Trs: yā waylatanā māli haḏā al-kitābi lā yuġādiru ṣaġīratan wā lā kabīratan ᵓilla ᵓaḥṣāhā.  
TT: Ah! Woe to us! What a Book is this! It leaves out nothing small or great, but 
takes account thereof! (Ali, 2006, p. 722). 
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ST (17)                          
                               CP 
 
                      
                     NP              C` 
                          
    yā waylatanā māli  Ø           IP 
      O woe to us what                                            
        does                         NP            I 
 
        
 haḏā al-kitābi  / this book        D                I` 
                                                la                                                
                                       nothing           I           VP 
                                                    Present                 
                                                                   V               NP  
                                          yuġādiru / leaves out 
                                                                              
                                                                           NP               IP  
 
                 ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan / Small or great     D              I` 
                                                                                    ᵓilla                                                                                               
                                                                               except                                                                                                        
                                                                                              I                 VP   
                                                                                             Past 
                                                                                                        ᵓaḥṣāhā / accounts it 
 
 
TT (17) 
TT: Ah! Woe to us! What a Book is this! It leaves out nothing small or great, but 
takes account thereof! (Ali, 2006, p. 722). 
ST:  َبٝ بَٕ بَصَْحأ َِّلَإ حَشِٞجَم َلَ َٗ  حَشِٞغَص ُسِدبَُغٝ َلَ ِةَبزِنْىا اَزَٕ  ِهب ٍَ  َبََْزيْٝ َٗ   [ al-Kahif, verse49]. 
Trs: yā waylatanā māli haḏā al-kitābi lā yuġādiru ṣaġīratan wā lā kabīratan ᵓilla ᵓaḥṣāhā.  
[NP Ah! woe to us! [CP what [IP [NP a Book [VP is this![IP [NIt [I` [VP leaves out nothing  [AP 
small or great,[IP [D but [VP takes account thereof!]]]] 
 Looking at the Arabic vocative expression“ َب٠  بَََٕخٍ٠ْ َٚ   / yā waylatanā”, we note that it has a 
[ D- NP] structure. It has been rendered to a different structure to contain [ D-N- PP] in  
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TT. The translator did not maintain the original structure of the Arabic text “ َب٠  َبََٕخٍ٠ْ َٚ   / yā 
waylatanā”, but he tried to establish a different structure in TT.  The clause “ ِةَبخِىٌْ ا اََز٘ ِيب َِ  
/ māli haḏā al-kitābi” is a question has been shifted to an exclamatory sentence. It is 
rendered into “what a book is this!”. The translator has made use of an exclamatory 
sentence to maintain the original meaning of the ST represented by “ ِةَبخِىٌْ ا اََز٘ ِيب َِ  / māli 
haḏā al-kitābi” in TT. Thus, he made a syntactic shift. The VP “ ُسِدبَُغ٠ / yuġādiru” is an 
imperfect verb prefixed by the negative particle “  َلَ / Lā”. The VP “ ُسِدبَُغ٠ / yuġādiru” has 
an implicit subject estimated by the neutral pronoun “it”. So, the ST “ ُسِدبَُغ٠ / yuġādiru” is 
changed to the phrasal verb “it leaves out nothing”.  If we look at the English text “it 
leaves out nothing”, we find that the translator has provided a different structure to that 
in the Arabic text. The translator, by using this obligatory shift, maintains the meaning 
of the original text. In the same vein, we observe that the translator has changed the 
original structure of the collocation “ةَش١ِبَو َلَ َٚ  ةَش١ِغَص / ṣaġīratan wā lā kabīratan” in TT.  It 
is a noun phrase changed to Adjective phrase “small or great”. This class shift complies 
with the structure of the English language.   Another shift is observed between the ST 
verb phrase “ َب٘بَصَْحأ /ʼaħşāhā ” and that in English.  The ST “ َب٘بَصَْحأ /ᵓaḥṣāhā  ” is a 
perfect verb suffixed by the explicit pronoun “َب٘ /hā” which refers to collocation “  ةَش١ِغَص
ةَش١ِبَو َلَ َٚ  / ṣaġīratan wā lā kabīratan” . It is translated to the phrasal verb “takes account 
thereof!”. 
5.2.4 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Call for Help Purpose 
ST (18)   
ST:   ُو ََ َْعّ بَُّْم ِٛزَّىا َشْٞ َغ بًِحىبَص ْو ََ َْعّ َبْْجِشَْخأ َب َّْثَس   [ Faṭir, verse37]. 
Trs: rabbanā   ᵓaḫriǧnā   naᵓmalu  saliḥan ġayra ᵓallaḏī   kunnā   naᵓmalu.  
TT: Our Lord! Bring us out: we shall work righteousness, Not the (deeds) we used 
To do! (Ali, 2006, p. 1112). 
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ST (18) 
[NP rabbanā   [IP  [I` [VP ᵓaḫriǧnā   [IP [I`  [VP naᵓmalu [AP saliḥan ġayra ᵓallaḏī  [IP [I` [VP 
kunnã   
Our Lord    take us out                 we will do      righteousness       other than       we were       
[IP [I` [VP naᵓmalu]]]]]]]] 
doing  
TT (18)   
TT: Our Lord! Bring us out: we shall work righteousness, Not the (deeds) we used 
To do! (Ali, 2006, p. 1112). 
ST:   ُو ََ َْعّ بَُّْم ِٛزَّىا َشْٞ َغ بًِحىبَص ْو ََ َْعّ َبْْجِشَْخأ َب َّْثَس   [ Faṭir, verse37]. 
Trs: rabbanā   ᵓaḫriǧnā   naᵓmalu  saliḥan ġayra ᵓallaḏī   kunnā   naᵓmalu.  
 [IP [NP Our Lord!] [I`  [VP Bring us out] [ IP  [N we [I` shall [V work  [NP [N righteousness , 
[AdvP Not the ( deeds) ][IP  [N we  [VP used To do]]]]]]] 
In the above verse, the VP “َبْٕجِشَْخأ / ᵓaḫriǧnā” in the Arabic text is an imperative verb 
translated into an imperative phrasal verb “ bring us out” .  Both Arabic and English 
texts indicate imperative, but they differ in their structure. The Arabic imperative form 
contains bare imperative verb “ ْجِشَْخأ / ᵓaḫriǧ”and “ َبٔ /nā”  while, the structure of the 
imperative phrasal verb contains the verb “bring”, pronoun “us” and preposition “out”.   
Besides, the ST “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ / naᵓmalu” is a VP composed of the imperfect tense “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ / 
naᵓmalu” annexed by an implicit first person plural pronoun “we”. It is changed to a VP 
in the future form. It is changed to “we shall do”. In reality, the translator has presented 
the suitable tense in TT as the imperfect tense “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ /naᵓmalu” indicates future. Then, 
the translator has sustained the original tense of the Arabic text “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ/ naᵓmalu” and 
made a level shift.  A major class shift is located between “ َش١َْغ /” in the source text and 
its translation. The ST “ َش١َْغ / ġayra” is a N transposed to negative particle “not”. The ST 
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“  ِٞز ٌا  / ᵓallaḏī” is a relative pronoun changed to definite article “the” with keeping the 
same grammatical category (D). Besides, the ST “ب ُٕو / kunnā” is a VP composed of the 
perfect verb annexed by the first person plural object pronoun “we”. It is changed to VP 
“we used to”. The second “ ًُ َّ َْعٔ / naᵓmalu” is a VP changed to V “do” . As it is noted, 
the VP“ ًُ َّ َْعٔ / naᵓmalu” is composed of the imperfect verb annexed by the first person 
plural object pronoun “we”. It is rendered into present verb “do”. With this respect, the 
translator has provided a unit shift.  
ST (19) 
ST:  لُّثَس بَْْٞ َيَع ِطَْقِٞى ُِلىب ٍَ  َبٝ ا ْٗ َدَبّ َٗ  [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]. 
Trs :  yā  Māliku li yaqḍī   ᶜalaynā  rabbuka.  
TT: O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279). 
ST: (19) 
[ NP yā  Māliku [ IP  [D  li [V yaqḍī  [PPᶜalaynā  [NP rabbuka ]]]  
O Malik!                 Let    put an end     to us         your lord     
 
TT (19) 
TT: O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279). 
ST: لُّثَس َبْْٞ َيَع ِطَْقِٞى ُِلىب ٍَ  َبٝ ا ْٗ َدَبّ َٗ   [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]. 
Trs : yā  Māliku   li yaqḍī   ᶜalaynā  rabbuka.  
 [IP [NP O Mālik! ] [I` [VP would that  [IP [NP thy Lord [I` [V make [NP an end [ PP to 
us]]]]]]]]. 
 In the above vocative sentence, we remark that the imperative particle “ ـٌ  /li” prefixed 
the present verb in jussive mood “ ِضَْم١ٌِ / li yaqḍī” in the Arabic text . In English, the 
translator has shifted the ST “ ـٌ  /li” from D to a different shift. He has translated it into 
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wish form “would that”. Then, he made a unit shift. Further, the ST “ ِضَْم٠ / yaqḍī” is a 
present verb in the jussive mood translated into the phrasal verb “make an end”. 
ST (20)  
ST:   ُِ ُ٘ث َّزَم ب ََ ِث ِّْٜشُصّا ِّةَس  [ al-Muᵓminun,verse26]. 
Trs : rabbī  ᵓunṣurnī bimā  kaḏabūnī.  
TT: O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 2006, p. 848). 
ST (20) 
                                     IP 
  
                          NP                I` 
                                                                     
                  rabbī                I           VP 
      O my Lord    Imperative 
                                            
                                              V               IP   
                  ᵓunṣurnī / Help me   
                                                    
                                                      PP                  I`            
 
                                        Bimā /for            I           VP 
                                                                Past        kaḏabūnī  / they accuse me of lying    
                                                                                                                                             
 
TT (20) 
TT: O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 2006, p. 848). 
ST:   ُِ ُ٘ث َّزَم ب ََ ِث ِّْٜشُصّا ِّةَس  [ al-Muᵓminun,verse26]. 
Trs: rabbī ᵓunṣurnī bimā kaḏabūnī. 
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TT (20) 
                              IP 
                                                     
 
                  NP                I` 
 
     O my Lord         I            VP    
                     Imperative  
                                     VP             CP 
                               
                             V          N      C          C` 
                        Help        me 
                                                      C              IP 
                                                    That                                       
                                                                 N            I`                                          
                                                            They     
                                                                        I          VP 
                                                               Present 
                                                                              V             NP 
                                                                         Accuse  
                                                                                     N            PP 
                                                                                    Me                                                       
                                                                                           of falsehood 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Noticeably, the addressee “    ةَس / rabbī” is free of the vocative particle“ َب٠ /  yā” while it  
prefixes the vocative noun phrase “O my Lord” in TT. On the contrary, the translator 
has kept the same structure of the Arabic V “ِْٟٔشُصٔا / ᵓunṣurnī” in the English text. The 
Arabic text“ِْٟٔشُصٔا / ᵓunṣurnī” is made of the bare imperative verb “  شُصٔا /  ᵓunṣur” and 
first person singular objective pronoun “ٞ/ ya/ meʼ”. In English, we notice the same 
structure “help me”. The prepositional phrase in the Arabic text, “ب َّ ِب /bimā”, consists of 
the preposition “  ـب / Bi” and relative redundant particle “ ب َِ   / mā”. It is changed to the 
conjunction phrase (i.e. coordinator) “for that”. An overt difference is also noted 
between the verb phrase “ ِْ ُٛب  زَو  / kaḏabūnī ” in the Arabic text and English translation. 
The verb phrase “ ِْ ُٛب  زَو / kaḏabūnī ” is past tense suffixed by an explicit third person 
subject pronoun “ ٚ / they” and the first person singular pronoun object “me”. It is 
changed to a simple sentence “ they accuse me of a falsehood”. The translator has made 
use of unit shift since he changed the Arabic text from VP into simple sentence.  
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ST (21) 
ST:  ُُْ٘ ٍِ ْؤ ٍُ  بَِّّإ َةاَزَعْىا بََّْع ْفِشْما َب َّْثَس  [al-Duḫan, verse12].           
Trs: rabbanā ᵓikšif  ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā  muᵓminūna.  
TT: Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 
1284). 
 
ST (21)  
                    IP 
       
         NP                I`     
 
 rabbanā        I             VP 
 Our Lord   Imperative     
                                
                              V                   PP 
            ᵓikšif / remove 
                                      
                                       PP                  NP       
 
                      ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba       ᵓinnā  muᵓminūna  
                 from us the torment    for we do really believers 
 
 
TT (21) 
TT: Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 
1284). 
ST:  ُُْ٘ ٍِ ْؤ ٍُ  بَِّّإ َةاَزَعْىا بََّْع ْفِشْما َب َّْثَس  [al-Duḫan, verse12].           
Trs: rabbanā ᵓikšif  ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā  muᵓminūna.  
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TT (21) 
                   IP 
                   
 
        NP                  I`        
 
our Lord     
                      I               VP 
         Imperative 
                             
                               V             NP 
                       Remove 
                                       
                                      NP            VP 
 
 
                        NP            PP            CP                    
            The penalty    From us                                                        
                                                 
                                             Conj           CP 
                                            For                                                             
                                                              
                                                        N                C` 
                                                      We  
                                                                    
                                                                 C                IP  
                                                                Do                                         
                                                                   
                                                                        Adv             I`  
                                                                      Really     
                                                                                 
                                                                                  I             VP 
                                                                              Present          Believe         
                                                                                                                                                                      
     
The NP “ بَ  ٕبَس /rabbanā” [N-D] in the Arabic text has not retained the same structure in 
English. It has been rendered into “our Lord”[ D-N].  The ST “ᵓikšif” is an imperative 
verb which has retained the same imperative form “remove” in English”. The lexical 
item “ ب ِٔإ /  ʼinnā” is a particle which resembles the verb since it has certain verbal 
meaning and force. Therefore, it is a semi –verb in Arabic language. The particle “ ب ِٔإ / 
ᵓinnā” has an explicit first person subject pronoun “ بٔ / we” changed to PP “for we do 
really”. The translator has replaced the Arabic lexical item “ ب ِٔإ / ᵓinnā” by more than 
one word in the English text. Thus, he made a unit shift.  The lexical item “ َْ ُٕٛ ِ ْؤ ُِ  / 
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muᵓminūna ” is noun. The translator has made a clear class shift. He has translated it to 
V “believe!”.  
ST (22)  
ST:   َُ ٘ َُ ِىبَظ بََِّّئف َبّْذُع ُْ ِ َئف بَٖ ْْ ٍِ  َبْْجِشَْخأ َب َّْثَس   [ al-Muᵓminun,verse107]. 
Trs: rabbanā ᵓaḫriǧnā minhā faᵓin ᶜudnā faᵓinnā ẓālimūna.  
TT: Our Lord! bring us out of this: if ever we return (to Evil), then shall we be 
wrong-doers indeed! (Ali, 2006, p. 861). 
ST (22)  
[IP [NP rabbanā  [VPᵓaḫriǧnā [PP minhā  [Comp [Conj fa [CP   [Dᵓin   [VP ᶜudnā  
Our Lord        take us out                                                if     we return to  ( bad actions)   
[Conj fa  [DP ᵓinnā          [N ẓālimūna  
we will be certainly     Wrongdoers                      
TT (22) 
TT: Our Lord! bring us out of this: if ever we return (to Evil), then shall we be 
wrong-doers indeed! (Ali, 2006, p. 861).  
ST:   َُ ٘ َُ ِىبَظ بََِّّئف َبّْذُع ُْ ِ َئف بَٖ ْْ ٍِ  َبْْجِشَْخأ َب َّْثَس   [ al-Muᵓminun,verse107]. 
Trs: rabbanā ᵓaḫriǧnā minhā faᵓin ᶜudnā faᵓinnā ẓālimūna.  
 [IP[NPOur Lord![I`[VP bring us out of this: [Comp [Conj if [Adv ever  [IP  [N we[V return[PP (to 
Evil),  [IP [Adv then [I` shall [N we  [V be  [ADJ wrong-doers  [adv indeed!]]]]]]  
It appears that both ST “بَ  ٕبَس / rabbanā” and TT “our Lord” are free of vocative particle“َب٠ 
/  yā /O”, but they differ in their structure. The Arabic text“بَ  ٕبَس / rabbanā” is [N-D] , 
while the structure of the English text is [D-N]. This shift complies with the English 
language. The verb phrase “َبْٕجِشَْخأ /ᵓaḫriǧnā” is an imperative verb suffixed by the first 
person plural object pronoun “ بٔ / nā” . It is changed into the phrasal verb “bring us 
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out”. That is, the translator has changed the Arabic imperative verb “َبْٕجِشَْخأ /ᵓaḫriǧnā” by 
more than one word in English which differs from the structure of that in Arabic.  The 
prepositional phrase “  بَْٕٙ ِ  / minhā” consists of the preposition “ ْٓ ِ  / min” and the 
pronoun “hā/ it” and refers to something inanimate (Hell). The translator has rendered 
the prepositional phrase“   ِبَْٕٙ  / minhā” into PP “of this” in TT. The pronoun „hā/ it‟ is 
rendered into the demonstrative pronoun ‘this‟ to refer to Hell. The lexical item “ ْ ِ َئف / 
faᵓin” has the meaning of “if” and is composed of the conjunction word “ َف / faʼ” and 
the conditional particle “  ْ ِإ / ᵓin”. The conjunction “faʼ” is changed into the adverb 
“ever”. The ST “ َبْٔذُع / ᶜudnā”  is VP translated into VP “we return” in TT. Besides, the 
DP “ ب َِٔئف / faᵓinnā” is composed of the conjunction word “fa” , the emphatic particle  “    /
  ْ ِإʼinnā ” and  the first person plural subject pronoun “ بٔ / nā / we”.   
The conjunction “faʼ” is changed to adverb of time “ then” and the emphatic particle “   /
  ْ ِإ ᵓinnā ” is changed to adverb “indeed”. In end, the lexical item “  َْ ٛ ُّ ٌِبَظ / ẓālimūna  ” is 
changed from noun to simple sentence “shall we be wrong-doers”. Thus, the translator 
has made a unit shift.  
5.2.5 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Particularization Purpose  
ST (23) 
ST:   ِذْٞ َجْىا َو ْٕ َأ ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع [ Hūd,verse,73]. 
Trs: ᶜalaykum  ᵓahla al-bayti.  
TT:  on you , O  ye people of the house  (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
ST (23) 
 [PP ᶜalaykum      [NP  ᵓahla al-bayti]] 
Upon you  O People of the house  
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TT (23) 
TT:  on you , O  ye people of the house (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
 ST:   ِذْٞ َجْىا َو ْٕ َأ ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع [ Hūd, verse73]. 
Trs: ᶜalaykum  ᵓahla al-bayti.  
 [PP on you , [NP O  ye people of the house]]. 
It is clear that the translator has kept the original grammatical category of ST “  ُْ ُى١ٍََْع / 
ᶜalaykum” in TT. He translated the ST “ ُْ ُى١ٍََْع / ᶜalaykum” into “on you”. Regarding to 
the “ ِج١َْبٌْ ا ًَ ْ٘ َأ / ᵓahla al-bayti”, it is a NP in genitive case. It is translated into NP in 
genitive case “O ye people of the house”.  From a closer look at both texts, we note that 
there is a significant difference between their structures.  
Arabic text“ ِج١َْبٌْ ا ًَ ْ٘ َأ /ᵓahla al-bayti” consists of two lexical items which function as 
nouns whereas the English text consists of the NP “ O ye people of the house”  to 
contain [D- D-N –P- D-N] . Consequently, the translator has produced a structure shift 
through translation. 
ST (24) 
ST:  ِذْٞ َجْىا َو ْٕ َأ َظْج ِّشىا ٌُ ُنَْع [ al-Aḥzāb, verse33]. 
Trs: ᶜankumu  alrrǧjsa  ᵓahla al-bati. 
TT: all abomination from you, ye members of the Family  (Ali, 2006, pp. 1066-1067). 
 ST (24) 
 [PP ᶜankumu   [NP alrrǧjsa  ᵓahla al-bati] 
From you     uncleanness  O people of the house  
TT (24) 
TT: all abomination from you, ye members of the Family (Ali, 2006, pp. 1066-1067). 
ST:   ِذْٞ َجْىا َو ْٕ َأ َظْج ِّشىا ٌُ ُنَْع [ al-Aḥzāb, verse33]. 
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Trs: ᶜankumu  alrrǧjsa  ᵓahla al-bati 
[NP all abomination [PP from you]   [NP ye members of the Family]] 
As it is observed above, one significant difference is seen between the structure of the 
Arabic text “ ِج١َْبٌْ ا ًَ ْ٘ َأ / ᵓahla al-bati” and that of the English “ye members of the Family”. 
Both texts are NPs in genitive case.  The difference occurred when the translator 
rendered the Arabic text“ ِج١َْبٌْ ا ًَ ْ٘ َأ /ᵓahla al-bati” into NP to contain the pronoun [ ye] not 
found in the Arabic text. In addition, the structure of the Qur`anic vocative sentence is 
changed from PP-NP into NP-PP-NP. Thus, the translator has provided a structure shift.  
5.2.6 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Reprimand Purpose 
ST (25) 
ST:  ًّبَِٝشف ًبئْٞ َش ِذْئِج َْذَقى ٌُ َْٝش ٍَ  َبٝ  [ Maryam,verse 27].    
Trs: yā  maryamu    laqad    ǧᵓiti    šayᵓan  fariyyan.                                    
TT: O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought (Ali, 2006, pp. 749-
750). 
ST (25) 
[NP  yā  Maryamu   [IP  [DP laqad  [I` [VP ǧᵓiti    [N šayᵓan     [A fariyyan]]]]]] 
O Mary                indeed      you have done      thing           a strange 
TT (25) 
TT: O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 2006, pp. 749-
750). 
 ST:   ًّبَِٝشف ًبئْٞ َش ِذْئِج َْذَقى ٌُ َْٝش ٍَ  َبٝ  [ Maryam,verse 27].    
Trs: yā  maryamu    laqad    ǧᵓiti    šayᵓan  fariyyan.                                    
 [NPO Mary ][IP  [AdvP truly  [ AP an amazing thing [I`  [I has been  [N thou  [V brought]]]] 
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The NP “ ُ َ٠ْش َِ  َب٠ / yā  Maryamu” is translated into NP “O Mary” in TT. In essence, the 
ST “ َْذَمٌ / laqad” is composed of two particles. The first one is “  ـٌ /lam”. It is an 
emphatic particle.  
The second one is “ َْذل / qad” used to emphasize the action with perfect verb in an 
affirmative statement. As it is noted, the translator made an obligatory unit shift when 
he translated “ َْذَمٌ / laqad” into the adverb “truly” in TT. A major difference is also to be 
noted between the VP “   ِجْئِج / ǧᵓiti” in Arabic and TT “you have done”. The VP “ ِجْئِج / 
ǧᵓiti” is past tense with reference to present time. That is, it consists of past verb “ ءبج/ 
ǧaᵓa”  suffixed by the second person singular pronoun “ث / ti / you”. The translator has 
replaced the past tense of Arabic text by the present perfect tense in passive voice “has 
been thou brought”. However, the translator has done a level shift. With regard to the 
lexical item “ًّب٠َِشف /fariyyan”, it is an adjective changed to AP. It is translated into “an 
amazing” Then, the translator has produced a unit shift.  
ST (26) 
ST:    ًّبَِٞغث ِل ٍُّ ُأ َْذّبَم ب ٍَ َٗ  ٍء ْ٘ َع َأَش ٍْ ا ِكَُ٘ثأ َُ بَم ب ٍَ  َُ ُٗسبَٕ  َذُْخأ َبٝ [ Maryam, verse28].                      
Trs: yā  uḫta Hārūn  mā   kana ᵓabūki ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin  wā   mā   kānat ummuki  baġiyyan. 
TT: O sister of Aaron your father was not a bad man and your mother was not 
unchaste (Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
ST (26) 
 [NP yā uḫta Hārūn [IP  [D mā  [I` [V kana  [NP ᵓabūki  ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin  [CO-OR wā   [IP  [D mā  
[I`   O sister of Aaron!         Not        was        your father an evil man       and            not        
[VP kānat   [ N ummuki [A baġiyyan]]]]]]]]] 
Was         Your mother     a harlot 
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TT (26) 
TT:  O sister of Aaron your father was not a bad man and your mother was not unchaste  
(Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
ST:    ًّبَِٞغث ِل ٍُّ ُأ َْذّبَم ب ٍَ َٗ  ٍء ْ٘ َع َأَش ٍْ ا ِكَُ٘ثأ َُ بَم ب ٍَ  َُ ُٗسبَٕ  َذُْخأ َبٝ [ Maryam,verse28].                      
Trs: yā  uḫta Hārūn  mā   kana ᵓabūki ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin  wā   mā   kānat ummuki  baġiyyan. 
 [NPO sister of Aaron[IP [NP Thy father [I` [I was [Adv  not  [ NP a man of evil , [CO-OR nor  [ 
NP thy mother [AP an unchaste woman]]]]]]]] 
Apparently, there is a difference in the structure of the ST “ َْ ُٚسَب٘ َجُْخأ َب٠ / yā uḫta Hārūn”  
and TT “O sister of Aaron”. Both are noun phrases. The structure of the ST is [D – N-
N] while the structure of the TT is [D- N-P-N].  Further, a difference can also be noted 
between the NP“  َش ِْ ا  ء ْٛ َع َأ  / ʼimraʼ sawʼin” in the ST and TT.  The ST “  ء ْٛ َع َأَش ِْ ا /  ᵓimraᵓ 
sawᵓin”  is translated into “a man of evil”. The structure of the noun phrase “  ء ْٛ َع َأَش ِْ ا /  
ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin” in the Arabic text is [N-N] while the structure of the NP in English text is 
[D-N-P-N]. To add, the ST “بًّ١َِغب / baġiyyan” is an A translated into AP “an unchaste 
woman”. Consequently, the translator produced a unit shift since he replaced the word 
“بًّ١َِغب / baġiyyan” by the phrase “an unchaste woman” in TT.  
ST (27) 
ST:  ا ُّ٘يَظ ٌْ ُٖ َزْٝ َأَس ِْرإ َلََعْ ٍَ  ب ٍَ  ُ ُٗسبَٕ  َبٝ   [Ṭaha, verse92].    
Trs: yā  Hāruūnu   mā   manaᶜakā  iḏ  raᵓaytahum  ḍallū. 
TT: O Aaron! what kept thee back , when Thou sawest  them going wrong  (Ali, 
2006, p. 783). 
ST (27) 
 [NP yā  Hāruūnu [IP  [D  mā [I` [VP manaᶜakā   [IP  [Adv iḏ  [I` [VP raᵓaytahum [I` [VP 
ḍallū]]]]]. 
O Aaron              what           prevented you           when     you saw them   going astray  
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TT (27) 
TT: O Aaron! what kept thee back, when Thou sawest them going wrong (Ali, 
2006, p. 783). 
ST:  ا ُّ٘يَظ ٌْ ُٖ َزْٝ َأَس ِْرإ َلََعْ ٍَ  ب ٍَ  ُ ُٗسبَٕ  َبٝ   [Ṭaha, verse92].    
Trs: yā  Hāruūnu   mā   manaᶜakā  iḏ  raᵓaytahum ḍallū. 
 [NP O Aaron ![IP [N what [I` [VP kept thee back , [Adv when  [IP [N Thou [I` [ sawest  [N 
them  [N going  [ A wrong]]]]]]] 
A considerable shift is noted between the ST “ َهََعٕ َِ  / manaᶜakā” and TT “kept thee 
back”. The Arabic text is a VP consists of the perfect verb“  َعَٕ َِ  / manaᶜa” and second 
person pronoun “ن  /kā  /you”. While, the English text “kept thee back” consists of [V-
D-A]. Thus, a difference in structure is recorded between both texts. Another quite shift 
is recorded between the Arabic verb phrase “ا ٍَُّٛض / ḍallū” and TT “going astray”. The 
verb “  َضا ٍُّٛ  / ḍallū ” is consisted of the past verb “ ًض /ḍal” suffixed by the third person 
plural pronoun  ٚ /ū  / they”. What we note that the translator has provided a unit shift 
when he replaced one word by a noun and adjective “going a stray” in TT.  
 
ST (28)  
ST:  ِِٞج ٍُ   ّٗ ُذَع   ٌْ َُنى  ُ َِّّٔإ   ُِ َبطْٞ َّشىا  ِدا َ٘ ُطُخ  اُِ٘عجََّزر َلَ َٗ  بجَِّٞط  َلََح ِضَْسلأا ًلَ   ِٜف  ب ََّ ٍِ  اُ٘يُم ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ  [al-
Baqarah ,verse 168]. 
Trs: yā ayyuha annasu kulū mimma fĩ al-arḍi ḥalalan ṭayyiban walā tattabiᶜū ḫuṭuwati 
al-Šayṭani innahu lakum ᶜaduwun  mubīn.  
TT: O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; and do not follow the 
footsteps of the evil one, for he is to you an avowed enemy (Ali, 2006, p. 67).  
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ST (28) 
                                       IP 
                                         
                           NP                 I` 
                     
 yā ayyuha annasu             
O you people               I                   VP 
                          imperative                          
                        
                                           
                                              VP                CP 
 
                                    V          PP      C             C`    
                       kulū / Eat 
                                     PP             NP      C               IP 
                                                               Wa/ and          
     mimma fĩ al- arḍi      ḥalalan ṭayyiban          D            I`                                              
  of what is on earth    Lawful and good   lā/ do not           
                                                                                   
                                                                                  I              VP 
                                                                    Prohibition                 
                                                                                        
                                                                                        V               NP                                  
                                                                 tattabiᶜū /follow 
                                                                                            
                                                                                               NP              DP 
 
 
                     ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani /  the footsteps of the Devil         DP          PP 
 
                                                                                                        
                                                                        innahu / certainly he is     PP          NP 
 
 
                                                                                                      lakum   ᶜaduwun  mubīn      
                                                                                                  to you    an avowed enemy                    
                                                                          
TT (28) 
TT: O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; and do not follow the 
footsteps of the evil one, for he is to you an avowed enemy (Ali, 2006, p. 67).  
ST:  ِِٞج ٍُ   ّٗ ُذَع   ٌْ َُنى  ُ َِّّٔإ   ُِ َبطْٞ َّشىا  ِدا َ٘ ُطُخ  اُِ٘عجََّزر َلَ َٗ  بجَِّٞط  ِضَْسلأا َلََح ًلَ   ِٜف  ب ََّ ٍِ  اُ٘يُم ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ  [al-
Baqarah ,verse 168]. 
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Trs: yā ayyuha annasu kulū mimma fĩ al-arḍi ḥalalan ṭayyiban walā tattabiᶜū ḫuṭuwati 
al-Šayṭani innahu lakum ᶜaduwun  mubīn.  
 [ IP  [ NP O ye people! [I`  [V Eat  [PP of what is on earth,  [AP Lawful and good; [Conj  and  
[ VP do not follow  [ NP the footsteps of the evil one,  [Conj for  [IP  [N he [I` [V is   [PP to you   
[AP an avowed enemy]]]]]]]]].  
It seems clearly that there is a difference between the structure of the ST “ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ بَ٠ / yā 
ayyuha annasu” and that of TT. Both of them are NP but have different structures. The 
structure of the NP  “ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ بَ٠ / yā ayyuha annasu” is [ D- D-N]. While, the structure of 
the TT is [D-N-N]. Also, there is a major difference between the ST “  َلََح ًلَ بب ١َط / ḥalalan 
ṭayyiban” and TT. The ST “  َلََح ًلَ بب ١َط  / ḥalalan ṭayyiban” which consists of two lexical 
items: “  َلََحلَ / ḥalalan” and “بب ١َط / ṭayyiban”. The former is a noun. It has been changed to 
the adjective “lawful”. Hence, it is a class shift. The latter is an adjective. The translator 
maintains the same grammatical category in TT. It has been rendered into the adjective 
“good”. Moreover, a considerable shift is noted between the structure of the ST “   ِثا َٛ ُطُخ 
 ِْ بَط١ْ  شٌا / ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” and the TT “ the footsteps of the evil one”. The ST “  ِثا َٛ ُطُخ 
 ِْ بَط١ْ  شٌا / ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” contains the noun word “ ِثا َٛ ُطُخ / ḫuṭuwati” and the proper 
name “ ِْ بَط١ْ  شٌا / al-Šayṭani” in genitive case. The structure of the NP “ ِْ بَط١ْ  شٌا  ِثا َٛ ُطُخ / 
ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” is [N-N]. In contrast, the structure of the NP in TT is [ N-P-D-N]. 
Another difference is observed between the emphatic particle “  ْ إ  / inna” suffixed by 
the second person singular pronoun “ ٛ٘/ hu /he” to refer to Satan. The lexical item “ ُ  ِٗٔإ / 
innahu”  is translated into “for he is” . It is changed from DP to PP introduced by the 
preposition “for”. Then, the translator has done a class shift. Add to that, a significant 
difference is cleared between the ST “ٓ١ِب ُِ   ّٚ ُذَع /ᶜaduwun mubīn” and TT. It is changed 
from a NP into Adjective phrase. It is rendered into “an avowed enemy”. Thus, the 
translator presents a class shift. 
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ST (29)  
ST:   ِوِٞجَع ِْ َع َُ ٗ ُّذَُصر ٌَ ِى ِةَبزِنْىا َو ْٕ َأ َبٝ بج َ٘ ِع بَٖ َُّ٘غَْجر َِ ٍَ آ ِْ ٍَ  ِ َّاللَّ   [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99].  
Trs: yā ahla alkitabi limā taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi man āmana  tabġūnaha  ᶜiwaǧan.  
TT: O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the path of 
Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152). 
 
ST (29)                                                     
                                        CP  
 
                             NP              C` 
                      
 yā ahla alkitabi lima       C             IP 
  O ye people of           Ø                                               
   the why                                Ø              I`            
                                                      
                                                        I               VP          
                           Present /jussive mood 
 
                                                               V               PP 
                                taṣudūna  / mislead         
           
                                                                      PP               IP 
 
                                              ᶜan sabīli Allahi       
                                   From the path of Allah       Ø                 I` 
 
                                                
                                                                                       I                VP 
                                                                           Present 
                                                                                            VP              N                                     
                                                               you want it / tabġūnaha     ᶜiwaǧan/ crooked                                                                                                           
 
 
TT (29) 
TT: Say: O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the 
path of Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152). 
ST:   ِوِٞجَع ِْ َع َُ ٗ ُّذَُصر ٌَ ِى ِةَبزِنْىا َو ْٕ َأ َبٝ بج َ٘ ِع بَٖ َُّ٘غَْجر َِ ٍَ آ ِْ ٍَ  ِ َّاللَّ   [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99].  
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Trs: yā ahla alkitabi limā taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi man āmana  tabġūnaha  ᶜiwaǧan.  
 [ IP  [N O ye People of the Book! [ CP [N Why [IP  [ V obstruct [N  ye [D those  [CP  [N who 
[V believe, [ PP from the path of Allah, [Conj seeking  [VP to make [N it  [A crooked]]]]]]  
A modification is occurred in this qur`anic vocative sentence between the ST “ ًَ ْ٘ َأ َب٠
 ِةَبخِىٌْ ا / yā ahla alkitabi” and TT  “O people of the Book”. Both of them are noun phrases 
but have a difference in their structure. The structure of the NP in the ST is [D- N-N] 
while the structure of the NP in TT is [D-N- D-D- N]. The ST prepositional phrase “ ْٓ َع
 ًِ ١ِبَع  ِ  اللّ  /ᶜan sabīli Allahi” is translated into the prepositional phrase “from the path of 
Allah”.  The structure of the ST “  ْٓ َع  ًِ ١ِبَع  ِ  اللّ  / ᶜan sabĩli Allahi” is [P-N-N]. Meanwhile, 
the structure of the TT is [ P-D-N-P-N]. Then, a structure shift is clear between ST and 
TT.  In addition, there is a level shift between the ST “ َٓ َِ آ / āmana” and TT. The ST “ َٓ َِ آ 
/ āmana” is a perfect verb with present relevance. It is changed to present tense. It is 
translated into “believe”.  Besides, a significant shift is recorded between the ST “بََُٙٔٛغَْبح 
/ tabġūnaha” and TT “seeking to make it”. It is a VP transposed to PP. That is, the 
translator provided a class shift when he changed the Arabic text “بََُٙٔٛغَْبح / tabġūnaha” to 
PP in English text.  
ST (30)   
ST:   ِظِّلإا  ِِّ ِجْىا   َِذق إ َِ ٍِ  ٌْ ُرَْشثَْنزْع  شَشْع ٍَ  َبٝ   [ al-Anᶜām,verse 128]  .  
Trs: yā  maᶜšara  al-ǧinni qadi  istakṯartum mina  al-ᵓinsi.  
TT: O ye assembly of Jinns! Much (toll) did ye take of men  (Ali, 2006, p. 331). 
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ST (30) 
                                NP 
 
                  
                       NP              IP    
 
 
  yā  maᶜšara al-ǧinni   D                 I`     
O ye assembly     qadi / did 
of jinns                          
                                             I                VP                                                                                                                                                         
                                           past             
                                                
                                                     V                PP 
                                         istakṯartum 
                                        mislead           mina al-ᵓinsi / of men 
 
 
TT (30)  
TT: One day will He gather them all together, (and say): O ye assembly of Jinns! 
Much (toll) did ye take of men  (Ali, 2006, p. 331). 
ST:   ِظِّلإا  ِِّ ِجْىا   َِذق إ َِ ٍِ  ٌْ ُرَْشثَْنزْع   َشَشْع ٍَ  َبٝ  [ al-Anᶜām, verse 128]. 
Trs: yā  maᶜšara  al-ǧinni qadi  istakṯartum mina  al-ᵓinsi  
 
TT (30)                    
                                                  CP 
 
                                          
                                          NP              C` 
 
 
            ye assembly of Jinns     C                IP 
                Much (toll)                Did                                                                                                                              
                                                          
                                                           N                 I` 
                                                          Ye                     
                                                                 
                                                                    I                VP 
                                                        Present 
                                                                               Take of men 
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It is noted that there is a difference in the structure of NP “    ٓ ِجٌْ ا شَشْع َِ  َب٠  / yā maᶜšara al-
ǧinni” in both ST and TT. In Arabic, the structure of “    ٓ ِجٌْ ا شَشْع َِ  َب٠ / yā maᶜšara al-ǧinni” 
is [D-N-N]. By contrast, the structure of the NP “O ye assembly of Jinns” in English is [ 
D-N-N-P-N].  Also, a notable difference has been made by the translator between the 
ST “ َِذل / qadi” and TT. It is an emphatic particle changed to a different class. It is 
changed to the auxiliary verb “do”. Another significant difference is observed between 
the verb “ إ ُْ ُحْشَثَْىخْع  / istakṯartum” in the Arabic text and the English text.  In Arabic, the 
verb phrase “ إ ُْ ُحَْشثَْىخْع  / istakṯartum” contains three letters used for hyperbolism. These 
letters are “جعا / IST” in the ST “ إ ُْ ُحْشَثَْىخْع  / istakṯartum” and changed to “Much (toll)” in 
TT. In the same vein, the verb “kthar” derived from “ إ ُْ ُحَْشثَْىخْع  / istakṯartum” is past tense 
with second person plural subject pronoun “you”. It is changed to present tense. It is 
changed to verb phrase “did ye take ”. Thus, the translator has provided a level shift.  
5.2.7 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Encouragement Purpose  
ST (31) 
ST:    ُْٓشِْجَأزْعا َِذَثأ َبٝ  [ al- Qaṣaṣ,verse26]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabatī   istaᵓǧirhu. 
TT: O my (dear) father engage  Him  on wages  (Ali, 2006, p. 968). 
ST (31)  
[NP  yā ᵓabatī   [IP [I` [VP istaᵓǧirhu]] 
O my father      hire him 
TT (31) 
TT: O my (dear) father engage Him on wages (Ali, 2006, p. 968). 
ST:   ُْٓشِْجَأزْعا َِذَثأ َبٝ  [ al-Qaṣaṣ,verse26]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabatī   istaᵓǧirhu. 
 [NPO my (  dear) father [IP   [I` [V engage  [N him   [PP on wages]]]] 
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What has been remarked is that the translator has yielded a structure shift pertaining to 
the noun phrase “ َِجَبأ َب٠ / yā ᵓabatī”. In Arabic, the ST “ َِجَبأ َب٠ / yā ᵓabatī” is composed of [ 
D- N-N] in contrast to the English text “O my (dear) father” which is composed of [D- 
N-A-N].  Further, the ST “  ُْٖشِْجَأخْعا  / istaᵓǧirhu” contains the imperative verb “  ْشِْجَأخْعا  / 
istaᵓǧirhu” and the third person pronoun in objective case “ hu /him”. It is rendered into 
VP “engage Him on wages”. Actually, the structure of the VP in TT is different of that 
in ST. In the TT, the structure of VP is [ V-N-P-N]. In contrast, the structure of the ST 
is [V-N].  
ST (32)  
ST:   ب ًَ ِٞيَْغر ا٘ َُ ِّيَع َٗ  ِٔ ْٞ َيَع ا ُّ٘يَص اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ [al-ᵓAḥzāb, verse56]. 
Trs: yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna  āmanū ṣallū  ᶜalyhi   wā  sallimū taslīman. 
TT: O you that believe give blessings to him and salute him (Ali, 2006, p. 1076). 
ST (32)  
[DP yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna  [IP āmanū        [VP ṣallū              [ PP ᶜalyhi  [ Conj  wā  [IP [VP 
sallimu 
O you who have           believed       send your blessing   upon him      and    salute him 
[N taslīman]]]]]]   
very much  
TT (32)       
ST:  ب ًَ ِٞيَْغر ا٘ َُ ِّيَع َٗ  ِٔ ْٞ َيَع ا ُّ٘يَص اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56]. 
Trs: yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna  āmanū ṣallū  ᶜalyhi   wā  sallimū taslīman. 
TT: O you that believe send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect (Ali, 
2006, p. 1076). 
[NPO ye [CP  [N   that [IP  [V believe !][IP [I`[V Send  [NP ye blessings  [PP on him  [CO-OR and  
[IP [V salute  [ N him  [PP with all respect]]]]]]]]] 
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Evidently, the ST “ َٓ ٠ِز ٌا َب ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna” is [ DP] changed to [NP-N] in TT. 
The Arabic text “ َٓ ٠ِز ٌا بَ ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna” is translated into “O ye that” in the 
English text. The V “ ا ٍَُّٛص/ ṣallū” in the ST is an imperative VP translated into an 
imperative VP. In the Arabic text “ ا ٍَُّٛص/ ṣallū” consists of the imperative verb “ṣalli” 
suffixed by the second person plural subject pronoun “lū /you”. It has been changed to 
include [V-NP] and is translated into “send ye blessings”.  In the same vein, the VP 
“اٛ ُّ  ٍَع /sallimu” is an imperative verb rendered into “salute him”. The verb “  ُ  ٍَع /  
sallim” suffixed by the second plural subject pronoun “lū / you”. It is noted that the 
second person subject pronoun “you” is changed to second person object pronoun. It is 
translated into “salute him”. In addition, the N “ب ًّ ١ٍَِْغح / taslīman”  is masdar noun (verbal 
noun) in Arabic which has been changed to PP. With this respect, the translator does not 
present the equivalence of the Arabic word“ب ًّ ١ٍَِْغح / taslīman” in the English text and 
provides a unit shift.  
ST (33) 
ST:   ٌْ ُنَُغفَّأ ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105].  
Trs: yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum ᵓanfusakum. 
TT: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls  (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
ST (33) 
[IP  [ DP yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna  [ I` [VP āmanū   [PP ᶜalaykum            [ NP ᵓanfusakum]]]]] 
O you who have                           believed           seize                  yourselves 
TT (33)  
TT: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls  (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
ST:   ٌْ ُنَُغفَّأ ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105]. 
 Trs: yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum  ᵓanfusakum. 
 [NP O ye [CP  [N who  [I` [V believe !  [IP  [I` [V Guard   [NP your own souls]]]]. 
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A significant difference is to be noted between the ST “ إُٛ َِ آ / āmanū” and TT. The ST “ 
إُٛ َِ آ / āmanū” is a VP which consists of perfect verb “   ُٓ َِ آ  / āmanū” and the third person 
plural pronoun “they”.  The translator attempts to reflect the tense of the Arabic text in 
the English text by using another tense, (in this case present), to reflect present 
relevance; therefore, he translated it into “believe”. Another considerable difference can 
be noted between PP “ ُْ ُْى١ٍََع / ᶜalaykum  ” in the Arabic text and that of the English text. 
The Arabic “ ُْ ُى١ٍََْع / ᶜalaykum” is a PP composed of the preposition “ٍََٝع / ᵓala” and 
second person plural pronoun “you”. It has been changed to the verb “guard”. In this 
respect, the translator prefers to use a unit shift to give the suitable equivalence for the 
ST“ ُْ ُى١ٍََْع / ᶜalaykum” in TT.  
 
ST (34)      
ST:     َِ ِِٝشثب َّصىا َِ ٍِ  ُ َّاللَّ َءبَش ُْ ِإ ُِّٜذَِجزَع ُش ٍَ ُْؤر ب ٍَ  ْوَعْفا َِذَثأ َبٝ [al-Ṣāfāt, verse102]. 
Trs: yā ᵓabatī ᵓifᶜal mā tuᵓumaru  sataǧidunī ᵓinšāᵓ Allahu mina al-ṣabirīna.  
TT: O my father! Do as thou art commanded: thou will find me, if God so wills one 
practising Patience and Constancy! (Ali, 2006, p. 1149). 
ST (34) 
[ IP [ NP yā ᵓabatī  [ IP [ I` [V ᵓifᶜal  [IP [D mā [I`[V tuᵓumaru  [IP [IP [VP sataǧidunī  [IP [Dᵓin   
O my father                        Do        as        you are order       you will find me      if  
[I` [V šāᵓ [NP Allahu [PP mina al- ṣabirīna ]]]]]]] 
willing         God                 patient  
TT (34) 
TT: O my father! Do as thou art commanded: thou will find me, if God so wills one 
practising Patience and Constancy! (Ali, 2006, p. 1149). 
ST:      ُش ٍَ ُْؤر ب ٍَ  ْوَعْفا َِذَثأ َبٝ َِ ِِٝشثب َّصىا َِ ٍِ  ُ َّاللَّ َءبَش ُْ ِإ ُِّٜذَِجزَع  [al-Ṣāfāt, verse102]. 
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Trs: yā ᵓabatī ᵓifᶜal mā tuᵓumaru sataǧidunī ᵓinšāᵓ Allahu mina al-ṣabirīna.  
 [IP [NP O my father![I` [V Do [Conj as  [N thou [VP art commanded: [IP [N thou[I` will [V find 
[N me, [Conj if   [N God  [Adv so  [ V wills  [NP one practicing Patience and 
Constancy!]]]]]]]].   
Some changes have been observed in this Qur`anic vocative sentence. The lexical item 
“ب َِ  / mā” is a relative pronoun used here with a non –personal reference. It is changed  
from D to the preposition “as”. The verb “   ُش َِ ُْؤح  / tuᵓumaru ” is an imperfect verb in the 
passive voice.  It is rendered into present tense in passive voice. It is rendered into “thou 
art commanded”. The verb “  َءبَش / šāᵓ” is a perfect verb changed to present tense “wills” 
prefixed by the adverb “so” since the Arabic text  “  َءبَش / šāᵓ” is past tense with present 
relevance. Thus, the translator has produced a level shift.  
ST (35) 
ST:  اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا  َأ ِفّ ُقا٘  ٌْ ُمَبْْقَصَس ب ََّ ٍِ  بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ  [al-Baqara, verse 254]. 
Trs: yā ayyuha ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᵓanfiqū mimma razaqnākum.  
TT: O ye who believe! Spend out of (the bounties) We have provided for you (Ali, 
2006, p. 105). 
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ST (35) 
                            IP      
                
 
                  D                  I`  
 
 
  yā ayyuha            I                VP 
   ᵓallaḏīna /         past 
  O you who                                            
                                      V                 IP 
         āmanū / have believed      
                   
                                                Ø                 I` 
 
 
                                                          I              VP  
                                               Imperative 
                                              
                                                                 V               IP 
                                       ᵓanfiqū / spend out  
                                                                          
                                                                       PP               I` 
 
                                                        
                                             mimma / of what            I         VP 
                                                                  Past with an 
                              indefinite time     razaqnākum / 
                                                   we have gave you 
      
                                                                                
TT (35) 
TT: O ye who believe! Spend out of (the bounties) We have provided for you (Ali, 
2006, p. 105). 
ST:  اُْ٘ ٍَ آ َِ ِٝزَّىا  َأ ِفّ ُقا٘  ٌْ ُمَبْْقَصَس ب ََّ ٍِ  بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ  [al-Baqara, verse 254]. 
Trs: yā ayyuha ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᵓanfiqū mimma razaqnākum.  
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TT (35)  
         
                                 CP      
         
                       NP               C` 
                                       
     O you who           
                                   C               IP 
                             Ø                                
                                            
                                            Ø                 I` 
 
                                                    
                                                   I                  VP 
                                 Past with  
                         present relevance                        
                                                               V               IP 
                                                        believe        
                                                                      Ø                I`            
 
                                                                             I               VP 
                                                                    Imperative 
 
                                                                                     VP             IP     
 
        
                                                            V/  Spend out        PP  I           VP 
                                                                                               Present 
                                                                                                 perfect 
                                                                    of (the bounties)           Provided for you 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
A considerable difference is noted between the ST verb phrase “  َأ ِفٔ ُماٛ  / ʼanfiqū” and TT. 
The imperative verb in Arabic text “  َأ ِفٔ ُماٛ  / ᵓanfiqū” is rendered into the imperative 
phrasal verb “spent out” in English. If we look at the Arabic text “  َأ ِفٔ ُماٛ  / ᵓanfiqū” and its 
equivalent in English text, we find that the second person plural pronoun “اٚ / you” has 
become implicit in the English text “spend out”. In addition the English text contains 
the preposition “out” not found in the Arabic text. This variance results in difference in 
their structure. Besides, the translator has provided a significant difference between the 
verb phrase in the Arabic text“ ُْ ُوَبْٕلَصَس / razaqnākum” and TT.  The verb phrase“ ُْ ُوَبْٕلَصَس / 
razaqnākum” is composed of perfect verb “ ْقَصَس /razaqa” with an indefinite time, the first 
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person plural subject pronoun „بٔ /nā /we‟ and the second person plural pronoun „ ُْ ُو /kum 
/ you‟. It has been transposed to present perfect tense. It is rendered to “we have 
provided you”. The translator provides a level shift to convey the original tense of the 
Arabic text “ ُْ ُوَبْٕلَصَس / razaqnākum” into English.  
5.2.8 Syntactic Analysis and Grammatical Shift Due to Recollection Purpose  
ST (36) 
ST:   ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع ُذ َْ َعّْ َأ ِٜزَّىا َٜ ِز ََ ِْعّ اُٗشُمْرا َوِٞئاَشِْعإ َِْٜث َبٝ   [ al-Baqara,verse 40]. 
Trs: yā banī  Isrāᵓīla  uḏkurū  niᶜmatiya ᵓallati ᵓanᶜamtu ᶜalaykum. 
 TT: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon 
you  (Ali, 2006, p. 27). 
ST (36) 
[IP  [NP banī  Isrāᵓīla [I` [VP uḏkurū  [NP niᶜmatiya  [IP   [Dᵓallati   [VP ᵓanᶜamtu [PP ᶜalaykum 
]]]]]]]  
O children of Israel            remember       my grace               which     I gave      to you   
 
TT (36) 
TT: O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I bestowed upon 
you  (Ali, 2006, p. 27). 
ST:   َّْأ ِٜزَّىا َٜ ِز ََ ِْعّ اُٗشُمْرا َوِٞئاَشِْعإ َِْٜث َبٝ ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع ُذ َْ َع   [ al-Baqara,verse 40]. 
Trs: yā banī Isrāᵓīla  uḏkurū  niᶜmatiya ᵓallati ᵓanᶜamtu ᶜalaykum. 
[IP [NP O Children of Israel! ][I` [VP call to mind [NP the (special) favour [CP [C which [IP  
[N I [I` [V bestowed [PP upon you]]]]]]]]] 
It is evident that the structure of NP “ ًَ ١ِئاَشِْعإ َِٟٕب َب٠ / yā banī  Isrāᵓīla”  is different from 
that in TT. The structure of the ST“ ًَ ١ِئاَشِْعإ َِٟٕب َب٠ / yā banī Isrāᵓīla” is [ D-N-Proper noun]. 
It is changed in TT “O Children of Israel” to be [D-N- P-Proper noun]. The VP “اُٚشُوْرا / 
uḏkurū” is changed to phrasal verb “call to mind”. Moreover, the noun phrase “ َٟ ِخ َّ ِْعٔ / 
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niᶜmatiya” in the Arabic text is a NP composed of the noun “ت َّ ِْعٔ / favour” and the first 
person possessive pronoun “  ٞ  /my”. It is rendered into NP “the (special) favour”. As 
it seems, the structure of the TT [D-A-N] differs from that in ST [N-D].  As to the VP 
“ ُج ّْ َعْٔ َأ / /ᵓanᶜamtu”, it consists of the perfect verb “ َُ َعٔأ /anᶜama” suffixed by the first 
person pronoun “tu/ I”. It is translated into VP in past tense “I bestowed”. Thus, the 
translator keeps the similar tense of the Arabic text“ ُج ّْ َعْٔ َأ / /ᵓanᶜamtu” in English text. 
ST (37)  
ST: بًشِٝس َٗ  ٌْ ُِنرآ ْ٘ َع ِٛسا َ٘ ُٝ بًعَبِجى ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع َبْْىَضَّأ َْذق ًَ َدآ َِْٜث َبٝ    [al-Aᶜraf,verse26].                   
Trs: yā banī  Ādama  qad anzalanā  ᶜalaykum libāsan yūwarī sawᵓātikum wā rīšan.     
TT: O ye Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to cover your 
shame, as well as To be an adornment to you  (Ali, 2006, p. 350). 
ST (37)  
[IP  [NP yā banī  Ādama [D qad [ I` [VP anzalanā  [ PP  ᶜalaykum [N libāsan  [VP yūwarī  
O children of Adam!       Have       we   sent down      upon you     raiment to cover        
[ NP  sawᵓātikum        [CO-   OR wā  [ N rīšan]]]]]]]]]. 
  your private parts    And     as  adornment  
TT (37) 
ST:  بًشِٝس َٗ  ٌْ ُِنرآ ْ٘ َع ِٛسا َ٘ ُٝ بًعَبِجى ٌْ ُنْٞ َيَع َبْْىَضَّأ َْذق ًَ َدآ َِْٜث ب َٝ    [al-Aᶜraf, verse26].                   
Trs: yā banī  Ādama  qad anzalanā  ᶜalaykum libāsan yūwarī sawᵓātikum wā rīšan.s     
TT: O ye Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to cover your 
shame, as well as To be an adornment to you  (Ali, 2006, p. 350). 
 [ NPO ye Children of Adam!]   [IP  [ N We [I  have [V  bestowed  [ N raiment [PP upon you 
[I` to  [V cover ] [ NP your shame,  [CO-OR as well as  [ I` To  [V be [NP an adornment to 
you]]]]]]]                                                                                    
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Once more, the structure of the NP “  ََ َدآ َِٟٕب َب٠  / yā banī  Ādama”  in the ST differs from 
TT. In the Arabic text, the structure of the “  ََ َدآ َِٟٕب َب٠  / yā banī  Ādama” contains [ D-N-
proper noun] and is extended to be [ D –N -N-P –Proper noun ]. It is rendered into “O 
ye children of Adam!” .  Also, the D “ َْذل /qad” in the ST is used for emphatic action with 
a perfect verb. It has been translated into “have”. The VP “َبٌْٕ َضَٔأ / anzalanā” consists of 
the past verb with indefinite time “ ْيَضَٔأ /anzala” and the first person personal pronoun “ 
َبٔ / nā  /we” . The VP “َبٌْٕ َضَٔأ / anzalanā” has converted to present prefect tense in English 
translation. The translator conveys the original tense of the Arabic text  “َبٌْٕ َضَٔأ / 
anzalanā” in English text when he rendered it into “we have bestowed” in TT.  In this 
respect, the translator has to restore to do level shift in order to give suitable equivalent 
in TT. To add, the verb phrase “ِٞسا َٛ ُ٠ / yūwarī / cover” in the Arabic text is a present 
verb. It is changed to infinitive V “to cover” in TT. Another difference can be 
recognized between the ST “بًش٠ِس   / rīšan” in both ST and TT. It is a N changed to 
simple sentence “To be an adornment to you”. Consequently, the translator has 
presented a unit shift in accordance with this Arabic text “بًش٠ِس / rīshan” when he 
attempts to give a group of words in English text. 
ST (38)  
ST:    َِْث َبٜٝ  ِئاَشِْعإٞ َق َو ْذ  َأّ ُمَبْْٞ َج ٌْ  َعا َٗ َٗ  ٌْ ُم ِّٗ ُذَع ِْ ٍِ ْذ َِتّبَج ٌْ ُمَبّاى ُّط٘ ِس ا ٌُ ُنْٞ َيَع َبْْى ََّضّ َٗ  َِ ََ ْٝ َلأا ََ ْى َِّ ا َٗىٙ َ٘ ْي َّغ [Ṭāhā, 
verse 80]. 
Trs: yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad ᵓanǧaynākum min ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al 
- ᵓaymana wā nazalnā  ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-salwā.  
TT: O ye Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We sent down to you 
Manna and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780).  
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ST (38) 
[NP yā banī Isrāᵓīla  [IP [ D [qad [I`[VP ᵓanǧaynākum [PP min ᶜadūwikum [Conj wā  [IP  [I`  
O Children of Israel    have      delivered you      from your enemy        and   
[VP wāᶜdnākum               [Adv ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al - ᵓaymana [Conj wā [IP [I`       [VP nazzalnā   
we made an appointment with you  side   At-Tūri   on the right   and   sent down                  
[PP ᶜalaykumu   [NP al-manna wā al-salwā ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 
upon you                 manna             and       quails    
 TT (38) 
TT: O ye Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We sent down to you 
Manna and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780). 
ST:    َِْث َبٜٝ  ِئاَشِْعإٞ َق َو ْذ  َأّ ُمَبْْٞ َج ٌْ  َعا َٗ َٗ  ٌْ ُم ِّٗ ُذَع ِْ ٍِ ْذ َِتّبَج ٌْ ُمَبّاى ُّط٘ ِس ا ٌُ ُنْٞ َيَع َبْْى ََّضّ َٗ  َِ ََ ْٝ َلأا ََ ْى َِّ ا َٗىٙ َ٘ ْي َّغ [Ṭāhā, 
verse 80]. 
Trs: yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad ᵓanǧaynākum min ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al 
- ᵓaymana wā nazalnā  ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-salwā.  
 [ IP [NP  [O ye Children of Israel![IP [N[ We [I`[V  delivered [N you  [PP from your enemy, 
[Conj and [ IP [N We  [V  made  [NP a Covenant [PP with you on the right side of Mount 
(Sinai), [Conj and  [IPWe [ I` [ V [sent down PP[ to you [NP Manna and quails]]]]]]]]]. 
Like the previous example, the NP “  َِٕب َب٠ٟ  ِئاَشِْعإ١ ًَ  / yā banī Isrāᵓīla”  has different 
structure from that in TT. The lexical item “  َل ْذ / qad” is an emphatic particle used with a 
perfect verb to emphasise action. As it has been noted, it has been ignored in translation. 
All verb phrases “  َأٔ ُوبَٕ١َْج ُْ  / ᵓanǧaynākum”, “  َعا َٚ ْذ ُْ ُوَبٔ  / wā wāᶜdnākum”  and“ َبٌْٕ  َضٔ / 
nazzalnā ” in Arabic text are past tense with an indefinite time. The translator has kept 
the same tense for all VPS  in English text.  The VP“  َأٔ ُوَبٕ١َْج ُْ  / ᵓanǧaynākum”  in the ST is 
composed of the perfect verb “   َأٔ ْٟ َج  / anja” , the explicit first person personal plural “  بٔ  
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/ nā /we” and the second person personal plural „you‟. The translator has rendered verb 
phrase “  َأٔ ُوَبٕ١َْج ُْ  /ᵓanǧaynākum” into verb phrase “we delivered you”. The VP  “  َعا َٚ ْذ ُْ ُوَبٔ / 
wā wāᶜdnākum” in the ST consists of the perfect verb “  َعا َٚ ْذ  / wāᶜda”, first person plural 
pronoun “  بٔ  / nā /we” and second person plural pronoun “you”.  It is changed to simple 
sentence “We made a Covenant with you”. The translator as we note turns to optional 
changing when he replaced the Arabic verb phrase “  َعا َٚ ْذ ُْ ُوَبٔ / wa wāᶜdnākum” with a 
sentence in TT. Thus, he presented a unit shift. Add, The verb phrase “ َبٌْٕ  َضٔ / nazzalnā”  
is perfect verb refers to an indefinite time ; suffixed by the first person plural pronoun“ 
بٔ / nā /we”.  It is changed to phrasal verb in past tense „sent down‟.  
ST (39) 
ST: ب ََ ِى ءَبفِش َٗ  ٌْ ُنِّثَس ِْ ٍِ  خَظِع ْ٘ ٍَ  ٌْ ُنْرَءبَج َْذق ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ ِِْٞ ٍِ ْؤ َُ ِْيى خ ََ ْحَس َٗ  ٙذُٕ َٗ  ِسُٗذ ُّصىا ِٜف  [ Yūnis, 
verse57]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu qad ǧāᵓatkum mawᶜiẓatun min rabbikum wā šifāᵓun limā fī  al-
ṣudūri wā hudan wā raḥmatun lilmuᵓminīna.  
TT: O mankind! there hath come to you a direction from your Lord and a healing 
for the (diseases) in your hearts,- and for those who believe, a guidance and a 
Mercy  (Ali, 2006, p. 495). 
ST (39) 
[NP yā ayyuhā  annāsu [IP [D qad [I` [VP ǧāᵓatkum [N mawᶜiẓatun [PP min rabbikum [Conjwā  
O  you people  !                           has            come to you          a direction       from your 
Lord             and                         
[ N šifāᵓun  [PP limā fī al-ṣudūri                 [Conj wā [N hudan [Conj wā [NP raḥmatun  
a healing   for the diseases of your heart     and     a guidance       and         mercy        
 [PP lilmuᵓminīna  ]]]]]]]] 
for believers.  
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TT (39) 
TT: O mankind! there hath come to you a direction from your Lord and a healing 
for the (diseases) in your hearts,- and for those who believe, a guidance and a 
Mercy (Ali, 2006, p. 495). 
ST:  ُّصىا ِٜف ب ََ ِى ءَبفِش َٗ  ٌْ ُنِّثَس ِْ ٍِ  خَظِع ْ٘ ٍَ  ٌْ ُنْرَءبَج َْذق ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبِِْٝٞ ٍِ ْؤ َُ ِْيى خ ََ ْحَس َٗ  ٙذُٕ َٗ  ِسُٗذ  [Yūnis, 
verse57]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu qad ǧāᵓatkum mawᶜiẓatun min rabbikum wā šifāᵓun limā fī  al-
ṣudūri wā hudan wā raḥmatun lilmuᵓminīna.  
 [NP  O mankind! [CP [Adv there  [IP [I` hath [V come  [PP to you [NP a direction [PP from 
your Lord [ Conj and [ NP  a healing  [PP for the (diseases) in your hearts, [Conj and [PP for 
those [CP [N who [ IP [ I` [ V believe,  [NP a guidance and a Mercy]]]]]]]  
The structure of the vocative expression“ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā ayyuhā annāsu” is different in 
both Arabic and English text.  In Arabic, the structure of the ST “  َب٠ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ  / yā ayyuhā 
annāsu” is [ D-D-N] while, the structure of TT is [ D-N]. The translator has translated“ َب٠
 ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ / yā ayyuhā annāsu” into “O mankind!”.  Then, a clear shift is seen between two 
structures.  With regard to the emphatic particle “ َْذل / qad”, it is changed into present 
aspect “hath”.  
A noteworthy difference is observed between the ST “ُُىْحَءبَج / ǧāᵓatkum” and TT. In 
Arabic, the VP“ُُىْحَءبَج / ǧāᵓatkum” is a perfect verb with present relevance and the 
second person plural pronoun „you‟. It has changed to “hath come to you”. With this 
respect, the translator does not retain a similar tense to the Arabic text “ُُىْحَءبَج / 
ǧāᵓatkum” in the English text and provides level shift. The PP ٓ١ِٕ ِ ْؤ ُّ ٍْ ٌِ /lilmuᵓminīna ” in 
the ST has been rendered into “ for those who believe”. In other words, no change has 
been recored pertaining to PP ٓ١ِٕ ِ ْؤ ُّ ٍْ ٌِ /lilmuᵓminīna” in TT. 
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ST (40) 
ST:   ب ََ ُٖ ْْ ٍِ  ََّثث َٗ  بَٖ َج ْٗ َص بَٖ ْْ ٍِ  ََقيَخ َٗ  حَذِحا َٗ  ظَْفّ ِْ ٍِ  ٌْ َُنَقيَخ ِٛزَّىا ٌُ ُنَّثَس اُ٘قَّرا ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ َءبَِغّ َٗ  اشِٞثَم لَبَجِس  [ 
al-Nisāᵓ, verse1].  
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu ᵓitaqū rabbakumu al-laḏī ḫalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wā 
ḫalaqa minhā zawǧahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan.  
TT: O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a single 
person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women  (Ali, 2006, p. 183). 
ST (40)   
[IP [NP yā ayyuhā annāsu [I`[VP ᵓitaqū [NP rabbakumu [CP [N al-laḏī [IP [I`[VP ḫalaqakum  
O you people                     fear                your Lord                  who           created you 
[PP min nafsin wāḥidatin [Conj wā [IP [I`[V ḫalaqa [PP minhā zawǧahā [Conjwā [I` [VP baṯa  
from une soul             and            created             of it       his mate      and            
scattered             
[PP minhumā  [ NP riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan  ]]]]]]]] 
From them         men           countless    and women 
TT (40)  
TT: O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a single 
person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women  (Ali, 2006, p. 183). 
ST:   َْفّ ِْ ٍِ  ٌْ َُنَقيَخ ِٛزَّىا ٌُ ُنَّثَس اُ٘قَّرا ُطبَّْىا بَٖ َُّٝأ َبٝ َءبَِغّ َٗ  اشِٞثَم لَبَجِس ب ََ ُٖ ْْ ٍِ  ََّثث َٗ  بَٖ َج ْٗ َص بَٖ ْْ ٍِ  ََقيَخ َٗ  حَذِحا َٗ  ظ  [ 
al-Nisāᵓ, verse1].  
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu ᵓitaqū rabbakumu al-laḏī ḫalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wā 
ḫalaqa minhā zawǧahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan.  
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 [ IP [NP O mankind![I`[V reverence [NP your Guardian-Lord, [CP[N who[IP [I`[V created  [N 
you [PP from a single person, [IP [I`[V created,  [ PP of like nature, [NP His mate,  [Conj and  
[PP  from them twain [IP [I`[VP scattered (like seeds) [AP countless men and 
women]]]]]]]]]]]  
The structure of the vocative expression“ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā ayyuhā annāsu” is different in 
both the Arabic, and English texts. In Arabic, the structure of the ST “ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā 
ayyuhā annāsu” is [ D-D-N]  while, the structure of TT is [D-N].  The translator has 
translated“ ُطب ٌٕا َب ُّٙ٠َأ َب٠ / yā ayyuhā annāsu” into “O mankind!”. Also, The verb phrase “  
 ُْ َُىَمٍَخ / ḫalaqakum” consists of the perfect verb “  ََكٍَخ / ḫalaqa” and the second person 
plural pronoun „you‟. It is also translated into perfect verb “created you”. So, the 
translator has retained the same tense. As for the PP “ ةَذِحا َٚ  ظَْفٔ ْٓ ِ  / min nafsin 
wāḥidatin” , it is rendered into PP “ from a single person” with different structure. The 
structure of TT is [P-D-N-N]. While, the ST has the following structure in the ST [ P-N-
N] . The PP “  بَْٕٙ ِ  / minhā”  is rendered into PP.  It is rendered into “of like nature” . 
The translator has changed the structure of the ST “  بَْٕٙ ِ  / minhā”  [P-D] into [ P-A -N] 
in TT. Also, there is a structure shift in the word-order between the ST and TT. In 
Arabic the word order of “ َءبَِغٔ َٚ  اش١ِثَو لَبَجِس / riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan ” is [ N-A- Conj-
N] . While, in TT the structure is [A-N –conj-N]. 
5.3 Conclusion 
 In this chapter, X` theory for Haegeman (2006) has been used as a fundamental 
procedure for analysing Qur`anic vocative sentences. Thus, the structure of Arabic 
sentences and their English translation by famous translator Ali (2006) has been 
compared. Phrase markers in a tree configuration and in a linear structure with brief 
descriptions have been adopted. Through the process of translating from Arabic into 
English various shifts have been noticed in the syntax of vocative sentences due to a 
change in tenses of verbs and their morphological functions.  
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The researcher wonders what effect these syntactic changes have upon the content of 
the message of the vocative sentences of the ST. They will become the subject at the 
next chapter.                                                                
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CHAPTER SIX 
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS AND MESSAGE CHANGE 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the semantic and message changes that occur when translating 
Arabic vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur'an (ST) into English (TT).  It attempts to 
find answers to the following research question: how do the syntactical and grammatical 
changes affect the quality of the rhetorical message?. Towards that end, the data are 
examined on the basis of the idea of Katz and Fodor theory (1963) using componential 
analysis (CA) and narrative descriptions. Further, this chapter will look deeply on how 
the quality of the rhetorical message is distorted or sustained in the translated text due to 
the effect of the grammatical and syntactical changes which resulted in semi-accurate 
and inaccurate translation. 
6.2 Data Analysis 
6.2.1 Inaccurate Translation 
Data (1) 
Table 6.1A   CA of Arabic Text [ al-Zukhruf, verse 77]  
ST   ِهٌب َِ  َب  ِلهُّثَس َبُْٕ ٍََع ِطَْم   [ al-Zukhruf, verse 77] 
Trs yā  Māliku   li yaqḍī   ᶜalaynā  rabbuka 
BT O Mãlik  let your Lord  put an end to us  
semantic 
features  
of  ST 
 
ST:     
yā  [+voc part  ] 
Māliku  [ +proper noun ,+human ,+animate ,+ intended indef ] 
li yaqḍī [ (li )+ imp  part ] 
yaqḍī [ + V , +pre , +jussive mood +action ] 
ᶜalaynā [ (Ala) +P ]  
nā [ + pron, +1st person , +plu  , +object  ,± human ] 
rabbuka [ (rabbu) +N , +head ,+animate] 
ka [pron , +  objective, + 2
nd
 person, +inseparable,+  masc , +sing ,± 
human ] 
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Table 6.1B   CA of English Text 
TL O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279) 
semantic 
features  
of TT  
  
TT: 
O [+interj part ,+  voc  ] 
Mãlik [ +proper noun , +human ,+animate ] 
would that [+  wish expression , +V ] 
thy [+pron ,+poss, ± sing ,+human ] 
Lord  [ +N , +sing ,+head , animate] 
make an end [+idiom ] 
to [+P] 
us [ +  pron ,  + 1
st
 person, + plu , +masc , +fem ,+objective , +human ] 
The addressee here is Mālik prefixed by the vocative particle “  َب  / yā” The lexical item “ 
  ِهٌب َِ  َب  /yā Māliku” is NP rendered to NP. The imperative particle “ ـٌ  /li”  is the pivot of 
this vocative sentence. It prefixes the present verb in jussive mood “ ِطَْمٌُِ / li- yaqḍī ” in 
the ST. The translator has translated the ST  “ ـٌ  /li” into a new meaning far from the 
meaning in the ST. It is rendered into wish expression “would that”. Although there is 
an extension in the lexical meaning the translator has distorted the rhetorical purpose of 
the vocative sentence completely by translating the imperative particle “ ـٌ  /li” into 
“would that” since the original purpose of the verse is „call for help‟, but by translating 
the rhetorical purpose it is changed to „wish‟. Thus, it is an inaccurate translation. 
Hence, the accurate equivalence of the ST “ ـٌ  /li”  is “let”. Further, the ST“ ِطَْم  / yaqḍī” 
is a present verb in the jussive mood translated into “make an end”. By this translation, 
the translator has added further semantic information such as [ +indef art ,+N] in order 
to retain the meaning of the ST“ ِطَْم  / yaqḍī” in the TT. Thus, it is an overtranslation. 
The ST “  َبُْٕ ٍََع / ᶜalaynā” is a prepositional phrase rendered into prepositional phrase “to 
us”. The ST “  َهُّثَس  /rabbuka” is a noun phrase translated also into noun phrase “thy 
Lord”.  In general, the translation of the whole vocative sentence is inaccurate.   
Suggested translation: O Mãlik! let thy Lord make an end to us ! 
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Data (2) 
Table 6.2A CA of Arabic Text [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] 
ST  ِّةَس ًَِِّإ   ً َث  ٔأ َبه زْعَظَو     [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] 
Trs rabbī  ᵓinnī  waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā. 
BT O my Lord I have delivered of a female  
semantic 
features  
of  ST 
 
ST:  
rabbī [  (rab ) +N, +head ,  +animate  ,-V  ] 
ī [pron, +poss  , +N,  -V, + sing  , +Ѵ,  ±human ] 
ᵓinnī [  (ᵓinna)+ accusative part , +Ѵ (quasi) , +action , -N ] 
ī [ + pron , + poss , +N   , + sing ,   ±human  ] 
waḍaᶜtūhā  [ (waḍaᶜa) +V, +action , +past , -N ] 
tū [ + pron , +sing  , ±human  ] 
hā[ + pron , + sing , +inseparable,  ±human ,+objective ]  
ūnthā [  +N  ,  ±human , ±A ] 
 
Table 6.2B CA of English Text 
TL O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 
136) 
semantic 
features  
of  TT 
 
TT: 
O [  + voc part ] 
my  [ + pron, +poss ,  +sing,  ± animate ] 
Lord  [+N ,   +head ,  +animate ,-V ] 
behold  [ +V ,+action , +look , + see  , -N ] 
I [+ 1
st
  pron , +person    +sing , +animate,+subjective ] 
Am delivered of    [ + phrasal verb, +action  ,  +passive voice , -N ] 
A[ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing]  
female [ +N , -V ,  ±A , ± animate ,  ± sing ] 
child [ +N,  - V,  ±sing ] 
ᶜImrān`s wife wants to convey her grief by means of calling Almighty Allah. She 
performs that by calling Almighty Allah  “ِّ بَر / rabbī” without the vocative particle “بَ  / 
yā”.  This omission has a remarkable significance. The wife of ᶜImrān wants to get the 
mercy of Allah. She has a great confidence in Allah‟s closeness to his slaves. On the 
other hand, the researcher noticed that the translator has realized that the omitted part of 
the sentence is the vocative particle “بَ  / yā” . He prefers to present the vocative particle 
“بَ  / yā” to the reader in his translation, therefore he translated it into “O”. Thus, he 
produces an overtranslation when he translates the vocative expression “ِّ بَر / rabbi” into 
vocative expression ended with the exclamation mark “ O, my Lord!”.   
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The ST “ً ِنإ /ᵓinnī” is a determiner phrase consisting of two constituents: particle “inna” 
which acts as a verb, (therefore, it is called a quasi-verb in Arabic language), and 
possessive pronoun “ī / my”. The DP “innī” has been changed to the verb “Behold”. In 
fact, the translator has provided an inaccurate translation by this unit-shift. He has 
changed the meaning of the ST “ً ِنإ /innī” to a meaning far from the original. The 
semantic function of the ST “ً ِنإ /ᵓinnī ” is to emphasize the action or what is said after it 
which means „certainly‟. In other words, it is used to emphasize the grief of ᶜImrān `s 
wife through the ST “ ِّ ىَثُنأِّاَهُتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā”. While, the verb “Behold” is used 
to show the exclamation, specifically it is used when the speaker wants to tell the 
addressee about something surprising that happened. Used humorously it means to 
„look at‟ something (Longman, 2005, p. 123).  Consequently, the message of the 
vocative sentence has been changed completely. The meaning is changed from grief to 
exclamation. Pertaining to the ST “اَهُتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā”, it is a verb phrase consisting of 
three constituents. It has been translated into a phrasal verb in present tense in passive 
voice. In point of fact, the translator has provided an inaccurate translation since the 
ST“اَهُتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” is past tense with present relevance. Therefore, such action is 
expressed in English by the present perfect tense. Also, the ST “ِّ ىَثُنأِّاَهُتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā 
ūnthā” is an active verb which occurs in an active sentence and concentrates on the 
object “ِّ ىَثُنأ / ūnthā” while the TT “ I am delivered of” is passive voice and concentrates 
on the agent ( i.e. Allah). The suitable tense is present perfect tense „ I have delivered 
of‟. Thus, the message is distorted by this translation for the above mentioned reasons.  
With regard to the ST, “  ً َث  ٔأ / ūnthā” is a noun that has been translated into “a female 
child”.  
 Suggested translation: O my Lord! certainly I have delivered a female.  
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Data (3)  
Table 6.3A   CA of Arabic Text [Hūd, verse 72] 
ST   َىَتهٌْ َو َاٌ   صى  جَع َبَٔأَو  ِذٌََأأ   [Hūd, verse 72] 
Trs  yā waylatā ᵓā ᵓalidū wā anā ᵓaǧūzun. 
BT O , woe to me shall I bear child while I am an old woman  
semantic 
features 
of  ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [+voc part ] 
waylatā   [ +N  , +head  , ± sing , + inanimate ,  -V ] 
ᵓā ᵓalidū [ᵓā ( alīf ) + part , + interro , + exclamation] 
wā [ + conj ] 
anā  [+ pron, + 1st  person, +sing , + subjective , + human,+seprable ] 
ᶜaǧūzun [ + N , + sing , +V ] 
 
Table 6.3B   CA of English Text 
TL Alas for me! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman  (Ali, 2006, p. 
530). 
semantic 
features 
of  TT 
 
TT :  
Alas [ + voc part ,+interj ] 
for  [ +p , + conj ] 
me  [pron,+ 1
st
 person ,+ Mas , +Fem , +sing , +objective ] 
shall  [ + pre participle , + V( modal ) , +N ]  
I  [pron,+ 1
st
 person ,+sing, +animate  ]  
bear  [ + phrasal verb , + action ,  +pre , + Give birth ] 
A [ +D, +indef art ,+ spec reference ,+sing ] 
shild [  + N , ± sing , + animate ]  
seeing [ + conj ,+ N , + Adv ] 
I [ +pron + 1
st
  person ,+sing, +animate ]   
Am[ + V , +sing ,  + pre ] 
An [ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing ] 
old [ +A , - V ] 
woman  [ + N , ± sing , + A  ] 
 Ibrahīm`s wife conveys her exclamation by calling out an abstract noun.  She calls the 
noun “  ً ََزٍَْ َو / waylatā” to attend since it is the suitable time for attendance.  She 
performed this calling by using the vocative particle “بَ/ yā”.  This particle is 
characterized with phonemic prolonged sound to reflect the greatest of her surprise.  
The lexical item “ ًَو / wayl” has dual usage. It is used by Arabs to show grief and 
surprise of something.  In this vocative sentence, the item “ ًَو / wayl” is used to 
convey surprise.  It is suffixed by the final “alīf” which has taken the place of the first 
person possessive pronoun to be “waylatĩ”. In the respect of translation, the NP “  ً ََزٍ َْ َو َب  
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/ yā waylatā” is rendered into NP “Alas for me !”.  The translator has provided an 
inaccurate translation. He has given a distant meaning from that in the ST “  ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā 
waylatā”.  The ST “  ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” has the meaning of surprise.  In other words, 
Ibrahīm`s wife shows her surprise when she knows she will have a baby (al-
Razi,2000,vol. 18,p.23) yet  the TT “Alas for me!” shows that she grieves when she 
becomes aware that she will give birth. Thus, the internal meaning is distorted and the 
message is distorted by this inaccurate translation. The NP “woe unto me” is the 
equivalent of “  ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā”. This phrase causes confusion since it also used for 
grief in English. Consequently, the rhetorical meaning of excalamtion will not convey to 
the readership. In such a case the translator has to refer to the dual meaning of the 
lexical item “woe” in Arabic by using footnote. Other possibility for translating the ST 
“  ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” is to use free translation in order to convey the feeling of surprise 
of Ibrahīm`s wife to readership. In other words, the ST “  ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” could be 
translated into “how great is my happiness!”. The researcher prefers the second 
translation since it goes in line with the contextual meaning of the rhetoric purpose of 
this vocative sentence and conveys the internal meaning of “   ً ََزٍَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā”used 
by Ibrahīm`s wife.  According to the ST “   َأ ِذٌَأ  / ᵓa ᵓalidū” is a VP prefixed by the  
interrogative particle (ᵓā –alīf). It also carries the meaning of surprise. It is transposed 
from D to auxiliary verb in the future “shall”.  The verb phrase “   /ِذٌَأ ᵓalidū” is imperfect 
verb plus the first person pronoun “I”. It is rendered into“ give birth a child”. The ST“   /
ِذٌَأᵓalidū” has been extended to a group of words. Hence, the translator has produced an 
overtranslation. The translator has conveyed the internal meaning of the ST “   َأ ِذٌَأ  /ᵓā 
ᵓalidū”. He could also infer the accurate tense of the ST “   َأ ِذٌَأ / ᵓā ᵓalidū” since the 
process of pregnancy takes a long time and the action will occur in the future not at the 
moment of speaking.  The ST “ َو /wā” is a conjunction which is translated into the 
conjunction “seeing”. The ST “  صى  جَع َبَٔأ / anā ᶜaǧūzun” is NP extended to include 
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semantic features not found in the ST. It is rendered into “I am an old woman”. The first 
person plural subject pronoun “َبَٔأ / anā / I”  is changed to VP  “I am”.  In the same vein, 
the lexical item “  صى  جَع /ᶜaǧūzun”  is translated from N to AP “ an old woman”.  The 
meaning of the ST  “  صى  جَع َبَٔأ / anā  ᶜaǧūzun” has been retained the same in the TT.  
Consequently, the message of the vocative sentence has been entirely changed.  
Suggested translation: How great is my happiness! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an 
old woman! 
Data (4) 
Table 6.4A   CA of Arabic Text [ Maryam, verse 27] 
ST [ Maryam,verse 27]                                          ًبئُْ َش ِذْئِج َْذَمٌ  ُ َ ْش َِ  َب اًٌَِّّسف 
Trs yā maryamu laqad ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan 
BT O Mary certainly you have done unwanted thing 
semantic 
features 
of ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [+ voc  part ] 
Maryamu  [+proper noun , +head , + animate ] 
laqad [ +part of certainty ] 
ǧᵓiti [ +V, + past ,+action ,+do ] 
 ti [ +pron ,  2
nd
 person,+ fem ,+sing,+inseprable ] 
šayᵓan [ +N , +inanimate  ,+ sing ,-V,] 
fariyyan [ +A,+-V] 
 
                                        
Table 6.4B   CA English Text 
TL O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 2006, p. 
750). 
semantic 
features 
of TT 
 
TT: 
O [ +interj part ,+ voc part]  
Mary [ +proper  noun , + animate] 
truly [ + Adv , -V] 
an [ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing ] 
amazing [ +A , -V] 
thing [ +N ,+ inanimate , + sing ] 
has been thou brought[ +phrasal verb ,+ pre perfect +action ,+do ,+make ] 
People of Maryam achieved that by calling her “   ُ َ ْش َِ  َب  / yā maryamu” prefixed by the 
vocative particle “ ِّا ٌَ / yā”. The vocative particle “ ِّا ٌَ / yā” has been kept in the TT “O 
Mary”. The ST “ِّْدََقل / laqad” is composed of two particles. The first one “ِِّّـل /lam” is an 
emphatic particle.  
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The second one “ِّْدَق / qad” is used to emphasize the action with a perfect verb in 
affirmative statement. As it is noted, the DP  “ِّْدََقل / laqad” is replaced by an adverb in 
translation into English.  It is rendered into the adverb “ truly”.  Definitely, the translator 
has inferred the meaning of the ST “ِّْدََقل / laqad” in TT .  With regard to the ST “ِِّتْئِج / 
ǧᵓiti”, it is a VP which consists of the past tense “ءبج/ ǧaᵓa” with present relevance and 
the second person pronoun “د /you”. The ST “ِِّتْئِج / ǧᵓiti” is translated into “you have 
been thou brought”. In point of fact, the translator has extended the VP “ِِّتْئِج / ǧᵓiti” into 
a group of lexical items. This extension keeps the meaning of the ST“ِِّتْئِج / ǧᵓiti”in in 
the TT. The translator has changed the past tense to present perfect tense in passive 
voice while retaining the meaning of the ST “ِِّتْئِج / ǧᵓiti”.  It is rendered into “has been 
thou brought”. 
The ST “ا ًٌّ ِرَفِّ اًئ ٌْ َش / šayᵓan fariyyan” combines the nouns “اًئ ٌْ َش /Shayan” and “اًٌّ ِرَف 
/fariyyan”.  The lexical item “اًئ ٌْ َش / šayᵓan” is a N translated into N also. It is translated 
into “thing”. The lexical item “ا ًٌّ ِرَف /fariyyan” is an adjective translated into “an 
amazing”. The meaning of the ST “ا ًٌّ ِرَفِّاًئ ٌْ َش / šayᵓan fariyyan” is not retained in the TT.  
The lexical item “an amazing” means very good especially in an unexpected way or so 
surprising you can hardly believe (Longman, 2005, p. 43) while the lexical item“ا ًٌّ ِرَف / 
fariyyan” in Arabic suggests something unwanted, an ugly action and an unpleasant 
action (Ibn ᶜĀšūr, 2000,vol. 16, p. 31).  Thus the message is distorted by this translation. 
The rhetorical meaning of the vocative sentence is moved from reproach to 
exclamation. Based on Arabic tafsir, the lexical item „unwanted‟ is more suitable than 
“amazing”. As a consequence, the translation is inaccurate. 
Suggested translation: O Mary certainly you have done an unwanted thing. 
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6.2.2 Semi-accurate Translation  
Data (5) 
Table 6.5A    CA of Arabic Text [ al-Fūrqān, verse 30]  
ST  اَز  ـ َه او زَخَّرا ٍ ِ َْىل َّْ ِإ ِّةَس َب َْ آْش مٌْ ا ا ًّزىُجْهَي    [ al-Fūrqān,verse 30]   
Trs  yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī  ᵓittaḫaḏū  haḏā  al-qurān mahǧūran   
BT O my Lord! these people have taken this qur`an abandoned  
semantic 
features  
of  the ST  
 
ST: 
 yā  [ + voc part ]  
 rabbī  [ ( rabb ) +N ,  +head ,  +animate  ,  -V ] 
 ī  [+ pron  ,+ poss  ,+N  ,  -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,   ±human,+my ] 
 ᵓinna [+accusative part , +action  , +V (semi verb) , + emphatic,  -N ] 
qawmī  [  (qawm ) + N , -V ]  
 ī  [ +pron  ,+ poss  ,+N  ,  -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,   ±human,+my ]      
ᵓittaḫaḏū  [ ( Ittaḫaḏa)  +V , +past ,  +action , -N  ] 
ū [ + pron , + person  ,+ plu ,+subjective ,+they ] 
haḏā [ +demons ,+ D, +this,+sing,+masc ] 
al-qurān [ +N  ] 
mahǧūran [ +N ,  +inanimate , -A ] 
 
Table 6.5A   CA of English Text  
TL O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense 
(Ali, 2006, p. 896). 
semantic 
features  
of TT 
TT: 
O [ +voc part ,+interj ] 
my [ + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N  ] 
Lord [ +N  ,  +head ,+animate ,  -V ] 
truly [+ Adv,  + actually ,+really ,+in fact  ] 
my [ + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N  ] 
people  [ +N ,+folk , +population , + nation, +V ,+inhabit , +settle]   
took [+V ,+past ,+action  ,-N   ] 
this  [+ demons,+ pron ,+sing , +adv  ] 
Qur`an  [ +N   ] 
 for [+P ,+conj  ] 
just  [+A, + adv,  +  merely ,+only, +exactly   ] 
foolish [ +A ,+crazy ,+mad  ,+unwise  ] 
nonsense [ +A ,+meaningless  ,+N ,+ rubbish, +absurdity ]      
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) communicates his grief by means of calling Almighty 
Allah. He performs that by using the vocative particle “ بَ  / yā”  which precedes the 
addressee “ِِّبَر  / rabbī ”. The ST “ ِّ بَرِّ ا ٌَ  / yā rabbī ” is a NP translated to  NP “O my 
Lord!”.  Using the vocative particle “ بَ  / yā” shows that Allah is very close to his slaves 
since it is used when the addressee is near or far from the speaker. It also shows the 
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prophet‟s state of sadness and how much he grieves for his people.  As for the ST, “ِّ ِنإ / 
ᵓinna” is a particle and a quasi- verb in Arabic language. It has been changed to a 
different class. It is shifted from particle to adverb “truly” to pre modify the NP “ ًِِّمْوَق  / 
my people” . He performs this obligatory shift to get the internal meaning across to the 
readership. On the other hand, the ST “اوُذَخ  تا /ᵓittaḫaḏū” is a VP translated to V in the 
TT. The VP “اوُذَخ  تا /ᵓittaḫaḏū” in the ST is past tense with indefinite time. Such action is 
expressed in English by using present perfect tense or present tense.  As it is noted, the 
translator has retained the same tense in English. He translated “اوُذَخ  تا / ᵓittaḫaḏū” into 
“took”.  The translator used past tense in his rendering to express a polite attitude in the 
present. Though the translator attempted to reflect the distance between the prophet and 
his people through using past tense “took” in TT, he was not able to convey the same 
meaning of the ST “اوُذَخ  تا / ᵓittaḫaḏū” since the ST  “اوُذَخ  تا / ᵓittaḫaḏū” refers to an action 
which happened in an indefinite time . Thus, the message of the vocative sentence is 
distorted somewhat with a significant contradiction seen between the two meanings.  
The meaning of the vocative sentence is moved from „grief at moment of the speaking‟ 
into „grief in the past‟ making the translation semi-accurate. Consequently, the 
appropriate tense is present perfect tense “have taken”. Moreover, the lexical word 
“اًروُجْهَم / mahǧūran” is a N which has been translated into a different meaning. It is 
translated into “for just foolish nonsense”. This translation is also a semi-accurate 
translation. The translator has presented a meaning far from that of the ST “اًروُجْهَم / 
mahǧūran” . He has translated it into “for just foolish nonsense” to mean “silly thing” or 
“just for fun”. A clear difference is marked between the two meanings. The ST “اًروُجْهَم / 
mahǧūran” means “to neglect” or “abandoned” since the people of Quraysh refuse to 
listen to Qur‟an. Whilst, the meaning of the TT “for just foolish nonsense” refers to 
“silliness”.  As a result, the message of the whole vocative sentence is slightly distorted. 
The accurte meaning of the ST “اًسى  جْه َِ  / mahǧūran” is „abandoned‟. 
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Suggested translation: O my Lord! these people have taken this Qur`an as a thing to be 
abandoned. 
  
Data (6) 
Table 6.6A   CA of Arabic Text [ al-Zūḫrūf ,verse 88] 
ST   َ َْىل ِءَلَ  ؤ  ـ َه َّْ ِإ ِّةَس َب  ٌَ ُى ِيُْؤٌ الَّ   [ al-Zūḫrūf ,verse 88] 
Trs yā rabbī ᵓinna hāūlāᵓi qawmun lā yūᵓminūna 
BT O my Lord! truly these are people who do not believe  
semantic 
features of  
ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [+voc part ] 
rabbī  [ ( rabb ) +N ,  +head ,  +animate  ,  -V  ] 
ī [+ pron  ,+ poss  ,+N ,  -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,  ±human ] 
ᵓinna[+accusative part ,  +action  ,-N  ] 
hāūlāi [+demons ,+D ,+plu ,  +for near  ] 
qawmūn   [+N  ,-V, +human ] 
ūn[ +inflection  (nunation)   ] 
lā [+neg  part ] 
ūᵓminūna [(yūᵓmin )+V, +pre ,+action, -N  ] 
ūna [+ person,+ pron  ,+plu  ] 
 
 
Table 6.6B    CA of English Text 
TL  O my Lord ! Truly these are people who will not believe (Ali, 2006, p. 
1281). 
semantic 
features 
of  TT 
 
TT: 
O [ +voc part ,+interj ] 
my [ + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N ] 
Lord  [ +N , +head ,+animate , -V ] 
truly [+ Adv,  + actually ,+really ,+in fact ] 
these [+pron ,+demons ,+D , +plu] 
people [ +N ,+folk , +population ,nation ,+V, +inhabit ,+settle] 
who [ +rel pron ,   ±sing, +human] 
will [+V (modal) ,+action,+ future ,+want  +wish ,+desire,+ N, +plu]      
not  [ +N,  +A, +Adv ] 
believe  [+V, simple pr ,+action, trust ,+think ,+deem ] 
 Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) calls Almighty Allah “ِِّبَر / rabbī” by the vocative 
particle “بَ  / yā” to reveal his sadness.  The vocative particle “ بَ  / yā” has dual 
functions.  It is used to call the addressee near or far from the speaker. The prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH) uses the vocative particle  “ بَ  / yā” to reflect that Allah is very 
close to his slaves. It also reflects the extreme grief of Prophet Muhammad.  Once more, 
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the particle “ِّ ِنإ / ᵓinna” is a quasi- verb in Arabic language used to strengthen the 
meaning of the sentence. The particle “ِّ ِنإ / ᵓinna” undergoes a class shift. It is 
transposed to Adv “truly” to put the meaning across. On the subject of the ST “ِّ مْوَقِِّءَلَُؤ  ـ َه 
/ hāūlāᵓi qawmun” is a NP rendered into NP in the TT. Structurally “ِِّءَلَُؤ  ـ َه / hāūlāᵓ” is a 
demonstrative pronoun used here as a determiner to refer to the ST “ِّ مْوَق /qwamun” i.e 
pagans of Quraysh.  The ST “ َِّلَُؤ  ـ َهِّ مْوَقِّ ِء  / hāūlāᵓ qawmun” is translated into “these are 
people who” to include further semantic feature such as [ +rel pron]. The lexical item “ِّ  لَ 
/ lā” is a particle used with the indicative imperfect to express negation.  It is rendered 
into adverb “not”.  With regard to the ST, “ /نوُنِمْؤٌُِّ  yūᵓminūna” is a VP transposed to 
futurity. It is translated into the auxiliary verb “will” to show futurity. The auxiliary 
verb “will” indicates the action of believing will not occur in the future.  This means 
that the speaker is sure of this matter while the ST“ /نوُنِمْؤٌُِّ  yūᵓminūna” in fact indicates 
the action of believing occurs at the moment of the speaking.   
That is, they do not believe now but may believe in the future. As well, the Arabic text 
has no indicator for futurity. So, a clear difference is seen between two meanings. 
Hence, choosing the future tense for the ST “  /نوُنِمْؤٌُِّ  yūᵓminūna” is a semi –accurate 
translation because the message is changed from a state in the present tense to a state in 
the future. The appropriate tense for the ST “  /ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ َ  yūᵓminūna” is „ do not believe‟. 
Suggested translation: O my Lord! truly these are people who do not believe.  
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6.2.3 Replacement Translation 
Data (7) 
                            Table 6.7A CA Arabic Text [ al-Anᶜām,verse 128] 
        ST    ِظِٔلإا  َِذل ِّٓ ِجٌْ ا  ُْىتَْسثَْكتْسا ٓ ِ   شَشْع َِ  بَ [ al-Anᶜām,verse 128]  
Trs yā maᶜšara al-ǧinni qadi istakṯartum mina al-ᵓinsi  
BT O assembly of Jinns !you have misled many of human beings.  
semantic 
features of 
ST  
 
ST: 
yā [+voc part  ] 
maᶜšara [+N, +vocative,+ accusative ]  
al-ǧinni [(al) +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing  ]  
al-ǧinni [ +N, +masc ,+genitive ] 
qadi  [+ part of certainty ] 
istakṯartum  [(istakṯara) +V,+ action ,+ past ] 
tum [ +pron,+ subjective ] 
mina [+P] 
al-ᵓinsi [(al) +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing  ] 
insi [ +N,+ masc ,+genitive] 
 
Table 6.7B   CA English Text 
TL O ye assembly of Jinns! Much (toll) did ye take of men  (Ali, 2006, p. 
331) 
semantic 
features of 
TT  
 
TT: 
O [+interj part ,+ voc  ] 
ye [ +pron, + 2
nd
 person , +Masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
assembly [+N,-V,- A,+ group ,+band] 
of  [+P] 
Jinns [ +N,+ plu ,+masc,+ genitive ] 
much [+adv ,+pron ,+ to a great extent ,+ alot] 
toll  [ +N ,+V, +]  
did [+V( aux) ,+pre,+ action + perform ,+ make] 
ye [ +pron,2
nd
 person , +Masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
take [ +V , +pre , + action , +got , obtained , acquire , +grasp ] 
of  [+P] 
men [ +N,+ masc, +plu ,+indef ] 
 
The researcher noted that the vocative particle “بَ / yā” prefixes the vocative noun 
“ ِّٓ ِجٌْ اشَشْع َِ  / maᶜšara al-ǧinni” which is in genitive case.  In English, the vocative 
construction “ ِّٓ ِجٌْ ا  َشَشْع َِ  َب  / yā maᶜšara al-ǧinni” has been extended to include further 
semantic features such as [ye] not found in the Arabic text. It is translated into “O ye 
assembly of Jinns!”. The lexical item “ ذل / qadi”  is a determiner used as an emphatic 
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particle before the perfect verb to emphasize the verbal action. It is changed to “do”.  
The verb phrase “ ُْ  رَْشثَْىزْعا / istakṯartum” as it is noted has been translated into a phrasal 
verb to include the semantic feature [+ adv,+ pron ].The letters  ذعا indicate 
hyperbolism. These letters are translated to “Much (toll)”.  In the same vein, the verb 
“kthar” derived from “ ُْ  رَْشثَْىزْعا / istakṯartum” is past tense followed by the second person 
plural pronoun “ د / tu/you”.  It is translated into present tense. It is translated into the 
verb phrase “ye take”. The translator has given a meaning distant from the verb “  ُْ  رْشَثَْىزْعا 
/ istakṯartum” which means „to mislead‟. Thus, the accurate equivalence for the ST 
“ ُْ  رْشَثَْىزْعا / istakṯartum” is „you have misled many human beings‟.   
The prepositional phrase “ ظٔلإا ِٓ / mina al-ᵓinsi”  is translated into a prepositional 
phrase. It is translated into “of men”.     
Suggested translation: O assembly of Jinns! you have misled many human beings.  
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6.2.4 Overtranslation 
Data (8)                                    
Table 6.8A   CA of Arabic Text [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99] 
ST     ِبَاتِكْنا َمَْهأ َاٌ  ِ َّاللّ ًِ ُِجَع ْٓ َع َْ و ُّذ  َصر َُ ٌِ  اََه ىُغَْبت ٍَ َيآ ٍْ َيبجَىِع [āl-ᶜIimrān, verse 99] 
Trs yā ahla alkitabi limā taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi man āmana tabġūnaha 
ᶜiwaǧan 
BT O ye people of the Book! Why ye mislead from the path of Allah those 
who believe, you want it crooked 
semantic 
features  
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā  [+voc part  ] 
ahla [ [+voc ,+N,+ accusative, +Masc] 
alkitabi [ (al)+ def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
kitabi [+N,+ sing,+genitive ,+masc,+-V] 
lima [+interro part,+pp] 
taṣudūna [ +V, +action, -N ] 
ūna [+pron]  
ᶜan [ +p] 
sabīli [+N,+masc,+ genitive] 
Allahi [ +proper noun] 
man [+rel pron ] 
āmana [+V,+action, -N] 
tabġūnaha [  +V, +action ,+pres,-N] 
 ūn [  +pron ,+plu,+ you ,+subject ]      
Aha  [+ pron, +sing,+object ] 
ᶜiwaǧan [+N,+masc, + accusative, + indef ]  
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Table 6.8B   CA English Text 
TT O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the 
path of Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152) 
semantic 
features  
of TT 
TT: 
O [+interj part  ,+ voc ] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
people [ +N ,+folk , +population , +nation ,+V, +inhabit ] 
of [ +p ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing    ] 
book [+N,+sing,+V] 
why [ +interro part] 
obstruct [+V, +action, +N. ,+hold up,+ hinder]  
ye [ +pron,+2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
who  [ +rel  pron ,   ±sing  , +human  ] 
those [+pron, +demons, +D, +plu ,+ for distant  ] 
believe [+V, simple pre ,+action,+ trust ,+think ] 
from[+p] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing    ] 
path [+N,-V, +avenue] 
of [ +p ] 
Allah[+proper noun] 
seeking [+P,+ looking for]  
to make[+infinitive V , + action ,+ to be,+ become,+ turn into ,-N] 
 It [ + pron,  +3
rd
 person  , +sing , +inanimate , +neutral  ] 
crooked [ +A,-V,-N,+ not straight] 
As it is marked, the vocative noun phrase “  َزِىٌْ ا ًَ َْهأ َب ِةب  / ahla alkitabi” is a genitive 
construction preceded by the vocative particle “َب  / yā”. It is translated into vocative 
expression in genitive case “O ye people of the Book!” . The translator has added 
further semantic feature not found in the ST such as [ +ye ]. Thus, he has produced an 
overtranslation.  The interrogative particle “ َُ ٌِ / limā” is used in the sense of “why” to 
ask about one of the elements of the sentence. It is translated successfully into 
interrogative particle „why‟. The verb phrase “ َْ و ُّذ  صَر / taṣudūna” is an imperfect verb 
with the explicit second person plural pronoun “you”. It is translated into a present verb 
with an overt second person plural pronoun „ye‟. The translator has translated it into 
“obstruct ye”. The prepositional phrase “ ِ َّاللّ ًِ ُِجَع ْٓ َع / ᶜan sabîli Allahi” is translated into 
prepositional phrase “from the path of Allah”. The ST “  َٓ َِ آ ْٓ َِ  / man āmana” is 
translated into “those who believe”.  The particle “ ْٓ َِ  / man / who” is a relative pronoun 
used for persons. It is translated into the relative pronoun “who”.  
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A further semantic description “those” is added in the TT, though not found in the ST. 
The verb “ َٓ َِ آ / amana / believe” is a perfect verb with present relevance. It has been 
changed into the present verb “believe” to convey the meaning of the ST “  َٓ َِ آ / amana”. 
Therefore, the translator has provided an overtranslation.  The verb phrase “بََهٔى  غَْجر / 
tabġūnaha” has been extended to PP. It is translated into “seeking to make it”. In 
English, “seeking to make it” keeps the meaning of the ST. Thus, the translator has 
produced an overtranslation. The lexical item “بجَىِع / ᶜiwaǧan” is an adjective. It is also 
rendered into the adjective “crooked”.                
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Data (9) 
Table 6.9A   CA of Arabic Text [Yūnis, verse57] 
ST      طبٌَّٕا َبهََُّأ َب  ْىُكْتَءاَج َْدق ُْ  ىِّثَس ْٓ ِ  خَظِعْى َِ ِزوُد ُّصنا ًِف ا ًَ ِن ءَافِشَو خ َّ ْحَسَو يذ هَو ٍٍُِِيْؤ ًُ ِْهن  
                                                                    [  Yūnis, verse57] 
Trs yā ayyuhā annāsu qad ǧāᵓatkum mawᶜiẓatun min rabbikum wā šifāᵓun 
limā fī al-ṣudūri wā hudan wā raḥmatun lilmuᵓminīna 
BT O ye people! A direction has come to you from your Lord and a healing 
for the (diseases) in your hearts, and a guidance and a mercy for 
believers  
semantic 
features  
of ST  
ST: 
yā [+ voc part] 
ayyuhā  [ +voc ,+N, nominative]  
annāsu  [(al)+def art] 
nāsu [+N, +masc, +nominative ,+plu]  
qad [ +part of certainty] 
ǧāᵓatkum [(ǧāᵓa) +V, past ,+action, +come] 
 T [3
rd
 person,+ sing ,+fem ,+pron ] 
Kumu [+2
nd
 person,+ pron ,+plu ,+object ,+masc] 
mawᶜiẓatun [+N, +indef,+ nominative ,+fem ]  
min [+p ] 
rabbikum [+N, +genitive,+ masc ] 
kum [+ 2
nd
 pron ,+object,+ plu, +poss,+ masc ] 
wā [+conj ,+and] 
šifāᵓun [+N, +indef ,+masc  ,+nominative] 
limā  [(lam) +p] 
mā  [+rel pron] 
fī [+p] 
al-ṣudūri   [(al) + def art ] 
al-ṣudūri +N,+ masc, +genitive ,+plu] 
wa  [+conj ,+and] 
hudan [ +N , +indef,+ masc , +genitive ] 
wā  [+conj ,+and] 
raḥmatun [ +N, +indef , +fem +nominative] 
lilmuᵓminīna  [(lam) +p] 
muᵓminīna [ +N, +masc ,+genitive , active participle ] 
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Table 6.9B CA of English Text 
TL O mankind! there hath come to you a direction from your Lord and a 
healing for the (diseases) in your hearts,- and for those who believe, a 
guidance and a Mercy (Ali, 2006, p. 495) 
semantic 
features 
of TT 
TT: 
O [ +voc part,+ interj] 
mankind [+N, +indef,+ all human beings ] 
there [ +adv, +place, in/to a particular place] 
hath come [ + V,+ present perfect ,+ action, -N] 
to [ +p] 
you [ +2
nd
  person  ,+pron , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
A [ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing    ] 
direction [ +N, +sing ,+ path , +guidance ] 
from [ +p] 
your [ +pron ,+ poss ,+separable ,+D ] 
Lord [+N, +God] 
and [+conj ] 
A  [ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing ] 
healing [ +N, +indef ,+treatment  , -V] 
for [+p , +conj ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
diseases [+N, +plu,+ Illness , -V] 
in [ +p]  
your [ +pron ,+ poss ,+separable,+D ] 
hearts [+N,+ plu , -V] 
and [+conj ] 
for [+p , +conj ] 
those  [+pron, +demons, +D, +plu ,+ for distant  ] 
who [ +rel pron ,   ±sing, +human ] 
believe  [+V, + simple pre, +action, trust ,+think ,+deem ] 
A [ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing  ] 
guidance [ +N,  -V, +direction ] 
and [+conj ] 
A[ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing ] 
mercy [+N ,+ sing , +forgiveness ] 
The translator rendered the vocative expression “  طبٌَّٕا َبهََُّأ بَ  / yā ayyuhā annâsu” into “O 
mankind!” with retaining the meaning of the message.  The verb “ َءبَج / ǧāᵓa” in the verb 
phrase “ُ  ىْرَءبَج / ǧāᵓatkum” is perfect verb with present relevance and second person 
plural pronoun „you‟.  It is preceded by the particle “ َْذل / qad”  which is used with the 
perfect tense to indicate that the action is completed before a point in the past , and it is 
usually rendered in English by the perfect aspect, present tense.  It has been here 
rendered into “hath come to you”. At the same time, the translator attempted to 
emphasise the action by adding semantic feature such as “there” not found in the ST to 
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indicate that something has been done to mankind (Longman, 2005, p. 1720).  Thus, the 
translator has kept the meaning of the “ُ  ىْرَءبَج / ǧāᵓatkum”. He has provided an 
overtranslation. 
Pertaining to the construction of recollection “  ُْ  ىِّثَس ْٓ ِ  خَظِعْى َِ   / mawᶜiẓatun min 
rabbikum” , the lexical item “خَظِعْى َِ  / mawᶜiẓatun” is a noun translated successfully to a 
noun in the sense of “direction”. The PP “  ُْ  ىِّثَس ْٓ ِ  / min rabbikum”  is rendered into PP 
“from your Lord”. What about the second favour? It is noted that the translator has 
successfully rendered “  ِسو ذ ُّصٌا ٍِف ب َّ ٌِ ءَبفِشَو  / wā šifāᵓun limā fī al-ṣudūri” into “and a 
healing for the (diseases) in your hearts”.  The nominal clause is rendered into nominal 
clause with adding some semantic features such as [def art,+indef art, +N ,- pron]. 
Consequently, it is an overtranslation. Moreover, the translator has used the suitable 
lexical item “  ِسو ذ ُّصٌا / al-ṣudūri” to refer tropically to the „heart‟ not „ breast‟.  
Regarding the two last favours mentioned in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence, the 
construction “ُِٕٓ ِ ْؤ  ّ ٍْ ٌِ خ َّ ْحَسَو يذ هَو / wā hudan wa raḥmatun lilmuᵓminīna” has some 
modifications.  The translator has rendered the lexical item “يذ ه / hudan” into 
“guidance”. While, he has made an extension in translation PP “  َٓ ُِٕ ِ ْؤ  ّ ٍْ ٌِ / lilmuᵓminīna.” 
It consists of the preposition „li‟ rendered into P “for”.  And the noun “ َٓ ُِٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  / 
muᵓminīna” rendered into PP “ for those who believe”.  He added further semantic 
features such as [+ those,+ who]. Accordingly, the translator has produced an 
overtranslation  
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Data (10) 
Table 6.10A   CA of Arabic Text[ al-Kahif, verse 42] 
ST ًَُِتٍْ َنَاٌ  ٌَ ْنِشْش أ ُْ ًِّبَِسب  اذََحأ   [ al-Kahif, verse 42] 
Trs yā laytanī lam ᵓusšrik bi rabbī ᵓaḥadān 
BT O, I wish I had never ascribed partner to my Lord 
semantic 
features of 
ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [+voc part] 
laytanī [ (layta) + accusative part, +wish] 
ī [ +pron , +1st person , +sing ,+objective ] 
lam [+neg jussive part ] 
ᵓusšrik [ +V, +action , + pre + in jussive mood , make partner in worship]  
bi rabbī [ (Bi) +p] 
rabbī [ ( rabb ) +N ,  +head ,  +animate  ,  -V  ] 
ī  [+ pron  ,+ poss  ,+N  ,  -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,  ±human ] 
ᵓaḥadān [+N, +indef , +masc, +accusative ,+ anyone ]    
 
Table 6.10B   CA of English Text 
TL Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and 
Cherisher! (Ali, 2006, p. 720) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
 
TT:  
woe [ + N ,+sing ,+grief ,  +sadness, +unhappiness,  +pain ,-V  ] 
is [ +copula ,+   sing  ,+v  ] 
me [ +pron,1
st
 person  ,+ Mas , +Fem , +sing , +objective  ] 
would [ +V  (Modal) , +action, +wish  ,+N ,  +will  ] 
I [  +1 st person, +  pron ,+sing  ,   +animate    ] 
had ascribed [ +V, +pre perfect , + action, +attribute ] 
never [+adv,+ not at all, +on no account] 
partners [+N, + plu , +V, +associates ] 
to [ +p ] 
my  [+ poss , +pron ,+sing ,  ±animate ] 
Lord   [ +N   ,+head ,+animate,  -V , +sing ] 
and [ +conj ]  
cherisher [+ N, +sing, +animate ,+V , +revere ]    
The vocative by wish here is fulfilled by calling something abstract. The non-believer 
calls wish “ ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ  / laytanī”  to attend since it is the suitable time for that.  He performs 
his calling by means of the vocative particle “َب  /yā”.  The vocative particle “َب  /yā” is 
characterized with prolonged sound to reflect the extent of the grief of the speaker. This 
aesthetic aspect has been lost in the TT to be understood implicitly from the context 
from the NP “woe is me” and wish expression “would +had+ past participle”.  The 
translator prefers to add some information not found in the ST to enforce the anguish 
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and grief of non-believer. He adds the NP “woe is me”  which is not found in the ST.  
So, it is an overtranslation.  
As for the ST “ ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ  / laytanī”, it is a particle which has the meaning of the action, 
therefore, it is called a quasi-verb by Arab grammarians. This particle conveys dual 
feelings. It conveys the wish and regret for something impossible. This particle  in 
Arabic is used to express wishing something (un) achievable, express a desire in the 
past, a desirable event in the past which has not happened, and is unreasonable (al-
Hayāwī, 2001, p. 26). The translator has offered the suitable equivalence for the ST 
“  ٌٍََِٕزُْ  / laytanī”.  He translated it into “would +had + past participle”. This structure 
conveys the regret and grief of the speaker about the past events. It expresses the wish 
of the speaker for something unachievable.  Observe also that the translator has made a 
shift when he transposes the particle “  ٌٍََِٕزُْ  / laytanī” into the verb expression “would 
+had + past participle”.  The expression “   ْنِشْش أ ُْ ٌَ ٍَِٕزُْ ٌََب  / yā  laytanī lam ᵓusšrik” is 
translated into its equivalent “would I had never ascribed partners”.  The non-believer 
wishes to worship Almighty Allah without any partner when he sees his fruits ruined in 
front of his eyes. The particle “ ُْ ٌَ / Lam” is a negative particle used with jussive 
imperfect verb to express negation in the past. It is translated by the adverb “never”. 
The TT  “never” implies negation.  It is also equivalent to the ST “اذَحأ /ᵓaḥadān” since it 
has the meaning of “not at all”. The imperfect “  ْنِشْش أ  / ᵓusšrik” with an implicit first 
person singular pronoun “I” is changed into past perfect tense “I had ascribed”. The 
translator has retained the meaning of the message by the overtranslation. The 
prepositional phrase “ٍِّثَِشث  / bi rabbī” is extended to include further semantic feature 
such as  [ p,+ conj ,+N] . He translated it into “to my Lord and Cherisher”. Accordingly, 
the translator has given an overtranslation to put across the meaning of the message to 
the reader. 
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Data (11) 
Table 6.11A CA of Arabic Text[ al-Nābaᵓ, verse 40] 
ST ًَُِتٍْ َن َاٌ بًثاَش ر  ذٕ و  [ al-Nābaᵓ, verse 40] 
Trs yā laytanĩ   kuntu  turāban  
BT  O, I wish I were dust 
semantic 
features 
of ST  
ST: 
yā  [+voc part  ] 
laytanī  [ (Layta) +  accusative part  ,   +V ,  +action  ,  -N  ] 
ī  [+pron, + 1st person,+object  , + sing ,   ± human ] 
kuntu  [ ( kana ) +V   (semi verb) ,  +action  , +past ,  -N ] 
tu  [ + pron , +sing  , ±human   ] 
turāban  [ +N , +  inanimate , -V ] 
 
                 
Table 6.11B   CA of English Text 
TL woe unto me! Would that I were (mere) dust!  (Ali, 2006, p. 1590) 
semantic 
features 
of TT  
TT: 
woe  [ + N ,  +grief ,  +sadness, +anguish,  -V,-A  ] 
unto  [ +p ] 
me  [+pron, +1
st
 person  , +mas , +fem , +sing , +objective  ] 
would  [ +V  (Modal) , +action, +wish  ,+N ,  +will   ] 
that [  + conj ,+D ,+ Adv ,+  pron  ] 
 I [  +1 st person,+    pron  ,+sing , +animate  ] 
were [ + copula , +action ,  +plu ] 
mere  [ +A ,  +N  ] 
dust  [ +N   ,+V  ] 
The pagan conveys his regret and grief by the means of wish expression“ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ   /laytanĩ”.  
He wishes to be dust to avoid the torment. His grief is fulfilled by calling wish “ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ   
/laytanī” which is preceded by the vocative particle “بَ  / yā”. The speaker calls 
something abstract to attend since it is the suitable time for attendance.  The vocative 
particle “بَ  / yā” is exemplified with the feature of prolonged sound to show how much 
the regret of the speaker. While, the TT is free from the vocative particle “بَ  / yā” to be 
deduced from the exclamatory expression “woe unto me!” and wish expression “would 
that”. Thus, the aesthetic aspect of the vocative Qur‟anic sentence is scattered by 
omission of the vocative particle “بَ  / yā”. Instead of that, the translator has given 
further semantic features not found in the ST to put into effect the rhetorical meaning of 
the vocative sentence.  He has provided the nominal expression “woe unto me” to 
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convey the anguish and regret of the non–believer at the Day of Judgement. Thus, he 
provided an overtranslation.  In respect to the ST “ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ   /laytanī”, it is translated into 
“would that”.  As mentioned earlier, the wish particle “ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ /laytanī” is used to express 
wishing something (un) achievable. The translator in this example has presented another 
form of “ wish of expression”.  He translated the ST “ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ /laytanī ” into “would that” as 
an equivalent to the wish expression in the ST.  In addition, the translator has used a 
remarkable class shift since he transposed the particle “ٍَِٕزُْ ٌَ   /laytanī” as DP to verbal 
expression” would that”  in order to get the meaning across.  
On the other part, a further description has been put forth by the translator concerning 
the ST “  بًثاَش ر / turāban” . It is a NP in the ST. It has been extended to include such 
semantic features as [+A] . The translator wants to give more information to the TT 
readers to make them grasp the original text. Such further information to the original 
meaning of the ST message leads to an overtranslation with maintaining the original 
meaning of the source message “  بًثاَش ر / turāban” . 
Data (12) 
Table 6.12A   CA of Arabic Text [al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 17] 
ST  ِّبَز  ٍ ِ َْىل َّْ ِإ ٌِ ُىب ارَك   [al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 117] 
Trs rabbī ᵓinna qawmī kaḏabūnī.  
BT O myLord! Truly my people have discarded me 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST: 
rabbī [ ( rabb ) +N ,  +head ,  +animate ,  -V ] 
ī  [+ 1st  pron  ,+ poss  ,+N , -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,  ±human ] 
ᵓinna [+accusative part , +action   , +V  , + emphatic,  -N ] 
qawmī [ (qawm ) + N , -V ]  
ī [ +pron  ,+ poss  ,+N  ,  -V,  + sing , +Ѵ ,   ±human, +my ]      
kaḏabūnī [ (kaḏaba) +V,+ past ,+action , -N, +deny ,+ rebuff ] 
ūn [ +pron, +1st person, +sing , + subjective ] 
ī  [+pron, +1st person ,+ objective , +sing ,+masc ,+fem] 
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Table 6.12B   CA of English Text 
TL O my Lord! truly my people have rejected me (Ali, 2006, p. 922) 
semantic 
features    
of TT 
 
TT: 
O  [ +voc part ,+interj ] 
my [ + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N  ] 
Lord [ +N  ,  +head ,+animate ,  -V  ] 
truly  [+ Adv,  + actually ,+really ,+in fact  ] 
my [ + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N   ] 
people  [ +N ,+folk , +population , + nation, +V ,+inhabit , +settle]   
have rejected  [ +V  ,+pre perfect , + action  ,  -N, +abandoned   ] 
me  [ +pron,+1
st
 person  ,+ mas , +fem , +sing , +objective  ] 
Prophet Noah (PBUH) puts his grief across via calling Allah“  َس ِّة  / rabbī” without the 
vocative particle “ بَ /yā”. The translator realizes the implicit vocative particle “بَ /yā” 
which is presented in the TT.  He translated the NP “  ِّةَس / rabbī” into O my Lord! using 
the exclamatory mark at the end of the TT expression to reflect feeling of grief on the 
part of the prophet. As a result, he produced an overtranslation.  The D “  َّْ ِإ / ᵓinna” is 
changed to the adverb “truly” to get the meaning across to the readership. The noun 
phrase “ٍ ِ َْىل / qawmī” consists of the noun “qawm” suffixed by the possessive pronoun 
“my”. It is rendered into NP “my people”.  As to the verb phrase “ ِْ ى ث َّزَو / kaḏabūnī”, the 
verb “  ةَّزَو / kaḏaba” is a perfect verb annexed by the first person singular object 
pronoun “me”.  It refers to an action which happened in an indefinite time. Such action 
is expressed in English by using present perfect tense. Accordingly, the translator has 
changed the ST “ ِْ ى ث َّزَو / kaḏabūnī” into present perfect tense “have rejected me”. The 
translator extend the ST “ ِْ ى ث َّزَو / kaḏabūnī” by using the present perfect tense “have” in 
the TT. As well, the translator opts to use connotative meaning as equivalent to the ST 
“ ِْ ى ث َّزَو / kaḏabūnī”. The meaning of the TT “rejected me” indicates that prophet Noah 
(PBUH) was not liked or accepted by his people (Longman, 2005, p. 1383) . Thus, the 
translator has somehow perceived the message.   
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Data (13) 
Table 6.13A    CA of Arabic Text [Yūsūf , verse 84] 
ST   َىفََسأ َاٌ  َف عى َ  ً ٍََع  [ Yūsūf ,verse 84] 
Trs yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa 
BT O my sorrow for Joseph! 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST: 
yā [+voc part  ] 
ᵓasāfā [+N ,+inanimate ,+ intended indef ] 
ᶜalā [+ p ] 
Yūsūfa [ +proper noun ]  
                                             
Table 6.13B   CA of English Text 
TL How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574) 
semantic 
features    
of  
TT 
TT: 
how [ +exclamatory part ,+N ,+ Adv] 
great[+A ,+N ,+Adv ] 
is [+copula, +V , +sing ] 
my  + pron ,+  poss,+ sing ,  ± animate ,+N] 
grief [+N ,+ sorrow, +regret ,+sadness, +woe , +regret ,+mourning ] 
for [+p ,+conj ] 
Joseph [ +proper noun ] 
 Prophet Jacob laments his beloved son Yūsūf. He calls “  ً َفََعأ / ᵓasāfā”to attend since it 
is the suitable time for that. The vocative is realized by using the vocative particle “بَ  / 
yā” to call “  ً َفََعأ / ᵓasāfā”. This vocative particle is characterized by prolonged sound to 
show how much Jacob grieved over his son. The translator opts to convey this feeling 
via an exclamatory expression. He translated the vocative particle “بَ / yā” into “How 
great is”. The translator offers a grammatical shift when he transfers the vocative 
particle “بَ / yā” into an exclamatory expression with WH –element as complement 
(CSV) “How+ Adjective”.  At the same time, the translator presents a connotative 
meaning of the vocative particle “بَ / yā”.  He opts to use a series of words to convey the 
meaning of the ST “بَ / yā” in the TT. The TT “How great is” reflects how much the 
sorrow of Jacob is over his son. Therefore, the translator has retained the message of the 
ST “بَ / yā” in TT by making this syntactic shift. Consequently, he has presented an 
overtranslation.  On the other hand, the ST “  ً َفََعأ /  ᵓasāfā” is the addressee suffixed by 
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the final “alif” which has taken the place of the first person possessive pronoun “my” to 
be “ asafĩ” . The ST “  ً َفََعأ /  ᵓasāfā” is NP and has been translated into NP “my grief”. 
Data (14) 
Table 6.14A   CA of Arabic text [ al-Ṣaffāt, verse 20] 
ST  َاَُهٌْ َو َاٌاَز  ـ َه ٌٍِّدنا ُوَْىٌ   [ al-Ṣaffāt, verse20]           
Trs ā waylanā haḍā yawmu al-dīni 
BT O, woe to us! This is the Day of Judgment 
semantic 
features 
of ST 
 
ST:    
yā [+voc part  ]    
waylanā  [ +N  , +head  , ± sing , + inanimate ,  -V  ] 
nā [  + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + subjective  , + human ] 
haḏā [  +demons  pron  , + sing , + near ] 
yawmu al-dīni  [  +N ,  +sing ,  + inanimate ,+ genitive case   ]  
 
Table 6.14B   CA of English Text 
TL Ah! Woe to us! This is the Day of Judgment  (Ali, 2006, p. 1139) 
semantic 
features 
of of 
TT 
TT: 
Ah [ +interj ,+ voc part ] 
woe [ + N , +sing, -V ] 
to [ + p ,+ adv , + infinitive marker ] 
us  [ +  pron ,  + 1
st
 person, + plu , +masc , +fem ,+objective ,+human ] 
this [  +demons pron , +D  ,+ sing , +near ] 
is [+copula, +V.b  ,  +sing  ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing    ] 
Day of Recompense   [ + genitive construction , + not important ]         
Disbelievers express their wondering via calling the abstract noun “ًَو / wayl”.  They 
have used the lexical item “ًَو / wayl” as a tool to perform their calling.  The ST “َبٍََْٕ َو / 
waylanā” is a NP prefixed by the vocative particle “  َب  / yā”. The vocative particle“ بَ  / 
yā” is described by the feature of prolonged sound that shows the greatness of their 
wondering.  The translator selects the TT “Ah!” as an equivalent since it conveys the 
feeling of surprise. The ST“بٍَََْٕ َو  / waylanā” is the addressee. It is extended to “ Woe to 
us !” to reflect the meaning of the ST“َبٍََْٕ َو  / waylanā”. Consequently, he has performed 
an overtranslation. The ST “ ِٓ َ ِّذٌا  َ َْى  اَز  ـ َه / haḏā yawmu al-dīni” is also extended to 
include semantic features not founded in the ST “اَز  ـ َه / haḏā” in Arabic such as [+copula, 
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+def art,+ of-construction ] .  It is rendered into “This is the Day of Judgment”. Clearly, 
it is an overtranslation. 
Data (15) 
Table 6.15A   CA of Arabic text [ Yāsin, verse52] 
ST َاَُهٌْ َو َاٌ بََِٔذلْش َِّ  ٓ ِ  َبَٕثََعث ٓ َِ   [ Yāsin,verse52] 
Trs yā waylanā man baᵓaṯanā min marqadinā 
BT O,woe to us! who has raised us up from our sleeping place 
semantic 
features 
of ST 
 
ST : 
yā  [+voc part ]    
waylanā  [ +N  , +head  , ± sing , + inanimate ,-V ] 
nā [ + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + human ] 
man[+interro  pron, + personal reference ] 
baᵓaṯanā  [(baᵓaṯa) + V, + past , + action  , + N ] 
nā [ + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + object  , + human ] 
min [ +p] 
marqadinā  [( marqad) +N , +sing , + inanimate ] 
nā [  + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + genitive  , + human ] 
 
Table 6.15B   CA of English Text 
TL Ah! Woe unto us! who hath raised us up from our beds of  repose ? 
(Ali, 2006, p. 1128) 
semantic 
features  
of TT 
TT: 
Ah [+ interj part   ,+voc ] 
woe [ + N , +sing ] 
unto  [ + p ,+ adv , + infinitive marker   ] 
us [ +  pron ,  + 1
st
 person, + plu , +masc , +fem ,+objective ,+human ] 
who [ +relative  pron,   ±sing  , +human ] 
hath raised us up [+ pre  perfect  , +phrasal verb  +action  , -N ]        
from [ +p ] 
our  [ + pron,+poss, +plu ] 
Beds of  repose  [ + N , + of construction  (genitive)  ,+inanimate   ] 
Disbelievers carried out their calling by using the vocative particle “َب   / yā”. The ST “َب  / 
yā” is described with prolonged sound to reflect the greatness of their amazement which 
is mixed with regret. The translator has rendered it into “Ah!”. The TT “Ah!” conveys 
their pain and grief in an exclamatory form. As well, the ST addressee “بٍَََْٕ َو  / waylanā”  
is a NP rendered into a NP to include further semantic features not available in ST such 
as [+p]. It is rendered into “Woe unto us”. As a consequence, it is an overtranslation. As 
for the ST “َِٓ   /  man” is a relative pronoun  translated into relative pronoun “who”. 
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The translator has tried to keep the original meaning of the ST “man”. The ST “ بََٕثََعث / 
baᵓaṯanā” is a VP and consists of the perfect verb “  َثََعث  / baᵓaṯa” and the first person 
object pronoun  “بَٔ / nā / us”. The ST “ بََٕثََعث / baᵓaṯanā” is rendered into “Hath raised us 
up” .  In reality, the translator has chosen a suitable tense since the ST “  َثََعث  / baᵓaṯa”is 
past tense with present relevance. The present perfect tense “Hath raised us up” is 
suitable for such action. Hence, the translator has fulfilled an overtranslation. The ST 
“َبَِٔذلْش َِّ  ٓ ِ  / min marqadinā” is a PP translated into PP to include further semantic 
features not found in the ST like [ +p, +poss pron, +of –construction]. It is translated 
into “from our beds of repose”.  The translator has supplied an overtranslation. The 
meaning of the ST “َبَِٔذلْش َِّ  ٓ ِ  / min marqadinā” has been maintained. The message has 
been retained.  
Data (16) 
Table 6.16A CA of Arabic text [Yūsūf, verse 11] 
ST [ Yūsūf,verse 11]  ََهٌ ب َِ  َبَٔبَثأ َب َلَ  ااَُْيَأت َف عى َ  ً ٍََع 
Trs yā ᵓabanā mā lakā lā taᵓmannā ᵓalā Yūsūfa 
BT O our father! Why do not trust us with Joseph? 
semantic 
features 
of ST  
 
ST : 
yā  [+voc part ]   
ᵓabanā  [ (ᵓab  )+N ,+animate  ,+ sing , -V , intended indef  ]  
nā [  + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + human ] 
mā  [+interro pron, +non- personal reference ] 
lakā [( la) +p ] 
kā [ +pron,+ 2nd person  , +genitive ,+masc,+sing] 
lā [ +neg part ] 
taᵓmannā [ (taᵓman) +V ,+pre ,+ action  ] 
nā [  + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + object , + human ] 
ᵓalā [+ p ] 
Yūsūfa [ + proper noun,+genitive ,+masc] 
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Table 6.16B CA of English Text 
TL O our father! Why dost thou not trust us with Joseph  (Ali, 2006, p. 
548) 
semantic 
features 
of 
TT 
TT: 
O [+ interj part ,  voc  ] 
our [+pron, +poss , +plu ] 
father[ +N , +sing ,+head ,+ human ] 
why [ +interro part] 
dost [ +(aux) verb ,  3
rd
  person,+ sing , +V, +action ] 
thou [+pron,+2
nd
  person , +human  ] 
not [ neg part ] 
trust [+verb, + action , +taking care of ] 
us [ +  pron ,  + 1
st
 person, + plu , +masc , +fem ,+objective ,+human ] 
with [+p] 
Joseph  [ +proper noun ] 
 Jacob`s children convey their exclamation by calling their father “بََٔبَثأ َب  / yā ᵓabanā” in 
the form of a question.  It is a NP translated into NP “O our father!”. The ST “ ََهٌ ب َِ  /  ma 
lakā” bears the meaning of question in Arabic language. It is made of “  ب َِ  / mā”  which 
is an interrogative particle and the PP “ ََهٌ / lakā” . The ST “ ََهٌ ب َِ  /  ma lakā” is rendered 
into its suitable equivalent that maintained the internal meaning of it. It is translated into 
the interrogative particle “why”. The negative particle “ َلَ / lā”  is a determiner. It is 
translated into its equivalent “not” which functions as an adverb. With regard to the ST 
“  َّٕ َِ
َْأرب  / taᵓmannā”, it is a VP which consists of the imperfect verb “   َّٓ َِ
َْأر  / taᵓman” and the 
first person plural object pronoun “us”. It is extended to a phrasal verb in present tense. 
It is rendered into “trust us with”. The translator has retained the meaning of the ST 
“بَّٕ َِ
َْأر / taᵓmannā”. The message is retained in the TT. Thus, it is an overtranslation.  The 
ST “ َف عى َ  ً ٍََع / ᵓalā Yūsūfa” is a PP translated into PP “with Joseph”. The translator has 
maintained the meaning and the same class of the ST.  
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Data (17) 
Table 6.17A CA of Arabic text (Yasīn, verse 30) 
ST  ًحَشْغَح َب ِدَابِعْنا َىهَع  (Yasīn, verse 30) 
Trs yā ḥasratan ᵓalā al – ᶜibādi 
BT O,Alas for servants 
semantic 
features of 
ST 
 
ST: 
yā [+voc part ] 
ḥasratan [ +N ,+ head , ± sing,+ inanimate, +intended indef , -V,+fem ] 
ᵓalā [ +p ] 
al –ᵓibādi[ (al) def art] 
ᶜibādi [+N , + plu , + human,+genitive,+masc] 
 
Table 6.17B   CA English Text 
TL Ah ! Alas for (My ) servants! (Ali, 2006, p. 1123) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT:  
Ah  [+interj part , + voc ] 
alas [+interj part   ,+ Adv ]  
for [+p ,+conj ] 
(my )[ +pron,+poss ,+ D ] 
servants [ +N , +plu ,+ human ]   
The Qur‟anic vocative sentence has been discussed by remarkable interpreters. Their 
argumentation about the source of the vocative occurs in this sentence.  They came to a 
conclusion that this vocative has two interpretations.  The first interpretation points out 
that this vocative is carried out metaphorically by Almighty Allah to reflect the 
greatness of that matter. The second interpretation points out that the vocative is carried 
out in the Day of Judgment by the angels or the believers.  This vocative has an 
exclamation, as evidenced by the lexical item “  ًحَشْغَح / ḥasratan” which is an indefinite 
noun. Each indefinite noun has the meaning of abundance ( al-Razi,2000,vol. 26,p55 ).  
The vocative is conveyed by calling the addressee “  ًحَشْغَح / ḥasratan” to attend their end  
since it is the suitable time for that .That is, the speaker conveyed their exclamation via 
calling “  ًحَشْغَح / ḥasratan”. The vocative particle “  بَ  / yā” is characterized with prolonged 
phonemic sound. The translator has given the suitable interjection to convey the 
meaning of exclamation mixed with grief. He rendered the vocative particle “  بَ  / yā” 
into “Ah!”. The ST “  ًحَشْغَح / ḥasratan” is a N rendered into its suitable equivalent “alas” 
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which functions here as a N. The ST “ ِدَبجِعٌْ ا ًٍََع/ ᵓalā al- ᶜibādi” is PP rendered into PP to 
include extra semantic features not available in the ST such as [poss pron (my)] . Thus, 
the translator has provided an overtranslation. 
Data (18) 
Table 6.18 CA of Arabic text [ āl-ᵓImrān, verse 47] 
ST َدنَو ًِن ٌُ ىَُكٌ ىاََأ ِّبَز سََشب ًُِْسَس ًْ ٌَ َْىنَو     [ āl-ᵓImrān, verse 47] 
Trs rabbī ᵓanna yakūnu lī waladun wā lam yamsasnī bašarun 
BT O my Lord! How shall I have a son and no man has touched me 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST: 
rabbī [  (rab )+N, +head ,+animate, -V ] 
ī  [ +pron, +1st  person ,+poss  ,+N , -V,  sing, +Ѵ,   ±  human ] 
ᵓanna [ +interro part,+ exclamation ] 
yakūnu [+V,+action, -N,+have] 
lī  [(lam) +p] 
lī [(ī )+ me,+ 1st  person ,+ pron,+ sing ] 
waladun[+N, +sing ,-V ,+masc] 
wā lam [(wā) +conj]  
lam [ +jussive part,+neg part] 
yamsasnī [+ V, +action , -N,+ touch me] 
 ī [+1st person,+ pron,+ sing,+ object ]   
bašarun [+ N,+sing ,-V,- A ,+ human]  
 
Table 6.18B CA of English Text 
TL O my Lord! How shall I have a son when no man hath touched me? 
(Ali, 2006, p. 139) 
semantic 
features 
of 
TT 
TT: 
O [+voc part ,+interj] 
My [ + pron, +poss , + 1
st
 person , +sing,  ± animate ] 
Lord  [+N ,  +head ,  +animate ,-V ] 
how [+interro part ,±animate]  
shall  [+ V( modal ) , -N , +future ]  
I [ +pron,+1
st
 person, +sing, +subject] 
have [+V,+action, +aux ] 
A [ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing    ] 
son [+ N, +animate , +sing ,+boy ] 
when [+adv ,+time ] 
no [+neg part] 
man [+N,+ animate ,+sing, +male ] 
hath touched [+ pre  perfect  , +V,  +action  , +, -N ,+come into contact 
with]        
me [+pron,+ 1
st
 person , +mas , +fem , +sing , +object  ] 
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Maryam (PBUH) conveyed her wondering directly to Allah. She did that via a question 
which bears an exclamation. She asked Almighty Allah how it was possible for her to 
bear a child though she was still virgin whom no man had ever touched. She performed 
that through calling “ ِّةَس / rabbī /my lord” without the vocative particle “ بَ /yā” . It is 
worth mentioning that the omission of the vocative particle has an indication that Allah 
is very near his slaves.  As well, it has an indication that the speaker wants to save time 
by this ellipsis since (s) he is in a critic situation.  On the part of translation, the 
translator prefers to reproduce the omitted vocative particle. He translated it into “O” 
without defecting the meaning of the vocative particle “ بَ /yā”  He has produced an 
overtranslation.  Besides, the particle “ ًَّ َٔأ / ᵓanna” is an interrogative particle used to 
express the exclamation in Arabic. It is rendered into an adequate equivalent “How”.  
The verb “  ْ ى َى  / yakūnu” is an imperfect verb with future relevance since it refers to an 
action that will happen in the future. It is extended to include extra information as 
[+auxiliary]. It is translated into “shall have” to show futurity of action. In reality, the 
translator deduced the internal meaning of the verb “  ْ ى َى  / yakūnu” when he changed it 
to “shall have” in the TT. It is the appropriate equivalence that maintained the original 
meaning through an overtranslation. The prepositional phrase “ٌٍِ / lī” has been 
translated into first person singular pronoun „I‟. As to the ST “ ُْ ٌََو /wā lam”, it is 
consisted of a negation particle “ ُْ ٌَ / lam” prefixed by the conjunction “و / wā”. It has 
been shifted into adverb phrase of time “when no”. In fact, the translator has maintained 
the meaning of the message. In addition to that, the verb phrase “ٍِْٕغَغ ّْ َ  / yamsasnī” is 
an imperfect verb in jussive mood suffixed by the first person singular object pronoun 
“ ٌ  /me”. They have been translated into present perfect tense “hath touched me”. The 
ST “ٍِْٕغَغ ّْ َ  / yamsasnī”  is extended to a group of words that convey the accurate 
meaning through changing the tense from imperfect tense in the ST into present perfect 
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tense in the TT. The translator has kept the message the same through an 
overtranslation.  
Data (19) 
Table 6.19A CA of Arabic text [ al-Kahif, verse 49] 
ST َب  َبََٕزٍَْ َو ِبَاتِكْنا اَرَه ِلاَيزِداَُغٌ َلَّ َِّلَإ حَشُِجَو َلََو حَشُِغَص  ُ اَهاَصَْحأ   [ al-Kahif, verse49] 
Trs yā waylatanā māli haḏā al-kitābi la yuġādiru ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan 
ᵓilla ᵓaḥṣāhā 
BT O, woe to us! what does this book?! It leaves out nothing except 
accounts it 
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā [+voc part ]  
waylatanā [ +N, voc ,+ inanimate ,+nominative ] 
nā [ +1 st person,+pron,+poss,+plu] 
māli [ +interro noun] 
haḏā [ +demons pron ,+masc , +sing ] 
al-kitābi [ (al) +def art ,+spec reference] 
kitābi [ +N, +inanimate, +sing ,+genitive ] 
lā [ +neg part] 
yuġādiru [+V, +action, +pre, +leaves] 
ṣaġīratan [ +N, +inanimate , +accusative ,+feminine ,+indef] 
wā [+conj, +and] 
lā [+neg part, +not] 
kabīratan [+N, +indef , +inanimate, +fem , +accusative] 
ᵓilla [ +restriction part, +but ] 
ᵓaḥṣāhā [ +V, +past ,+action , +account, +numerate ]  
 
Table 6.19B CA of English Text 
TL Ah! Woe to us! What a Book is this! It leaves out nothing small or 
great, but takes account thereof! (Ali, 2006, p. 722) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
Ah [+voc  part, +interj] 
woe [ + N , +grief ,  +sadness, +unhappiness,  +pain ,-V] 
to [ +p ] 
us [ +  pron ,  + 1
st
 person, + plu , +masc , +fem ,+object ,+human ] 
what [+ interro pron  , ± human , ± animate] 
A[ +D, +indef arti ,+spec reference ,+sing ] 
book [+N , +inanimate, +sing ,+V,-A] 
is [+copula, +V.b  ,  +sing  ] 
this [  +demons pron , +D ,+ sing , +near ] 
It [+pron , + 3
rd
  person  , +sing , +inanimate , +neutral ] 
leaves out  nothing [+ Phrasal V, +action, +pre ] 
small [+A , +inanimate ,-V,-N] 
or [ +conj ,+ inclusive choice] 
great [ +A ,+inanimate ,-V,-N] 
but [ conj ,+emphatic way] 
takes account thereof [ +phrasal V, +action , +pre , -N , +account]  
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The vocative is performed by calling an abstract noun. It is realized by the lexical 
item“ًَىٌا / wayl”. It is preceded by the vocative particle بَ"  /yā”. The speakers in this 
vocative sentence call “ًَىٌا / wayl” to attend their end since it is the appropriate time 
for attendance. Arab linguists point out that the word “ًَىٌا / wayl” is used in grief and 
surprise situations in accordance to context. In this respect, the ST “ًَىٌا / wayl” reveals 
the meaning of exclamation.  The lexical item “َبََٕزٍَْ َو / waylatanā” consists of the lexical 
item “ًَو / wayl” followed by the letter “  د / tā”  as indicator of abundance annexed by 
the first person plural pronoun “we” to show that everyone would say “woe to us”. 
Evidently, the vocative construction “  َب بَََٕزٍَْ َو  / yā waylatanā” is extended to include an 
extra semantic feature such as [+P] . It is translated into vocative construction “Ah! woe 
to us!”. The lexical item “  ِيب َِ  / Māli /what”  is an interrogative word used to express the 
exclamation of the speaker towards something or someone. The nominal clause “   اََزه
 ِةَبزِىٌْ ا / haḏā al-kitābi” consists of the demonstrative pronoun “ اََزه/ haḏā /this” and the 
lexical item “  ِةَبزِىٌْ ا /  al-kitābi /Book”. The translator has rendered this interrogative 
question into exclamatory sentence. He translated it into “what a book is this!”. 
Actually, the translator reproduced the exclamative meaning of the SL “    ِةَبزِىٌْ ا اََزه ِيب َِ / 
māli haḏā al-kitābi” in th TT. Hence, the translator has provided an overtranslation.   
The imperfect verb “  سِدبَغ َ / yuġādiru” preceded by the negative particle “  َلَ / Lā” is 
rendered into a phrasal verb . It is translated into “it leaves out nothing”.  The translator 
has produced the meaning of the ST“  سِدبَغ َ / yuġādiru” in the TT. Then, the message is 
maintained through an overtranslation. Regarding he collocation “ حَشُِجَو َلََو حَشُِغَص / 
ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan” ; both two items are nouns joined by the coordinator “و  /wā  / 
and” both items are changed into adjectives “great or small” joined by the coordinator 
“or”.  Bearing in mind, the coordinator „or‟ is used to express exclusive choice. While, 
the coordinator “و /wā / and” is used to express contrast. So, the translator provided an 
accurate equivalent to the collocation “ حَشُِجَو َلََو حَشُِغَص / ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan. He has 
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translated it into “small or great”, keeping the meaning of the ST “ حَشُِجَو َلََو حَشُِغَص / 
ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan” in the TT. The lexical item “ َِّلَإ / ᵓilla” is an exclusive particle 
rendered into its equivalent coordinator “but”. The verb phrase “ َبهبَصَْحأ /  ᵓaḥṣāhā” is a 
perfect verb suffixed by the explicit pronoun “َبه /hā” which refers to collocation  “ 
حَشُِجَو َلََو حَشُِغَص / ṣaġīratan wā la kabīratan”. The translator has translated it into the 
phrasal verb “takes account thereof!”. The TT “takes account thereof!” contains further 
information not found in the ST“ َبهبَصَْحأ /  ᵓaḥṣāhā” like [+P]. Such translation results in 
maintaining the message of the ST“ َبهبَصَْحأ /  ᵓaḥṣāhā” in the TT. Hence, the translator 
has presented an overtranslation.  
Data (20) 
Table 6.20A CA of Arabic text [Faṭir, verse37] 
ST  َب َّٕثَس َاُْجِسَْخأ ُم ًَ َْع  ااُُك يِرانا َسٍْ َغ ا ًِّحناَص ْم ًَ َْع      [Faṭir,verse37] 
Trs rabbanā ᵓaḫriǧnā naᵓmalu saliḥan ġayra ᵓallaḏī kunnā naᵓmalu 
BT Our Lord! Take us out, we will do righteousness, other than we were 
doing  
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST : 
rabbanā [ (rabba ) +N , +head ,+animate +accusative ] 
nā [ + pron , +1st person , +plu  , + poss , + human ] 
ᵓaḫriǧnā [ (ᵓaḫriǧ) +V ,+imp ,+ action ] 
nā[ + pron ,+1st person , +plu  , +object  ,± human ] 
naᵓmalu [ +V ,+pre , +action  , ( jussive mood) ] 
saliḥan [+N ,+active,+masc,+sing, +accusative] 
ġayra [+N ,+ accusative,+masc] 
ᵓallaḏī [ +rel pron,+sing,+masc ] 
kunnā [ (kana) +V, + past   ,+  action ] 
nā [ + pron ,+1st person , +plu , +object  ,± human ] 
naᵓmalu [ +V ,+ pre ,+  action ] 
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Table 6.20B CA English Text 
TL Our Lord! Bring us out: we shall work righteousness, Not the 
(deeds) we used To do! (Ali, 2006, p. 1112) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
our  [ +poss,+ pron , +plu ] 
Lord [ +N , +sing ,+head , animate] 
bring us out [+phrasal verb ,+action ] 
we [+person ,+pron ,+plu ,+ subjective ] 
shall [ +V ( modal) , +future tense  ,+V +ought , +must ] 
work [ +V, +pre ,+action , + do ,+ perform ,+act ,+N ] 
righteousness [ +N ,-V ] 
not [ +N ,+A ,+Adv    ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
(deeds) [ +N ,+plu ,+ inanimate ] 
we [+person,+ pron +,plu ,+ subjective ] 
used to [ + V, action , make use of , + work ,+A ,+old ]  
do [+V( aux) ,+pre ,+action + perform ,+ make] 
Disbelievers perform that by calling the Almighty without the vocative particle “  َب / yā”. 
The ellipsis of the vocative particle “  بَ / yā” shows the horrific situation of disbelievers 
in Hell where they seek assistance with great urgency because of the severe torment 
there.  The lexical item“بَ َّٕثَس / rabbanā” is composed of the noun “ةس / Rabb” annexed by 
the first person possessive pronoun “ بٔ / nā / our”. It is rendered into “our Lord” in the 
TT.   The ST “َبْٕجِشَْخأ / ᵓaḫriǧnā” is a VP translated into a series of lexical items.  It is 
translated into “bring us out” in order to keep the same meaning in the TT with no 
change in message. So, it is an overtranslation.  Besides, the ST “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ / naᶜmalu” is a VP 
composed of the imperfect tense “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ / naᶜmalu” annexed by an implicit first person 
plural object pronoun “we”. It is rendered into VP in the future form. It is rendered into 
“we shall do”. The translator has also provided an overtranslation. He has presented the 
suitable tense in the TT as the imperfect tense  “ ًْ َّ َْعٔ / naᶜmalu” indicates the future. So, 
the meaning of the ST is retained by this shift and the message remains the same 
without any modification. With regard to the ST, “بًِحٌبَص / saliḥan” is a noun rendered 
into the noun “righteousness”. The ST “ َشُْ َغ / ġayra” is a N transposed to the negative 
particle “not” which functions as an adverb.  
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The ST “  ٌِزٌَّا  / ᵓallaḏī” is  a relative pronoun changed to definite article “the”. While, 
the VP “بَّٕ  و / kunnā” is composed of the perfect verb annexed by the first person plural 
object pronoun “we”, it is rendered into VP “we used to”. The translator has produced 
an overtranslation since he added further semantic feature [+P] not found in the ST.  
Finally, the ST “  ً َّ َْعٔ / naᶜmalu” is a VP translated into V “do”. Thus the translator has 
retained the meaning of the ST “  ً َّ َْعٔ / naᶜmalu” in Arabic in the TT. On the whole, the 
translator opts to use an overtarnslation for the vocative sentence with no distortion to 
its message.  
Data (21) 
Table 6.21A CA Arabic text [al-Muᵓminun, verse26] 
ST   ِّبَز ٍِْٔش  صٔا ب َّ ِث  ٌِ ُىب ارَك   [al-Muᵓminun,verse26] 
BT O my Lord! Help me for they accused me of lying 
Trs rabbī ᵓunṣurnī bimā kaḏabūnī  
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST : 
rabbī [ (rabb) +N , +sing ,+head , +animate ,-V]  
ī [ + pron, + Poss , +1st person,  -V, + sing  ,  ±human ] 
ᵓunṣurnī [ +V, +action , +imp , +win victory ] 
bimā [( bi) +p] 
mā [ +rel  pron ]   
kaḏabūnī [kaḏaba) +V,+ past ,+action , -N, +deny ,+ rebuff ] 
ūn [ +pron, +1st person, +sing , + subject ] 
 i [+pron, +1
st
 person ,+ object ,+ sing ,+masc ,+fem] 
                 
Table 6.21B CA of English Text 
TL O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 
2006, p. 848) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT:  
O [+voc part ,+interj] 
my [+pron  ,+ poss , ,+1
st
 person +sing,  ± animate ] 
Lord  [+ voc ,+N , +head ,  +animate ,-V  ] 
help [ +V,+ action , +imp ,+ assist, +N, -A ] 
me [ +pron,+1
st
 person  ,+ mas , +fem , +sing , +object ] 
for [+conj,+ reason ,+p ] 
that [ +conj,+ reason ,+adv, +A] 
they[ +pron ,+plu ,+ 3
rd
 person ,± animate ,+subject] 
accuse [ +V, +action, +pre , + charge ,-N] 
me [ +pron,+ 1
st
 person  ,+ mas , +fem , +sing , +object ] 
of [+p] 
falsehood [ +N, +sing , -V, +lies , dishonesty] 
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Prophet Noah asked for aid from Almighty Allah to overcome his people.  He achieved 
that by calling Almighty without the vocative particle“ بَ /yā” since he was in a critical 
situation. The lexical item “  ِّةَس / rabbī ” is extended in the translated text to involve the 
vocative particle “ بَ /yā”. This extension leads to an overtranslation.  The verb phrase “ 
ٍِْٔش  صٔا / ᵓunṣurnī”  is an imperative verb  suffixed by the first person singular  object 
pronoun “me” with implicit subject estimated by “you”. It is translated into the 
imperative verb phrase “help me”. The meaning of the ST “ ٍِْٔش  صٔا / ᵓunṣurnī” has been 
maintained in the TT. The prepositional phrase “ب َّ ِث / bimā” consists of the preposition 
“  ـث  / Ba” for reason and the relative pronoun “  ب َِ  / mā”. It is rendered into “for that”. 
The translator has translated it to its appropriate equivalent in TT since the internal 
meaning of the ST “ب َّ ِث / bimā” indicates the reason.  In general, the translator has 
produced an overtranslation. The verb phrase “  ْى ث َّزَو   / kaḏabūnī”  is composed of the 
perfect verb “ةَّزَو   / kaḏaba” , subject “ و  / they” , and the first person singular object 
pronoun “me”.  The translator has rendered it into “they accuse me of falsehood!”. As it 
is noted, the translator has given an overtranslation to reproduce the meaning of the 
message.  
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Data (22) 
Table 6.22A CA of Arabic text 
ST َب َّٕثَس َاُْجِسَْخأ بََِّٔئف َبْٔذ  ع ْ ِ َئف َبهْٕ ِ  ٌَ ى ًُ ِناَظ   [al-Muᵓminun,verse107]  
Trs rabbanā ᵓaḫriǧnā minhā faᵓin ᶜudnā faᵓinnā ẓālimūna  
BT Our Lord! Take us out, if we return to (bad actions), we will be certainly 
wrongdoers 
semantic 
features 
of 
ST 
ST: 
rabbanā [ (rabba ) +N , +head ,+animate  ] 
nā [ +pron , +1st  person  , +poss ,+plu , + human ] 
ᵓaḫriǧnā [ (ᵓaḫriǧ) +V ,+imp ,+ action ] 
nā[  + pron ,+1st person , +plu  , +object  ,± human ] 
minhā [( min) +p] 
hā [+pron ,+3rd  person ,+ sing , +fem , +object ] 
faᵓin [( fa) +resumption  part] 
ᵓin [ +conditional part] 
ᶜudnā [+V, +action ,+past ,+return ,+ come back] 
faᵓinnā [ ( fa) +resumption  part] 
ᵓinnā [+accusative part]  
nā [ + pron ,+1st person , +plu  , +object  ,± human ] 
ẓālimūna  [+N, + plu, +masc , +active participle ]  
                                        
Table 6.22B CA of English Text 
TL Our Lord! bring us out of this: if ever we return (to Evil), then shall we 
be wrong-doers indeed! (Ali, 2006, p. 861) 
semantic 
features 
of 
TT 
TT: 
our  [+pron , 1
st
 person, +poss  , +plu ,+D ] 
Lord  [ +N , +sing ,+head , +animate] 
bring us out of [ +Phrasal V ,+action ,+ imp, +go out]  
this [ +demons pron , +D  ,+ sing , +near ] 
if [ +cond part] 
we [+ pron , + 1
st
 person ,  + plu ,+ subject ,+animate ] 
return [+V, +action , +pre ,+N ,+go back] 
then [ +adv of time ] 
shall [ + pre participle , + V( modal ) , +N ]  
we [+ pron , + 1
st
 person ,  + plu ,+ subject ,+animate ] 
be [  +V (aux) ,+V ,+ action ,+exist ,+ go ,+stand ] 
wrong-doers [+N,+ animate ,+plu ] 
indeed [+adv ,+actually] 
Once more, the vocative by call for help is recognized by calling the addressee “ بَ َّٕثَس 
/rabbanā” with no vocative particle since they are in a difficult situation and need help.  
The translator attempts to keep this omission in the TT.  He rendered the ST “ بَ َّٕثَس 
/rabbanā” into English “Our lord!”. The imperative verb “  َبْٕجِشَْخأ /ᵓaḫriǧnā” is suffixed by 
the first person plural object pronoun  “ بٔ / nā / us”. It is extended to the phrasal verb 
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“bring us out”.  Hence, the translator has provided an overtranslation while retaining the 
same meaning of the message in the TT. The prepositional phrase “بَهْٕ ِ  / minhā” consists 
of the preposition “ ْٓ ِ  / min” and the pronoun “hā/ it” which refers to something 
inanimate (Hell). The translator has rendered the prepositional phrase into PP “of this”. 
The pronoun “hā/ it” is rendered into demonstrative pronoun „this‟ to refer to Hell. The 
meaning of the TT “of this” has the same meaning of the ST “  َبهْٕ ِ  / minhā”. So, the 
message is the same in both texts.  
The lexical items “ ْ ِ َئف / faᵓin” are composed of the conjunction word“ َف / fa” which is 
called resumption particle and the conditional particle “  ْ ِإ /ᵓin” the sense of „if‟. The 
lexical word “ ْ ِ َئف / faᵓin” has a conditional meaning. It is rendered into “if ever”. The TT 
“if ever”  is extended to contain the adverb “ever”.  Such extra information is to confirm 
their promise in order to get the help of Almighty. It does not affect the meaning of the 
message of the ST “ ْ ِ َئف / faᵓin”. Therefore, the translator has presented an 
overtranslation.  The perfect verb in jussive mood “ َبْٔذ  ع / ᶜudnā”  suffixed by the first 
person plural subject pronoun “ بٔ / nā / we” . It is rendered into “we return ( to evil)” . 
The VP “ َبْٔذ  ع / ᶜudnā” is extended to contain extra information not available in the ST “ 
َبْٔذ  ع / ᶜudnā” such as [+P,+N] . They mean if they come back to do bad actions and 
deeds. These extra information does not affect the meaning of the ST“ َبْٔذ  ع /ᶜudnā” . 
Then, the message remains the same. The lexical item “ بََِّٔئف / faᵓinnā”  consists of the 
conjunction word “fa” , the emphatic particle “   / َّْ ِإ ᵓinnā” and  the first person plural 
subject pronoun “ بٔ / nā / we”.  The ST “ بََِّٔئف / faᵓinnā” is translated into adverb of time “ 
then and indeed”.  The translator has kept the meaning of the message through this shift.  
Finally, the lexical item “  َْ ى  ّ ٌِبَظ / ẓālimūna” changed from noun to a series of  lexical 
words. It is translated into “shall we be wrong-doers”. Hence, the translator has 
provided an overtranslation. He adds further information in the TT in order to describe “ 
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 َْ ى  ّ ٌِبَظ / ẓālimūna”  in the ST . The translator has retained the meaning of the ST “  َْ ى  ّ ٌِبَظ 
/ ẓālimūna” in TT and the message does not effected by such extension.  
Data (23) 
Table 6.23A CA of Arabic text [ Hūd, verse,73] 
ST   ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع  ِتٍْ َبْنا َمَْهأ [ Hūd,verse,73] 
Trs ᶜalaykum ᵓahla al-bayti 
BT Upon you O people of the house  
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST : 
ᶜalaykum [+ genitive case , (ᶜala) +p ]  
kum [ +pron,  +2
nd
 person ,+plu , +masc , +object] 
ᵓahla [+N,+ masc, +accusative, +animate] 
al-bayti [+N, + genitive , +masc, + sing ] 
al-bayti [(  يا )   +def art ,+premodifier ,  +generic specific ]  
bayti [ +N ,+ sing , +inanimate ] 
                                          
Table 6.23B CA English Text 
TL on you , O  ye people of the house  (Ali, 2006, p. 530) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT:  
on [+p] 
you [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing ] 
O[+interj part  ,+ voc ] 
ye [+pron, +2
nd
 person, +masc ,+fem , ± sing ] 
people [+N,+plu,+animate] 
of the house [ +genitive case - of construction”, +N ] 
Vocative by particularization in this Qur‟anic sentence is realized by the pronoun“ِّْمُك ٌْ َلَع / 
ᶜalaykum”. It is realized by calling them with an implicit vocative particle “ ِّا ٌَ / yā”. 
They call them by a unique particularization realized by the second person plural 
pronoun “ ُو / kum/ ye” in the lexical item “ِّْمُك ٌْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum”. The ST “ِّْمُك ٌْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum” 
is a PP composed of the preposition “ ًٍع / ᶜala” and the second person plural pronoun 
“you”.  It is rendered into PP in the TT. It is rendered into “on you.  The addressee “ َِّلَْهأ
ِِّت ٌْ َبْلا /ᵓahla al-bayti” in this vocative sentence is a NP in genitive case with implicit 
vocative article “ ِّا ٌَ  / yā”. It is rendered into a NP in genitive case preceded by the 
vocative particle. It is rendered into “O ye people of the house”. The translator has 
realized that there is a hidden vocative in this sentence. Then, he prefers to present this 
vocative in TT retaining the meaning of the ST “ ِِّت ٌْ َبْلاَِّلَْهأ /ᵓahla al-bayti” in the TT.  He 
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adds further semantic feature in the form of [+pron] not found in the ST to give further 
description on the ST “ ِِّت ٌْ َبْلاِّ َلَْهأ /ᵓahla al-bayti”.  Hence, the translator has provided an 
overtranslation. 
Data (24) 
Table 6.24A CA of Arabic text [al-Aḥzāb, verse33] 
ST  َظْج ِّشٌا  ُ  ىَٕع  ِتٍْ َبْنا َمَْهأ   [al-Aḥzāb, verse33] 
Trs ᶜankumu alrrǧjsa ᵓahla al-bati 
BT From you uncleanness,O people of the house 
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST : 
ᶜankumu [(an) p ]  
kum [ +pron,+ 2
nd
 person  ,+plu , +masc , +object ] 
alrrǧjsa [ + N , +inanimate ] 
ᵓahla [+N,+masc,+accusative, +animate] 
al-bati  [+N, + genitive , +masc, + sing ] 
al-bati [(  يا )   +def art ,+pre modifier ,  +generic specific ]  
 bayti   [ +N ,+ sing , +inanimate ] 
                                     
Table 6.24B CA of English Text 
TL from you, ye members of the Family (Ali, 2006, pp. 1066-
1067) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
all abomination [ +N ,+inanimate  ,+ abstract ]  
from [ +p ] 
you [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
members[ + N, + organ , +plu] 
of the family [+genitive case “ of construction”] 
 
The particularization is recognized by the second person plural pronoun “ ُو / kum/ 
you” in the PP “ُِّمُكنَع / ᶜankumu” accompanied by the implicit vocative.  The PP “ُِّمُكنَع / 
ᶜankumu” is composed of the preposition “  ٓع / an” and the second person plural 
pronoun “you”. It is translated into PP “from you”. The lexical item “ َِّسْج  رلا / alrrǧjsa” 
is a NP translated into a NP. The addressee “ ِِّت ٌْ َبْلاَِّلَْهأ /ᵓahla al-bati” is a NP in genitive 
case translated into a NP in genitive case. It is extended to include further semantic 
features not found in the ST in the form of [+pron]. It is rendered into “ ye members of 
the Family”. The translator has supplied the lexical item” ye” as a further description to 
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the ST “ ِِّت ٌْ َبْلاَِّلَْهأ /ᵓahla al-bati”. This description does not affect the message of the ST “ 
ِِّت ٌْ َبْلاَِّلَْهأ /ᵓahla al-bati” in the TT.  Also, this translation is free of the vocative particle “ا ٌَ   
/ yā”.  Hence, the message of the whole vocative sentence remains the same. The 
translator has provided an overtranslation.  
Data (25) 
Table 6.25A CA of Arabic text [Ṭaha, verse92] 
ST            [Ṭaha, verse92]      ْ و  سَبه َب َكََعَُي اَي اىٍَُّظ ُْ  َهزَْ َأَس ِْرإ 
Trs yā Hārūnu mā manaᶜaka iḏ raᵓaytahum ḍallū 
BT O Aaron ! what prevented you when you saw them going astray 
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST : 
yā [ + voc part  ] 
Hārūnu [+N ,+ head, +proper noun , +  animate ] 
mā[ + interro part ]  
manaᶜakā  [( mana)  +V, + past , + action ] 
kā [ +inseparable,+  pron  ,+ sing ,+ masc ] 
iḏ [+ Adverbial part. ] 
raᵓaytahum [ ( raᵓa) V , + past ,+ action ] 
tā [ + pron,  +2nd  person ,+ sing ,+ masc ,+subject ] 
hum [ + inseparable,+  pron ,  +3
rd
 person ,+ masc ,+ plu,+object  ]   
ḍallū [ ( dal) V ,+ past ,+ action ] 
 ū [ + (they ) pron  , +masc ,+ plu ,+subject ]  
 
Table 6.25B CA of English Text 
TL O Aaron! what kept thee back , when Thou sawest  them going wrong  
(Ali, 2006, p. 783) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
O [ + interj  part ,+ voc] 
Aaron [ + proper noun  , + animate ] 
what [ + interro  noun  ] 
kept thee back [ + phrasal V ,+ past , + action  ]  
when [ + Adv of time ] 
thou [ +  pron , +2
nd
  person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
sawest [ + V , + past , +action , + notice ] 
them [ + pron ,+ personal  , + plu ,+ neutral ] 
going [ +N , +A] 
wrong [ +A ,-V  ]   
The vocative is realized by calling the addressee “ُِّنوُراَه/ Hārūnu” by the vocative 
particle “ ِّا ٌَ / yā”. The lexical item“ اَم /Mā” is an interrogative particle translated into 
interrogative particle “what”.  
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The ST “َِّكَعَنَم / manaᶜakâ” is a VP composed of the perfect verb “ َِّعَنَم / manaᶜa” and the 
second person pronoun “ن  /kā  /you”.  It is translated into the phrasal verb “kept thee 
back”. The TT “kept thee back” involves more than one lexical item than that in ST “ 
َِّعَنَم / manaᶜa”. It is an overtranslation. The TT “kept thee back”  is the connotative 
meaning of  the ST  “َِّكَعَنَم / manaᶜakā” and conveys the meaning of „prevent. So, the 
extension of the message of the ST  “َِّكَعَنَم / manaᶜakā ”  is not affected through 
translation. The ST “ِِّْذإ / iḏ” is an adverb of time translated into the adverb of time 
“when”.  The ST “ِّْمُهَت ٌْ َأَر / raᵓaytahum” is a verb phrase composed of the perfect verb 
“ َِّأَرى / raᵓa”, second person pronoun “د / tā /you” and inseparable masculine plural 
personal pronoun “  ُه/ hum /them” . It is translated into VP “thou sawest them”. 
Accordingly, the translator has retained the meaning of the ST   “ِّْمُهَت ٌْ َأَر / raᵓaytahum” in 
Arabic. 
Besides, the ST “اوُّلَض  / ḍallū” is a verb phrase which consists of the verb “  َّظً  / ḍal” 
and third person  plural pronoun “  و  /ū /they” . It has been changed to “going wrong”. 
The translator has extended the ST “اوُّلَض  / ḍallū” into noun and adjective. The meaning 
of the ST “اوُّلَض  / ḍallū”  remains the same since the collocation “going wrong” conveys 
the same meaning. And the message is not affected by this transposition. Consequently, 
it is an overtranslation. In English, the translator has presented the “going wrong” as a 
connotative meaning of the of the ST“اوُّلَض / ḍallū” , whereas,  “اوُّلَض  / ḍallū” in Arabic 
means “ astray”. Thus, the “going wrong” reflects the real message as in the lexical 
word “اوُّلَض  / ḍallū”.  
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Data (26) 
Table 6.26A CA of Arabic text [al-Qaṣaṣ, verse 26] 
ST     َِذَثأ َب  ُِْسِْجَأتْسا  [al-Qaṣaṣ,verse26] 
Trs yā ᵓabatī istaᵓǧirhu 
BT O my father! Hire him 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST: 
yā [ + voc part ] 
ᵓabatī [ +N, +head ,+ animate ] 
ī [ +pron, +1st  person ,+poss  , + sing,  ±  human ] 
istaᵓǧirhu   [(istaᵓǧir ) +V , +imp , +action ] 
hu [+ pron, + 3
rd
  person  , + sing , + masc ]  
 
Table 6.26B CA of English Text 
TL O my  (dear) father engage  Him  on wages  (Ali, 2006, p. 783) 
semantic 
features    
of TT 
 
TT:  
O[ + interj  part  ,+ voc ] 
my [+pron  ,+ poss , +1
st
 person +sing,  ± animate ] 
(dear ) [ + A ,+N ] 
father  [ +N ,+ head , + animate , +sing ,+ masc ] 
engage  [ + V ,+ imp ,+ simple form  , + action ,+ rent ,+ hire, +N ] 
him [ +pron , + 3
rd
  person  ,+ masc , + sing , + object] 
on wages [ + PP ]   
Šuᶜayb`s daughter carries out that via calling her father “ِِّتََبأِّ ا ٌَ  /yā ᵓabatī” with a polite 
style with the vocative particle “ بَ / yā” .  The translator attempts to extend the ST “ِّا ٌَ
ِِّتََبأ /yā ᵓabatī ” such that it contains an extra semantic feature which is [+A]. This 
extension keeps the meaning of the ST “ِِّتََبأِّ ا ٌَ  /yāᵓabatī” in the TT.  Hence, it is an 
overtranslation.  
With regard to the ST “ ُِّهْرِْجأَتْساِّ  / istaᵓǧirhu”,  it is a verb phrase containing the 
imperative verb “ ِّْرِْجأَتْساِّ  / istaᵓǧirhu” and the third person object pronoun “him”. It is 
rendered into VP and PP. It is rendered into “engage him on wages”. The translator has 
added extra semantic features not found in the ST, specifically [ +on,+ wages ].  Again, 
the translator keeps the meaning of the ST ُِّهْرِْجأَتْساِّ  / istaᵓǧirhu” in the TT.  Accordingly, 
the translator has maintained the meaning of the ST in Arabic and put forth an 
overtranslation. 
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Data (27) 
Table 6.27A CA of Arabic text [al-Ṣāfāt, verse 102] 
ST      ًْ َعْفا َِذَثأ َب  ُسَيُْؤت اَي  َٓ َِِشثب َّصٌا َٓ ِ   َّاللّ َءبَش ْ ِإ ٍِٔ ذَِجزَع  [al-Ṣāfāt,verse102] 
Trs yā ᵓabati ᵓifᶜal mā tuᵓumaru sataǧidunī  ᵓinšāᵓ Allahu mina al-ṣabirīna 
BT O my father! Do as you are order. You will find me if God willing 
patient 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [ +voc part] 
ᵓabati [ +N, +masc, +sing , +nominative] 
ī [ +pron,+ 1st  person ,+poss , +  sing, +Ѵ,   ±  human ] 
ᵓifᶜal [ +V, +action, +imp] 
mā [ +rel pron] 
tuᵓumaru [+V, +pre , +action, +passive] 
sataǧidunī  [ (sa)+ future  part ] 
taǧidunī [ (taǧidu) +V, +action , +past , +find ]  
nī [ +Pron , 1st person , +sing , +object] 
ᵓin šāᵓ [(In) +cond part] 
šāᵓ[+V, +action , +past ,+ will] 
Allahu [+ proper noun , +nominative  ] 
mina [ +p ] 
al-ṣabirīna [ (al) +def art ,+spec reference] 
ṣabirīna [ +N, +genitive , +animate  , +active participle ,+plu] 
 
Table 6.27B CA of English Text 
TL O my father! Do as thou art commanded: thou will find me, if God so 
wills one practising Patience and Constancy! (Ali, 2006, p. 1149) 
semantic 
features 
of 
TT 
TT: 
O [ + interj  part, + voc ] 
my [+pron  ,+ poss , ,+1
st
 person +sing,  ± animate ] 
father [ +N ,+ head , + animate , +sing ,+ Masc ] 
do [+V( aux) ,+pre ,+action + perform ,+ make] 
as [+p , +conj] 
thou [+ pron,+2
nd
 person , +human ] 
art [+copula, +V ,  +plu ] 
commanded [+V, +action , + pre ,+ passive, +ordered] 
thou [+ pron,+2
nd
 person  , +human  ] 
will [ +V ( modal) , +future tense ,+N ,+V ] 
find [ +V, +action, +pre ,+realize] 
me [  +pron ,+sing ,± animate ] 
if [+cond part ] 
god [ +N , +sing ] 
so [ +adv ] 
wills [ +V, +action, +present , +wants] 
one [+pron ,+perform ] 
practicing [ +V, +action, +pre ,+ gerund ] 
patience [ +N, +inanimate , +sing ] 
and [+conj ] 
constancy [ +N , +sing , +inanimate , +firmness] 
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Vocative, as it is observed, is fulfilled here by Ismail calling his father “ َِذَثأ َب  /  yā ᵓabatī 
”  by the vocative particle “بَ   / yā / O” who is near him. The vocative expression “ َِذَثأ َب  
/  yā ᵓabatī ” is rendered into “O my father!”.   The verb “  ًَعْفا / ᵓifᶜal” is an imperative 
verb which provides the urging action. It is translated into “do”. The lexical item “ب َِ  / 
mā” is a relative pronoun functions as a determiner used here with non–personal 
reference. It is changed into the preposition “as”.  The translator has retained the 
meaning of the ST “ب َِ  / mā” . The verb “    ش َِ ْؤ ر  / tuᵓumaru” is an imperfect verb in the 
passive voice. It is rendered into V “thou art commanded”.   In English, the translator 
has retained the meaning of the ST “    ش َِ ْؤ ر  / tuᵓumaru”  by using passive voice in the 
present tense since the ST is also in passive voice in present tense. Then the message is 
sustained in the TT and provides an overtranslation.  The prefix particle “ ـع / sa / will” 
in the verb phrase “ ٍِٔ ذِجَزَع/ sataǧidunī” indicates futurity The verb phrase “ ٍِٔ ذَِجر / 
taǧidunī ” consists of the imperfect verb “ ذَِجر/ taǧidu” suffixed by the first person 
pronoun in objective  case “me”. The subject is implicitly estimated by “you”. The verb 
phrase is rendered into “thou will find me”. The construction “   َّاللّ َءبَش ْ ِإ  / ᵓin šāᵓ” 
consists of the  hypothetical particle “   ْ ِإ  / ᵓin /if” followed by the verb “  َءبَش / šāᵓ / will” 
and the proper name of Allah. The construction renders it into “if God so wills”. As it is 
observed, the ST“   َّاللّ َءبَش ْ ِإ  / ᵓin šāᵓ” is extended to include further semantic feature 
using [+so], which is not available in the ST. The ST “  َءبَش / šāᵓ ” is a perfect verb with 
future relevance translated into an imperfect verb which refers to the future in order to 
convey the same meaning. Thus, it is an overtranslation. The prepositional phrase “  َٓ ِ
 َٓ َِِشثب َّصٌا / mina al-ṣabirīna”  is  also extended to a simple sentence. It is translated into 
“one practicing Patience and Constancy!”.  In Arabic the ST “  َٓ َِِشثب َّصٌا َٓ ِ  / mina al-
ṣabirīna” means „patient‟. In the TT, the translator attempts to elaborate on the ST “  َٓ ِ
 َٓ َِِشثب َّصٌا / mina al-ṣabirīna” instead of simply stating  „patient‟, therefore he attempts to 
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clarify the ST “  ِِشثب َّصٌا َٓ ِ َٓ َ  / mina al-ṣabirīna” in more detail with no distortion to the 
meaning and message . Therefore, it is an overtranslation. 
Data (28) 
Table 6.28A CA of Arabic text [al-Baqara, verse 254] 
ST اُىِقفََأ  ب َّّ ِ ْىُكَاُْقَشَز  اى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا َب  [al-Baqara,verse254]  
Trs yā ayyuha ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᵓanfiqū mimma razaqnākum 
BT O  you who have believed! Spend out of what we have gave you  
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā [+interj part,  +voc  ] 
ayyuha [ +addressee ,+indef art,+ rel pron] 
ha [+ attention  part] 
ᵓallaḏīna [ +rel pron,+ plu] 
āmanū [+V, +past, +action,- N] 
ᵓanfiqū [+V,+ action, +imp,-N] 
mimma [( min)+p] 
ma [ + emphatic part, + redundant ]  
razaqnākum [(Razaqa) ,+V,+ action , -N] 
nā [ +pron, +1st person, +plu ,+subject] 
kum[ (kum) + pro ,+2
nd
 person,+ plu , +object,+masc] 
                                       
Table 6.28B CA of English Text 
TL O ye who believe! Spend out of (the bounties) We have provided for 
you (Ali, 2006, p. 105) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
O [+interj part ,+ voc ] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing ] 
who [ +rel  pron ,   ±sing  , +human ] 
believe [+V, +pre, +action, +faith , +trust ] 
spend out [+V, +action, -N,+ payout, +expend ]  
we [ + pron,+ 1
st
 person ,+ plu , +animate , +mas ,+ fem , + subject ]   
have [+  pre  perfect ,  +action  , -N ] 
provided   [ + V , +past , +action , + supply, +give] 
you [ +pron,+2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
In this verse, the vocative is directed from Almighty Allah to a particular group of 
people. It is directed to people of believers by calling them “اوُنَمآِّ َنٌِذ لاِّ اَه ٌُّ َأِّ ا ٌَ  /yā ayyuha 
ᵓallaḏīna āmanū”. This vocative construction is made of the vocative particle “بَ / yā” 
and the vocative noun phrase “اوُنَمآِّ َنٌِذ لاِّ اَه ٌُّ َأ / ayyuha ᵓallaḏīna āmanū”. It is translated 
into “O ye who believe!” prefixed by the vocative particle “بَ / yā”. The imperative verb 
“ اى ِمفَٔأ/ ᵓanfiqū”  is used here to urge believers to spend some of their money for the sake 
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of Allah. It is extended into phrasal verb “spent out”.  The TT “spend out” reflects the 
meaning of the encouragement in the ST “اى ِمفَٔأ / ᵓanfiqū”. The translator has maintained 
the message of the ST “اى ِمفَٔأ / ᵓanfiqū” and produced an overtranslation. The lexical item 
“بِّ / mimma” is composed of the preposition “  ِٓ / min /of”  and the relative pronoun “ 
بِ/ ma/ what” which functions as redundant emphatic particle . It is rendered accurately 
into “of what”. 
 Besides, the verb phrase “ ُْ  وَبْٕلَصَس / razaqnākum” consists of the perfect verb “ قصس 
/razaqa” with present relevance, the first person plural subject pronoun  “بٔ / nā /we” and 
the second person plural pronoun “ ُو /kum / you”. The translator has rendered it to 
present perfect tense “We have provided for you”. In English, the ST“ ُْ  وَبْٕلَصَس / 
razaqnākum” is extended to contain some semantic features not found in the ST, 
specifically [+have, +for]. The TT “We have provided for you” has the same meaning 
of the ST “ ُْ  وَبْٕلَصَس / razaqnākum” and the message is retained by an overtranslation. 
Data (29) 
Table 6.29A CA of Arabic text [ al-Baqara,verse 40] 
ST  ًَ ُِئاَشِْعإ ٍَِٕث َب  ْىُكٍْ َهَع ُت ًْ َعَْ َأ ًِتانا ًَ ِت ًَ ِْعَ اوُسُكْذا   [ al-Baqara,verse 40] 
Trs yā banī Isrāᵓīla uḏkurū niᶜmatiya ᵓallati ᵓanᶜamtu ᶜalaykum 
BT O children of Israel! Remember my grace which I given to you 
semantic 
features 
of 
ST 
ST: 
yā [+voc part] 
banī [+N, +human ,+animate, +plu ] 
Isrāᵓīla[+proper noun] 
uḏkurū [ +V, +action, +imp, +remember] 
niᶜmatiya [ +N ,+inanimate, +sing, +grace ] 
ᵓallati [ +rel pron, ± animate ,+sing] 
ᵓanᶜamtu [ V, +action, +past ] 
ᶜalaykum [(ᶜala)+p]           
kum  [(you)+ pron, +plu, +human, +animate ]  
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Table 6.29B CA of English Text 
TL O Children of Israel! call to mind the (special) favour which I 
bestowed upon you (Ali, 2006, p. 27) 
semantic 
features    
of TT  
 
TT: 
O[ + interj part ,+ voc ] 
children [ +N ,+Plu, + offspring ] 
of [ +p] 
Israel [ +proper name  ] 
call to mind [ +V, +action ,+imp, +keep in mind,+ recall ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
special [ +A , +sing , +particular ] 
favor [ + N , ± sing , +V , grace ] 
which [+pron,+animate, +sing] 
I [ + pron ,+ 1
st
 person  , +sing ,  +animate   ] 
bestowed [ , +V ,+  past, +action ,+give ,+grant ,+pre ,- N ] 
upon [ +P ] 
you [ +pron ,+2
nd
  person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
This reminder is performed by Almighty to the children of Israel “َِّلٌِئاَرِْسإِّ ًِنَب / banī 
Isrāᵓīla” by calling them with the vocative particle “بَ   / yā” . The addressee “َِّلٌِئاَرِْسإًِِّنَب / 
banī Isrāᵓīla” is a NP in genitive case translated into “Children of Israel”.  As for the ST 
“او  ش وْرا / uḏkurū”, the translator has offered a phrasal verb “ call to mind” as equivalent 
to the VP “او  ش وْرا / uḏkurū” in Arabic . The translator has retained the meaning of the ST 
“او  ش وْرا / uḏkurū” in the TT.  Regarding the ST “ ٍَ ِز َّ ِْعٔ/ niᶜmatiya ᵓallati” , it is evident 
that the translator provided the suitable equivalence to this construction with keeping 
the internal meaning of the ST in Arabic . The lexical item “ٍِز َّ ِْعٔ  / niᶜmatiya” is a NP 
rendered into a NP.  It is extended to contain further semantic features, specifically 
[+defi art,+A] , all of which are not found in the TT. It is rendered into “the (special) 
favour. Hence, it is an overtranslation. The ST “ ٍِزٌَّا  ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع  ذ ّْ َعْٔ َأ  / ᵓallati ᵓanᶜamtu 
ᶜalaykum” is composed of the perfect tense “  ذ ّْ َعْٔ َأ /ᵓanᶜamtu” and the first person 
singular pronoun “I” rendered into “I bestowed”  The translator has retained the 
meaning of the ST “ᵓanᶜamtu”. Concerning the ST “ ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykum”, it is rendered into 
the prepositional phrase “upon you”. On the whole, the vocative sentence is rendered 
into an overtranslation. 
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6.2.5 Semi- accurate Translation & Overtranslation 
Data (30) 
Table 6. 30 A CA of Arabic Text [al-Duḫan, verse12] 
ST   ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  بَِّٔإ  َباَرَعْنا بََّٕع ْفِشْوا َب َّٕثَس [al-Duḫan, verse12] 
Trs rabbanā ᵓikšif ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā muᵓminūna 
BT Our Lord!remove the torment from us since we are really believers 
semantic 
features of 
ST  
 
ST: 
rabbanā [(rabb) +N , +sing ,+head , +animate ,-V]  
nā [ +pron , +1st  person  , +poss ,+plu  , + human ] 
ᵓikšif [+V, +action, +imp]  
ᵓannā  [(ᵓann) + p] 
nā [ +pron , +1st  person  , +object ,+plu  , + human ] 
al-ᵓaḏaba [ (al) +def art ,+generic reference ,+specific reference ] 
ᵓaḏaba [ +N, +inanimate , +accusative, +masc ] 
ᵓinnā [(ʼinnā) +accusative part , + quasi  -verb, +action ,   -N ] 
nā [ +pron , +1st  person  , +objective ,+plu  , + human ] 
muᵓminūna [ +N, +plu,+animate ,+masc ,+active participle ,+believers] 
 
Table 6.30B CA of English Text 
TL Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 
2006, p. 1284) 
semantic 
features 
of 
TT 
TT: 
our [+pron , 1
st
 person, +poss  , +plu ,+D ] 
Lord  [ +N , +sing ,+head , animate] 
remove [ +V, +action ,+imp , -N , + take away ,+take out] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
penalty [+N,+ inanimate , +sing ,-V, +torment , +punishment ] 
from [ + p ]  
us [ +  pron , + 1
st
 person, +  plu , + masc , +fem ,+objective ,+human ] 
for [ +conj,+ p] 
we [+ pron , + 1
st
 person ,  + plu ,+ subjective ,+animate ] 
do [+V( aux) ,+pre ,+action, +emphatic + perform ,+ make] 
really [ +adv,+truly ] 
believe [+V, +pre, +action, +faith , +trust ] 
The speakers carried out this calling “ َب َّٕثَس /rabbanā” without any vocative particle “ بَ / 
yā”.  In the respect of translation, the translator follows the same line in his rendering.  
He prefers to keep the structure in the TT when he rendered the ST “ َب َّٕثَس /rabbanā” into 
“our Lord!”. The verb “  ْفِشْوا /ᵓikšif” is an imperative verb rendered into the imperative 
verb “remove”. The prepositional phrase “ بََّٕع / ᵓannā”  is translated into the 
prepositional phrase “ from us”.  
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The lexical item “  َةاَزَعٌْ ا  / al-ᵓaḏaba” is a NP in the sense of „torment‟. It is translated 
into NP “the penalty”.  It is evident that there is a difference in meaning between the 
lexical item“  َةاَزَعٌْ ا  / al-ᵓaḏaba” in Arabic and the English lexical item “penalty”. The 
former has the meaning of severe physical and mental suffering. The latter means a 
punishment for breaking a law, rule or legal agreement (Longman, 2005, p. 1215). 
Accordingly, the word “penalty” is distant in meaning from that of the Arabic text and 
the meaning of the message has been distorted. As a result, the translation is semi-
accurate.  The best equivalence for the ST“  َةاَزَعٌْ ا  / al-ᵓaḏaba” is “the torment ”. 
Overtranslation 
Table 6.30C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST ٌُى ِيْؤُي ااَِإ 
TL for we do really believe! 
semantic 
features of 
ST and TT 
ST:  
ᵓinnā [(ʼinnā) +accusative part , + quasi  -verb, +action , -N ] 
nā [ +pron , +1st  person  , +objective ,+plu  , + human ] 
muʼminūna[ +N, +plu ,+animate ,+masc ,+active participle, 
believers] 
 
TT: 
for [ +conj,+ P] 
we [ ,+ pron , + 1
st
 person ,  + plu ,+ subjecitive ,+animate ] 
do [+V( aux) ,+pre ,+action, +emphatic + perform ,+ make] 
really [ +adv,+truly ] 
believe [+V, +pre, +action, +faith , +trust ] 
 
The ST “ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  بَِّٔإ / ᵓinnā muᵓminūna” is rendered into “for we do really believe!”. The 
particle “ بَِّٔإ / ᵓinnā” has the implicit first person pronoun “we”. It resembles the verb 
since it has certain verbal meaning and force. Therefore, it is a quasi –verb in Arabic 
language. Semantically it has an emphatic function. The lexical item “  َْ ى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  / 
muᵓminūna” is a noun in the sense of “believers”. It is translated to V “believe!”. The 
ST “ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  بَِّٔإ / ʼinnā muʼminūna” is extended to contain further semantic features not 
available in the ST such as [+conj,+aux]. This extra information gives further 
description to the ST “ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  بَِّٔإ / ᵓinnā muᵓminūna”. The translator managed to clarify 
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and sustain the implicit meaning in the Qur‟anic text when he translated the verse “ بَِّٔإ
ْى ٕ ِ ْؤ  ِ  / ᵓinnā muᵓminūna” into explicit translation with “for we do really believe!”. 
Thus, it is an overtranslation. 
Suggested translation: Our Lord! Remove the torment from us, for we do really 
believe. 
 
Data (31) 
Table 6.31A CA of Arabic Text [ al- ᵓAnᶜām , verse 31] 
ST َاَُتَسْسَح َاٌ بَهُِف َبْٕط ََّشف ب َِ  ًٍََع  [ al- ᵓAnᶜām , verse 31] 
Trs yā ḥasratanā ᶜalā mā farraṭnā fihā 
BT O, our regret for what we neglected it 
semantic 
features of  
ST 
 
ST :  
yā [+voc part ]    
ḥasratanā   [ +N  , head  , ± sing , + inanimate ,  -V ] 
nā  [  +1st  person,+ pron , +plu , + subjective , + human ] 
ᶜalā [ +p  ] 
mā [ +rel pron , ± human , +neg part  ] 
farraṭnā [  (farraṭā) + V ,+past  , + action , +N ] 
nā [ +pron , + 1st person , +plu , + subjective  , + human ] 
fihā  [+ p ]  
ha [ +pron,+inseparable, +objective ,+3 rd person]  
 
Table 6.31B CA of English Text 
TL Ah! Woe unto us that we took no thought of it (Ali, 2006, p. 301). 
semantic 
features of  
TT 
 
TT: 
ah [+  voc  part,+interj ] 
woe [ + N , +plu ] 
unto [ + P ,+ adv , + infinitive marker   ] 
us [+pron, + 1
st
 person , + plu , +masc , +fem ,+objective ,+human ] 
that   [+conj ,+D  ,+Adv  , +pron  ] 
we [+ 1
st
  person ,+pron ,+ plu , +animate, +mas ,+ fem ,+subjective ]  
took  [ +V , +past , + action , +got , +obtained , +grasp ]    
no thought of it   [+idiom  ]  
 
Non –believers express their emotion by calling the abstract noun“ َحشْغَح / ḥasra” to 
attend since it is the suitable time for attendance. The ST “بََٕرَشْغَح َب  / yā ḥasratanā” is 
made of the noun “ َحشْغَح / ḥasra” and first person plural possessive pronoun “بٔ / nā/our”.  
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It is worth mentioning that the possessive pronoun “بٔ / nā/our” shows the grief of non- 
believers for themselves. That is, everyone says “alas for me!”. The ST “بََٕرَشْغَح َب  / yā 
ḥasratanā” is a NP translated into NP “Ah! woe unto us” .Though the translator opted to 
convey that great sadness and difficult situation of non-believers by using the 
equivalence “Ah ! woe unto me” instead of the lexical item “alas unto us!”, he did not 
provide the proper equivalence since the lexical word “woe” is accompanied with a 
curse. As a result, the message of the ST“بََٕرَشْغَح َب  / yā ḥasratanā” has not been quite 
conveyed. So, it is semi-accurate translation since the translator keeps the original 
rhetorical meaning with slight distortion. 
Overtranslation 
                                Table 6.31C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST اَهٍِف َاُْط اَسف اَي 
TL that we took no thought of it 
semantic 
features of 
ST and TT 
ST:  
mā [ +rel pron , ± human , +neg part  ] 
farraṭnā [  (farraṭā) + V ,+past  , + action , +N ] 
nā [ +pron , + 1st person  , +plu  , + subjective  , + human ] 
fihā  [+ p ]  
ha[ +pron,+inseparable, +objective ,+3 rd person] 
   
TT: 
that [+conj ,+D  ,+Adv  , +pron  ] 
we [ 1
st
  person ,+pron ,+ plu , +animate, +Mas ,+ Fem ,+subjective ]  
took  [ +V , +past , + action , +got , +obtained , +grasp ]    
no thought of it   [+idiom  ]  
 
Concerning the ST “ب َِ  ًٍََع /  ᶜalā mā” is made of a preposition“  ًٍََع / ᶜalā”  and relative 
pronoun “ب َِ  / mā”. They transposed to subordinating conjunction word “that”. The 
internal meaning of the ST “ب َِ  ًٍََع /  ᶜalā mā” is kept somewhat since the TT “that” is a 
conjunction and shows a reason for their exclamation by grief. It is used to introduce a 
subordinating clause.  The ST “َبْٕط ََّشف / farraṭnā” is a VP translated into a series of words 
“we took no thought of. The translator has made a transposition from VP to simple 
sentence in order to maintain the meaning of the ST “  ََّشفَبْٕط  / farraṭnā”. Hence, he has 
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provided an overtranslation. As to the PP “بَهُِف / fihā” in the ST, it is rendered into its 
suitable equivalent, the pronoun “it”.  
Suggested translation: Alas unto us!, That we took no thought of it. 
6.2.6 Overtranslation and Semi-accurate Translation  
Data (32) 
Table 6.32A CA of Arabic Text [al-Baqarah, verse 168]  
ST ُِج  ِٓ    و ذَع   ُْ  َىٌ  ِإ َّٔ  ه   نا َطٍْ اشا ٌِ   َى ط  خا ِد   ى  ِعجََّزر َلََوا  بجَُِّط ا ِضَْسلأ لَلاَح   ٍِف  َبهََُّأ بٌَّٕا  ط ى ٍ  و ا ِ َّّب   َب   
[al-Baqarah ,verse 168] 
Trs yā ayyuha annasu kulū mimma fĩ al-arḍi ḥalalan ṭayyiban walā tattabiᶜū 
ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani innahu lakum ᶜaduwun mubīn 
BT O you people! Eat of what is on earth ,lawful and good and do not follow 
the footsteps of Devil.Certainly he is an avowed enemy 
semantic 
features  
of  ST 
 
ST: 
yā  [+voc part  ] 
ayyuha [ ( ayyu) +addressee ,+indef art,+ rel pron] 
ha [+ attention  part] 
annasu [ (al) +def art ] 
nnasu [+N ,-V] 
kulū [ +V, +action,+imp ,-N ,+eat] 
ū  [(you)+ pron ,+plu+ inseprable,+masc,+fem]  
mimma[ (min) + P]  
ma [ + emphatic part,+ redundant ]  
fī [+P] 
al- arḍi [( al)+def art] 
arḍi [ +N] 
ḥalalan [ +N,- V] 
ṭayyiban [+A , - N,+V] 
wala [(wa) +conj] 
la [+prohibited part,+jussive] 
tattabiᶜū [ +V, action ,+pre , -N] 
ḫuṭuwati [ +N,+ masc regular plu ] 
al-Šayṭani [+N,-V,+A] 
innahu [ (inna) +emphatic part,+ quasi-V] 
hu[ (hu) +pron]  
lakum [(la) + P] 
kum[ (kum) + plu,+ pron] 
ᶜaduwun [ +N,+sing] 
mubīn [ +A, -N,-V] 
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Table 6.32B CA of English Text 
TL O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; and do not follow 
the footsteps of the evil one, for he is to you an avowed enemy (Ali, 
2006, p. 67) 
semantic 
features  
of  TT 
 
TT: 
O [+interj part  ,+ Voc ] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
people [ +N ,+folk , +population ,+nation ,+V, +inhabit ] 
eat [+V, +action,+ pre,+ imp ,-N] 
of [ + P ] 
what [ + rel pron ,+interro part] 
is [ + copula ,  +action ,  +sing  ] 
on [+P] 
earth [+N,-action,-V] 
lawful [+A,- V,+N] 
and [+conj] 
good[+adj,-N,+V] 
and [+conj] 
do  [+V.aux, +make,   +perform  ,+work , -N    ] 
not [ +N ,+A ,+Adv    ] 
follow [+V, +action,-N,+ go after]  
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing    ] 
footsteps [+N,+ plu,-V,+ path] 
of [ + p ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference, + generic reference,  ±sing  ] 
evil [ +A, + N,-V ] 
one [ +proform, +pron ,+individual]  
for [+Conj,+pP ]  
he [+pron,+ sing ,+2
nd
 person] 
is [ + copula ,  +action ,  +sing  ] 
to [+p] 
you [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
A [ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing   ] 
avowed [+A ,-N,-V, +declared] 
enemy [+N,-V, -A ,+foe] 
In this verse, Almighty Allah calls people “  ٌَّٕاب  ط    َ ب َهَُّ َأب / ayyuha annasu” by the vocative 
particle “ بَ / yā” to attract their attention to what he will say to them. The translator has 
rendered it to vocative construction “O ye people”. The verb phrase “ ى ٍ  وا  / kulū / eat” is 
an imperative verb implying the meaning of reproach since they prevent themselves 
from some lawful and good foods. It is translated into the imperative verb “eat”. With 
regard to the prepositional phrase “  ِ َّّب ٍِف ا ِضَْسلأ  / mimma fī al- arḍi / of what is on 
earth”, the preposition “ ِٓ / min” refers to the partitive in the sense of “some”. In the 
same vein, the preposition “ٍِف / fĩ” is used here in the sense of “on”. As a result, the 
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translator has rendered the prepositional phrase “  ِ َّّب ٍِف ا ِضَْسلأ  / mimma fī al- arḍi” 
successfully into the prepositional phrase “of what is on earth”. The translator could 
deduce the internal meaning of the prepositional phrase. Then, the meaning of the ST 
“  ِ َّّب ٍِف ا ِضَْسلأ  / mimma fī al- arḍi” has been sustained in the TT. The collocation “  َلاَح ًلَ 
بجَُِّط / ḥalalan ṭayyiban” consists of two lexical items: “  َلاَح ًلَ  / ḥalalan” and “بجَُِّط / 
ṭayyiban”. The former is a noun. It has been changed to the adjective “lawful”. The 
latter is an adjective.  It has been rendered into the adjective “good”.  These two lexical 
words are connected by the conjunction word “and”. The meaning of “  َلاَح ًلَ بجَُِّط  / ḥalalan 
ṭayyiban” from the Arabic text has been retained.   
The clause “  َى ط  خا ِد ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  ى ِعجََّزر َلََوا  / walā tattabiᶜū ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” is prefixed by the 
conjunction word “ و / wa / and” followed by the prohibitive particle “ لَ / la / not”  in 
the sense of negation. Both of them are rendered into “and don‟t”. The translator 
successfully rendered them. As for “ ى ِعجََّزرا  / tattabiᶜū /follow”, it is an imperfect verb in 
jussive mood. It is translated into the present tense verb form “follow”.  
The construction “ ُِج  ِٓ   ِإ َّٔ  ه  ُْ  َىٌ   و ذَع  / innahu lakum ᶜaduwun mubīn” is rendered into “for he 
is to you an avowed enemy”.  The translator attempts to extend the ST “ ُِج  ِٓ   ِإ َّٔ  ه  ُْ  َىٌ   و ذَع  / 
innahu lakum ᶜaduwun mubīn” by adding some further description to clarify the reason 
behind “   ُِج  ِٓ    و ذَع / ᶜaduwun mubīn”. Therefore, he adds further semantic features not 
found in the ST such as [+for]. The meaning of the ST “ ُِج  ِٓ   ِإ َّٔ  ه  ُْ  َىٌ   و ذَع  / innahu lakum 
ᶜaduwun mubīn” is retained and the message is not distorted. It is an overtranslation.  
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Semi-accurate Translation   
                                          Table 6.32C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST  َى ط  خا ِد  ٌِ َاطٍْ اشنا 
TL the footsteps of the evil one  
BT The footsteps of the Devil  
semantic 
features    
of ST and 
TT 
ST: 
ḫuṭuwati [ +N,+ masc regular plu ] 
al-Šayṭani [+N,-V,+A] 
 
TT: 
footsteps [+N,+ plu,-V,+ path] 
of [ + p ] 
the [ +def art ,+spec reference , + generic reference,  ±sing ] 
evil [ +A, + N,-V ] 
one [ +proform, +pron ,+individual]  
The collocation “  َى ط  خا ِد ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” contains the noun word “  َى ط  خا ِد  / 
ḫuṭuwati / steps” and the proper name “ ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / al-Šayṭani” in genitive case. The 
translator attempts to extend the ST “  َى ط  خا ِد ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” into “footsteps 
of the evil one” to include „one‟, a semantic feature not found in the original text. The 
translator conveys the meaning of the ST “  َى ط  خا ِد ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / ḫuṭuwati al-Šayṭani” 
metaphorically by using the lexical word “evil one”. This extension deforms the 
purpose of the vocative sentence by translating the lexical item “ ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / al-Šayṭani” 
into “evil one”  since “ ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ / al-Šayṭani” is a proper name for “Satan” or “the Devil” 
and he is the source of all evil. While, in the TT “evil” means „wickedness‟. It does not 
reflect the meaning of the “ ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / al-Šayṭani” in the TT. Thus, the message is 
somewhat distorted and the translator has presented semi -accurate translation. The 
appropriate equivalence of the ST“ ٌا َطُْ َّشب ِْ  / al-Šayṭani” is “the Devil”. 
 Suggested translation: O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; and 
don`t follow the footsteps of the Devil. He is certainly an avowed enemy to you. 
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Data (33) 
Table 6.33A CA Arabic Text [Yūsūf, verse 19] 
TL   َ َلا  غ اَز  ـ َه  يَشْش ث َب    [Yūsūf,verse19]       
Trs yā  bušrā   haḏā  ġulāmūn 
BT Ah there! Good news! Here is a boy 
semantic 
features 
of ST  
 
ST :  
yā  [+voc part ]  
bušrā [ +N  , +head  , ± sing , + inanimate  ,+intended indef , -V ] 
haḏā [+demons pron  , + sing , + near ] 
ġulāmūn [ +N ,  +sing , + inanimate ] 
 
Table 6.33B   CA English Text 
TL Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551) 
semantic 
features 
of TT  
 
TT: 
Ah [+ interj+,  voc part ] 
there [+ pron  , + A ,+ Adv ] 
good [+A , +N ] 
news [ +N , ±  sing ] 
here [  +Adv  ] 
is [+copula, +V,  +sing ] 
A[ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing ] 
( fine) [ +A, +V ] 
young [+N , +A ] 
man [ +N , ±sing  , +V ] 
The speaker calls the addressee “ِّ ىَرْشُب  / bušrā” by the vocative particle “ا ٌَ   / yā” to 
attend since it is the appropriate time for attendance.  He achieves this calling by using 
the prolonged vocative particle “ا ٌَ   / yā” to reflect his extreme surprise.  The translator 
rendered the vocative particle “ا ٌَ   / yā” into “Ah!” to reflect the wondering of the 
speaker.  He opts to add further description of that scenario by adding the adverb of 
place “there” to the TT vocative particle “Ah!”. The lexical item “there” is used also to 
show surprise.  As the meaning of the ST “ا ٌَ   / yā”  has been retained by this extension, 
the translator has produced an overtranslation.  As for the addressee lexical item “ِّ ىَرْشُب  
/ bušrā ”, it is a noun rendered into the AP “good news!”.  The TT “good news!” 
conveys the same meaning of the ST “ِّ ىَرْشُب  / bušrā ”.  The meaning of this 
correspondence comes from the obligatory unit shift that occurs between the ST “ِّ ىَرْشُب  / 
bušrā ” and the TT “good news!”.  The ST “مَلَُغِّ اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā ġulāmūn” is a simple 
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sentence which consists of the demonstrative pronoun used deictically to refer to 
someone or something in the outside world. It is used in this verse in the form of the 
indefinite lexical item “ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn”. The ST “مَلَُغِّ اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā ġulāmūn” has been 
rendered into the exclamatory simple adverbial sentence “Here is a (fine) young man!”. 
A closer look reveals that the ST “اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā” is changed to a different class. It is 
changed to the adverb “here is” instead of “this”. This change has retained the meaning 
of the ST“اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā” since the adverb “here” refers to the place where Yūsūf (PBUH) 
is. While, the demonstrative “اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā / this” does not refer to the lexical item “ِّمَلَُغ / 
ġulāmūn” only , it is used to get the attention of someone.  Accordingly, the internal 
meaning of the ST “اَذ  ـ َه / haḏā / this” has been retained in the TT. Then, the message has 
been sustained by this change. Consequently, the translator has achieved an 
overtranslation. 
Semi-accurate Translation   
Table 6.33C CA Arabic- English Text 
ST ِّ مَلَُغ  
TL a (fine) young man 
BT A boy 
semantic 
features    
of ST 
and TT 
ST: 
ġulāmūn [  +N ,  +sing , + inanimate ] 
 
TT: 
A[ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing ] 
(fine) [  +A, +V ] 
young [  +N , +A ] 
man  [ +N , ±sing  , +V ] 
 
With respect to the ST “ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn”,  it is translated into  a series of lexical items to 
describe the STِّ “مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn”. It is translated into “a (fine) young man!”. The 
message of the ST “ِّ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” has not been maintained by this extension. One 
point about the TT “a young man” of the ST “ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” worth mentioning is that 
the ST “ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn”  in Arabic refers to the boy between 11-17 years old. While the 
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lexical item “a young man” refers to over age 17 years old. So, to the best equivalence 
to the ST “ مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” is the lexical item “boy” 
Suggested translation: Ah there! Good news! Here is a boy. 
Data (34) 
Table 6.34A CA of Arabic Text [ al-Maᵓida,verse31] 
ST  ٍَِخأ َةَءْىَس ٌَ ِساَو َأف  ِةاَش  غٌْ ا اَز  ـ َه ًَ ْث ِ  َْ ى َوأ ْ َأ  ُتْصَجََعأ َاَتهٌْ َو َاٌ [ al-Maᵓida,verse31] 
Trs yā waylatā ᵓaᶜaǧiztu an akūna miṯlā haḏā al- Ġurāb fā ūwāriya sawᵓata 
aḫī 
BT O woe to me !was I not even able to be as this raven and to hide the 
naked corpse of my brother 
semantic 
features 
of ST  
 
ST : 
yā  [+voc part ] 
waylată [ +N  , +head  , ± sing , + inanimate , -V ] 
ᵓaᶜaǧiztu [ᵓa ( alif )  + part , + interro , + exclamation , + equalization]    
ᵓaᶜaǧiztu [ (ᵓaᶜaǧiz )  +V , +action , + past  , + N ] 
tu [ + 1
st
 pron , +sing  , ±human  ] 
an [ +subjunctive part   ] 
akūna [ ( kana ) +  , defective  verb , + action , +   past , +pre  ,+be  ] 
I [ 1
st
 person,+ pron ,+ Mas ,+ Fem , +sing , +objective, +implicit ] 
miṯlā  [ +N,  +A  ,+ inanimate ] 
haḏā [  +demons ,+ pron , + sing , + near ] 
al- Ġurāb [  +N ,  ±sing ,  + inanimate  ] 
fā [+conj, -N] 
ūwāriya [ +V, +action,+pre,-N,+ to cover] 
sawᵓata [+N,-V,+sing ] 
aḫī [+N,+sing,+masc] 
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Table 6.34B CA of English Text 
TL woe to me ! said he ; Was I not even able to be as this raven , and to 
hide the shame of my brother ? (Ali, 2006, p. 256) 
semantic 
features 
of TT  
 
TT:      
woe  [ + N , -V  ] 
to [  + P ,+ adv , + infinitive marker ] 
me [ +pron,+1
st
 person  ,+ mas , +fem , +sing , +objective ] 
was [ +V , +past ,+ action ] 
I [ 1
st
 person,+  pron , +mas , +fem , +sing , +subject ] 
not [ +N ,+A, +Adv   ] 
even [  + Adv , + A , + N ,+ V  ]  
able [ +A ] 
to[  + p ,+ adv , + infinitive marker ] 
be [ +V (aux) ,+V ,+ action , +exist ] 
as [+ Adv , + conj , + p  ] 
this [ +demons,+ pron , +D  ,+ sing , +near ] 
raven [ +N , + sing , + V , + A ] 
and [ +conj] 
to[+p] 
hide[ +V,  +pre, +N,+to keep something in a place where can not be 
seen] 
The speaker (Qabyl) calls “ ِّاََتل ٌْ َو  / waylatā” to attend since it is the time for that. He 
conveys that feeling by using the vocative particle “ بَ  / yā” which is characterized by 
prolonged sound to reflect how much he is astonished. On the part of translation, the 
translator opts to omit it in the TT since it is understood from the context of NP “woe to 
me”. The lexical item “ ِّاََتل ٌْ َو  / waylatā” consists of the lexical item “ ًَو  / wayl” suffixed 
by the redundant letter “T”, to strengthen the meaning, and the final “alif” which has 
taken the place of the first person possessive pronoun to be  “waylatĩ”.  The lexical item 
“ ًَو  / wayl” is used in Arabic in grief and surprise situations. The speaker here gets 
across his feeling of exclamation strongly towards the problem he faces.  By contrast, 
the lexical item “woe” in English is an interjection used to express astonishment, 
surprise, and lamentation. The translator has perceived the message of the ST “ ِّاََتل ٌْ َو  / 
waylatā” by choosing the suitable equivalence that conveys the same meaning of the STِّ
“ ِّاََتل ٌْ َو  / waylatā”. He translates it into a series of lexical items. Thus, the outcome is an 
overtranslation. 
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Regarding the VP “ُِّتْزَجَع/ ᶜaǧiztu” in the ST, it is noted that it consists of the perfect 
verb “ِّْزَجَع / ᶜaǧiza” and the first person pronoun “I” in the subjective case. The VP 
“ُِّتْزَجَع/  ᶜaǧiztu” is extended to include semantic features not available in the ST such as 
[+ neg part,+ Adv,+V]. It is rendered into “I not even able”. The translator has kept the 
meaning of the ST “ُِّتْزَجَع/ ᶜaǧiztu” by extending it into a group of words. Then, the 
message is retained the same. In the same vein, the interrogative particle “ā - alīf” is 
used with the perfect verb to indicate the past. In Arabic, the interrogative particle “ā - 
alīf” is used for exclamation. The translator has used the auxiliary verb “was” to be 
equivalent to the ST “ā - alīf”.  The ST “َِّنوَُكأِّ َْنأ / an akūna” is a verb phrase in the 
subjunctive mood which has been translated into “to be”. The particle“ِّ َْنأ  / an” is a 
subordinating conjunction functions as determiner used in the complementary clause. It 
is transposed to prepositional “to”.  This obligatory transposition has maintained the 
meaning of the message with no distortion.  
The ST “ِِّباَرُغْلاِّاَذ  ـ َهَِّلْثِم / miṯlā haḏā al- Ġurāb” is a NP which has been changed to a PP in 
the TT. It is translated into “as this raven”. The co-ordinating conjunction “َِّف / fā” in 
the VP “َِّيِراَُوأَف /fā ūwāriya” is a causative particle that has the meaning of temporal 
sequence since the event of the second clause follows immediately after that of the first 
one. It is translated into the conjunction “and”.  The VP “َِّيِراَُوأ / ūwāriya” is an 
imperfect verb in the subjunctive mood. It is translated into the infinitive verb “to hide” 
. The message of the ST “َِّيِراَُوأ / ūwāriya” has been maintained, thus it is the same as 
that in the TT. The translator has produced an overtranslation.   
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Semi-accurate Translation   
Table 6.34C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST  َةَءْىَس 
TL the shame  
BT Naked corpe 
semantic 
features  
of ST and 
TT 
ST : 
sawᵓata [+N,-V,+sing ]  
 
TT :      
the [ +def art ,+spec reference , + generic reference,  ±sing  ] 
shame [+N,+V,+sing] 
The NP “ ٍَِخأ َحَءْىَع / sawᵓata aḫī ” is in genitive case translated into NP “the shame of my 
brother”. The ST “ ٍَِخأ َحَءْىَع / sawᵓata aḫī ” has been extended to include further 
semantic features not found in the ST, particularly [+defi art ,+of].  The lexical word 
from th Arabic text “ ٍَِخأ َحَءْىَع / sawᵓata aḫī ” is translated into the noun phrase „the 
shame of my brother‟. We notice this kind of translation is semi-accurate due to the fact 
that the meaning of the equivalence “shame” and “  َحَءْىَع  / sawᵓata” is not the same. The 
TT “shame” in English refers to feeling of guilt or embarrassment because something 
wrong has been done (Longman, 2005, p.652). In other words, the TT “shame” means a 
painful feeling of humiliation or distress caused by the consciousness of wrong or 
foolish behaviour. While, in Arabic the lexical item “ ٍَِخأ َحَءْىَع / sawᵓata aḫī ” refers to 
parts of body without clothes (i.e. Genitals – private parts). Then, the best equivalence 
to the ST “  َحَءْىَع  / sawᵓata” is „naked corpse‟ since the speaker talks about the whole 
dead body not private parts. Hence, the translator has presented semi-accurate 
translation  
Suggested translation: O woe to me! Was I not even able to be as this raven and to 
hide the naked corpse of my brother? 
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Data (35) 
Table 6.35A CA of Arabic Text [ al-Nisāᵓ, verse1] 
ST اى مَّرا  طبٌَّٕا َبهََُّأ َب  ُىُكابَز  ْٓ ِ  ُْ  َىَمٍَخ ٌِزٌَّا   سَْف   حَذِحاَو  ََكٍَخَو اَهُْ ِي لَبَجِس ب َّ  هْٕ ِ  ََّثثَو َبهَجْوَص
 َءبَِغَٔو اشُِثَو [ al-Nisāᵓ, verse1]  
Trs yā ayyuhā al-nāsu ᵓitaqū rabbakumu al-laḏī ḫalaqakum min nafsin 
wāḥidatin wā ḫalaqa minhā zawǧahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān kaṯīrān 
wā nisāᵓan 
BT O mankind! Fear your Lord who created you from one soul and created, 
of it his mate, and scattered from them countless men and women  
semantic 
features  
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā [+ voc part] 
ayyuhā [ +voc ,+N, nominative]  
al-nāsu [(al)+def art] 
nāsu[+N, +masc, +nominative ,+plu]  
ᵓitaqū [ +V,+ imp ,+action ,+  be afraid of ] 
ū [ +pron , +2nd person, +plu ,+subject ] 
rabbakumu [(Rabb) +N, +masc ,+accusative ] 
kumu [ +pron ,+2
nd
  person, +plu ,+masc ,+ poss ] 
al-laḏī [ +rel,+ pron , + masc ,+sing ] 
ḫalaqakum [ (ḫalaqa) +V,+ action ,+past ,- N ,+create ] 
kum [+pron ,+2
nd
 person ,+plu , + masc ,+object ] 
min [ +p ] 
nafsin [+N , + inanimate , + sing , +genitive ] 
wāḥidatin [+ A , +indef , +genitive , +sing ] 
wā [+conj] 
ḫalaqa [+V, action ,+past ,- N ,+create ] 
minhā [min [ +p ] 
Hā [+pron ,+3rd  person ,+ sing , +fem , +object ] 
zawǧahā [ (zawǧ)+N, masc ,+accusative ] 
Hā [ +pron , + 3rd person , +sing ,+ fem , +poss ] 
wā [+conj] 
baṯa [+V, +action ,+past ,+ spread ] 
minhumā  [min [ +p ] 
humā [+pron ,+3rd person , +dual ,+object ] 
riǧālān [ +N , + plu ,+masc , +indef ,+animate , ] 
kaṯīrān  [ +A ,+indef ,+sing ,+ masc ,+ accusative ] 
wā [+conj] 
nisāᵓan [+ N, +fem ,+plu ,+animate ,+ indef , +accusative ] 
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Table 6.35B CA English Text 
TL O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a 
single person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain 
scattered (like seeds) countless men and women (Ali, 2006, p. 183) 
semantic 
features  
of TT 
TT: 
O [+voc part ,+interj ] 
mankind[+N, +indef,+ all human beings ] 
reverence [+V, +action ,+imp ,+ worship ,  +awe] 
your [ +pron ,+ poss ,+separable ,+D ] 
guardian [+ N , +animate ,± masc ,+protector] 
Lord [+N, +head ,  +animate ,-V   ] 
who [ +rel pron ,  ±sing  , +human  ] 
created [ +V, +action, +past ,-N] 
you [ +2
nd
  person ,+  pron , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
from [ +p] 
A[ +indef art ,+spec reference ,  +sing  ] 
single [+A, -V,-N ,+one ] 
person [+N ,+animate,+ fem,+ masc ] 
created  [ +V, +action, +past ,-N] 
of [ +p] 
like [ +A , +V,+N, +similar, +adv,+conj ] 
nature [+N , inanimate ,-V, +kind,+ character] 
his [ +pron ,+2
nd
 person, +poss ,+D] 
mate [+N, -V,- A ,+±animate , + sing ] 
and [+conj ] 
from [+p]  
them [+pron ,+plu , +fem ,+masc ,+object] 
twain [ +number 2] 
scattered [+V, +action , +past , +spread ] 
like [ +adj , +V,+N, +similar,+adv, +conj ] 
seeds [+N ,+plu ,±animate , +V ,+ offspring ] 
countless [ +A , -V, +innumerable ] 
men [+N ,+ plu ,+ masc , +animate] 
and [+conj]  
women [ +N, +plu , +fem ,+animate ] 
This recollection is carried out by calling “  طبٌَّٕا بَهََُّأ َب  / yā ʼayyuhā al-nāsu” with the 
vocative particle“َب  / yā”. The vocative expression“  طبٌَّٕا َبهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā al-nāsu” is 
rendered into “O mankind!”.  In the TT,  “  طبٌَّٕا َبهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā al-nāsu”, in an 
economical manner, is reduced to a vocative expression ending with an exclamation 
mark. It is rendered into “O mankind!”. The verb “ اى مَّرا / ᵓitaqū is an imperative verb 
rendered into the imperative verb “ reverence”.  
The noun phrase “ ُ ىَّثَس/ rabbakumu” is extended to include [+N] as an extra semantic 
feature. It is rendered into “your Guardian-Lord”, producing an overtranslation. The 
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relative pronoun “ ٌِزٌَّا  / al-laḏī”  is translated into a relative pronoun also. The verb 
phrase “   ُْ  َىَمٍَخ  / ḫalaqakum” consists of the perfect verb “  ََكٍَخ / ḫalaqa” and the second 
person plural object pronoun “ ُْ  و/ kum /you”. It is translated into the perfect verb 
“created you”. The ST “   َبهَجْوَص َبهْٕ ِ  ََكٍَخَو / wā ḫalaqa minhā zawǧahā” is rendered into 
“created, of like nature, His mate” . An extension is seen clearly in rendering “بَهْٕ ِ  / 
minhā”. The translator has added further semantic features not found in the Arabic text, 
particularly [+A ,+ N]. In English, the TT “of like nature” does not affect the meaning 
of the ST. In that case, the translator has provided an overtranslation. 
The verb “ب َّ  هْٕ ِ    َثث / baṯa minhumā” is a perfect verb. It has been rendered to the past 
tense verb “scattered”. The translator tried to retain the same tense. The lexical item 
„ب َّ  هْٕ ِ  / is a prepositional phrase rendered to prepositional phrase “from them”.   اشُِثَو لَبَجِس
 َِٔوءبَغ  / riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan” is rendered into “countless men and women” As it is 
observed the translator has rendered the adjective “kaṯīrān / اشُثو” into the adjective  
“countless”. Also, there is a difference in the word-order between the ST and the TT. In 
Arabic the word order of “ َءبَِغَٔو اشُِثَو لَبَجِس / riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan” is [ N-A- Conj-N] 
. While, in TT the structure is [ A-N –conj-N].  
Semi-accurate Translation   
                                      Table 6.35C CA Arabic- English Text 
ST   سَْف   ةَدِحاَو   
TL a single person  
BT from one soul  
semantic 
features  of 
ST and  
TT 
ST: 
min [ +p ] 
nafsin [+N , + inanimate , + sing , +genitive ] 
wāḥidatin [+ A , +indef , +genitive , +sing ] 
 
TT: 
from [ +p] 
A[ +indef art ,+spec reference, +sing  ] 
single [+A, -V,-N ,+one ] 
person [+N ,+animate,+ fem,+ masc ] 
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In this section the researcher attempts to highlight the ST “   ظَْفٔ ْٓ ِ حَذِحاَو  / min nafsin 
wāḥidatin” which is rendered into PP “ from a single person”. The lexical item “person” 
in the English version does not mirror the real meaning of the lexical item “  ظَْفٔ / nafsin” 
in the Arab text which means „soul‟. A difference is observed obviously between 
“person” and „soul‟. The former means a human being with its own particular character, 
whereas, the latter means the part of a person that is not physical and that contains his 
character, thoughts and feelings (Longman, 2005, p. 1224& 1581). Therefore, the 
English lexical item “person” is not appropriate since it deformed the message of the ST 
“  ظَْفٔ / nafsin”. The best equivalence for rendering the lexical item “  ظَْفٔ / nafsin” is 
„soul‟.  
Suggested translation:  O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you 
from one soul, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women. 
Data (36) 
Table 6.36A CA of Arabic Text [al-ᵓAḥzāb, verse56] 
ST   اى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا َبهََُّأ َباىُّهَص  ِهُْ ٍََعا ًًّ ٍِهَْست اى ًُ ِّهَسَو [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56] 
Trs yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ṣallū ᶜalyhi wā sallimū taslīman 
BT O you who  have believed  give  blessings to him  and  salute him very 
much             
semantic 
features  
of ST  
 
ST : 
yā [ +voc part] 
ayyuhā [ +rel pron ,+ masc , + form ] 
 hā [attention part ] 
ᵓallaḏīna [ + rel pron  ,+pronominal +plu  ] 
 āmanū [(āmana) +V, + past ,+ action  + believe ]  
 ū [ ( they ) + pron ,+3rd   person  ,+ plu , explicit , +inseparable , 
neutral+]  
ṣallū [+V , + imp ,+ action , + give ,+ send ] 
 ū [ ( you ) + pron ,+ 2nd   person  ,+ plu , explicit , +inseparable ,+ 
neutral, + subject]  
ᶜalyhi [ (ᵓala) +  p ] 
 hi [ +poss ,+ pron ,+Masc ] 
 wā [ conj ] 
sallimū [( sallim) + V,+ imp ,+action , +salute ] 
 ū [( you ) + pron ,+2nd   person  ,+ plu , explicit , +inseparable , neutral+ 
, +subject]  
taslīman   [+ N ,+ masdar ] 
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Table 6.36B CA of English Text 
    TL O ye that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all 
respect (Ali, 2006, p. 1076). 
semantic 
features 
of TT 
TT : 
O [ + interj part ,+ voc] 
ye [ +pron,+2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
that  [ +rel pron ,   ±sing  , +human  ] 
believe [+V, +past, +action, +faith , +trust ] 
send [+V, +action , +imp ,+convey,+drive] 
ye [ +pron,+2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
blessings [+N, +plu, -V, +inanimate ] 
on [+p] 
him  [+ pron ,+ 3
rd
 person  ,+ masc , + sing , + object] 
and [+conj] 
alute  [+ V, +action ,+imp, +greet] 
him  [+ pron ,+ 3
rd
 person  ,+ Masc , + sing , + object] 
with [+p] 
all [ 
respect [+N,+ animate,+ sing, +V,  + esteem ] 
 
The ST “  َبهََُّأ َباى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا  / yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū” is made of the vocative particle “بَ / 
yā” and the addressee “َبهََُّأ / ayyuhā”. It is translated into “O ye”. The ST relative 
pronoun “ َٓ َِزٌَّا / ᵓallaḏīna” has been translated into the relative pronoun “that” in the TT. 
Furthermore, the ST “  اى ٕ َِ آ / āmanū” is a VP which consists of the perfect verb “    ٓ َِ آ  / 
āmana” and the third person plural pronoun “they”. It is changed into the present tense 
“believe”. In fact, the accurate equivalence for the ST “  اى ٕ َِ آ / āmanū”is the present 
perfect tense „have believed‟ since the V “  اى ٕ َِ آ / āmanū” has  present relevance. The 
meaning of the ST  “اى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا بَهََُّأ َب  / yā  ayyuhā  ᵓallaḏīna  āmanū”  is retained in the TT. 
Furthermore, the VP “ اىٍَُّص / ṣallū” in the ST is an imperative verb translated into a VP. 
It is extended into “send ye blessings” to contain [+pron, +N] in order to transfer the 
meaning of  “ اىٍَُّص / ṣallū” .  The translator has retained the meaning of the ST 
representing an overtranslation. With regards to the ST, “ ِهُْ ٍََع /ᶜalyhi” consists of the 
preposition “ًٍََع / ᶜala” and the third person pronoun “him” in the objective case. It is 
translated into PP “on him”. The ST “ و / wa”  is translated into “ and” . The VP “  ٍَِّعاى  ّ  / 
sallimū”  is an imperative verb rendered into “salute him” and the verb “ ُِّم لَس /  sallim” 
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suffixed by the second plural subject pronoun “ و / lū / you”. It is noted that the second 
person subject pronoun “you” is changed to second person object pronoun. It is 
translated into “salute him”. 
Semi-accurate Translation   
Table 6.36C CA Arabic- English Text 
ST ا ًًّ ٍِهَْست 
TL with all respect  
BT Very Much 
semantic 
features 
of ST and 
TT 
ST :   
taslīman [+ N ,+ masdar ] 
 
TT : 
with [+P] 
all [ +D,+pron] 
respect [+N,+ animate,+ sing, +V,  + esteem ] 
In this section the researcher looks at the improper part of the above vocative sentence 
which has an encouragement rhetorical purpose since it urges believers to send their 
blessings and salutation to prophet Muhammad (PBUH) continuously. The ST “اًمٌِلْسَت / 
taslīman” is a masdar noun (verbal noun) in Arabic that has been changed to a PP. It is 
rendered to “with all respect”. The ST “اًمٌِلْسَت / taslīman” in Arabic language is a noun 
derived from the verb always used to emphasize the action.  In Arabic the ST“اًمٌِلْسَت / 
taslīman” means „ very much‟ or “a lot” ,whereas, in English, the TT “ with all respect” 
does not reflect the same meaning of “اًمٌِلْسَت / taslīman”. It means to convey the feeling 
of respect towards the prophet. The message of “اًمٌِلْسَت / taslīman” is somewhat distorted. 
It is a semi-accurate translation. The accurate equivalence is „very much‟.  
Suggested translation: O you who have believed give blessings to him and salute him 
very much.         
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Data (37) 
Table 6. 37A CA of Arabic Text [ al-Aᶜraf,verse 26] 
ST   [ al-Aᶜraf,verse26]                 َب بًعَبِجٌ ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع َبٌْٕ َضَٔأ َْذل ََ َدآ ٍَِٕث  يِزاَُىٌ ُْ  ِىرآْىَع َوبًشَِس   
Trs yā banī Ādama qad anzalanā ᶜalaykum libāsan yūwarī  sawᵓātikum wā 
rīšan 
BT O children of Adam! We have sent down upon you raiment to cover 
your private parts , and as adornment. 
semantic 
features    
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā:[+voc part] 
banī [+N, +human ,+animate, +plu ] 
Ādam  [+proper noun] 
qad [+ part of certainty ] 
anzalanā [ (anzala) +V, +action , +past ,+sent down , -N] 
nā [ [+pron, +subject ,+plu , +1st person ,+inseparable ] 
ᶜalaykum [ (ᶜala) +p] 
kum [(you)+ pron, +plu , +human, +animate ] 
libāsan [+N, +inanimate ,+sing ] 
yūwarī [ +V, +action , + pre ,-N] 
sawᵓātikum [ (sawā) +N, +sing ,+inanimate ] 
kum [(you)+ pron, +plu , + 2
nd
 person ,+human, +animate ] 
wā rīšan [ +N, +inanimate , +sing] 
 
Table 6.37B CA English Text 
TT O ye Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to cover 
your shame, as well as To be an adornment to you  (Ali, 2006, p. 350) 
semantic 
features of 
TT 
TT: 
O [ + interj part ,+ voc ] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
children [ +N ,+plu , + offspring ] 
of [ +p ] 
Ădama [ +Proper name ] 
we [ + pron , +1
st
  person,+ plu , subj ]  
have  bestowed [+V ,+  pre perfect, +action ,+give ,+grant ,+pre ,- N ] 
raiment  [ +N , ± sing ,+clothing , +garments ]  
upon [ +p ] 
you [ +pron , +2
nd
  person  , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
to cover  [ +V , +action , + infinitive ,  + conceal , hide ] 
your  +[pron,+poss  ,+plu] 
shame [ +N , +sing , +V , -A]  
as well as [ +conj ] 
to be [ +V , +action , +infinitive , remain ,+ be present ] 
an [ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing   ] 
to [ +p]  
you [ +pron , +2
nd
  person  , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
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This reminder is achieved by calling “َِّمَدآًِِّنَب / banī Ādama” with the vocative particle “َب   
/ yā”.  The ST “ َِّمَدآًِِّنَبِّاٌَِّ / yā banī Ādama” is a NP in genitive case translated into a NP 
in genitive construction with keeping the meaning of the ST in Arabic.  It is rendered 
into “ O ye Children of Adam!” . The ST “ َِّمَدآًِِّنَبِّاٌَِّ / yā banī Ādama” has been extended 
to include the semantic feature [+pron] not found in the ST. Thus, it is an 
overtranslation.  Concerning the particle “ِّْدَق / qad” in the ST, It is used for emphatic 
action with a perfect verb. The VP “اَنْلَزَنأ / anzalanā” consists of the past verb “ِّْلَزَنأ 
/anzala” and the first person personal pronoun “اَن / nā / we”. The verb “ِّْلَزَنأ /anzala” is a 
past tense indicates indefinite time, therefore, the translator rendered it into present 
perfect tense “we have bestowed”. The TT “we have bestowed” conveys the same 
meaning of “اَنْلَزَنأ / anzalanā” in the Arabic text. The ST “ ِّْمُك ٌْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum” is a PP 
translated into PP “upon you”. On the subject of the ST,  “اًساَِبل / libāsan”  is  a N 
rendered into the N “raiment”. Regarding the ST, “يِراَوٌُ  / yūwarī”, it is a present verb 
changed to the infinitive verb “to cover”. The translator has given an overtranslation 
since the V “يِراَوٌُ  / yūwarī” is extended to include [+to], which is not found in the the 
Arabic text. The ST “ و / wā”  is a conjunction word translated into the conjunction 
phrase “as well as”. Thus, it is an overtranslation. The ST “اًشٌِر / rīšan” is a N extended 
to a simple sentence “To be an adornment to you”. Thus, the translator has produced an 
overtranslation. 
Semi-accurate Translation   
Table 6. 37C CA Arabic- English Text 
ST  ْىُِكتآْىَس 
TL your shame 
BT private parts 
semantic 
features 
of ST and 
TT 
ST :   
sawᵓātikum [ (sawā) +N, +sing ,+inanimate ] 
 
TT : 
your  +[pron,+poss  ,+plu] 
shame [ +N , +sing , +V , -A]  
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The ST “  ُْ  ِىرآْىَع / sawᵓātikum” is a NP translated into NP “your shame”. The lexical item 
“shame” refers to the feeling a person has when he does something wrong. While, in 
Arabic the lexical item “  ُْ  ِىرآْىَع / sawᵓātikum” refers to parts of the body without clothes 
(i.e. genitals – private parts) the best equivalence to the ST “  َحَءْىَع  / sawᵓātun” is „private 
parts‟. The message has been distorted somewhat by this rendition. It is a semi-accurate 
translation.    
Suggested translation: O ye Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you 
to cover your private parts, as well as To be an adornment to you.  
6.2.7 Undertranslation and Semi-accurate Translation 
Data (38) 
Table 6.38A CA Arabic Text [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105] 
ST      اى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا َبهََُّأ َب ْىُكَُسفََأ ْىُكٍْ َهَع  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105] 
Trs yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum ᵓanfusakum 
BT O you who have believe! seize yourselves 
semantic 
features 
of ST  
 
ST: 
yā [ + interj  part ,+ voc] 
ayyuhā [ +rel pron ,+,+ masc ] 
ᵓallaḏīna  [ + rel  pron  ,+pronominal +plu  ] 
āmanū  [(āmana) +V, + past ,+ action  + believe ]  
 ū [ ( they ) +   pron,+ 3rd person  ,+ plu , explicit , +inseparable, 
+neutral]  
ᶜalaykum [ ( ala) +p]  
 kum [ 2
nd
 person,+ pron, +masc,+ plu,+objective] 
ᵓanfusakum [ (Anfusa) +N ,-V] 
 kum [ +pron ,+2
nd
 person , +masc,+ plu, +objective] 
 
 
Table 6.38B CA English Text 
TL O ye who believe! Guard your own souls  (Ali, 2006, p. 281) 
semantic 
features 
of TT  
 
TT:  
O [ + interj  part ,+ voc] 
ye [ +pron, +2
nd
 person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
who [ +rel  pron ,   ±sing  , +human ] 
believe [+V, +pre, +action, +faith , +trust ] 
guard [ +V, +action , imp,+ protect,+ preserve, +N,+A] 
your [+poss,+ pron  ,+plu] 
own [ +A, +V, -N] 
souls[ +N, +plu] 
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Apparently, the ST “اى ٕ َِ آ َٓ َِزٌَّا َبهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā allaḏīna āmanū” is composed of the 
vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O” and the addressee “َبهََُّأ / ayyuhā”.  The vocative particle “بَ / 
yā/ O” has double functions for near and away from the speaker.  The lexical item “بَهََُّأ / 
ayyuhā” is a relative pronoun used in genitive to refer to a noun or pronoun. It is shifted 
to a second person plural pronoun “ye” in classical English. The relative pronoun “ َٓ َِزٌَّا / 
allaḏīna” is used for masculine plural pronouns. It is translated to “who” which is used 
to introduce only relative restricted clauses. The ST “  ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykum” is a PP composed 
of the preposition “ًٍََع / ᶜala” and second person plural pronoun “ُ و/ kum /you”. It has 
been changed into the verb “guard”. In Arabic, the ST “ ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykums” means protect 
yourselves from doing bad actions and deeds. It has the meaning of action of urging to 
something good. In English, the translator by this obligatory shift has deduced the 
internal meaning of the ST “ ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykum.  He could have captured the message of 
the ST “ ُْ  ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykum”.  Consequently, he has produced an undertranslation.  
Semi-accurate Translation   
Table 6.38C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST      ْىُكَُسفََأ   
TL your own souls  
BT your selves  
 semantic 
features    
of ST and 
TT 
ST: 
ᵓanfusakum [ (anfusa) +N ,-V] 
 kum[  +pron ,+2
nd
 person , +masc,+ plu, +object] 
TT:  
your [+poss,+ pron  ,+plu] 
own [ +A, +V, -N] 
souls [ +N, +plu] 
The second part of the above vocative sentence urges believers to adhere to the right 
path of Allah and do good actions. In this part of the sentence the researcher attempts to 
investigate “ ِّْمُكَُسفَنأ/ ᵓanfusakum” in the Arabic text . It is a NP translated into NP “your 
own souls”.  The translator has offered a semi-accurate translation. In English, the TT 
lexical item “souls” means the part of a person that is not physical, and that contains 
their character, thoughts and feelings (Longman, 2005, p. 1581) whereas the lexical 
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item “ ِّْمُكَُسفَنأ/ ᵓanfusakum” indicates the typical behaviour of a person and his character . 
Considering this difference, the lexical item „selves‟ is a more accurate equivalent than 
“souls”. 
 Suggested translation: O ye who believe! Guard your own selves. 
 6.2.8 Overtranslation and Undertranslation 
Data (39) 
Table 6.39A CA of Arabic Text [Maryam, verse28]  
ST [ Maryam,verse28]      ِّ  ءْىَع َأَش ِْ ا ِنى َثأ َْ بَو ب َِ  َْ و  سَبه َذْخ أ َباَيَو بً َُِغث ِه ُِّ  أ َْذٔبَو 
Trs yā uḫta Hārūn mā kana ᵓabūki ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin wā mā kānat ummuki 
baġiyyan 
BT O sister of Aaron! your father  was not an evil man and your mother was 
not a harlot 
semantic 
features 
of ST 
 
ST:  
yā [ + voc part ]  
uḫta [+N ,+ head + genitive ,± animate ] 
Hārūn [+proper noun] 
mā[ + neg part ]  
kana [ + V , + past ,+ action ]  
ᵓabūki [ (abũ) +N ,+animate ,+ sing ] 
 I [+pron, +2
nd
 person, +poss, +sing ,+fem] 
ᵓimraᵓ [ +N ,+ animate , + accusative ,+sing ]  
sawᵓin [ +N, +indef,+masc,+genitive] 
wā [ +conj  ] 
mā [ + neg part ]  
kānat [ (kana)+ V , + past ,+ action ]  
t [ + feminization pron , + fem , +sing ] 
ummuki [ (ummu) +N , + animate , +sing ,+fem ] 
i [+pron, +2
nd
 person, +poss, +sing ,+fem] 
baġiyyan [ +A ,- V ,+accusative, +indef ] 
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Table 6.39B CA of English Text 
TT O sister of Aaron. Thy father was not a man of evil, nor thy mother an 
unchaste woman (Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
semantic 
features 
of    TT  
 
TT: 
O [ +interj part  ,+ voc part ]   
sister [+N, +sing,+ animate] 
of [ +p] 
Aaron [ +proper noun] 
thy [+pron , +poss, ± fem ]  
father [ +N , + animate , +sing ] 
was [+copula, +V.be  ,  +sing ,+past  ,-N  ] 
not [ +N ,+A ,+Adv    ] 
A[ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing   ] 
man [ +N, +sing,+ animate ,+human] 
of [ +p]  
evil [ +N, +genitive,+ sing ,+ inanimate ] 
nor [+ conj,  + neg part ] 
was  [+copula, +V ,  +sing ,+past  ,-N    ] 
thy [+pron , +poss, ± fem ]  
mother  [ +N , + animate , +sing  , +fem] 
an [ +D, +indef art ,+spec reference ,+sing   ] 
unchaste [ + A ]  
woman  [ +N ,+sing ,+ animate ] 
The ST “َِّنوُراَهَِّتُْخأِّا ٌَ  / yā uḫta Hārūn” is a NP prefixed by the vocative particle “ ِّا ٌَ  / yā”. 
It is in genitive case translated into a genitive construction. It is translated into “O sister 
of Aaron”. The ST “َِّناَكِّ اَم /mā   kana” contains the negative particle “اَم /mā” which 
functions as a D and the verb  “َِّناَك  /kana” . It is translated into “was not”. The translator 
has kept the past tense of the verb “َِّناَك  /kana” and maintained the meaning of the ST “ِّاَم
َِّناَك /mā  kana” in Arabic. As for the ST, “ِِّكوَُبأ / abūki” is a NP translated into NP “your 
father”. The ST “ِّ ءْوَسَِّأَرْما /  ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin” is a NP in genitive case. It is translated into a 
NP to include semantic features not found in the ST, specifically [ +indef art, +P]. It is 
translated into “a man of evil”. Consequently, the meaning is retained and the translator 
has produced an overtranslation. The ST “ ِّْتَناَك  /kānat” is a VP translated into a V in the 
TT. It is translated into “was”. Moreover, the ST “  ا ًٌّ ِغَبِِّك ُُّمأ /ummuki baġiyyan” is a NP 
composed of the NP  “ِِّك ُُّمأ/ ummuki” and the N “ا ًٌّ ِغَب / baġiyyan” . The ST “ِِّك ُُّمأ/ ummuki” 
is translated into the NP “Thy mother” . The ST“ا ًٌّ ِغَب / baġiyyan” is an A extended to the 
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AP “an unchaste woman” . Thus, the translator has produced an overtranslation. The 
meaning of the ST“ ا ًٌّ ِغَبِِّك ُُّمأ /ummuki baġiyyan”  has been retained.  
Undertranslation 
Table 6 39C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST اَيَو 
TL nor  
semantic 
features 
of ST and 
TT 
ST :  
wa [ +conj  ] 
 mā  [ + neg part ]  
 
TT: 
nor [+ conj,  + neg part ] 
The ST “ ب َِ َو / wa mā”  contains the conjunction word “ و / wa” and the negative particle 
“ب َِ  / mā”. Both of them are rendered into a conjunction word carrying the meaning of 
negation. They are rendered into “nor”. The translator has produced an undertranslation. 
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Data (40) 
Table 6.40A CA of Arabic Text [Ṭāhā, verse 80] 
ST    َُِب َاًٌ  َمٍئاَسِْسإ  َق ْد  َأٔ  وَبُْٕ َج ُْ  ُْ  و ِّو ذَع ْٓ ِ َعاَوَو ْد ْىُكَا  َِتٔبَجاٌ  طى ِس ا  ُ  ىُْ ٍََع َبٌْٕ ََّضَٔو َٓ َّ َْ َلأا َّ ٌْ َّٓ 
اَوٌيَىٍْ َّغ  [Ṭāhā, verse 80] 
Trs yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad ᵓanǧaynākum min ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum 
ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al - ᵓaymana wā nazalnā ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-
salwā 
BT O Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy and we 
made an appointment with you  side  At-Tūri   on the right   and   sent 
down upon you manna and quails  
semantic 
features  
of ST 
 
ST: 
yā [+voc part ] 
banī  [+ vocative, +N, +masc ,+plu] 
Isrāᵓīla [+proper noun ,+genitive]  
qad [ +part of certainty] 
ᵓanǧaynākum [(ᵓanǧa) +past ,+action ,+saved] 
nā [ [+pron, +subject ,+plu , +1st person ,+inseparable ] 
kum [+pron ,+object,+ plu, +inseparable  ,+2
nd
 person] 
min [+p ] 
ᶜadūwikum [ᶜadū)+N,+ plu ,+ masc ,+genitive]  
 kum [+pron ,+2
nd
 person ,+plu ,+poss , +inseparable] 
 wā [+conj ,+and] 
wāᶜdnākum [(wāᶜdnā)  ,+V, + past,+ action , +promise]  
nā [ [+pron, +subject ,+plu , +1st person ,+inseparable ] 
kum   [+pron ,+2
nd
 person ,+plu ,+poss , +inseparable] 
ǧāniba [+adv,+ place, +accusative,+ masc ]  
al-Ṭūri [(al)+ def art.] 
Ṭūri [+N ,+genitive ,+masc ] 
al - ʼaymana [(al)+ def art.] 
ᵓaymana [ +adj ,+ masc ,+sing ,+accusative ] 
wā [+conj ,+and] 
nazalnā [(nazal) +V,+ action, +past ,+sent down ] 
nā [ + pron ,+1st person ,+plu ,+subject] 
ᶜalaykumu [(ᶜala) +p] 
kumu [+pron ,+2
nd
 person ,+plu ,+object ,+masc] 
al-manna [(al) + def art ] 
manna [ +N, +mas, +accusative]  
wā [+conj ,+and] 
al-salwā  [(al) + def art ] 
salwā [+N,+ accusative, +masc] 
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Table 6.40B CA of English Text 
TL O ye Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We 
made a Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We 
sent down to you Manna and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780). 
semantic 
features 
of TT 
TT: 
O [+Voc part ,+interj] 
ye [ +second person ( pron) , +masc ,+fem , ± sing ] 
children [ +N, +plural ,+mas ,+animate  , +offspring ] 
of [+genitive construction ] 
Israel [ +proper noun, +animate ] 
we [ + pron,+ 1
st
  person ,+ plu , +animate  , +mas ,+ fem ,+ subject  ] 
delivered [+V, +action , + past ,+set free, +release ,+save] 
uou [ + pron ,+2
nd
  person  , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
from [ +p]  
your [ +pron ,+ poss ,+separable ,+D ] 
enemy [ +N, ±animate , +sing , +foe , +adversary , +opponent ] 
and [+conj ] 
we [ + pron,+ 1
st
  person ,+ plu , +animate  , +mas ,+ Fem ,+ subject  ] 
made a Covenant with you [+phrasal V ,+action ,+past , +promise, +do 
an appointment]  
on [+p]  
the [ +def art ,+spec reference  , + generic reference,  ±sing  ] 
right side of Mount (Sinai) [ +genitive construction , (+A) ,( +N), ( +P ) 
,(+N)] 
and [+conj ] 
we [ + pron,+ 1
st
  person ,+ plu , +animate  , +mas ,+ Fem ,+ subject  ] 
sent down [+Phrasal verb ,+V, +action ,+past ,-N ,+get something off] 
to [ +p]  
you [ + pron, +2
nd
  person , +masc ,+fem , ± sing  ] 
Manna [+N , +inanimate ] 
And [+conj ] 
Quails [ +N, +inanimate ] 
The Qur‟anic verse is initiated with calling “  َِٕثٍ ئاَشِْعإُ ًَ  /children of Israel” by the 
vocative particle “بَ  / yā”. The vocative construction “   َِٕثٍ ئاَشِْعإُ ًَ / children of Israel” is 
translated into the vocative expression “O ye Children of Israel!”. It is extended to 
include a semantic feature such as [ + pron] not available in the ST “  َِٕثٍ ئاَشِْعإُ ًَ  /children 
of Israel”. The meaning of the ST is retained in the TT and the translator has supplied an 
overtranslation. Further, the verb phrase “  َأٔ  وَبُْٕ َج ُْ  /ᵓanǧaynākum”  consists of the perfect 
verb “   َأٔ ٍْ َج  / ᵓanǧa” , the implicit first person personal plural „we‟ and the second person 
personal plural „you‟.  As it is observed the translator has rendered the verb phrase into 
“we delivered you” keeping the same tense in the TT.   
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On the subject of “  ُْ  و ِّو ذَع ْٓ ِ  / min  ᶜadūwikum”, it is a PP which consists of the 
preposition “ ْٓ ِ / min /from” and the NP “  ُْ  و ِّو ذَع/  ᶜadūwikum”. The ST “  ُْ  و ِّو ذَع ْٓ ِ  / min 
ᶜadūwikum” is composed of the noun “ وذع / ᶜadū” and second person possessive plural 
pronoun “your”. It is translated into PP “from your enemy”.  The second favour 
mentioned by Allah is“  َعاَوَو ْذ ُْ  وَبٔ / wā wāᶜdnākum” : the conjunction word “ و  / wa” is 
translated into conjunction word „and‟. The verb phrase “  َعاَوَو ْذ ُْ  وَبٔ / wā wāᶜdnākum” 
consists of the perfect verb “  َعاَو ْذ  / wāᶜd”, first person plural pronoun “ ِّان  /ِّnā /we” and 
second person plural pronoun “ مك / kum/ you”. It is extended to the simple sentence 
“We made a Covenant with you”. Strictly speaking, the translator has provided an 
overtranslation. The meaning of the ST is conveyed since the lexical item “Covenant” is 
used to refer to the legal agreement in which someone promises to pay a person or 
organization an amount of money regularly. The translator has used the lexical item 
“Covenant” to indicate the importance of this appointment between Almighty Allah and 
Musa (PBUH) thus the translation is an overtranslation.  
With reference to the construction “  َِتٔبَجاٌ  طو ِس ا َٓ َّ َْ َلأ  / ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al - ᵓaymana”, the 
lexical item “  َِتٔبَج / ǧāniba”  is an Adv in Arabic language translated into the Adv  
“side” without distorting the meaning of the message.  The NP in genitive case “  اٌ  طو ِس 
آ َّ َْ َلأ  / Al-Ṭūri al - ᵓaymana” is rendered to the PP “on the right of Mount (Sinai)”. The 
meaning of the ST “  َِتٔبَجاٌ  طو ِس ا َٓ َّ َْ َلأ  / ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al - ᵓaymana” is retained and the 
translation is an overtranslation. Almighty Allah continues accounting his favours 
awarded to Banu Israel. He mentions the third favour “ُ  ىُْ ٍََع َبٌْٕ ََّضَٔو / wā nazalnā 
ᶜalaykumu”. The conjunction word “ و  / wa” is translated into conjunction word “and”. 
The verb phrase “ َبٌْٕ ََّضٔ / nazalnā”  is a perfect verb suffixed by the first person plural 
pronoun “َبٔ / we”. The translator has translated “ َبٌْٕ ََّضٔ / nazalnā” to the phrasal verb in 
past tense “sent down”.  
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Accordingly, the translator has retained the same tense and meaning of the ST “ َبٌْٕ ََّضٔ / 
nazalnā” and produced an overtranslation . The prepositional phrase “ُ ىُْ ٍََع / ᶜalaykumu” 
is rendered into a PP. It is translated into “to you”. As for the collocation “  ا َّ ٌْ َّٓ اَوٌيَىٍْ َّغ / 
al-manna wā al-salwā” , both of them are names of sweets in Arabic and translated  as  
nouns into “Manna and quails” 
Undertranslation 
Table 6.40C CA of Arabic- English Text 
ST  َق ْد  
BT Certainly 
semantic 
features  
of ST and  
TT 
ST: 
qad [ +part of certainty] 
 
TT: 
------ 
The lexical item “   َل ْذ / qad”  is an emphatic particle used with perfect verbs to emphasize 
an action. As it noted it has been ignored in translation. Thus, the translator has done 
undertranslation.  
6.3 Conclusion  
The Qur‟anic vocative sentences from the semantic perspective have been analysed in 
this chapter. Vocative sentences in Arabic and their English translation for Ali (2006) 
have been compared semantically to find out if the syntactical and grammatical changes 
affect the rhetorical meaning of the Qur‟anic vocative sentences when translated into 
English. Two scientific methods are used to attain this goal: theory of Katz and Foder 
(1963) and Newmark‟s (1981, 1988) approach. Throughout analysing we have founded 
that message change sometimes completely affects the rhetorical purpose of vocative 
sentences in the Glorious Qur‟an when translated into English, while the effect of the 
message changes in rhetorical purpose was partial or maintained similar in the rest of 
the examples. In the next chapter, we will deal with the Qur‟anic vocative sentences 
from the perspective of “context of situation” by Halliday and Hassan (1985).   
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONTEXT OF SITUATION 
7.1 Introduction 
 The focal point in this chapter is to analyse the translated Qur‟anic vocative sentences 
in terms of the context of situation. It deals with the variables of a language: field, tenor 
and mode in the circle of translation of vocative sentences in the glorious Qur‟an from 
Arabic to English. It aims to find convenient answers to the research question “How is 
the context of situation (field, tenor and mode) of the translated English rhetorical 
message affected when translated from the Qur‟anic text?”. Carrying on from this point 
the data is investigated on the basis of the idea of Halliday and Hasan (1985) using the 
concepts of register and narrative descriptions.  
7.2 Data Analysis 
7.2.1 Context of Grief Rhetorical Purpose (Data 1)  
ST:  ًٍِِّإ ِّةَر  ً َثًُأ بَُهتْعَضَو     [āl- ᶜImrān, verse 36]. 
Trs: rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnṯā.  
TT: O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136).  
 7.2.1.1 Field  
The Qur‟anic verse “  ًَثُنأ بَُهتْعَضَو ٍِِّنإ ِّةَس / rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnṯā” conveys the grief of 
the wife of ᶜImrān when she delivered of a female baby. This feeling is expressed by 
calling Almighty Allah and represented by using several lexical words ( ِّةَس / rabbī ,  ٍِِّنإ  /  
ᵓinnī, بَُهتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā, and    ً َثُنأ  / ūnṯā ). As it is noted, it is translated into “O, my 
Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! ” to reflect a new or other field away 
from the original one. It reflects the astonishment of wife of ᶜImrān. That is, the 
rhetorical meaning of the vocative sentence is not sustained since he translated the DP “  
ٍِِّنإ /  ᵓinnī” into V “Behold!” ending with an exclamation mark.  
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7.2.1.2 Tenor 
The vocative is directed here from the wife of ᶜImrān to the Almighty. She expresses her 
grief and sorrow since she has given birth to a female. Her anguish is due to a plausible 
reason. As it is cited in Qur`an she has already vowed to Allah that her pregnancy 
would be for the sake of the Almighty by saying “  ِإ ِّةَس ِّن َث ٍِف بَم ََهل ُتْسََزن ٍ ْطاس َّشَحُم ٍِن   / rabbī 
ᵓinnī naḏartu lakā mā fī baṭnī muḥrarran /O my Lord! I do dedicate unto Thee what is in 
my womb for Thy special service” (Ali, 2006, p. 135) .That is to say, she has decided 
that the baby she is pregnant with would serve Jerusalem. She thought she was 
supposed to be pregnant with a male baby. Therefore, she was sad when she gave birth 
to a female since a male is stronger than a female; therefore, he is also able to serve 
Jerusalem better than a female. This is quite clear in her saying “   َظُْ َلَو  ً َثُنْلْبَو ُشَو َّزلا [al-
ᶜImrān, verse 36] /  and the male is not like the female” (Ali, 2006, p. 136) . This reason 
is considered a good justification to convey her anguish to Allah by using the NP “  ِّةَس
ًَثُنأ َبُهتْعَضَو ٍِِّنإ / rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā ” . According to the translator, the role and 
the status of the participants are being kept the same.  
7.2.1.3 Mode 
The vocative sentence “  ً َثُنأ َبُهتْعَضَو ٍِِّنإ ِّةَس  / rabbī ᵓinnī waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā / O, my Lord! 
Behold! I am delivered of a female child!” (Ali, 2006, p. 136) is a declarative sentence 
that has the meaning of grief. The ST vocative sentence is made of a series of different 
phrases. The NP “ ِّةَس / rabbī” is free of the vocative particle “   /  بَ yā”.  This omission of 
vocative particle “  / بَ yā” is quite frequent in the glorious Qur‟an. It has a great 
significance which corresponds with the context of a verse in which it takes place. In 
this case, she dropped the vocative particle as she has a strong conviction that Almighty 
is very much near her by the evidence of the Qur‟an “  َع ٌِدَبجِع ََهَلؤَع اَِرإَو ِّن َِئف ٍ ِّن َل ٍشَ  ت  [ al-
Baqara ,verse 186]  / wā iḏa sāᵓlakā ᶜibāī ᶜannī faᵓnī qarībun / When My servants ask 
thee concerning Me, I am indeed close (to them): I listen to the prayer of every 
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suppliant when he calleth on Me.” (Ali, 2006, p. 74)  and   “  َأ ُنَْحنَو ْل َح ْنِم ِهَُِْلإ ُةَش ْج ِلا َىْل ِسَ ِذ  [ 
Qāf,verse,16] / wā naḥnu aqrabu ᵓilayhi min ḥabli al-warīd / We know what dark 
suggestions his soul makes to him: for We are nearer to him than (his) jugular vein (Ali, 
2006, pp. 1348-1349). 
In the TT, the translator focuses on the action of calling directed from the wife of ᶜImrān 
to Allah. He translated the NP “ ِّةَس / rabbī” into “O, My Lord!”. This means that the 
translator recognizes that the omitted lexical item is the vocative particle. In addition, 
the NP “ ِّةَس / rabbī” is rendered into the vocative expression using an exclamation mark 
“O, My Lord!”. Besides, the DP“  ٍِِّنإ  / ᵓinnī” is a particle which functions as a quasi- 
verb used for emphatic action or what is said after it. In this respect, the DP is composed 
of two lexical items: the particle “  َّنإ / ᵓinna” and the first person possessive object 
pronoun “ ٌ/ my”.  It is used to emphasise that she gave birth to a female not a male. 
This kind of address reflects a high politeness aspect. She is aware that Allah knows 
everything, but she wants to express her apology to Allah in another way since she gave 
birth to a female. Another remarkable point is pertaining to the VP “بَُهتْعَضَو / 
waḍaᶜtūhā”.  In the ST the VP “ بَُهتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” is in active voice in the past tense 
with present relevance and focuses on the agent. The third person singular pronoun “ به / 
 she” in the VP “بَُهتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” refers to the  female. It is also used to emphasise 
that the baby is a female, not a male. On the part of translation, the translator has 
changed the DP “ ٍِِّنإ / ᵓinnī”  into the verb “Behold!” to mean: „look at‟, followed by the 
exclamation mark. In Arabic language, the verb “Behold” is used on some occasions to 
get the addressee knowledge about something that has happened (al-Aṣfahanī, n.d., p. 
812). 
The translator attempts to convey a shadow meaning of the DP “  ٍِِّنإ  / ᵓinnī”.  Doing 
such translation makes actual change in meaning. That is, the verb “Behold!” is used to 
attract the attention of the Almighty and to get him knowledge about the situation is 
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inaccurate since the V “Behold” is used to tell someone to look at something that is 
surprising used humorously (Longman,2005,p. 949).  The Qur‟anic vocative sentence 
through translation is deprived of its real meaning (i.e. Grief) and given a new meaning, 
exclamation, for the following reasons: 
1. It is possible to use such a verb “Behold” among human beings but not with the 
Almighty. The Almighty Allah knows everything in this universe so it is inappropriate 
to use such a verb in a religious text by evidence of his saying “  ُ َّاللَّو ب َِث َُمبَْعأ  ْتَعَضَو   [āl-
ᶜImrān, verse 36]/wā Allhu aᶜlamu bimā waḍaᶜat / and God knew best what she brought 
forth” (Ali, 2006, p. 136) 
2. The verb “Behold!” is followed by the exclamation mark to show that the wife of    
ᶜImrān is astonished because she delivered of a female. On the contrary, she calls Allah 
to convey her grief to the Almighty. Further, the translator has changed VP “ بَُهتْعَضَو / 
waḍaᶜtūhā” to passive voice in the present tense. In TT, the translator focuses on the 
object (i.e. Allah). In reality, the propositional meaning of the VP “ بَُهتْعَضَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” 
is changed in the TT . The translator attempts to demonstrate that the action of giving 
birth is done by the Almighty. In contrast, the ST focuses on the fact that the action of 
giving birth belongs to the wife of ᶜImrān. Such form reflects a great respect and 
politeness towards Allah. Thus, the rhetorical meaning of the ST is changed completely.  
7.2.2 Context of Grief Rhetorical Purpose (Data 2)  
ST:  اَذ  ـ َه اوُذَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَر َباًرىُجْهَه َىآُْزقْلا      [al- Fūrqān,verse 30]. 
Trs: yā rabbī ᵓinna qawmī ᵓittaḫaḏū haḏā al-qurān mahǧūran.  
TT: O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 
2006, p. 896). 
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 7.2.2.1 Field 
 The Qur‟anic vocative sentence clarifies the sadness of the prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH) about his people because they refuse to listen and believe in Qur‟an. This 
feeling of sadness is set out in the use of the vocative particle “  بَ / yā” , “  َّنإ   / ᵓinna” , 
“ٍِمَْىل / qawmī”, and  “ َاسىجهم / mahǧūran”. That is, the feeling of sadness is expressed in 
the vocative declarative sentence. Explicitly, the same event that occurs in the ST has 
been altered slightly. The translator views the ST “ َاسىجهم / mahǧūran” as something 
foolish and nonsense. Therefore, the field of the English translation is slightly disrupted 
from its original sense „abandoned‟ to “foolish and silly thing”. As a result, the 
rhetorical grief meaning of the ST is disrupted a bit since the field of origin is disrupted 
due to the sense of foolish and silliness. The translation in turn is rather broken. 
7.2.2.2 Tenor 
The prophet Muhammad (PBUH) calls the Almighty and expresses his extreme grief 
because of his people. They continuously refuse to adhere to the Qur‟an. So, the prophet 
conveys this feeling via the device of vocative. In addition, the Qur‟anic vocative verse 
puts into action that the verse implicates indirectly an alert and warning to his people 
since the prophet forwards his grief to the Almighty to get help from him. On the side of 
translation, the translator has maintained the roles of the all participants in the TT. 
7.2.2.3 Mode 
The prophet conveys his grief via a vocative declarative sentence. Numerous lexical 
items have been used as implements to convey his grief. The vocative particle “  بَ / yā” 
is used to call a person near or far from the speaker. In this occasion, the prophet 
Muhammad calls Allah by means of the vocative particle “  بَ / yā” to reflect the extent 
of his unhappiness. This is due to his knowledge that Allah is very near him.  The 
translator has kept this aspect of significance in translation of the vocative particle“  بَ / 
yā” into “O”  .  
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 Note, that the translator has kept the NP “  ِّةَس َب    / yā rabbī ” in the TT followed by the 
comma to keep the meaning of the ST NP “  ِّةَس َب    / yā rabbī”. As well, the D “   ِِّنإ  / 
ᵓinna”,  as mentioned in the previous example (Data1),  is a particle which functions as a 
quasi- verb used to emphasise the action or what is said after it.  In this case, the D “   ِِّنإ  
/ᵓinna” is used to assert some issues. It asserts the grief of the prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH). It asserts also that his people, not other people, refused to listen to the Qur‟an. 
The translator has preserved the function of the D “   ِِّنإ  / ᵓinna” in the TT and translated it 
into an accurate equivalent “Truly” . In actual point, using the lexical item “ٍِمَْىل / 
qawmī / my people” is to confirm the degree of his whimper from their behaviour since 
they are supposed to agree with him and accept his mission as a messenger of Allah. 
What is more, the demonstrative pronoun “  َز  ـ َها   /haḏā” in the ST NP “ َنآُْشْملا اَز  ـ َه / haḏā al-
qurān”  is used  namely to refer to a thing . In this context, it is used not only as 
anaphoric reference to the Qur‟an but it has another main point.  It is used to glorify the 
Glorious Qur‟an and such a book should not be abandoned. The TT has kept the same 
structure of the ST “ َنآُْشْملا اَز  ـ َه / haḏā al-qurān”. 
Finally, the lexical item “ َاسىجهم / mahǧūran” also has an important role in this Qur‟anic 
vocative sentence. It yields the meaning of vacant. That is, the people of prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH) did not pay attention to listening to the Qur‟an and to realizing 
what it contains. This meaning is missed in the translation. The translator has transposed 
the core of the ST “ َاسىجهم / mahǧūran” into a very different meaning. He has produced 
grammatical and semantic changes. He changed the N “ َاسىجهم / mahǧūran” to PP “for 
just foolish nonsense”.  
Hence, the translator puts into practice the meaning of the ST “ َاسىجهم /mahǧūran” 
wrongly. He translated it to mean “just for fun” or “silly thing”. This shift in focus 
results in distortion of the rhetorical meaning of the ST somewhat which means 
„abandoned‟.  
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7.2.3 Context of Lamentation Rhetorical Purpose (Data 3)      
ST:  َفُطُىَ  ً َلَع  ً َفََطأ َب  [ Yūsūf ,verse 84]. 
Trs: yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa. 
TT: How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p.574). 
7.2.3.1 Field  
The verse negotiates the lamentation of the prophet Jacob over his dearest son Yūsūf 
due to his loss of him.  His lamentation is signified by the outstanding lexical item “   َب
  ً َفََعأ  / yā ᵓasāfā” to convey his sorrow over Yūsūf. In the TT, the translator precisely 
conveys the lamentation in a different structure. He conveys that via an exclamatory 
sentence. 
7.2.3.2 Tenor 
The verse gets the lamentation of Jacob across by the use of the vocative. A certain 
circumstance stands behind his lamentation. Children of Jacob told their father that 
Binyāmīn, brother of Yūsūf, had stolen the measuring cup of the king and he was in the 
custody of the king. This was a good opportunity for Jacob to release his sorrow for 
Yūsūf since he realized that they had followed the same manner in order to get rid of 
Yūsūf . In this manner, it is noted that Jacob made use of calling something abstract 
instead of calling the Almighty.  He achieved that by means of the NP “   ً َفََعأ َب  / yā 
ᵓasāfā”. On the part of translation, the translator puts into action the participants into 
their same status and role with no definite change in meaning.  
7.2.3.3 Mode 
A declarative sentence is embedded in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence. The vocative 
sentence is made of two main phrases. It is composed of the NP “    ً َفََعأ َب   / yā ᵓasāfā” 
and the PP “ َفُعُىَ  ً َبَع /ᶜalā Yūsūfa” . What is noted is that the NP “    ً َفََعأ َب   / yā ᵓasāfā” 
has gained the core of the rhetorical meaning of this Qur‟anic verse. It consists of the 
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vocative particle “  بَ / yā” and the NP “  ً َفََعأ  / ᵓasāfā” . In this respect, the call is directed 
to something abstract “ᵓasāfā”. This kind of call is tropical since it is deviated from its 
original principle that includes calling persons. In this manner, the vocative particle is 
characterized by prolonged sound to show the extent of sorrow of Jacob has over his 
son.  As well, the speaker i.e. Jacob, seems to ask “ᵓasāfā” to attend as it is the suitable 
time for that. Moreover, the final “alīf” of the lexical item “ᵓasāfā” has taken the place 
of the first person possessive pronoun “ٌ / my” to be “ᵓasāfā” instead of “ᵓasāfĩ”.  On 
the part of translation, the context of mode of this vocative sentence has been changed 
in the TT. At the same time, the translator was able to transfer the same contextual 
lamentation of the vocative sentence into TT. This is clear when the translator attempted 
to render the ST “   ً َفََعأ َب   / yā ᵓasāfā” into “how great is my grief”. He attempted to 
convey in an exclamatory sentence the lamentation of Jacob over his son Joseph 
(PBUH).   
7.2.4 Context of Exclamation Rhetorical Purpose Data (4 )   
ST:   سىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ  ً ََتلَْ َو َب   [Hūd, verse 72]. 
 Trs: yā waylatā ᵓa ᵓalidū wā anā ᵓaǧūzun.  
TT: Alas for me! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p. 530) 
p.530). 
7.2.4.1 Field 
The vocative Qur‟anic sentence is about the wonder of the wife of Ibrabhīm when she 
learned from the messengers of Allah that she would have a baby (al-Razī, 2000, vol. 9, 
23). The vocative by exclamation is transferred by using specific linguistic lexical items 
such as “  ً ََتبَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā ,   ِذَلَأأ / ᵓa ᵓalidū , and    صىُجَع  ََنأَوب  / wā anā ᵓaǧūzun .  Obviously 
the field has been changed to a new field which differs from that of the source field. In a 
sense, the field is converted from exclamation to grief.  The vocative NP expression is 
translated into exclamatory expression “Alas for me!”.  
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7.2.4.2 Tenor 
The vocative in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence is uttered from the wife of Ibrahīm 
when she presaged she would have a child. The main participants in the tenor of this 
Qur‟anic vocative sentence are the messengers of Allah, wife of Ibrahīm, and her 
husband Ibrahīm.  The messengers of Allah (i.e. the angels) had told the wife of Ibrahīm 
she would have Isḥaq and then Jacob. This is to clarify their saying in verse no. 17 of 
sūrat Hūd “  ََجف َةُىمَْع  َقبَحِْعإ ِءاَسَو ْنِمَو َقبَحِْعِئث َبهَبنْش َّش  / fā bašrnahā bi Isḥaq wā min waraᵓ  Isḥaq 
yaᶜqub/  But we gave her glad tidings of Isaac, and after him, of Jacob” (Ali, 2006, p. 
530) 
Her wonder of this miraculous comes as a result of several reasons:  
1. She is sterile.  
2. She is an old woman.  
3. Her husband is also an old man. 
4. She will live to see her grandson Jacob  (Ibn ᶜāšūr, 2000, p. 296,vol 11)  
Her wonder comes in accordance with familiar tradition usually felt by Arabs, not about 
the ability of Almighty Allah, since if a Muslim wonders about the ability of Allah this 
means that he disbelieves in Allah. The translator has retained the role and the status of 
the whole participants in the English translation.  
7.2.4.3 Mode 
The exclamation in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence has been communicated by means 
of certain lexical items:  “  ً ََتبَْ َو َب   / yā  waylatā , َلَأأ ُذ  / ᵓa ᵓalidū”. The NP  “  َب  ً ََتبَْ َو   / yā  
waylatā”  is composed of the vocative particle “بَ / yā”  which is used here to call 
something away from the speaker i.e. “  ً ََتبَْ َو  /  waylatā”. In other words, the vocative by 
exclamation is communicated via a vocative sentence which contains an interrogative 
sentence. The vocative particle “بَ / yā” is characterized by prolonged sound to show the 
degree of her wonder. A major significance is focused on the second element of “  ً ََتبَْ َو َب   
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/ yā  waylatā”  the  N “  ً ََتبَْ َو  /  waylatā” which consists of the radical lexical item “لَو / 
wayl” suffixed by the redundant letter “T” for strengthening the meaning and the final 
“alīf” which has taken the place of the first  person possessive pronoun ”my” to be  
“waylatĩ”. Linguistically, the word “لَو / wayl” has the meaning of “disgrace” ( al -
Razī,2000, vol.9, p. 23).  It is worth noting that the lexical item “ لَو  / wayl” is also 
used in Arabic in the context of surprise. In a sense, the speaker calls this lexical item to 
put his feeling across strongly and requires from it to attend (Ibn ᶜĀšūr, 2000,vol.11, p. 
297). In accordance with translation, the translator has changed the main core of the NP 
“  ً ََتبَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā”. He translated it into a different meaning. He translated it into 
“Alas for me!”. In reality, the main core is changed from exclamation to grief. From a 
close look at this NP, it is obvious that the translator has despoiled the major rhetoric 
meaning of this Qur‟anic vocative sentence to present a new and different meaning. As 
a result, his translation is an inaccurate translation.  
Moreover, the interrogative particle “  أ / a” that precedes the VP َلَأأ ُذ  / ᵓa ᵓalidū”  is 
deviated from its main function as interrogation to have the meaning of exclamation. In 
other words, the wife of Ibrahīm conveys her wondering by means of the interrogation.  
The interrogative particle “  أ / a” is transposed to the auxiliary verb “ shall” to show 
futurity. This translation for the interrogative particle “  أ / a”  is proper for the following 
reasons: 
1. The VP َلَأأ"ُذ  / a- alidū” is a present verb with future relevance.  
2. Pregnancy usually does not happen at a moment but needs a long period. 
Other means are used in this vocative sentence to emphasize that the rhetoric meaning 
of this Qur‟anic vocative sentence is vocative by exclamation. The lexical items   صىُجَع 
 ََنأَوب  / wā anā ᵓaǧūzun / an old woman” and “  ًبًخُْ َش / šayḫan/ an old man” are also 
indicators for her wonder. Both of them are too old and giving birth to a child at such an 
age is considered against of the standard criteria for human beings.  The post sentence “  
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  تُِجَع  ء ٍْ ََشل اَز  ـ َه َِّنإ / ᵓinna hāḏā lašyᵓn ᶜaǧīb / That would indeed be a wonderful thing!” 
(Ali, 2006, p. 530) is further evidence of the emphasis of her wonder.  In this sentence, 
the wife of Ibrahīm emphasises her wonder to the messengers of Allah by means of the 
emphatic quasi-verb “  ِإ َّن   / ᵓinna/ indeed” , “اَز  ـ َه  / hāḏā” /that would” and “  تُِجَع / ᶜaǧīb/ a 
wonderful thing ”. These lexical items refer to and emphasise one thing: that „her 
pregnancy in this age is a matter of surprise‟. According to the translator, he translated 
this sentence into “That would indeed be a wonderful thing!” (Ali, 2006, p. 
530).Though the translator attempts to create the same focus of wondering in the TT in 
this sentence, he failed to convey the rhetorical meaning of the previous vocative 
sentence into the TT. Unfortunately, disharmony between this sentence and the previous 
vocative sentence is evident. In the previous sentence, he translated the vocative NP  “ َب
  ً ََتبَْ َو  / yā  waylatā”, as it is mentioned earlier , into “Alas for me!”. Such unfamiliarity 
with the context leads to garbling the rhetorical meaning of this Qur‟anic vocative 
sentence.  
7.2.5 Context of Exclamation Rhetorical Purpose Data (5 )   
ST :    مَلَُغ اَذ  ـ َه  يَزُْشث َب  [Yūsūf,verse19]. 
Trs : yā bušrā haḏā ġulāmūn.  
TT: Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551). 
7.2.5.1 Field    
This vocative sentence is characterized as exclamation. It considers how a group of 
travellers found Yūsūf when they sent their man to get some water for them. The man 
was very surprised when he saw Yūsūf inside the well. He shouted loudly with surprise 
that he found a very beautiful boy in the well. He expresses his feeling of wonder by 
calling “  يَشُْشث / bušrā / good news”.  The NP “   مَلَُغ اَز  ـ َه / haḏā ġulāmūn  / this is a boy” is 
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an indicator of this good news . That is the lexical item “  مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn / a boy” is the 
reason for his calling “  يَشُْشث بَ / yā bušrā / Ah there! good news!” . 
In the TT, the translator has kept the same field in the TT. He attempts to add some 
further information not available in the ST to give a wide visualization of the field of 
“  يَشُْشث بَ / yā bušrā / Ah there! good news!” and the NP “   مَلَُغ اَز  ـ َه / haḏā ġulāmūn  / Here 
is a (fine) young man”. 
 7.2.5.2 Tenor  
In the ST the participants involved are the group of travellers, the water drawer and 
Yūsūf himself. These participants have a role in this sentence which varies in its degree 
from each to the other. The drawer man has an important role in this vocative sentence 
since he is a water drawer sent by the group of travellers to get some water from the 
well for them. Further, he is the participant who calls “  يَشُْشث بَ / yā bušrā / Ah there! 
good news!”  to attend when he sees Yūsūf in the depth of the well. The second 
important participant in this vocative sentence is Yūsūf himself who is the reason for 
calling “  يَشُْشث بَ / yā bušrā / Ah there! good news!”. The third participant is the group of 
travellers to whom the call of “  يَشُْشث بَ / yā bušrā / Ah there! good news!” is directed. 
With regard to translation, the translator maintained the role and the status of 
participants in the TT. He opts to describe the boy (i.e. Yūsūf) with some extra colourful 
information not found in the ST. He is described as “a (fine) young man”.  
7.2.5.3 Mode 
In this respect, the Qur‟anic vocative sentence has a certain rhetoric purpose that is the 
vocative by exclamation. This purpose is put into words of a vocative declarative 
sentence. This vocative sentence contains two NPs. The first one is the “  يَشُْشث َب  / yā 
bušrā / Ah there! good news!”. It is composed of the vocative particle “بَ / yā”, used to 
call something abstract away from the speaker. This vocative particle is characterized  
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by prolonged sound which is lost in the TT. And the vocative noun “  يَشُْشث / bušrā / good 
news”. The speaker here i.e. the water drawer calls something abstract to attend. In a 
sense, the speaker seems to ask from the lexical item“  يَشُْشث / bušrā / good news” to 
attend since it is the appropriate time for that.  
In the TT, further information is noted visibly added to the content of the ST “  يَشُْشث بَ / 
yā bušrā / Ah there! good news!” in the TT. The translator attempts to insert further 
information not existent in the ST. He attempts to convey his conceptualization on this 
situation. He changes the vocative particle “بَ / yā” to NP “Ah there!” into the form of 
an exclamatory expression. The interjection “Ah!” is to express the feeling of 
exclamation. He did a good effort in choosing this interjection as an equivalent to the 
vocative particle “بَ / yā”. With regard to the lexical item “there”, it is an Adv used to 
call a person (Longman, 2005, p. 1719). Plainly, the translator attempts to confirm the 
scenery of finding a beautiful boy. So as to the lexical item “  يَشُْشث / bušrā / good news”, 
the translator has changed it from N to a different unit. It is translated into AP “good 
news”.  This obligatory shift is made in order to keep the meaning of the ST “  يَشُْشث / 
bušrā / good news”. The second NP is composed of the demonstrative pronoun “ اَز  ـ َه / 
haḏā” which functions as D and “  مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn”  which functions as a N.  The 
translator has changed“ اَز  ـ َه / haḏā” to Adv “here” . This shift is obligatory to maintain 
the secondary meaning of the ST “ اَز  ـ َه / haḏā” that goes in harmony with the context of 
the situation of this vocative sentence. As so to the lexical item “  مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” is a N 
transposed to AP “a (fine) young man!”. It is clear that the translator has somewhat 
distorted the internal meaning of the ST “مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” since the lexical item “مَلَُغ / 
ġulāmūn” in Arabic society refers to the boy between 11-17 years old. While the lexical 
item “a young man” refers to over age 17 years old. So, the best equivalence to the ST 
“مَلَُغ / ġulāmūn” is the lexical item “a boy”. In this respect, the translation affected the 
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context of this sentence somewhat as the message was distorted slightly when the 
translator presented the AP “a (fine) young man!” in TT. 
7.2.6 Context of Call for help Rhetorical Purpose (Data 6) 
ST:  كُّثَر َبٌُْ َلَع ِضَْقُِل ُِكلبَه َب       [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]   
Trs: yā Māliku li yaqḍī ᶜalaynā rabbuka  
TT: O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279) 
7.2.6.1 Field 
 The above Qur‟anic vocative sentence is about call for help at a certain position and 
time. In a sense, this shouting is uttered by non-believers who stay in Hell on the Day of 
Judgment. This appeal for aid is attained by means of certain phrases which consist of 
NP “  ُِهلبَم َب  / yã Māliku”, VP“ ِضَْمُِل / li yaqḍī” and NP “  َهُّثَس  /rabbuka”. Behind this call 
for help the shouting of those unbelievers rises higher to indicate their bad situation in 
the Hell.  This call for help is conveyed via calling “  ُِهلبَم َب  / yā Māliku” the angel 
responsible for Hell who is considered a non real helper from whom the aid is asked 
since the real saver is Almighty Allah.  
In the TT, the translator has not grasped the events in the ST well. Though he attempts 
to create the same situation in the TT, he failed to convey the same mood of the event in 
the TT. He tries to change the imperative “ـل / lam” in the ST to wish form “would that” . 
Assuredly, the message of the ST is definitely different from that of the ST. As it is 
known that the wish form “would that” is used in a language to express one`s desire of 
fulfilling something that might not occur. Thus, the translation is inaccurate since he 
changes the rhetorical meaning from call for help to wish.    
7.2.6.2 Tenor 
The participants of the Qur‟anic vocative sentence in both ST and TT are the same. The 
role of the participants is represented by the non-believers who are recognized by the 
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third person masculine plural pronoun “او / they” in the VP “اْوَدَبنَو / wā nadū / they will 
cry” which is prefixed the vocative sentence. The second participant is “ ُِهلبَم  / Māliku” 
the keeper and one responsible of Hell from whom the help is asked by the non-
believers. The main participant is the Almighty Allah from whom the help is asked in 
reality. The speakers here are represented by the non-believers who require from “ ُِهلبَم  / 
Māliku” to save them from the Hell by exterminating them viz to make them dead 
because of the severe torment of the Hell as it is mentioned in the Glorious Qur`an  َِّنإ
 َنىُِغبْجُم ِ ِ هُِف ُْمهَو ُْمهْنَع ُشََّتُفَ َلا نوُِذلبَخ َمََّنهَج ِةاَزَع ٍِف َنُِمِشْج ُْلا [al-Zūḫruf, verse74-75]  / ᵓinna al-
mūǧrinīna fī ᶜaḏbi ǧahānnama ḫalidūn lā ūftar ᶜanhm wā hum fīhi mūblisūna / The 
sinners will be in the Punishment of Hell, to dwell therein (for aye): Nowise will the 
(Punishment) be lightened for them, and in despair will they be there overwhelmed” 
(Ali, 2006, p. 1278) .The role and the status of the participants have been maintained in 
the TT.    
7.2.6.3 Mode 
The Qur‟anic vocative sentence has implied an imperative sentence in which the non-
believers ask the help from “ ُِهلبَم  / Māliku” to ask Allah to make an end for them. In 
this sentence, the vocative expression is realized by the NP“  ُِهلبَم َب  / yā Māliku” which 
includes the vocative particle “بَ / yā” and the vocative noun“ ُِهلبَم  / Māliku” from 
whom the aid is required and termed in Arabic “al-mustaġīṯ” or “al-mustġaṯ bihi”. In 
other words, the vocative noun “ ُِهلبَم  / Māliku” is considered minor “al-mustġaṯ bihi” 
since the major “al-mustġaṯ bihi” from whom the aid is required is Almighty Allah. This 
focus has been maintained in the TT which contains two participants from whom the aid 
is required.  Also, it is noted that the vocative sentence moves away in its structure from 
the rules which were established by Arab grammarians in the literature review. This 
deviation from the original criteria is considered a good proof for the rhetoric and 
aesthetic aspect of the Glorious Qur‟an. On the part of the VP“ ِضَْمُِل /li yaqḍī”, it is made 
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of two lexical items: the imperative “ـل / lam” and the imperfect V “ ِضَْم  / yaqḍī” in 
jussive mood . To look more closely, that the translator has presented a clear shift 
pertaining to the ST imperative “ـل / lam”. He changed it to wish form “would that” to 
express the desire of the non-believers to have their lives ended by Almighty Allah. It is 
worth mentioning that wish is used to express a desire of someone that might / might 
not be occurred. This goes against the real situation of the non-believers in Hell. They 
are not in a position to wish something. They are really suffer from the physical 
continuous torment in Hell. As a result, the translator has given a new meaning from 
that in the ST. The rhetorical meaning has been distorted because he could not infer the 
correct meaning of the ST.  
7.2.7 Context of Call for help Rhetorical Purpose (Data 7) 
ST:   ىُىٌِهْؤُه بًَِّإ َةاَذَعْلا بٌََّع ْفِشْكا َب ٌَّثَر [al-Duḫan, verse12].                                
Trs: rabbanā ᵓikšif ᵓannā al-ᵓaḏaba ᵓinnā muᵓminūna.  
TT: Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 
1284).  
7.2.7.1 Field 
The Qur‟anic vocative sentence considers the matter of torture which was attached to 
the pagans of Quraysh who disbelieved in Almighty Allah and his Messenger prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH). At the same time, the sentence conveys the feelings of believers 
to remove a torture that attacks the disbelievers of Quraysh from them at that moment. 
They ask Almighty Allah to take away the torture from them as they believe in him and 
his messenger.  Their requirement of help is transmitted through the omitted device of 
vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O” which prefixes the NP “   َنَّثَسب  / rabbana / our Lord”. The 
lexical item “  ْفِشْوا  / ᵓikšif / remove” is an imperative verb which implies the meaning 
of call for help . The lexical item “  َةاَزَعْلا / al-ᵓaḏaba / the Penalty” is the actual event 
that attached them.  The lexical item “ نُىنِمْؤُم / muᵓminūna / do really believe! ” is 
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considered the reason for which they require the call for help. An important matter 
might be aroused about the rhetoric purpose of this vocative sentence. The purpose of 
this vocative implies the call for help for rational reasons: 
1. It conveys a certain situation of torture that afflicts the people of Quraysh in the form 
of drought.  
2. The demand is uttered by believers to save them since they believed in Allah and his 
messenger.  This is asserted by the lexical word “ نُىنِمْؤُم / muᵓminūna / do really 
believe! ” because they really believe in Him.  
3. Nothing reported with a conviction of proof that the people of Quraysh promised 
prophet Muhammad (PBUH) that they would believe him if this drought was removed 
from them  (Ibn ᶜĀšūr, 2000,  vol.25, p. 318). 
4. Call for help is used in a critical and difficult situation, while, the supplication is used 
in both difficult and non-difficult situations. As a result, each vocative sentence with 
call for help purpose implies supplication but the reverse is not so.  
5. The lexical item “ بَِّنإ / ᵓinna/ we”  has the meaning of reporting a fact said by believers  
that they are really believers not a promise „that they will believe him if Allah removes 
the torture away from them‟ (Ibn ᶜĀšūr, 2000, vol.25, p. 318). 
 In the scope of translation, the general status of field has been maintained by the 
translator.  
7.2.7.2 Tenor 
 The role and the status of the participants are very clear in this Qur‟anic vocative 
sentence. The participants involved in this sentence are as follows: the believers as main 
participant who ask the help, and Almighty Allah from whom the help is required. The 
reason behind this torture is that the prophet Muhammad requires Allah to send people 
of Quraysh a certain kind of torture since they refuse to believe in Allah and him. This 
torture is represented by a drought as stated in the tradition (Ḥadīth) “ ٍعْجَِغث مهُبَع ٍَّنِعأ مَّهبلا
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  َفُعُُىَ ِعْجَغَو  / allahuma ᵓaᵓinī ᶜlyhim bisabᶜin kasabᶜi Yūsūfa / O my Lord help me 
against them by a sever dearth similar to years of Yūsūf `s dearth”(My translation). 
With regard to translation, the translator transferred to the reader the same role of the 
participants in the TT. 
7.2.7.3 Mode  
The vocative sentence is accompanied by an imperative sentence.  It is made of a range 
of phrases that play an important role in presenting the rhetorical meaning of call for 
help. The NP “ َبنَّثَس /rabbanā”  is the vocative noun phrase with an implicit vocative 
particle “بَ / yā” . Two important things are observed on the omission of the vocative 
particle “بَ / yā”. We have mentioned in (Data 1- mode) that dropping the vocative 
particle according to believers is an indicator that Allah is very near them since they are 
in a difficult situation that makes them ask the help from Allah in a quick manner. This 
drop is also seen in the translation of the NP “ َبنَّثَس /rabbanā” into “our Lord!” followed 
by the exclamation mark  to convey the same state and effect of vocative via an 
exclamatory expression.  
The V “  ْفِشْوا / `Ikshif” is  an imperative verb with an implicit subject “You” . The main 
meaning of the V “  ْفِشْوا / ᵓikšif”  as an  imperative verb is to get the addressee to 
perform something. The imperative verb occasionally deviates from its major meaning 
to other new meanings such as request, command and warning. In this case, the 
secondary and new meaning of the V “  ْفِشْوا / ᵓikšif” is to call for help. It is also 
rendered into imperative verb “remove”. The lexical item “  َةاَزَعْلا  / al-ᵓaḏaba” is a NP in 
the sense of „torment‟. It has the meaning of the cruel physical and mental suffering. It 
conveys to us a horrible vision of that difficult situation.  
With respect to translation, it is rendered into an unsuitable equivalent not complying 
with the context of physical suffering of the people of Quraysh in general and believers 
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in particular. It is translated into “the penalty” that conveys the meaning of punishment 
for breaking a law, rule or legal agreement.  So, the translator was unable to envisage 
the real situation of this lexical word in this vocative sentence.  As a consequence, he 
slightly distorted the rhetorical meaning of the call for help of this vocative sentence.  
7.2.8 Context of Particularization Rhetorical Purpose Data (8) 
ST:  ِه ّـَبلا ُت َْحَس  ُُهتبَوََشثَو  ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ ْنُكُْ َلَع  [ Hūd,verse,73]. 
Trs: ᶜalaykum ᵓahla al-bayti.  
TT: Doest thou wonder at Allah`s decree? The grace of Allah and His blessings on you, 
O ye people of the house  (Ali, 2006, p. 530). 
7.2.8.1 Field 
The Qur‟anic vocative sentence no. (73) in sūrat Hūd reports a specific mercy and 
blessing of Allah sent to the prophet Ibrahīm and his wife. This mercy implied that the 
wife of Ibrahīm would give birth to a child. The sentence takes place in the form of 
vocative by particularization realized by the second person plural pronoun “مو / 
kum”/you” in the PP “ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum / on you” and the implicit vocative particle “  َب   / 
yā” in the NP  “   ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ  / ᵓahla al-bayti / O ye people of the house” which is the person 
called. In other words, the NP “   ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ / ᵓahla al-bayti / O ye people of the house” is 
the axis of this sentence which includes the prophet Ibrahīm (PBUH) and his wife. The 
target of this call is to particularize Ibrahīm and his family with a mercy from Allah for 
the rest of the people. The same atmosphere of field appears in the translated text. The 
translator opted to bringing out the particularization by using the second person plural 
pronoun “you” and using the vocative particle “O” which is hidden in the ST.  
7.2.8.2 Tenor 
The vocative is performed by the messengers of Allah. They forward their vocative to 
prophet Ibrahīm and his wife Sara.  It argues the issue of Allah`s mercy for this family.  
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The first main participant is the angels i.e. the messengers of Allah by whom the 
vocative is fulfilled. The second main participants are Ibrahīm and his wife to whom the 
vocative by particularization is addressed. It is noted that the particularization occurs as 
a response to the wonder of Sara. Since she has already wondered about having a child 
as it is mentioned in sūrat Hūd, verse 72  “    تُِجَع  ء ٍْ ََشل اَز  ـ َه َِّنإ / ᵓinna hāḏā lašyᵓn ᶜaǧīb / 
That would indeed be a wonderful thing!” (Ali, 2006, p. 530).  In other words, the 
messengers negate her wonder on having a child since they are the house of prophecy 
and Allah selected them for this matter for the rest of all people. With respect to 
translation, it is noted that the Qur‟anic vocative sentence has kept the original tenor 
through translation into English.  
7.2.8.3 Mode 
The vocative sentence by particularization is accompanied by means of a declarative 
sentence. The ST as it is obvious is made up of the PP “ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum / on you” and 
NP   “  ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ  /ᵓahla al-bayti / O ye people of the house”.  The PP“ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum / O 
ye people of the house” consists of the preposition “ ًبع  /  ᶜala /on” and the second 
person plural pronoun “مو / kum”/you”. The plural pronoun is of great importance as an 
implement of particularization which it achieves through its implicit meaning „we 
specify you‟.  The NP “   ِتُْ َجْلا َلَْهأ   /ᵓahla al-bayti / O ye people of the house” contains 
two lexical items: “ َلَْهأ/ ᵓahla / people” which functions as an accusative vocative noun 
and “    ِتُْ َجْلا / al-bayti / of the house” which functions as a genitive noun. One important 
issue about the omission of the vocative particle “  َب   / yā/ O” is that the main function of 
the vocative particle“  َب   / yā/ O” is to call a person near or away of the speaker. That is 
to say that the messengers of Allah were very near when they talked to prophet Ibrahīm 
and his wife.   
In the view of the translation, the translator attempts to add some additional information 
such as the vocative particle “  بَ   / yā/ O” and “ye” in the TT. In a sense, the translator 
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tries to reflect the particularization with vocative by using the vocative particle “O” and 
adding the second person plural pronoun “ye” in the NP “O  ye people of the house”. 
Thus, the rhetorical purpose of the vocative sentence is sustained the same in the TT. 
7.2.9 Context of Reprimand Rhetorical Purpose Data (9) 
ST:      ًّبََِزف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْزَه َب  [ Maryam,verse 27]. 
Trs: yā maryamu laqad ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan.  
TT: O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 2006, pp. 749-
750).  
7.2.9.1 Field 
The vocative sentence argues about the matter of reprimanding Maryam. This 
reprimand was communicated by her people when she came with a baby. They 
conveyed their reprimand to her since she was still a virgin and she was very pious. 
They rejected her bad action because she delivered a boy without having married. 
People put across their reproach by means of different phrases, DP “ َْذَمل / laqad /has ”, 
VP “ ِتْئِج / ǧᵓiti / thou brought” and the NP “ًّبََِشف بًئُْ َش / šayᵓan fariyyan / an amazing 
thing”. This reprimand is put into words via calling Maryam with the vocative particle “ 
َب   / yā /O”. The NP “ًّبََِشف بًئُْ َش / šayᵓan fariyyan / an amazing thing” is the core of this 
vocative sentence since it bears the meaning of reprimand. Besides, the remaining 
phrases work together in creating the meaning of the reprimand. The field of the ST is 
fully distorted in the translation because of using the AP “an amazing” for the  A“ًّبََِشف / 
fariyyan”. The translator presents a new meaning far from the original rhetorical 
meaning. He presents the meaning of surprising.  
7.2.9.2 Tenor   
The role and the status of the whole participants are kept constant in both ST and TT. 
An important matter seems clear to the eyes on the role of participants in this verse. 
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Although the participants in this verse are two main parts represented by Maryam and 
her people, the prominent role is to the people of Maryam who directed their reproach to 
her via calling her by her name. On the other part, it seems that the second participant 
represented by Maryam has preferred to keep silent to the instructions of Allah who told 
her to say “   َِئف َّم َََْشت ب َّن  َنِما ََشجْل ِش اذََحأ  ًِ  ِلُىَمفٍ  ِإ ِّنبمْىَص ِن َْح َّشِبل ُتْسََزن ٍ  ًِ  َمِّبَُوأ َْنَبفا ِإ َمَْىُْلنّبُِغ  ًِ ” 
[Maryam, verse,26] / fā amam tarayana mina al-bašari aḥadan fā qūlī ᵓinnī naḏartū lil 
raḥmāni ṣawman falan ūkalima al-yawma ᵓinsiyan /And if thou dost see any man, say, I 
have vowed a fast to (God) Most Gracious, and this day will I enter into not talk with 
any human being”(Ali, 2006, p. 749). As it is mentioned, the role and status of the 
participants has been kept the same.  
7.2.9.3 Mode 
The vocative by reprimand of this sentence has been accompanied by a declarative 
sentence. The declarative sentence is made of a sequence of different phrases. The NP “ 
 َُم ْشَم َب  / yā maryamū” contains the vocative particle  “  َب  / yā/ O” which is used to call 
Maryam since she is near her people. The DP “ َْذَمل / laqad / has” is composed of two 
particles. The first one “  ـل /lam” is an emphatic particle .The second one “ َْذل / qad /has” 
is used to emphasize the action with a perfect verb in an affirmative statement. It is 
changed to the adverb “truly” in the English version. Definitely, this obligatory 
transposition is to maintain the meaning of the ST “ َْذَمل / laqad/ has”.  The VP“ ِتْئِج / ǧᵓiti / 
thou brought” is made of the past verb “ءبج/ ǧaᵓa / brought” with present relevance and 
the second person pronoun “ت  /you”. There are two important points concerning this 
phrase. First, the ST VP“ ِتْئِج / ǧᵓiti / thou brought” is past tense with present relevance. 
Second, the VP “ ِتْئِج /jiʼti/ thou brought” bears the meaning of doing the action. It is 
translated correctly into present perfect tense “have been thou brought”.  
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Besides, the last fragment of this sentence which is considered the heart of this vocative 
sentence is the ST “ًّبََِشف بًئُْ َش / šayᵓan fariyyan / an amazing thing”. This expression 
contains two lexical items differing in their categories. The lexical item “بًئُْ َش / šayᵓan” is 
a N translated into its suitable equivalent “thing”. The lexical item “ًّبََِشف / fariyyan” is A 
translated into AP “an amazing”.  This shift in the unit is obligatory in order to maintain 
the meaning of the lexical item. Given a deeper insight into the lexical item“ًّبََِشف / 
fariyyan / an amazing”, we find that the equivalent “an amazing” has a distant meaning 
from the original in the ST. The lexical item “an amazing” means „very good‟ used 
especially in an unexpected way. Or it means „so surprising you can hardly believe‟ 
while, the ST “ًّبََِشف / fariyyan” has the meaning of „something unwanted, ugly and 
unpleasant action‟. 
Other good evidence for that is the next vocative sentence which refers to continuity of 
reprimand to Maryam by describing her parents with real qualities      َنبَو بَم َنوُسَبه َتُْخأ َب
 ًّبَُِغث ِه ُُّمأ َْتنبَو بَمَو ٍءْىَع َأَشْما ِنُىَثأ /yā ūḫta Harūna mā kana ᵓabukī ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin wā mā kanat 
ūmkī baġyyan [Maryam, verse 28] / O sister of Aaron , Thy father was not a man of 
evil, nor thy mother an unchaste woman  (Ali, 2006, p. 749). Consequently, such a 
translation definitely deforms entirely the rhetorical meaning of the Qur‟anic vocative 
sentence. In other words, the rhetorical meaning is changed from the reprimand to 
surprising.   
7.2.10 Context of Reprimand Rhetorical Purpose Data (10) 
ST:    ْيَع َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِكْلا َلَْهأ َببجَىِع بََهًىُغَْجت َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ ِلُِجَط [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99]. 
Trs: yā ahla alkitabi limā taṣudūna ᶜan sabīli Allahi man āmana tabġūnaha ᶜiwaǧan. 
TT: O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the path of 
Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152). 
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7.210.1 Field 
The vocative sentence in sūrat āl-ᶜImrān takes into account the matter of reprimand of 
the people of Holy Book. This reprimand is mentioned in the Glorious Qur‟an via the 
prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to the people of the Holy Book since they are always 
looking for the wrong way, deviated from the pathway of Allah. The reprimand is 
performed via certain lexical words and phrases and take part in presenting the 
rhetorical meaning of reprimand. The interrogative particle “ َِمل / limā/ why”, the VP 
“ َنو ُّذَُصت / taṣudūna / obstruct”,  “  ِجَع ْنَع ِ َّاللّ ِلُ  / ᶜan sabīli Allahi / from the path of Allah”, 
“ َنَمآ ْنَم / man āmana / who believe”, “بََهنىُغَْجت / tabġūnaha /seeking to make it” and “بجَىِع 
/ᶜiwaǧan.” are key words in this sentence . The ST field has been sustained in the TT to 
a certain extent.  
7.2.10.2 Tenor  
Two main participants are taking part in this vocative sentence. The first participant is 
represented by the prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The second is represented by the 
people of The Holy Book, the outstanding in this sentence and to whom the reprimand 
is directed.  This reprimand has come in the form of direction from Almighty Allah to 
prophet Muhammad (PBUH) by the evidence of the lexical word “لل   / qul/ say” that 
comes first in the vocative sentence. The background lies behind this reprimand 
represented by the people of The Holy book who used to follow a wrong way other than 
the right way. This reprimand is also preceded by a reprimand uttered by Allah to 
people of The Holy Book because they disbelieve in Him and His book. This seems 
clear in verse no. 98 of the same sūrah “ بَم ًَبَع  ذُِهَش ُ َّاللَّو ِ َّاللّ ِتَب ِآث َنوُُشفَْىت َِمل ِةَبتِىْلا َلَْهأ َب  ُْلل
 َنُىب ََْعت” /qul yā ᵓahla al-kitabi limā takfurūna bi āyati Allhi wā Allahū šahīdn ᶜala mā 
taᶜmalūna /Say: O People of the Book! Why reject ye the Signs of God, when God is 
Himself witness to all ye do? (Ali, 2006, p. 152). In the respect of translation, the 
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translator has conveyed the same conceptualization on the role and status of all the 
participants in the TT. 
7.2.10.3 Mode 
The interrogative sentence is a good means through which the rhetorical meaning of 
reprimand is communicated. Numerous phrases are taking part in presenting the rhetoric 
meaning of this vocative sentence. The PP “ َِمل / limā/ why” is made of the preposition 
“lam” and the interrogative particle “بم” . It is changed to interrogative particle “why”. 
This shift at the level of unit is obligatory to keep the meaning of the ST PP “ َِمل / lima”. 
Another element which participates in presenting reprimand meaning of this sentence is 
the VP “ َنو ُّذَُصت / taṣudūna / obstruct”. It is made of the imperfect verb annexed by the 
implicit second person plural pronoun “ نو / you”.  The VP “ َنو ُّذَُصت / taṣudūna / 
obstruct” does not mean „ to block a road physically‟ , but it is equivalent to „ prevent 
someone from doing something‟. This prevention includes: 
1. An attempt of the people of The Holy Book to prevent believers to follow the Islamic 
religion by the evidence of  “  َنَمآ ْنَم / man āmana / who believe”.  
2. Prevention includes the people of The Holy Book themselves since they know well 
that the Islamic religion is from Allah and the prophet Muhammad is the Messenger of 
Allah by the evidence of the second person pronoun annexed the VP “ َنو ُّذَُصت /taṣudūna / 
obstruct”.  
3. Other good evidence for this moral prevention is “ ِ َّاللّ ِلُِجَع ْنَع /ᶜan sabīli Allahi / from 
the path of Allah”. The path of Almighty Allah is the Islamic religion and belief in him.  
Moreover, the VP “بََهنىُغَْجت / taṣudūna /seeking to make it” consists of the imperfect verb 
“  ِغَْجتٍ  / tabġī / seek to” , second person plural personal pronoun “ نو / you” and the suffix 
“ به” which refers to the path of Allah. The VP “بََهنىُغَْجت / tabġūnaha / seeking to make it” 
means „in quest of‟. That is, the people of The Holy Book in quest of preventing 
believers to follow the path of Allah. Thus, the translator has inferred the internal 
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meaning of the ST “َبَهنىُغَْجت / tabġūnaha” and presented an accurate conceptualization of 
it.  It is changed to an idiom. It is translated into “seeking to make it”. This obligatory 
shift sustains the internal meaning of the ST “َبَهنىُغَْجت / tabġūnaha”. The lexical item “بجَىِع 
/ ᶜiwaǧan.” is an adjective. It is also rendered into the adjective “crooked” . 
7.2.11 Context of Encouragement Rhetorical Purpose (Data 11) 
ST      ْنُكَُظفًَأ ْنُكُْ َلَع اُىٌَهآ َيَِذَّلا بَهََُّأ َب  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ᶜalaykum ᵓanfusakum.  
TT: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls (Ali, 2006, p. 281).  
7.2.11.1 Field 
This vocative verse accounts the matter of urging believers to keep themselves a way 
from doing bad deeds. This kind of rhetorical meaning is performed by a calling 
articulated by Almighty to believers. This kind of meaning is conveyed by a certain 
meaningful item. It is conveyed through the verbal imperative noun “ ْمُىُْ َبَع /ᶜalaykum” 
via which the rhetoric meaning is transmitted. In this respect, the lexical item presents 
various colourful meanings as follows: 
1. Keep yourselves by avoiding sins and doing bad deeds.  
2. Seize and follow doing good actions and says by the evidence of “ اَِرإ َّلَض ْنَم ْمُو ُّشُضَ  َلا
 ُْمتَْ ََذتْها [al-Maᵓida, verse 105] / lā yaḍurūkūm man ẓala iḏa ᵓihtadaytum /no hurt can come 
to you from those who stray  (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
3. It does not give a permission to avoid good actions and deeds by the evidence of the 
Caliph Abu Bakir `s interpretation on this verse ( al-ᵓAlūsī, 2001,vol.3-4, p.44). 
On the side of translation, the translator has deduced the internal meaning of the lexical 
item successfully. He was able to express the encouragement action of this vocative 
sentence.  He presented the lexical item “guard” as an equivalent to the verbal 
imperative noun “ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum” to mean „keep yourselves by avoiding sins and doing 
bad deeds‟.  
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7.2.11.2 Tenor   
 The role and the status of the participants have been kept the same in TT.  The 
participants involved in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence are of two groups. They are 
different in their rank and status. The first group represents a higher status and is 
realized by Almighty Allah from whom the calling is articulated. The second group 
represents a lower status than the first and is realized by the people of believers to 
whom the vocative is addressed.  It is noted that the Qur‟anic sentence is opened with a 
vocative of a particular group of people“اُىنَمآ َنَِزَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  /yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū/ O ye 
who believe!”. It is directed to believers about something important. More accurate 
insight into this vocative expression reveals that describing believers with such a feature 
viz the feature of faith is considered kind of glorifying since they are particularized by 
Allah for this feature over other people. The translator in this respect tries to get across 
this beautiful image in the TT. He presented the same environment of tenor in English 
language.  
7.2.11.3 Mode 
The Qur‟anic vocative is embedded with an imperative formula. This imperative 
formula consists of two main linguistic elements. The first element is realized by the NP 
“  َمآ َنَِزَّلا َبهََُّأ َباُىن  / yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū”. It is made of the vocative particle “بَ / yā / 
O” and the addressee “َبهََُّأ / ayyuhā”. The vocative particle “بَ / yā / O” is usually used to 
call a person near or away from the speaker. In this respect, the vocative particle is 
characterized of double functions. In other words, it is used for near and away. Actually 
and physically, believers are away from Almighty Allah. Spiritually, believers are quite 
near the Almighty as evidenced by describing them as “believers”. This description 
gives believers a kind of priority, superiority and honour above other people. The 
lexical word “َبهََُّأ / ayyuhā” is the vocative noun in accusative mood to whom the 
vocative is addressed. It is rendered to a classic equivalent “ye” in TT. The ST “ َنَِزَّلا 
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/ᵓallaḏīna” is a relative pronoun which functions as A and is rendered to relative 
pronoun “who”. 
 The ST “ اُىنَمآ/  āmanũ” is a VP which consists of perfect verb “   ُنَمآ  / āmana” and the 
third person plural pronoun “او / they”. The V“   ُنَمآ  / āmana” is a perfect verb with 
present relevance since it refers to an action with an indefinite time. It is rendered to 
present verb “believe”. Assuredly, the present perfect tense „have believed‟ is more 
appropriate than present tense “believe”. What is more important to see is that the 
vocative expression “اُىنَمآ َنَِزَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  /yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū / O ye who believe!” is 
transformed to an exclamatory vocative expression. Definitely, the translator conveys 
the meaning of this expression in the TT. As for the PP “ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum”, it is made of 
the P “ًَبَع / ᶜala” and the second person plural pronoun “مو / kum”/you”. It is a verbal 
imperative noun which carries the meaning of “seize”, “responsible”, and “guard” . The 
ST“ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum” shows believers the way to seize faith and follow doing good 
deeds by the evidence of prophet`s saying: 
1. “Seize a pious woman”. In this tradition, the prophet Muhammad advises and urges 
Muslim men to get married to a pious woman.  
2. Ḥadīth of prophet Muhammad (PBUH) when he said “O Muᶜaḏ keep doing good 
actions and be away from bad actions”  .  
3. In addition to that, the verse   “ ُْمتَْ ََذتْها اَِرإ َّلَض ْنَم ْمُو ُّشَُض  َلا [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105]  / lā 
yaḍurūkūm man ḍala iḏa ᵓihtadaytum / no hurt can come to you from those who stray” 
(Ali, 2006, p. 281) gives a good indication to not care for astray people who have done 
bad actions.  
In the vein of translation, it seems that the translator inferred the internal meaning of the 
PP“ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum” via undertranslation when he changed the ST“ ْمُىُْ َبَع / ᶜalaykum” to 
V “ guard”. At the same time, it is noted that the translator slightly distorted the 
rhetorical meaning of this vocative sentence when he translated“  َأ ْمُىَُغفن  / ᵓanfusakum” 
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into the TT. The ST  “  ْمُىَُغفَنأ / ᵓanfusakum” is a NP and consists of two lexical items. 
The first lexical item is “  َُظفَنأ” the broken plural of “ َظْفن  / self”. The second item is“مو / 
kum”/you”. It is a second person plural pronoun. From a closer look at the translation of 
lexical item “  َُظفَنأ” ; it is translated into “souls”. The TT “souls” presents us different 
shades of meaning. It means spirit that is part of a person and contains his character, 
thoughts and feelings. It also used to mean a person (Longman, 2005, p. 1581).  
In fact, no one of these two meanings is suitable with the context of this vocative 
sentence. The appropriate equivalent of the lexical item “  ْمُىَُغفَنأ/ ᵓanfusakum” is „self‟.  It 
indicates the typical behaviour of a person (Longman, 2005, p. 1487).  
7.2.12 Context of Encouragement Rhetorical Purpose (Data 12) 
ST:   بًوُِلَْظت اىُوِّلَطَو ِهُْ َلَع اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ َيَِذَّلا بَهََُّأ َب [al-ᵓAḥzāb, verse56]. 
Trs: yā ayyuhā ᵓallaḏīna āmanū ṣallū ᶜalyhi wā sallimū taslīman. 
TT: O ye that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect (Ali, 
2006, p. 1076). 
7.2.12.1 Field 
An encouragement is articulated from Almighty to believers to send their blessings and 
greetings to prophet Muhammad (PBUH). This colour of meaning is performed via 
calling believers in particular by the vocative expression “اُىنَمآ َنَِزَّلا بَهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā 
ᵓallaḏīna āmanū / O ye that believe!. This encouragement to do blessing and salutation 
continuously in reality is to glorify prophet Muhammad (PBUH). It reflects the special 
status of the prophet and his wives and to keep believers repeating blessings upon 
prophet Muhammad (PBUH) continuously. Beginning the Qur‟anic sentence with 
vocative is to prepare believers for an important matter. This matter is formulated by 
using two certain imperative verbs “اىُّبَص / ṣallū” and “اى ُِّبَع / sallimū”. Both these 
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imperative verbs have the meaning of encouragement since they carry the meaning of 
urging. The same field is represented in the TT.  
7.2.12.2 Tenor 
Two main participants are involved in this Qur‟anic vocative sentence. The first part is 
Almighty Allah from whom the vocative is articulated. The second participant is the 
believers to whom the vocative is articulated. The vocative usually occurs between 
addresser and addressee, but the role of prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is outstanding. For 
him this Qur‟anic vocative sentence is articulated by the evidence of “   َُهتَِىئَلََمَو َه ّـَبلا َِّنإ
 ٍِّ ِجَّنلا ًَبَع َنىُّبَُصَ/ᵓinna Allaha wā malāᵓikatahu ūṣalūna ᶜala ᵓalnabī / God and His angels 
send blessings on the Prophet”. Special respect and glorification have been paid to 
prophet Muhammad (PBUH) after particular instructions going to his wives by the 
indication of “ ًاشُِجَخ ًبفَُِطل َنبَو َ َّاللّ َِّنإ ...  َأَب َهِجاَوْصِلْ ُْلل ٍُّ ِجَّنلا َبهَُّ    [ al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse,28-34] / yā 
ᵓayyuhā ᵓalnabyu qul liᵓazwaǧika… ᵓinna Allah kana laṭyfan ḫabīran/ O Prophet! Say to 
thy Consorts…. for God understands the finest mysteries and is well-acquainted (with 
them) (Ali, 2006, pp. 1064-1067). Bear in mind that this glorification has occurred also 
after prohibition going to believers in verse 53 from the same sūrah “  َلا اُىنَمآ َنَِزَّلا َبهََُّأ َب
 ِظَع ِ َّاللّ َذْنِع َنبَو ْمُِىلَر َِّنإ .. ٍِّ ِجَّنلا َتُى ُث اُىبُخَْذت ب ُ ” / yā ayyuhā allaḏīna  āmanū la tadḫulū byuta 
ᵓalnabi…. ᵓinna ḏālikum kana ᶜinda Allahi ᶜaẓīman / O ye who believe! Enter not the 
Prophet's houses…. Truly such a thing is in God's sight an enormity (Ali, 2006, pp. 
1074-1075). In the TT, the role and status of all the participants are consistent.  
7.2.12.3 Mode 
The Qur‟anic vocative sentence is formulated in the form of an imperative sentence to 
carry out the meaning of encouragement. A set of phrases work together to convey this 
rhetorical meaning.  The ST “اُىنَمآ َنَِزَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā allaḏīna āmanū” is composed of 
the vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O” and the addressee “بَهََُّأ / ayyuhā”.  
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The vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O” as in data no. (11)  has double functions for near and 
away from the speaker.  The lexical item “بَهََُّأ / ayyuhā” is a relative pronoun used in 
genitive to refer to a noun or pronoun. It is shifted to a second person plural pronoun 
“ye” in classical English. The relative pronoun “ َنَِزَّلا / ᵓallaḏīna” is used pronominally 
for masculine plural pronoun. It is translated to “that” which is used to introduce only 
relative restricted clauses. The ST “ اُىنَمآ/  āmanū” is a VP that consists of perfect verb “  
 ُنَمآ / āmana” and the third person plural pronoun “you”. It is changed into present tense 
“believe”. The meaning is retained and the translator, on the whole, has conveyed the 
same focus on the action of calling into the English version.  
Moving to another lexical item, the ST “ اىُّبَص/ ṣallū” and “ اى ُِّبَع /sallimū” are VPs made 
of the imperative verb and the implicit second plural personal pronoun “you”. These 
two verbs are the heart of this vocative sentence. One important point has to be 
mentioned regarding the imperative verb. The general meaning of the imperative verb is 
to get the hearer to do something. A secondary meaning is achieved through its 
deviation to another new one. The new meaning is derived from the context. In this 
sentence the encouragement verb is explicit contrary to data no. (11). This goes in line 
with what al-Samirrāᵓī (2003, ,vol.4, p. 97) says that the imperative verb may be used in 
encouragement explicitly.  At the level of translation, both imperative verbs are 
rendered into VPs to include further information to imperative verb “send ye blessings” 
and  “salute him” in respective.  
Furthermore, the ST “ب ًُِبَْغت / taslīman” is a masdar noun (verbal noun) in Arabic that has 
been changed to a PP. It is rendered to “with all respect”. The main concept of al- 
masdar in Arabic language is to derive a noun from the same verb. It usually comes in 
accusative case and is used to emphasize the action.  In this respect, the translator to 
some extent has distorted the meaning of the ST “  ِبَْغتب ًُ  / taslīman”.  
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 In addition, the intended meaning of VPs is the continuity to bless and salute him by the 
evidence of the present verb “ َنىُّبَُصَ / ūṣalūna/ send blessings” which in turn has the 
continuity of action. On this ground, the adverb „very much‟ is more appropriate than 
PP since it modifies the verb. In this respect, the translator has slightly distorted the 
rhetorical purpose of this vocative sentence.  
7.2.13 Context of Recollection Rhetorical Purpose (Data 13)                            
ST:    ٌَِث َبٍ  ِئاَزِْطإُ َق َل ْد  َأً ُكَبٌُْ َج ْن  َعاَوَو ْنُك ِّوُدَع ْيِه ْد َِتًبَج ْنُكَبًال ُّطى ِر ا ُنُكُْ َلَع َبٌْل ََّشًَو َيَوَْ َلأا َوْل َّي اَوليَىْل َّظ  
 [Ṭāhā,, verse 80 ]. 
Trs: yā banī Isrāᵓīla qad ᵓanǧaynākum min ᶜadūwikum wā wāᶜdnākum ǧāniba Al-Ṭūri al 
- ᵓaymana wā nazalnā ᶜalaykumu al-manna wā al-salwā.  
TT: O ye Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We sent down to you 
Ma1na and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780). 
7.2.13.1 Field 
This Qur‟anic sentence has an indication of numerous graces awarded to Bani Israel in 
the period of prophet Musa (PBUH). This reminder of graces has been occurred through 
vocative sentence. These graces involve: 
1. Their salvation from Pharaoh who treated them as slaves. 
2. Awarding them Jewish Šariᶜah  (i.e. legislation). 
3. Making an appointment with Bani Israel near al-Ṭūr Mountain.  
4. Getting them down two kinds of sweets al-manna and al-salwa.  
As it seems, all these graces work together in presenting the rhetorical meaning of this 
Qur‟anic sentence which is conveyed by means of vocative expression“ َب  َِنثٍ  ِئاَشِْعإُ َل  / yā 
banī Isrāᵓīla / O ye Children of Israel!” which is extended to include further information 
such as “ye” to describe children of Israel. Other important keys in this sentence are the 
VPs “  َأن ُوَبنُْ َج ْم  / ᵓanǧaynākum” , “  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum” , and “بَنْل ََّضنَو / wā nazalnā”.   
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In the TT, the translator has replaced the VP“  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum” with the simple 
sentence “We made a Covenant with you”.  
The general message is sustained since the translator employs the lexical word 
“Covenant” which refers to legal agreement to present the importance of this meeting 
between thee Almighty and Musa (PBUH).   
7.2.13.2 Tenor  
An important discourse is noted obviously between two important participants realized 
through vocative. In this Qur‟anic sentence the calling is directed from Almighty Allah 
to a particular group of people. It is aimed at people of Israel in particular since they are 
always in conflict with prophets of Allah in the course of time as it is mentioned in 
different chapters of the Glorious Qur‟an. In this vocative sentence the Almighty 
reminds the children of Israel of numerous things sent down to them as indications of 
graces of Allah.  On the whole, the translator has maintained the same role and their 
status in the TT.  
7.2.13.3 Mode 
The declarative sentence is the probe which accompanies the vocative sentence to 
communicate the message. The message of this sentence is performed by means of a set 
of phrases. The first element “ َب  َِنثٍ  َلُئاَشِْعإ  / yā banī Isrāᵓīla” is the pivot of the sentence 
through which the vocative occurs. It is focussed upon Jewish people who were living 
with prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to remind them of the graces of Allah. The 
expression “ َب  َِنثٍ  َلُئاَشِْعإ  / yā banī Isrāᵓīla”  is made of the vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O”  
used here to call children of Israel who are away from Allah in their status since they 
are in an incessant disagreement and quarrel with prophets and they deny the graces of 
Allah. The lexical item“  َِنثٍ  َلُئاَشِْعإ  / yā banī Isrāᵓīla /children of Israel” is a genitive 
construction to whom the address goes. It is translated into a construction which 
conveys the same action of calling in the TT. 
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The lexical item “  َل ْذ / Qad” is an emphatic particle used with perfect verb to emphasise 
action represented by “  َأن ُوَبنُْ َج ْم  / ᵓanǧaynākum” , “  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum” , and “َبنْل ََّضنَو / 
wā nazalnā” . It is dropped in translation.  The VP “  َأن ُوَبنُْ َج ْم  / ᵓanǧaynākum” consists of 
the perfect verb“   َأن ٍْ َج  / anja” , the explicit first person personal plural “  بن  / nā /we” and 
the second person personal plural “ مو / kum/ you”. The VP “  َأن ُوَبنُْ َج ْم  /  ᵓanǧaynākum”  
refers to the specific action when Allah saved the children of Israel from Pharaoh when 
they were with prophet Musa and split the sea by striking it with his staff. The translator 
attempts to focus and convey the same action of the ST “  َأن ُوَبنُْ َج ْم  /  ᵓanǧaynākum” into 
TT  by using “we delivered you”  . 
In the same vein, the translator attempts to convey the exact picture of the ST “  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / 
wā wāᶜdnākum”. He attempts to focus the same action in the TT by making use of a 
transposition “We made a Covenant with you”. The ST “  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum” is 
the second VP to convey the meaning of recollection. It is made of the perfect verb “ 
 َعاَو ْذ  / wāᶜda” ,first person plural pronoun “  بن  / nā /we” and second person plural pronoun 
“ مو / kum/ you”.  From a closer look at “  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum” and the TT, it is 
apparent that the translator sought to draw the attention of readers when he conveyed 
the meaning of the ST“  َعاَوَو ْذ ْمُوَبن / wā wāᶜdnākum”  into the lexical item “Covenant” 
which  is used to refer to the legal agreement in which someone promises to pay a 
person or organization an amount of money regularly whereas, the lexical item 
„appointment‟ indicates an arrangement for meeting at an agreed time.  By using such 
equivalent, the translator tries to shed light on the importance of this meeting between 
Almighty and Musa. Like “  َأن ُوبَنُْ َج ْم  / ᵓanǧaynākum”,  the translator succeeded in 
translating the ST“بَنْل ََّضنَو / wā nazalnā” which is also made of the perfect verb suffixed by 
the first person plural pronoun “  بن  / nā /we”. It is changed to the phrasal verb “and We 
sent down”. Another important point about three VPs is that all of them contain the first 
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person plural pronoun “بن / nā /we” which is an honorific expression used as an 
indication of the Almighty.  
7.2.14 Context of Recollection Rhetorical Purpose (Data 14)                            
ST:   َوُهٌْ ِه ََّثثَو بَهَجْوَس بَهٌْ ِه ََقلَخَو ٍحَدِحاَو ٍضَْفً ْيِه ْنَُكَقلَخ ٌِذَّلا ُنُكَّثَر اُىقَّتا ُصبٌَّلا بَهََُّأ َب َءبَِظًَو ازُِثَك لابَجِر ب  [al-
Nisāᵓ, verse1].  
Trs: yā ayyuhā annāsu ᵓitaqū rabbakumu al-laḏī ḫalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wā 
ḫalaqa minhā zawjahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan.  
TT: O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, who created you from a single 
person, created, of like nature, His mate, and from them twain scattered (like 
seeds) countless men and women (Ali, 2006, p. 183). 
7.2.14.1 Field 
The general meaning of this Qur‟anic sentence is to remind all people that they were 
created from one soul i.e. Adam (PBUH). This reminder is communicated through the 
vocative expression “ ُطبَّنلا بَهَُّ َأ َب  / yā ayyuhā annāsu / O mankind!” to call all people to an 
important thing.  It is also expressed by the imperative expression “  ُمُىَّثَس اُىمَّتا / ᵓitaqū 
rabbakumu / reverence your Guardian-Lord”.  The main meaning of the imperative verb 
is to get the addressees to do something.  In this sentence the ST “   ُمُىَّثَس اُىمَّتا / ᵓitaqū 
rabbakumu” has double meaning. It indicates fear of Allah and to urge all people to do 
that. The meaning of recollection is displayed clearly by means of the complement of 
the sentence “ َءبَِغنَو اشُِثَو لابَجِس ب َُهْنِم ََّثثَو َبهَجْوَص َبهْنِم ََكبَخَو ٍحَذِحاَو ٍظَْفن ْنِم ْمَُىَمبَخ ٌِزَّلا / allaḏī 
ḫalaqakum min nafsin wāḥidatin wā ḫalaqa minhā zawǧahā wā baṯa minhumā riǧālān 
kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan  / who created you from a single person, created, of like nature, His 
mate, and from them twain scattered (like seeds) countless men and women”. By this 
explanation, Almighty Allah clarifies that all people are created from Adam, from him 
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he created his wife Eve (Ḥawāᵓ) and from them (Adam and Eve) many, many people 
were created.  In the TT, the translator has reproduced the same field. 
7.2.14.2 Tenor 
This vocative is articulated from Almighty Allah and goes to mankind till the Day of 
Judgement. This vocative is general, involving Muslims, pagans, Christians and Jewish 
people by the evidence of the action of prophet Muhammad (PBUH) when he wrote 
messages to the Czar of Rum , King of Persia and Egypt invited them to convert to the 
Islamic religion (Ibn ᶜĀšūr, 2000,vol.4,p. 8). Regarding translation, the translator 
conveys the same role and status of participants in the TT. 
7.2.14.3 Mode 
The whole vocative sentence is accompanied by an imperative sentence. This means 
that an important matter will be mentioned through this imperative after this calling. 
This matter implies a reminder to all people that they are created from Adam (PBUH). 
The calling is realized by the vocative expression “ ُطبَّنلا َبهََُّأ َب  / yā ayyuhā annāsu / O 
mankind!”. It consists of the vocative particle “بَ / yā/ O” which is used here to call 
people away physically from the Almighty. The lexical item “بَهََُّأ / ayyuhā” is the 
addressee. It is a relative pronoun used in genitive to refer to a noun or pronoun.  The 
ST “ ُطبَّنلا / annāsu / mankind” is a noun in genitive case. With respect to translation, the 
translator did not pay attention to the addressee “بَهََُّأ / ayyuhā” in contrary to the lexical 
item “ ُطبَّنلا / annāsu / mankind” which received a great deal of attention from him.  
Besides, the lexical item “اُىمَّتا / ᵓitaqū” is an imperative action. This action is used in 
different situations. It means continuity of obeying and fearing Allah, avoiding bad 
actions and sayings. In this sentence the general meaning of this verb is to get people to 
fear Allah. The meaning of this verb is to urge people to fear Allah and obey him. It is 
translated into the imperative verb “reverence”.  
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The lexical item“ ٌِزَّلا  / allaḏī /who” is a relative pronoun used to post modify the noun 
head “ ُمُىَّثَس / rabbakumu”  translated into a relative pronoun also. The ST“   ْمَُىَمبَخ  / 
ḫalaqakum” consists of the perfect verb “  ََكبَخ / ḫalaqa” and the second person plural 
pronoun “ مو / kum/ you”. It is translated into the perfect verb “created you”. The ST “  ِم ْن
حَذِحاَو ظَْفن / min nafsin wāḥidatin” is a PP.  This expression indicates the greatness of the 
Almighty. It refers to how Almighty Allah created all people from one soul.  It shows 
non-believers a good prove to follow the Islamic religion. By the ST “ ٍحَذِحاَو ٍظَْفن ْنِم / min 
nafsin wāḥidatin” an indication to Adam (PBUH) is existed. The ST “َبهَجْوَص/ zawǧahā”  
here means Ḥawāᵓ (Eve). The concept of the ST “ ٍحَذِحاَو ٍظَْفن ْنِم / min nafsin wāħidatin” is 
translated inappropriately. The translator has provided a connotative meaning for the 
lexical item “ ٍحَذِحاَو / wāḥidatin”. He translated it into “ a single” .  The lexical item“  ٍظَْفن / 
nafsin” is rendered into “ person” . This equivalent is inappropriate since the meaning of 
the lexical item“  َْفن ٍظ  / nafsin” means „soul‟ not „person or individual‟. Consequently, the 
translator has made a slight distortion in the internal meaning of the message. In 
addition, the PP“  بَهْنِم  / minhā”  is extended to add further description to the lexical item 
“  َْفن ٍظ  / nafsin” such as” like nature” to refer to the same spirit.  
 The construction “ َءبَِغنَو اشُِثَو لابَجِس / riǧālān kaṯīrān wā nisāᵓan” is rendered into 
“countless men and women”. As it is observed the translator has rendered the adjective 
“kaṯīrān / اشُثو” into adjective “countless” to describe men 
7.3 Conclusion  
In this chapter, we have used the contextual theory by Halliday and Hassan (1985) to 
analyse the Qur‟anic vocative sentence. The context of Arabic vocative sentences and 
their English rendering by Ali (2006) have been compared to find out whether the 
rhetorical purpose of Qur‟anic vocative sentences is sustained or distorted during the 
process of translation. In the next chapter, we will present the conclusion of all the 
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chapters, and suggestions for further studies pertaining to translation of Qur‟anic 
vocative sentences into other languages.     
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the entire study has been recapped. We would like to expound through 
this study a short and snappy summary to be an alternate research to each researcher. 
The following summary involves findings, research methods, contribution and 
recommendations for further studies.  
8.2 Findings 
The present study has come up with findings on Qur`anic vocative sentences and 
findings pertinent to answer the research questions of this study. 
8.2.1 General findings  
1. The study has shown the relationship between particularization and vocative case. It 
is proved that vocative case is used to particularize the addressee among others by using 
the same structure of particularization with a slight difference between them. In 
vocative via particularization, the noun after the pronoun is free of definite article, 
therefore, it is possible to use the vocative particle “yā / O”.   
2. The study has shown the relationship between the action of call for help and directive 
acts. It is proved that the act of call for help is one of the directive acts since the call for 
help is a request non-declarative style through which the speaker asks help from the 
addressee. At the same time, the speaker in directive acts asks the addressee to do 
something. 
3. It is found that there is a relationship between the rhetoric feature of “psychological 
state” of the speaker with the component no. 6 “sincerity condition” of Illocutionary 
Force Indicating Device (IFID) for Searle and Vanderveken (1985) that the speaker 
should be sincere in his utterance. 
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4. The study reveals that vocatives in both Arabic and English have real meaning and 
non- real meaning. The real meaning is to draw the attention of the addressee towards 
the speaker. The non- real meaning represents multi –coloured rhetorical purposes. 
5. It is found that some vocative sentences in the Glorious Qur`an do not keep their 
certain syntactic patterns suggested by Arab grammarians as follows: 
a) The vocative particle “ بَ / yā” is used with lamentation instead of the vocative 
particle “ آَو / wā” as in His saying   َفُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع ًٰ َفََظأ َب   [ Yūsūf ,verse 84]/ How great 
is my grief for Joseph ! (Ali, 2006, p. 574). 
b) The vocative sentences with call for help in the Glorious Qur‟an differ in their 
syntactic structure from the syntactic structure suggested by Arab grammarians as 
in: 
i. لُّبَز َبٌُْ َلَع ِطَْقُِل ُِللبَه َب   [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]  / O Mãlik! would that thy Lord 
make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279). 
ii.  ِىُىبَّرَم بَِوب ًٍِْسُصًا ِّةَز  [ al-Muᵓminun,verse26]/ O my Lord! Help me: for that 
they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 2006, p. 848). 
iii.  َىىُِولبَظ بًََِّئف َبًْدُع ِْىَئف َبهٌْ ِه َبٌْجِسَْخأ َب ٌَّبَز [ al-Muᵓminun,verse107] / Our Lord! bring us 
out of this: if ever we return (to Evil), then shall we be wrong-doers indeed! 
(Ali, 2006, p. 861).  
iv.  ُلَوَْعً بٌَُّم ٌِرَّلا َسُْ َغ بًِحلبَص ْلَوَْعً َبٌْجِسَْخأ َب ٌَّبَز  [ Faṭir, verse37]/ Our Lord! Bring us 
out: we shall work righteousness, Not the (deeds) we used To do! (Ali, 
2006, p. 1112). 
v. ىُىٌِهْؤُه بًَِّإ َةاَرَعْلا بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّبَز [al-Duḫan, verse12] / Our Lord! Remove the 
Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 1284). 
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6. The study shows that there is a variance in the occurrence of vocative sentences with 
rhetorical purposes in the Glorious Qur`an. 
a) It is found that vocative sentence with lamentation rhetorical purpose occurs 
only once in the whole Qur`an as in   َفُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع ًٰ َفََظأ َب   [ Yūsūf ,verse 84] / 
How great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574).  
b) The vocative sentences with particularization occur twice in the whole 
Qur‟an such as   ِتُْ َبْلا َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع  [ Hūd,verse,73] / on you , O  ye people of the 
house   (Ali, 2006, p. 530)  and   ِتُْ َبْلا َلَْهأ َطْج ِّسلا ُنُنٌَع [ al-Aḥzāb, verse33] 
/And Allah only wishes to remove all abomination from you, ye members of 
the Family , and make you pure and spotless(Ali, 2006, pp. 1066-1067).  
c) Conversely, vocative sentences with other rhetorical purpose are used 
frequently in the Glorious Qur`an such as recollection, exclamation, grief, 
reprimand, call for help, and encouragement. 
7. It is also found out that the translator encountered some difficulties in conveying 
some rhetorical purpose of vocative sentences into English due to his insufficient 
linguistic  and non –linguistic knowledge of the Qur`an as in  ًٰ َثًُأ َبُهتْعَظَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز [āl- 
ᶜImrān, verse 36] / O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child!  (Ali, 2006, p. 
136).     
8.2.2 Findings Pertinent to Research Questions 
 In this section we attempt to answer the research questions put forth in advance. The 
following findings are found throughout the research. 
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8.2.2.1 What are the methods that are used in translating vocative sentences in 
Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT)?.  
 1. The study has shown that rhetorical Qur`anic vocative sentences do require various 
translation methods, though the semantic translation method was the most dominant one 
in translating the vocative sentence into English language as in:  
 a) 4.2.1 data (3) ادََحأ ٍِّبَِسب ْكِسُْشأ َْنل ٌٍَِتُْ َلَب   [ al-Kahif, verse 42] / Woe is me! Would I had 
never ascribed partners to my Lord and Cherisher! (Ali, 2006, p. 720). Through the 
semantic translation method the translator conveyed the contextual meaning of the 
vocative sentence 4.2.1 data ( 3) by adding “ woe is me!” in the TT that indicate the  
grief feeling of the non-believer in the Day of Judgment. 
b)  A similar case is found in 4.2.1 data (9)  ِىُىبَّرَم بَِوب ًٍِْسُصًا ِّةَز   [ al-Muᵓminun,verse26] 
/ O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 2006, p. 848)  where 
the translator communicated the exact contextual meaning of the ST into the TT through 
using the V “help” in the TT as equivalent to the ST “ ًٍِْسُصًا / ᵓunṣurnī”.  
c)   Other similar examples are found in: 
i. 4.2.1 data (7)  َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع ِتُْ َْبلا [ Hūd, verse,73] / on you , O  ye people of the 
house ? (Ali, 2006, p. 530) . 
ii. 4.2.1 data (8)   ِلُِبَظ ْيَع َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ َب بجَىِع َبَهًىُغَْبت َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ  [āl-ᶜImrān, 
verse 99] / O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, 
from the path of Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152). 
iii. 4.2.1 data (11)  اىُّلَظ ُْنَهتَْ َأَز ِْذإ َلََعٌَه بَه ُىوُزَبه َب  [Ṭaha, verse92]  / O Aaron! what 
kept thee back , when Thou sawest  them going wrong (Ali, 2006, p. 783). 
2. Though the semantic translation method is the most dominant method in translation 
of vocative sentences into English, it is found that this method in some cases was not 
able to convey the rhetorical message of vocative sentences into English. This is due to 
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the fact that the translator has used inaccurate equivalence which results in distorting the 
rhetorical message of the English vocative sentence as in:   
a) 4.2.1 data (1)   ًٰ َثًُأ َبُهتْعَظَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز  [āl- ᵓimrān, verse 36] / O, my Lord! Behold! I am 
delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136) . In this example, the translator fails 
to recreate the same precise contextual meaning of the vocative sentence in the TT 
since he used the item “Behold” as equivalent to the ST “  ًِِّإٍ  / iᵓnnī” which does not 
go in line with the contextual meaning of the vocative sentence. Then, the rhetorical 
message is deviated from grief to exclamation.  
b) A similar case is found in example 4.2.1 data (2)     َىآُْسقْلا اَر ٰـ َه اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز بَ اًرىُجْه ٍَ
[al- Fūrqān,verse 30] / O my Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just 
foolish nonsense (Ali, 2006, p. 896). In this case, the translator fails to convey the 
same rhetorical message in the TT through applying the semantic translation method 
due to two reasons. The first reason is that the translator attempted to adhere to the 
same tense of the ST “  اوُذَخَّتا / ᵓittaḫaḏū”  in the TT. Where the ST “  اوُذَخَّتا  
/ᵓittaḫaḏū” is a VP in past tense with indefinite time, the TT “took” refers to an 
action which happened and was completed in the past. The second reason is that the 
contextual meaning of the word “   اًرىُجْه ٍَ  / mahǧūran” in the ST has been distorted 
in the TT where it was translated into “for just foolish nonsense”.  
c) Similar examples are found in : 
i. 4.2.1 data (4)    ٌشىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو بَ  [Hūd, verse 72] /Alas for me ! Shall I 
bear a child, seeing I am an old woman(Ali, 2006, p. 530).  
ii. 4.2.1 data (5)  َبلُّبَز َبٌُْ َلَع ِطَْقُِل ُِللبَه    [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77]   / O Mãlik! 
would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279).  
iii. 4.2.1 data (6)  ىُىٌِهْؤُه بًَِّإ َةاَرَعْلا بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّبَز [al-Duḫan, verse12]  / Our 
Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, 
p. 1284). 
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3. The results have shown that two kinds of translation methods have applied to the 
translation outcome of Qur`anic vocative sentences as in: 
a) Semantic and Faithful Translation Methods 
It is found that the semantic characteristics of the vocative sentence 4.2.1 data ( 15) &    
4.2.4 data (21)  فُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع بٌََّْهأَت َلَ ََلل بَه َبًَبَبأ َب  [ Yūsūf, verse 11] / O our father! Why dost 
thou not trust us with Joseph (Ali, 2006, p. 548) are in compliance with the semantic 
features of two different translation methods (semantic and faithful). In both semantic 
and faithful translation methods, the rhetorical purpose of the vocative sentence has 
been reproduced in the target text. In 4.2.1 data ( 15) , it is found that the Qur`anic 
vocative sentence has fulfilled all semantic features of the semantic translation method 
in which the translator endeavours to render each lexical item of the above data within 
the semantic and grammatical bounds of the target text. Furthermore, focusing his 
attention on regenerating the proper contextual meaning of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentence in the target text; thus, the ST “ ََلل بَه / mā lakā” was rendered into “Why dost”, 
the negative particle “ َلَ / lā” was translated into its equivalent “not” in the TT, and the 
VP “بٌََّْهَأت / taᵓmannā” which consists of three items was rendered into “thou trust us 
with”. All these lexical words were fit to the contextual meaning of the source text. 
Jointly, it is found that the same Qur‟anic vocative sentence was fulfilling the semantic 
features of faithful translation method which entails reproducing the exact contextual 
meaning of the ST in the TT taking into account the constraints of the target text ( as it 
is mentioned in  4.2.4 data (21) ).  
By the same token, the translator rendered the ST “ ََلل بَه / mā lakā” into its counterpart 
“Why dost” in TT. As well, the negative particle “ َلَ / lā” is translated into its equivalent 
“not” in the TT. The VP “بٌََّْهَأت / taᵓmannā” was rendered into its counterpart “thou trust 
us with” in TT. The translator has made an overtranslation since he used a phrasal verb 
in the TT.  The PP “ َفُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع / ᵓalā Yūsūfa” is rendered into PP “with Joseph” in the TT. 
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Next, the translator was capable of communicating the contextual meaning of the ST to 
the target text. He was also able to reveal the rhetorical meaning of exclamation of the 
Qur`anic vocative sentence into English. 
b) Literal and Faithful Translation Method  
The results have shown that two translation methods are applied sometimes in 
translating  vocative sentences as in 4.2.3 data (19) & 4.2.4 data (20)   ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب
ًّبََِسف [ Maryam, verse 27]  / O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought (Ali, 
2006, pp. 749-750). In this example, it is found that the features of the translation output 
of the vocative sentence are compatible with two characteristics of “literal translation”.  
It is also found that the features of the translation output of the vocative sentence are 
incompatible with two characteristics of “faithful translation”. In both methods the 
translator failed to convey the exact contextual meaning of the vocative sentence into 
the target language.  This is clear in using “an amazing” as equivalent to the ST “ًّبََِسف 
/fariyyan” which means “unpleasant action”.                                   
4. It is found that the translator has used the “literal translation method” in translating 
vocative sentences into English. This is found in example no. 4.2.3 data (18) سَشْعَه َب   
 ِطًِلإا  ِّيِجْلا  َِدق إ َيِه ُْنتَْسثَْنتْظ  [ al-Anᶜām,verse 128] / O ye assembly of Jinns! Much (toll) did 
ye take of men (Ali, 2006, p. 331), the translator has adopted literal translation to 
convey the rhetorical meaning of the vocative sentence in the TT by choosing words out 
of context such as “Much (toll) did ye take” as equivalence to the ST “ إ ُْنتْسَثَْنتْظ  / 
istakṯartum”.  
5.  The study has shown that “free translation” is used in translating vocative sentences 
into English as in example 4.2.2 data (16)   َفُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع ًٰ َفََظأ َب [ Yūsūf ,verse 84]  / How 
great is my grief for Joseph! (Ali, 2006, p. 574).  In example 4.2.2 data (16), the 
translator conveyed the rhetorical meaning of the vocative sentence into the TT by using 
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a different form from the ST. That is, the translator used an exclamatory sentence which 
begins with “how great ...” to convey the lamentation of Jacob (PBUH) over his dearest 
son. Similar case is found in example no. 4.2.2 data (17)  ٌمَلَُغ اَر ٰـ َه ٰيَسُْشب َب   
[Yūsūf,verse19] / Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551) 
into TT. The translator has used exclamatory expressions differ in their grammatical 
categories from that in the ST such as “Ah there” , “good news” and “here is” to convey 
the exclamation feelings of the speaker. These  
6. It is also found that the “communicative translation method” was another means of 
translating vocative sentences into English as in 4.2.5 data (20)   ْنُنَُعفًَأ ْنُنُْ َلَع اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا بَهََُّأ َب  
[ al-Maᵓida, verse 105] / O ye who believe! Guard your own souls  (Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
In this case, the translator transferred the same effect of the Qur`anic vocative sentence 
into English by changing the PP  “ ْنُنُْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum”  which means „ protect yourself 
from doing bad actions and deeds‟ to V  “guard” in the TT . At the same time, the 
rhetorical purpose is distorted partially where the translator was not able to convey the 
exact and contextual meaning of the ST “  ْنُنَُعفًَأ / ᵓanfusakum” into TT. The ST “  ْنُنَُعفًَأ / 
ᵓanfusakum” has indicated the typical behaviour of a person and his character which 
means „self‟. 
8.2.2.2 What is the nature of the syntactical and grammatical changes in 
translating vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into English (TT)?. 
The study has revealed that the translated text has recorded various grammatical and 
syntactic shifts which have been found through translation of the Qur`anic vocative 
sentences into English. These shifts are:  
 8.2.2.2.1 Level shift 
The study has made it known that the translated Qur`anic vocative sentences involve a 
level shift between the verbal aspect of Arabic and English. 
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a) Past is shifted to present perfect tense 
It is found that the translator gave his attention to the VP in vocative sentences to reflect 
the accurate tense of the ST in the TT. This is clear in 5.2.1 data (6) when the translator 
rendered the VP “  ُِ ُىث َّذَم”  in the vocative sentence “  َِّىإ ِّةَز ٍِهَْىق  ُِ ُىث َّذَم ” into  “O my Lord! 
truly my people have rejected me” (Ali, 2006, p. 922). The VP “  ُِ ُىث َّذَم”  in Arabic is in 
past tense and refers to indefinite time and connects with present. Such action is 
expressed usually in English by using present perfect tense and the present tense.  
The translator has provided the present perfect tense “have rejected me” in order to 
highlight the tense core of Arabic VP“  ُِ ُىث َّذَم” in the TT. Similarly, the VP “بٌََثََعب / 
baᵓaṯanā” in example no. 5.2.3 data (13) يَه َبٌَلَْ َو َب َبَْثََعث َبًَِدقْس َّه يِه   [ Yāsin,verse52] / Ah! 
Woe unto us! who hath raised us up from our beds of  repose ? (Ali, 2006, p. 1128) is 
past tense with present relevance. It is rendered into present perfect tense “hath raised 
us up”. Other similar case is found in  5.2.6 data (25)    َُن ْسَه َب  َْدَقل  ِتْئِج ًّبََِسف بًئُْ َش [ 
Maryam,verse 27] / O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 
2006, pp. 749-750). In this example, the translator converted the Arabic verb phrase 
“ ِتْئِج / ǧᵓiti” from past tense with present relevance into present perfect tense in passive 
voice.                  
b) Past in active voice is shifted to present in passive voice  
  Another kind of tense shift was revealed when the translator changed the VP “بَُهتْعَضَو” 
in 5.2.1 data (1) ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز  بَُهتْعَضَو ًٰ َثًُأ   [āl- Iimrān, verse 36] from active voice into passive 
voice in the English text “O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child!” (Ali, 
2006, p. 136). The VP “بَُهتْعَضَو” in Arabic text is active voice. It is past tense with 
present relevance.  The translator attempted to draw the attention of the readership to a 
fact that the action of delivering a child is performed by Almighty Allah, therefore, he 
produced that by using the passive voice in the form of present “I am delivered of”. 
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c) Present is shifted to present perfect tense  
The study also has revealed one particular tense shift from present in jussive mood to 
present perfect tense where the translator attempted to reproduce the VP “ٌٍِْعَعَْو ” in the 
Arabic text ٍِل ُىىَُن  ًًََّأ ِّةَز َدلَو  َْنلَو ِيْْسَس َْ َي سََشب  [āl- ᶜImrān, verse 36] as in 5.2.3 data (16) in 
the form of present perfect tense as in O my Lord! How shall I have a son when no man 
hath touched me? (Ali, 2006, p. 139) .  
d) Present tense is shifted to future 
 The translator made another tense shift in 5.2.1 data (4) when he changed the VP 
“ َُ ُىْ ٍِ ُْؤي” in Arabic text “  َّلَ ٌمَْىق ِءَلَُؤ ٰـ َه َِّىإ ِّةَز َب َُ ُىْ ٍِ ُْؤي ”  [ al-Zūkhrūf ,verse 88] from present 
tense to futurity in English text “O  my Lord !Truly these people who will not believe” 
(Ali, 2006, p. 1281).  In this example, the Arabic VP “ َُ ُىْ ٍِ ُْؤي” is in present tense and 
refers to the moment of speaking. The translator attempted to present the action in the 
form of future time, therefore he provides “will not believe” to indicate that the action 
will happen in the future.    
8.2.2.2.2 Class shift  
a) The study has revealed that there are cases where the class shift is reproduced in the 
TT where the ST is changed from one class to another as exemplified in the class shift 
of the particle “ َُّ ِإ /ᵓinna” in  5.2.1 data (3)   ِّةَز َب  َُّ ِإ اًزىُجْهَه َىآُْسقْلا اَر ٰـ َه اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق / O my 
Lord , Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense ( Ali,2006, p.896) 
and5.2.1 data (6)  ِّةَز  َُّ ِإ  ِىُىب َّرَم ٍِهَْىق  [al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 117] / O my Lord! Truly my people 
have rejected me. . In both cases the particle “ َِّىإ /ᵓinna” which functions as a determiner 
is changed to adverb “truly” in the TT. 
b) Another similar case is 5.2.1 data (5) [ al-Kahif, verse 42]  َب ِيَْتَْيى ادََحأ ٍِّبَِسب ْكِسُْشأ َْنل / 
Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and Cherisher! (Ali, 
2006, p. 720).  The translator rendered the particle “يَِْتَْيى” which function as DP in the 
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Qur`anic text into VP “would +Subject +past perfect” in the target text. The translator 
made a class shift when he attempted to change the DP “ِيَْتَْيى” in Arabic text into VP to 
include more than one word “would +Subject +past perfect”  in the English text. 
c) Similarly, in example 5.2.3 data (9), the class shift lies between the particle “ أ / ᵓā” in 
the Arabic text “   ًٰ ََتلَْ َو َب  َأ َبًَأَو ُِدَلأ ٌشىُجَع ” [Hūd, verse 72] and the auxiliary verb “shall” in 
the English text “Alas for me! Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman” (Ali, 
2006, p. 530). The interrogative particle “ أ / ᵓā” has been changed from D to the 
auxiliary verb “shall”. 
8.2.2.2.3 Unit Shift  
 From our analysis, it is found that the translator made use of unit shift that includes: 
 (a) Word is shifted to phrase 
i. It is found that a unit shift from word to phrase is shown in example 5.2.4 data 
(19)   ُِللبَه َب  ِه ِطَْقلُّبَز َبٌُْ َلَع   [ Al-zukhruf, verse 77] / O Mãlik! would that thy Lord 
make an end to us !(Ali, 2006, p.1279).The imperative particle “ ـى  /li”  in the 
ST functions as D. It is one word which always comes before a present verb in 
the jussive mood. Through translation, the translator has replaced it by the 
phrase “would that” to give a unit shift in TT. 
ii. A shift is also shown when the translator changes the N to PP as in the example 
5.2.7 data ( 32 ) . In example 5.2.7 data ( 32 )     َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َباىُوِّلَظَو ِهُْ َلَع اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ 
ب ًَ ِييَْست [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56] / Allah and His angles send blessings on the Prophet: 
O ye that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect 
(Ali, 2006, p.1076), the translator made a clear shift when he changed the N  
“بًوُِلَْعت / taslīman” to PP “with all respect”. The Arabic item“بًوُِلَْعت / taslĩman” is 
masdar noun derived from the verb  “  َُِنلّع  / usalim ” usually used to emphasise 
the action. The translator has provided a unit shift in this respect since he 
replaced the ST “بًوُِلَْعت / taslīman” from one unit (i.e. word) to another unit. 
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iii. A similar case is found in example No 5.2.3 data (12)   ً َلَُغ اَذ ٰـ َه ٰيَزُْشث َبي / Ah there! 
Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551). With this respect, 
the ST  “ ٰيَزُْشث  / bushrā ”  is the addressee functions as a N in the Arabic text. 
The translator has provided a unit shift where he intended to replace the N “ ٰيَزُْشث  
/ bushrā ” by another unit (i.e. phrase) in TT to present “good news!”  which 
functions as AP. 
 b) Phrase is shifted to sentence 
A shift from phrase to sentence is found in 5.2. 4 data (20) بَِوب ًٍِْسُصًا ِّةَز  ُِ ُىث َّذَم  [ al-
Muᵓminun,verse26] / O my Lord! Help me: for that they accuse me of falsehood! (Ali, 
2006, p. 848) . The translator in this example provided another kind of unit shift where 
he changed the VP “ ُِ ُىث َّذَم  / kadhdhabūni” in the Arabic text into the simple sentence “ 
they accuse me of a falsehood” in the English text in order to give the accurate 
equivalent of the ST  “ ُِ ُىث َّذَم  / kadhdhabūni” in the TT. 
c) Phrase is shifted to word 
 The study has revealed that there are cases where the unit shift is occurred in the TT.   
The ST is changed from phrase to one word as exemplified in: 
i. Example 5.2.1 data (1)  ِّةَز  يِِّّإَبُهتْعَظَو  ًٰ َثًُأ  [āl-ᵓImrān, verse 36] / O, my Lord! 
Behold! I am delivered of a female child! changed to another class (Ali, 2006, 
p. 136). The particle “يِِّّإ” in the Arabic text which functions as DP changed 
to Verb “behold” in the TT. 
ii. Example 5.2 7 data (33)    اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  ٌْ ُنَْييَع ْنُنَُعفًَأ  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105] / O 
ye who believe! Guard your own souls (Ali, 2006, p. 281). The analysis has 
shown that the translator has provided a different kind of rank-shift (unit shift) 
since he changed the ST “ ٌْ ُنَْييَع / ᶜalaykum” to a different (unit) rank. He 
changed it from PP to V “guard” in the target text. 
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8.2.2.3 How do the syntactical and grammatical changes affect the quality of the 
rhetorical message, when translating vocative sentences in Qur`anic texts (ST) into 
English (TT)?.  
To answer the third research question, the analysis of data has revealed how the 
syntactical and grammatical changes sometimes sustain, partially affect or fully affect 
the value of the message through translation into English. In consequence, various types 
of translations have been yielded through translating the Qur`anic vocative sentences 
into English as they will be stated in the next step. 
8.2.2.3.1 Full Distortion of Message 
The message of some Qur`anic vocative sentences have been changed entirely when the 
translator presented an inaccurate translation and replacement translation for these 
sentences into English as in the following cases: 
a) Inaccurate Translation    
The translator failed to reproduce the rhetorical meaning of the ST in the TT fully when 
he produced an inaccurate translation for the ST in the TT as in the following examples: 
i. In the following example 6.2.1 data (1) َب   ُِللبَه ِضَْقِيى لُّبَز َبٌُْ َلَع   [ al-Zuḫruf, verse 77] / 
O Mãlik! would that thy Lord make an end to us ! (Ali, 2006, p. 1279), the 
translator did not succeed in presenting the accurate equivalence for the ST 
imperative particle “ ـى  /li”  of the ST “  ِضَْقِيى /li yaqḍi” in the TT since he provided 
the wish expression “would that” which in turn changed the rhetorical purpose of 
the vocative sentence. The translator has given another meaning far from that in the 
ST since the meaning of the imperative particle “ ـى  /li”  is „let‟. Then, the meaning 
of the whole Qur`anic vocative sentence is changed from call for help to wish 
meaning. 
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ii. Another similar case is available in next example 6.2.1 data (2)  ًٰ َثُّأ بَُهتْعَضَو يِِّّإ ِّةَر      
[āl- ᶜImrān, verse 36] /  O, my Lord! Behold! I am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 
2006, p. 136). In this example, the translator has made a full change in the core of 
the rhetorical meaning concerning the above vocative sentence. He changed the 
meaning of the vocative sentence from grief to exclamation since the equivalence 
“Behold!”  in the TT is used to tell someone something that is surprising. 
iii. In example 6.2.1 data (3)   ًٰ ََتيْيَو َبي ٌشىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ    [Hūd, verse 72] / Alas for me! Shall I 
bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p. 530), The ST “ ًٰ ََتيْيَو” and TT  
“Alas for me!” are NPs. The translator did not recognise that the ST “ ًٰ ََتيْيَو َبي / yā 
waylatā” has two meanings in Arabic language. It reflects the feeling of 
astonishment and sadness of the speaker. Therefore, he presented an inaccurate 
translation when he provided “Alas for me!” in the TT. Thus, the rhetorical purpose 
of the vocative sentence is fully distorted since it is changed from exclamation to 
grief. 
iv. Similar case is found in 6.2.1 data (4)   ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب  اُىلَبق ًّبيَِزف  [ Maryam, verse 
27]  / O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought (Ali, 2006, pp. 749-
750).   Concerning this vocative sentence, it is found that the translator has made a 
full distortion pertaining to the meaning of the above vocative sentence where he 
translated the ST “ًّبيَِزف /fariyyan” which means „ unwanted action‟ into “an 
amazing” which has meaning distant from the ST. Then, the rhetorical meaning is 
changed from reprimand to exclamation. 
b) Replacement Translation 
The distortion of translating the message of Qur`anic vocative sentences into English is 
due to choosing a lexical word which differs in its grammatical category and meaning. 
Then, the translator presents different meaning that does not comply with the context of 
the sentence. This is revealed clearly in example 6.2.3 data (7)  َسَشْعَه َب  ْلا َِدق ِّيِج إ ٌْ ُتَْزثَْنتْس  َيِه
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 ِطًِلإا  [ al-Anᶜām,verse 128] / O ye assembly of Jinns! Much (toll) did ye take of men. 
The translator has produced the replacement translation towards the VP “ إ ٌْ ُتَْزثَْنتْس / 
istakthartum”   when it is translated into the phrasal verb “ Much (toll) did ye take” 
in the this example. The translator has changed VP “ إ ٌْ ُتَْزثَْنتْس  / istakthartum”  which is 
in past tense into phrasal verb in present tense. The meaning of the TT “ Much (toll) 
did ye take” refers to that the action is done too much, while the accurate meaning of 
the ST “ إ ٌْ ُتَْزثَْنتْس  / istakthartum” is „ to mislead‟  human beings. Then, the translator has 
made a change in both form and meaning of the ST “ إ ٌْ ُتَْزثَْنتْس  / istakthartum” in the TT. 
8.2.2.3.2 Partial Distortion of Message 
The message is conveyed in a partial way when the translator has used unacceptable and 
inappropriate lexical items which lead to distortion of the message of the vocative 
sentences to some degree in TT. This is quite clear when the translator provides “semi-
accurate translation”; “semi-accurate translation and overtranslation”; and 
“undertranslation and semi- accurate translation” as in the following cases: 
a) Semi –accurate Translation 
 It is found that the message of some vocative sentences has been conveyed with a bit 
distortion for the rhetorical purpose when the translator provided an inappropriate 
lexical item  in TT as in: 
i. Example 6.2.2 data (5)   اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز َب  َىآُْسقْلا اَر ٰـ َه اًرىُجْه ٍَ [ āl-Fūrqān,verse 30]  / O my 
Lord, Truly my people took this Qur`an for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 2006, p. 896). 
The rhetorical purpose of grief of the above vocative sentence has been conveyed with a 
slight distortion when the translator provided “اًزىُجْهَه / mahǧūran” with an inappropriate 
lexical item in the TT. The equivalence of “ for just foolish nonsense” was the cause 
of distorting the message partially since the item “ for just foolish nonsense” indicates 
„silliness‟ while the meaning of the ST“اًزىُجْهَه / mahjūran” is „abandoned‟. Therefore, 
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the rehtorical purpose is changed from grief because of abandoning into grief because of 
silliness.  
ii. Example 6.2.2 data (6)   ٌمَْىق ِءَلَُؤ ٰـ َه َِّىإ ِّةَز َب  َُ ُىْ ٍِ ُْؤي َّلَّ [ al-Zūḫrūf ,verse 88] / O my Lord! 
Truly these people who will not believe (Ali, 2006, p. 1281). The lexical item “ will 
not believe”  is the cause of distorting the message partially. The ST “ / ُُىْ ٍِ ُْؤي   
yūʼminūna” is present tense refers to present time means “ do not believe” , while, the 
TT “ will not believe” refers to the future time. Thus, the rhetorical purpose is changed 
from grief because of an action occurred at the moment of speaking into grief  because 
of  an action that will occur in the future time.  
b) Semi - accurate Translation and Overtranslation 
The rhetorical purpose is distorted somewhat when the translator provides the following 
procedure: “semi-accurate translation and overtranslation” in example 6.2.5 data (30) 
بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّبَز  َةاَذَعْىا ُُىْ ٍِ ْؤ ٍُ  بَِّّإ  [al-Duḫan, verse12] / Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from 
us, for we do really believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 1284). In this case, the translator inserted 
inappropriate equivalence “the penalty” in the TT which in turn affects the rhetorical 
meaning slightly. This is due to the difference in meaning between “  َةاَذَعْىا  / al-ᵓaḏaba” 
in the ST and “the penalty” in the TT. The ST “  َةاَرَعْلا  / al-ᵓaḏaba”  has the meaning of 
severe physical and mental suffering while the TT “the penalty” means a punishment 
for breaking a law, rule or legal agreement. Consequently, the translation is semi-
accurate translation.  At the same time , the translator has intended to extend the ST “ بًَِّإ
ىُىٌِهْؤُه / ᵓinnā muᵓminūna” by adding lexical items [+conj,+aux] not available in the ST.  
It is rendered into “for we do really believe!”. This results in an overtranslation. 
c) Overtranslation and Semi-accurate Translation  
i. The rhetorical purpose of the Qur`anic vocative sentences has been slightly 
distorted when the translator presented improper equivalence in 6.2.6 data (32) 
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 َبهََُّأ  ِِيج ٍُ   ّوُدَع  ٌْ َُنى ُهَِّّإ  ُِ بَطْي َّشىا اىُِعبََّتت َلََو  ِتاَُىطُخ   ِضَْزلأا ٍِف  َلََح ًلَّ بجَِّيط   َب ب َّوِه اُىلُم ُضبٌَّلا   [al-
Baqarah ,verse 168] /  O ye people! Eat of what is on earth, Lawful and good; 
and do not follow the footsteps of the evil one, for he is to you an avowed 
enemy (Ali, 2006, p. 67). With respect to the overtranslation, the ST “  َلََح ًلَّ بجَِّيط  / 
ḥalalan ṭayyiban” has been extended to include [conj] as an extra lexical item 
inserted between “Lawful and good” in the TT. Similarly, the construction 
“ِِيج ٍُ   ّوُدَع  ٌْ َُنى ُهَِّّإ / innahu lakum ᶜaduwun  mubīn” is rendered into “for he is to 
you an avowed enemy” to include further semantic features not found in the ST 
such as [+for]. While, the ST “ ِىبَطُْ َّشلا / al-Šayṭani” has been subjected to a semi -
accurate translation in the TT. The translator has provided a metaphorical 
expression “the evil one” instead of “Satan” or “the Devil” for the ST “ ُِ َبطْي َّشىا 
/ al-Šayṭani” since ST “ ِىبَطُْ َّشلا / al-Šayṭani” is a proper name while the “the evil 
one” means „wickedness‟. Then, the translator somewhat distorted the meaning 
of the vocative sentence.  
ii. In the vocative sentence 6.2 6 data (33) “  ٰيَزُْشث َبي اَر ٰـ َه   ً َلَُغ  / Ah there! Good news! 
Here is a (fine) young man! (Ali, 2006, p. 551), the translator has conveyed the 
rhetorical purpose of exclamation of the ST in the TT  partially by changing the 
lexical item  “  ً َلَُغ / ġulamun” into “a young man”  since the ST “  ً َلَُغ / 
ġulamun”   refers to someone less than 17 years old , whereas the TT  “a young 
man” indicates a person more than 17 years old. Then , he produced a semi- 
accurate translation. At the same time, it is found that the translator has added 
further semantic features not found in the ST when he rendered the vocative 
particle “بَ   / yā”   into NP “Ah here!” and  the N“ ٰيَسُْشب  / bušrā ” into  AP “good 
news”. 
iii. Another similar case is found in 6.2.6 data (34)   ِةاَسُغْلا اَر ٰـ َه َلْثِه َىىَُمأ َْىأ ُتْصَجََعأ َبَتلَْ َو َب
 ٌَ ِزاَُوَأف  َةَءْىَظ ٍَِخأ  [ al-Maᵓida,verse31] / woe to me ! said he ; Was I not even able 
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to be as this raven , and to hide the shame of my brother ? (Ali, 2006, p. 256) ; 
6.2.6 data (35)   ٍطَْفً ْيِه ْنَُنَقلَخ ٌِرَّلا ُنُنَّبَز اُىقَّتا ُضبٌَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  ٍةَدِحاَو  بَُوهٌْ ِه ََّثبَو َبهَجْوَش َبهٌْ ِه ََقلَخَو
 َءبَِعًَو اسُِثَم لَبَجِز  [ al-Nisāᵓ, verse1] / O mankind! reverence your Guardian-Lord, 
who created you from a single person, created, of like nature, His mate, and 
from them twain scattered (like seeds) countless men and women (Ali, 2006, p. 
183)  and 6.2.6 data (36) َب  بًوُِلَْعت اىُوِّلَظَو ِهُْ َلَع اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهَُّ َأ  [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56] 
/ O ye that believe! Send ye blessings on him and salute him with all respect 
(Ali, 2006, p. 1076). 
d) Undertranslation and semi-accurate Translation 
The analysis has shown that rhetorical message was conveyed with slight distortion 
when the translator presented “undertranslation and semi-accurate translation” as in the 
following example 6.2.7 data (38)  اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب  ٌْ ُنَْييَع  ٌْ ُنَُسفَّأ  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105]  / O 
ye who believe! Guard your own souls (Ali, 2006, p. 281). In this example, the 
translator has rendered the ST “ْْمُكَْيلَع / ᶜalaykum” communicatively when he changed it 
from PP into V “guard” in the TT. He was able to convey the message of the ST  “ْْمُكَْيلَع 
/ ᶜalaykum” which means protect yourselves from doing bad actions and deeds. Thus, he 
has done an undertranslation. Meanwhile, he attempted to provide “own souls” as 
equivalent to “  ٌْ ُنَُسفَّأ/ ᵓanfusakum” in the ST. A considerable difference is seen 
between ST and TT. The ST “  ْنُنَُعفًَأ/ ᵓanfusakum” indicates the typical behaviour of a 
person and his character while the TT “souls” refers to the part of a person that is not 
physical, and that contains their character, thoughts and feelings (Longman, 2005, p. 
1581) . So, the best equivalent for “  ْنُنَُعفًَأ/ ᵓanfusakum” is „selves‟. Consequentlty , it is 
a  semi-accurate translation. 
8.2.2.3.3 Sustainable of Full Message   
On the other hand, the analysis of data has shown that the message was sustained in the 
target text when the translator produced the following procedures: 
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a) Overtranslation and Undertranslation 
i. It is found that the message of some Qur`anic vocative sentences has been 
kept similar in the TT as in the following examples 6.2.8 data (39)      َتُْخأ َبي
 ًّبيَِغث ِل ٍُّ ُأ َْتّبَم ب ٍَ َو ٍءْىَس َأَز ٍْ ا ِكُىَثأ َُ بَم ب ٍَ  َُ وُربَه   [ Maryam, verse 28]  O sister of 
Aaron. Thy father was not a man of evil, nor thy mother an unchaste 
woman (Ali, 2006, p. 750) . The translator has sustained the rhetorical 
meaning of reprimand of the vocative sentence in the TT through achieving 
an overtranslation where he attempted to add further semantic features to the 
ST “ ٍءْىَظ َأَسْها /  ᵓimraᵓ sawᵓin” in the TT “a man of evil” . And when the 
translator changed the ST “بًَُِّغب / baghiyyan” from N to AP “ an unchaste 
woman” the original meaning was kept in the TT.  In the same vein, the 
translator has sustained the meaning of this vocative sentence by 
undertranslation when he rendered the ST “ بَهَو / wa mā” which consists of 
the “ بَهَو / wa mā”  which contains the conjunction word “ و / wa” and the 
negative particle “بَه / mā” into negative word “nor” in TT.  
ii. A similar case is found in example 6.2.8 data (40)    َِْث َبيي  ِئاَزِْسإي َق َو ْد  َأّ ُمَبْْيَج ٌْ  ِْ ٍِ
 َعاَوَو ٌْ ُم ِّوُدَع ْد َتِّبَج ٌْ ُمَبّاى ُّطى ِر ا ٌُ ُنَْييَع َبْْى ََّزَّو َِ ََ َْيلأا ََ ْى َِّ اَوىيَىْي َّس  [Ṭāhā, verse 80] / O ye 
Children of Israel! We delivered you from your enemy, and We made a 
Covenant with you on the right side of Mount (Sinai), and We sent down 
to you Manna and quails (Ali, 2006, p. 780). 
b) Overtranslation 
Maintaining the message of the vocative sentences into target language is achieved 
through an overtranslation. In another words, the translator made use of adding further 
semantic features in the target text in order to convey the message. The analysis has 
shown that there are several vocative sentences where the message is transmitted by 
using an overtranslation as in: 
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i. 6.2.4 data (8)   ِةَبتِنْىا َوَْهأ َبي َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل  ِلُِبَظ ْيَع  َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ  بََهّىُغَْجتبجَىِع  [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 
99] / O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the 
path of Allah, seeking to make it crooked (Ali, 2006, p. 152).  In this example, 
the translator has added further semantic information in the TT such as “ye” not 
found in the ST “ ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ / ahla alkitabi”. As well, the translator has extended 
the ST “بََهًىُغَْبت / tabġūnaha” into “seeking to make it” whereas “seeking to make 
it” is not found in the ST. 
ii. Similar cases are shown in  6. 2.4 data (10) ادََحأ ٍِّبَِسب ْكِسُْشأ َْنل ٌٍَِتُْ َلَب   [ al-Kahif, 
verse 42]  / Woe is me! Would I had never ascribed partners to my Lord and 
Cherisher! (Ali, 2006, p. 720)  ; and  6.2.4 data (11) بًباَُست ُتٌُم ٌٍَِتُْ َل َب  [ al-Nābaᵓ, 
verse 40] / woe unto me! Would that I were (mere) dust! (Ali, 2006, p. 1590); 
and 6.2.4.data (12)  َّىِإ ِّةَز  ِىُىبَّرَم ٍِهَْىق   [al-Šuᵓarāᵓ,verse 117] / O my Lord! truly 
my people have rejected me (Ali, 2006, p. 922). 
8.2.2.4 How is the context of situation (field, tenor and mode) of the translated 
English rhetorical message affected when translated from the Qur`anic text?. 
To answer this research question, fourteen vocative sentences out of our data are chosen 
to pursue how the translation affects the context of the vocative sentences when 
translated into English within the variables (field, tenor and mode). 
a) Context of Field 
  As to the field, the study has shown: 
i. When some vocative sentences are translated into English, the entire field is 
affected.  In other words, the matter of some vocative sentences is changed to a 
meaning that is far from that of the original. This is seen clearly in example 
7.2.1.1 data (1)   ًٰ َثًُأ َبُهتْعَظَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز  [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] / O, my Lord! Behold! I 
am delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136). The subject matter of this 
vocative sentence is converted from grief into exclamation when the translator 
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provides inappropriate equivalence “Behold”  in TT.  A similar case is found in 
7.2.4.1 data (4)   شىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو َب   [Hūd, verse 72] / Alas for me! Shall I bear a 
child, seeing I am an old woman ( Ali, 2006, p.530). The translated English 
vocative sentence did not convey the exact matter of Qur`anic text due to using 
certain lexical word played a crucial role in determining the field of this vocative 
like “Alas for me!” which results in converting the field of the vocative sentence 
from vocative by exclamation into vocative by grief.   
ii. Sometimes the context of field of some vocative setences is affected slightly 
when the translator attempts to use inappropriate equivalence in the TT as in 
example 7.2.2.1 data (2)  َىآُْسْقلا اَر ٰـ َه اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز َب اًرىُجْه ٍَ     [al- Fūrqān,verse 
30]  / O my Lord , Truly my people  took  this Qur`an  for just foolish nonsense 
(Ali, 2006, p. 896). In this sentence, the field of this vocative sentence “grief” is 
affected slightly when the translator rendered the ST “اًزىُجْهَه / mahǧūran” into 
“for just foolish nonsense” in the TT which is not suitable with the context of 
the original text. The TT “for just foolish nonsense” indicates “silly thing or 
funny thing” whereas, the meaning of the ST “اًزىُجْهَه / mahǧūran” means “ 
abandoned”. So, even the field of this vocative sentence has been kept the same 
in TT but it is affected somewhat since the translator has converted it from grief  
because of abandoned into grief by making the Qur`an for silly thing and funny. 
Other similar cases are shown in 7.2 7.1 data (7)  ىُىٌِهْؤُه بًَِّإ  َةاَذَعْىا بٌََّع ْفِشْما َب ٌَّبَز [al-
Duḫan, verse12] / Our Lord! Remove the Penalty from us, for we do really 
believe! (Ali, 2006, p. 1284). In this sentence , the field of this Qur`anic text has 
been slightly varied because of inserting unsound lexical items such as “ the 
penalty” which means „ punishment that imposeddue to beaking a law , a rule or 
acontract‟.   
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iii. It was found that the context of field of some vocative sentences had been 
sustained through translating Qur`anic vocative sentences into English as in 
7.2.8.1 data 8 [ Hūd, verse73]   ِتُْ َبْلا َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع  on you , O  ye people of the house ? 
(Ali, 2006, p. 530). The translator sustained the field of particulization of this 
vocative sentence by rendering the suitable equivaleces in the TT  when he 
infered the vocative particle “ بَ  / yā” which is not mentioned in the ST. Like, 
example 7.2.10.1 data (10) …   َىوُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ َب   [āl-ᶜImrān, verse 99] / O ye 
People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the path of Allah, 
seeking to make it crooked, while ye were yourselves witnesses (to Allah`s 
covenant ) (Ali, 2006, p. 152). To put it another way, the field of the above 
vocative sentence has been maintained in the TT since the translator 
endeavoured to choose the proper equivalence in the TT for each lexical item.  
Then, the subject matter of this vocative sentence which indicates “reproach” 
has been sustained in TT. 
b) Context of Tenor 
The study has revealed that the context of tenor of all translated vocative sentences has 
been sustained the same through translation from Qur`anic texts into English. For 
instance, 7.2.9 data (9)  بًََِّسف ًبئُْ َش ِتْئِج َْدَقل َُن ْسَه َب [ Maryam,verse 27] / yā maryamu laqad 
ǧᵓiti šayᵓan fariyyan / O Mary! truly an amazing thing has been thou brought  (Ali, 
2006, pp. 749-750) . Tenor deals with participants and their relation among them. In 
addition it deals with their status and their social role. In this instance, the role and the 
status of the participants have been sustained in the target English text. The participants 
in this Qur`anic vocative sentence are two main characters. The first character is Mary. 
The second is the people of Mary who directed their reproach to Mary. In the translated 
English text, these two characters have been sustained. Another similar example is 
7.2.3. data (3)  َفُظُىَ ًٰ َلَع ًٰ َفََظأ َب  [ Yūsūf ,verse 84] / yā ᵓasāfā ᶜalā Yūsūfa / How great is 
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my grief for Joseph! (Ali,2006, p.574). In this vocative sentence the role and the status 
of the participants have been kept in the translated English text. This vocative sentence 
entails only one participant that is Jacob ( PBUH) who conveys his extreme grief and 
sadness over Yūsūf ( PBUH). 
c) Context of Mode  
The results have shown that the context of mode has been subjected to a wave of 
distortion on some occasions or sustenance of message on some others as in: 
  i) It is found that the translation plays an important role in entirely distorting the mode 
of some vocative sentences when translated from Qur`anic texts into English as in 
7.2.1.3 data (1)   ًٰ َثًُأ َبُهتْعَظَو ًٍِِّإ ِّةَز   [āl- ᵓImrān, verse 36] / O, my Lord! Behold! I am 
delivered of a female child! (Ali, 2006, p. 136). Even the vocative sentence has been 
conveyed into English using exclamatory expressions but the mode of the above 
vocative sentence is changed since the translator gave inappropriate equivalence in the 
TT. The vocative particle “O” appears in “O, My Lord!” in the TT to emphasise the 
action of calling which is sent from the wife of  ᶜImrān. The lexical item “Behold” in the 
TT is used when the speaker intends to tell the addressee about something surprising 
that happened. It is used humorously in literary contexts and means “look at” something 
(Longman, 2005, p. 123) while, the ST “ ًٍِِّإ /ᵓinnī” is used to emphasise the action or 
what is said after it and means “truly”. In other words, it is used to emphasise the grief 
of ᶜImrān `s wife through the ST “  َو ًٰ َثًُأ َبُهتْعَظ  / waḍaᶜtūhā ūnthā”. As well, the lexical 
item “Behold” is used among persons and it is improper to use it with Almighty Allah. 
In addition, the lexical item “behold” is followed by the exclamation mark to show the 
surprise of ᶜImrān `s wife while she was sad since she had delivered a female. Another 
important point, the VP “ بَُهتْعَظَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” is past tense with present relevance; it is 
changed to passive voice in the present tense.  Actually, the translator attempts to focus 
on the object (i.e. Allah) in the TT “I am delivered of a female child!” while the ST 
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“بَُهتْعَظَو / waḍaᶜtūhā” indicates that the action of giving birth belongs to the wife of 
ᶜImrān and this reflects the politeness perspective from the part of  ᶜImrān`s wife. In 
general, the Qur`anic vocative sentence is a declarative sentence while the translated 
text is a declarative sentence entailing a set of exclamatory phrases. Equally significant 
cases are found in 7.2.4.3 data (4)  شىُجَع َبًَأَو ُِدَلَأأ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو بَ   [Hūd, verse 72] / Alas for me! 
Shall I bear a child, seeing I am an old woman (Ali, 2006, p.530). In this instance, the 
mode of this vocative sentence is affected completely due to using certain lexical items. 
The Qur`anic vocative sentence is a declarative sentence and changed into English by 
using a particular exclamatory phrase; “Alas for me”.  The ST  “ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” is  
a NP translated into NP “Alas for me” which refers to sadness and grief.  In contrast, the 
ST  “ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” has two main meanings. The first meaning that Arabs  use for 
the ST “ ًٰ ََتلَْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” is an expression of sadness in calamity. The second 
meaning of the ST  “ ًٰ ََتل َْ َو َب  / yā waylatā” pertains to exclamation. In other words, it is 
used by Arabs to convey their surprise about something. The second meaning is the 
focus of this vocative sentence. Unfortunately, it is rendered into “Alas for me”, then, 
the rhetorical message is completely affected by this change. Moreover, the ST “ أ / a”  
is an interrogative particle used to reflect the feeling of surprise. It is changed to an 
auxiliary verb “Shall” to reflect futurity of the action of bearing.     
ii) Sometimes, the mode of some vocative sentences is affected a little by the process of 
translation when the translator provides unsuitable equivalence in the TT which results 
in somewhat distorting the rhetorical message of vocative sentence as in 7.2.2.3 data (2) 
 َىآُْسقْلا اَر ٰـ َه اوُرَخَّتا ٍِهَْىق َِّىإ ِّةَز َب اًرىُجْه ٍَ     [al- Fūrqān,verse 30]  / O my Lord , Truly my 
people  took  this Qur`an  for just foolish nonsense (Ali, 2006, p. 896). In this 
sentence, the vocative sentence in both Arabic and English is a declarative sentence. 
The English translation entails vocative expression” O, my Lord” followed by comma 
since it‟s a feature of a written text.  The D “ َِّىإ / ᵓinna” is used to assert the grief of 
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Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and to assert what is said after it. That is to say, it asserts 
that people of Muhammad, not other people refused to listen to Qur`an. It is transferred 
to the adverb “truly” in the TT which functions as intensifier in the TT. On the other 
hand, the ST “اًزىُجْهَه / mahǧūran”  is converted into “for just foolish nonsense” in the 
TT which is not suitable with the context of the original text. Since the TT “for just 
foolish nonsense” indicates “silly thing or funny thing” whereas, the meaning of the 
ST“اًزىُجْهَه / mahǧūran” means “abandoned”. In point of fact, this translation slightly  
affects the rhetorical message of this vocative sentence since it alters the meaning of this 
sentence from grief because of abandoned the Qur`an into grief because of considering 
the Qur`an as silliness thing.  
iii) Finally, the results have revealed that the translator sustained the mode of some 
vocative sentences through translated Qur`anic vocative sentences into English as in 
example 7.2.10.3 data (10)  َىو ُّدَُصت َِنل ِةَبتِنْلا َلَْهأ َب  ْيَع  ِلُِبَظ بجَىِع َبَهًىُغَْبت َيَهآ ْيَه ِ َّاللَّ  [āl-ᶜImrān, 
verse 99] / O ye People of the Book! Why obstruct ye those who believe, from the path 
of Allah, seeking to make it crooked, while ye were yourselves witnesses (to Allah`s 
covenant ) (Ali, 2006, p. 152) . The translator attempts to convey the reprimand 
meaning of the Qur`anic vocative sentence into English text through interrogation. The 
ST “ َِنل / limā/ why” is PP makes of the preposition “lam” and the interrogative particle 
“به” . It is changed through translation to interrogative particle “why”. This shift at the 
level of unit is obligatory to keep the meaning of the PP  “ َِنل / lima”. The VP “ َىو ُّدَُصت / 
taṣudūna / obstruct” made of the imperfect verb annexed by the implicit second person 
plural pronoun “ ىو / you”.  The VP “ َىو ُّدَُصت / taṣudūna / obstruct” does not mean “ to 
block a road physically” but means “ prevent someone from doing something”. As well, 
the ST “  ِلُِبَظ ْيَع  ِ َّاللَّ  /ᶜan sabīli Allahi / from the path of Allah” is PP has been sustained in 
TT as PP.  The ST “  َيَهآ ْيَه / man āmana / who believe” has also been maintained in TT 
and rendered into “who believe” . Additionally, the VP “بََهًىُغَْبت / taṣudūna /seeking to 
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make it” consists of the imperfect verb “ ٍغبت / tabġī / seek to” , second person plural 
personal pronoun “ ىو / you” and the suffix “ به” which refers to the path of Allah. The 
VP “بََهًىُغَْبت / tabġūnaha / seeking to make it” means “in quest of”, that is, the people of 
the Holy Book in quest of preventing believers in  following the path of Allah. Thus, the 
translator has inferred the internal meaning of the ST “بََهًىُغَْبت / tabġūnaha” and presented 
the proper conceptualization of it and changes it to the idiom “seeking to make it”. This 
obligatory shift sustains the internal meaning of the ST “بََهًىُغَْبت / tabġūnaha”. Finally, 
The lexical item “بجَىِع / ᶜiwaǧan.” is an adjective and is also rendered into the adjective 
“crooked”  in the TT.  Similarly, 7.2.8.3 data 8 [ Hūd,verse,73]   ِتُْ َبْلا َلَْهأ ْنُنُْ َلَع  on you , O  
ye people of the house ? (Ali, 2006, p. 530). The translated English sentence is 
composed of two main phrases similar to that in the ST. The first is PP “ ْنُنُْ َلَع / ᶜalaykum 
/ on you”  in both Arabic and English. The second is  NP “   ِتُْ َبْلا َلَْهأ  /ᵓahla al-bayti / O 
ye people of the house” in both Arabic and English.  In other words, the mode of the 
Quranic vocative sentence has been sustained in the target text. 
8.3 Research Methods 
The focal point in the present study is how the translator created acceptable messages 
when he translated vocative sentences from Qur`anic texts into English. Conveying the 
Qur`anic message into TT is somewhat problematic since the translator has to be loyal 
to the Qur`anic text taking into his consideration the linguistic and cultural differences 
between any two languages.   Conveying the rhetorical purpose of the vocative 
sentences into target language inaccurately causes ambiguous meaning to the TT. So, 
the present study traces this problem and makes use of various theories to uncover 
factors that have and effect in communicating the rhetorical meaning in an inappropriate 
way. 
The present study investigates conveyance of the rhetorical purpose into TT, therefore, 
we opt to analyse the data syntactically, semantically, contextually and from a 
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translation perspective to analyse the translated vocative sentences from Arabic into 
English and whether the rhetorical purpose is transferred as well during the process of 
translation since all these theories work together in communicating the rhetorical 
purpose into TT. The following theories were used to achieve the goals of the present 
study such as translation methods Newmark (1988), X Bar theory for Haegeman (2006), 
Shifts classifications by Catford(1965),  Componential analysis (CA) by Katz and Fodor 
(1963), and Context of situation by Halliday and Hassan (1985). 
The descriptive analysis of the translated data helps us to diagnose main points that 
determine what methods are suitable for translating Qur`anic vocative sentences into 
TT.  Using Newmark`s methods of translation clarifies which method is adopted by the 
translator when he translated Qur`anic vocative sentences into English. Analysing 
Qur`anic vocative sentences grammatically and syntactically gives a chance to explain 
the nature of the grammatical and syntactical shifts whether compiled or not compiled 
with the original text (i.e. Qur`an), then, help in producing the original message of 
Qur`anic text in the target text . Using Componential analysis (CA) to analyse the 
vocative sentences  in both texts gives a chance to show similarities and differences 
between two texts that ensures the appropriate meaning that goes in line with the 
Qur`anic text. Finally, The context of situation in the process of translation has a 
decisive role in determining the exact meaning of the vocative sentences within the 
register`s variables (field, tenor and mode) since when analysing the context of the 
translated vocative sentences, main elements  such as field , tenor and mode are 
identified and become more flexible. 
8.4 Contribution of the Study   
The study has come up with new terms of translation procedures due to the translation 
of the vocative sentences from Arabic into English. These terms are replacement 
translation, inaccurate translation, and semi-accurate translation. Other terms as “ full 
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message”, “partial message” and “sustainable message”. In the same vein, the study has 
come up with dual translation procedures which are used during the process of 
analysing some Qur`anic vocative sentences semantically from Arabic into English. 
These procedures are:   
i. “overtranslation and undertranslation” such as   ٍءْىَظ َأَسْها ِكُىَبأ َىبَم بَه َىوُزَبه َتُْخأ َب
 ِل ُُّهأ َْتًبَم بَهَو   بًَُِّغب   [ Maryam,verse28] /  O sister of Aaron. Thy father was not 
a man of evil, nor thy mother an unchaste woman (Ali, 2006, p. 750). 
ii. “overtranslation and semi-accurate translation” such as   اىُّلَص اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب
 ِهُْ َلَع بًوُِلَْعت اىُوِّلَظَو  [al-ᵓAḥzāb,verse56] / O ye that believe! Send ye blessings 
on him and salute him with all respect (Ali, 2006, p. 1076) and   َب اَر ٰـ َه ٰيَسُْشب
 ٌمَلَُغ   ۚ    [Yūsūf,verse19]  /Ah there! Good news! Here is a (fine) young man! 
(Ali, 2006, p. 551). 
iii. “ Undertranslation and semi-accurate translation” such as      اُىٌَهآ َيَِرَّلا َبهََُّأ َب
 ْنُنَُعفًَأ ْنُنُْ َلَع  [ al-Maᵓida,verse 105] / O ye who believe! Guard your own souls  
(Ali, 2006, p. 281). 
8.5 Recommendations  
The translation of vocative sentences with rhetorical purpose is a sensitive matter since 
it deals with various aspects of linguistics in transferring the meaning. Translators of 
rhetorical vocative sentences should be aware of the grammatical differences between 
Arabic and English Qur`anic texts since grammatical shifts on some occasions affect 
loss of  meaning and then distort the rhetorical message in the target text. 
Additionally, translators should have been concerned with the analysis of the Qur`anic 
vocative sentences since the Qur`anic lexical item has different shadows of meanings 
usually bounded by the context  (linguistic or non – linguistic) in order to determine the 
actual meaning of that item in the target text.   
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8.6 Suggestions for Further Study 
In this section, there are a few suggestions for further studies on Qur`anic vocative 
sentences in order to convey the message of these sentences to the readership. 
1. A similar study could be done to investigate the phonetic aspect of these 
sentences since vocative sentences have phonemic merits which play an 
important role in conveying the Qur`anic message. 
2. It would be valuable to analyse the Qur`anic vocative sentences from the 
pragmatic point of view to investigate how the illocutionary acts and force work 
within the framework of the Speech Act Theory. 
3. A stylistic study could be used for more than one translator to analyse how their 
style might affect the rhetorical message when translating vocative sentences 
from Quranic texts into English. 
4. A similar study could be conducted to investigate the types of modality in both 
texts. And to investigate how the message of deontic and epistemic modalities is 
transferred from Arabic into English text.  
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Vocative  particle 
Arabic English 
1  ْاُُٝذجْػا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْ ٌُ ََوَِخ ١ِزَُّا ُْ ٌُ َّثَس
ٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َٝ  ْ ٌُ َََِّؼُ ْ ٌُ َِِْجه
 َٕ ُٞوََّزر 
O ye people! Adore 
your Guardian-Lord, 
who created you ... 
righteousness (p. 21) 
21 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
2  ْ ِٜ ِئآ َٔ َْعِؤث ُِْْٜئجَٗأ ُّ َدآ َب٣ O Adam! Tell them 
their natures(p.25) 
33 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
3  َب٣ َبِْ٘ ُه َٝ َذَٗأ ْٖ ٌُ ْعا ُّ َدآ
 َلاًُ َٝ  َخََّ٘جُْ ا َيُج ْٝ َص َٝ
ب َٔ ُزْئِش ُث٤َْد ًاذَؿَس َبْٜ٘ ِٓ  
O Adam! dwell thou 
and thy wife in the 
Garden; …(where and 
when) ye will (p.35) 
35 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
4  َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ٢ِزَُّا ٢َِز َٔ ِْؼٗ ْاُٝش ًُ ْرا
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ ُذ ْٔ َؼْٗ َأ 
O Children of Israel! 
call to mind the 
(special)favour which I 
bestowed upon you 
(p.27) 
40 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
5  َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ٢ِزَُّا ٢َِز َٔ ِْؼٗ ْاُٝش ًُ ْرا
 ُذ ْٔ َؼْٗ َأ ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  
Childrenof Israel!call to 
mind the (special) 
favour which I 
bestowed upon you. 
(p.28) 
47 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ Omitted 
6  ْ ُز ْٔ ََِظ ْ ٌُ َِّٗا ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 ُْ ًُ ِربَخِّرِبث ْ ٌُ َُغلَٗأ
  َ ْجِؼُْ ا 
O my people! Ye have 
indeed wronged .. of the 
calf (p.30). 
54 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
7  ََيُ َٖ ِٓ ْئُّٗ َُٖ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣
 ًحَشْٜ َج َ َّاللَّ ََٟشٗ ٠َّزَد 
O Moses! We shall 
never believe in thee … 
manifestly (p.30). 
55 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
8  َِشجْظَّٗ َُٖ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣ ْ
 ٍذِدا َٝ  ٍّ بََؼؽ ٠َََِػ 
O Moses! we cannot 
endure one kind of food 
(always)(p.32) 
61 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
9  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َبِ٘ػاَس ْاَُُُٞٞور 
O ye of Faith! Say not 
(to the Apostle) words 
of ambiguous import 
(p.46). 
104 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
10  َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ٢ِزَُّا ٢َِز َٔ ِْؼٗ ْاُٝش ًُ ْرا
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ ُذ ْٔ َؼْٗ َأ 
O Children of Israel! 
call to mind the special 
… bestowed upon you 
(p.51). 
211 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O 
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11  ًاَذَِث اََزَـٛ َْ َؼْجا ِّةَس
 َٖ ِٓ  َُِْٚٛ َأ ْمُصْسا َٝ  ًب٘ ِٓ آ
 ِداَش َٔ َّثُا 
My Lord, make this a 
City of Peace, and … 
with fruits (p.53). 
126 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
12  ِٓ  َْ ََّجَور َب َّ٘ثَس َّ٘ب  ِا َّٗ َأ َي ْٗ َذ
اُ ِٔ َّغ٤ ُغا َِِؼُْ٤ ُْ  
 
Our Lord! Accept (this 
service) from us: For 
Thou…the All-knowing 
(p.53). 
127 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
13  ِٖ ٤ْ َٔ ِِْغ ُٓ  َبِْ٘ َؼْجا َٝ  َب َّ٘ثَس
 ًخ َّٓ ُأ َبِ٘زَّ٣ ِّسُر ٖ ِٓ َٝ  ََيُ
 َيَُّ ًخ َٔ ِِْغ ُّٓ  
Our Lord! make of us 
Muslims, bowing to 
Thy(Will),and of … 
bowing  to Thy (will) 
(p.53) 
128 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
14  ْ ِٜ ٤ِك ْثَؼْثا َٝ  َب َّ٘ثَس
 َُِْٞز٣ ْ ُْٜ٘ ِّٓ  ًلاُٞعَس
 ُْ ُٜ ُٔ َُِِّؼ٣ َٝ  َِيرَب٣آ ْ ِٜ ٤ََِْػ
 َخ َٔ ٌْ ِذُْ ا َٝ  َةَبزٌِ ُْ ا 
Our Lord! send 
amongst them an 
Apostle of their own, 
…wisdom, and sanctify 
them(p.54) 
129 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
15  ٠ََلطْطا  َ َّاللَّ  َّٕ  ِا َّ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ُْ ٌُ َُاُ ِّذ٣ ُرٞ ُٔ َر ََلاك َٖ َّٖ 
 َأ َٝ  َِّلاا ْٗ ُز ْ  ُٔ ِِْغ ُٓٞ َٕ  
Oh my sons! God hath 
chosen the Faith for 
you; then … Faith of 
Islam( p.54). 
132 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ Oh 
16  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِشْج َّظُِبث ْاُٞ٘٤َِؼزْعا
 َغ َٓ  َّاللَّ َّٕ ِا َِحلا َّظُا َٝ
 َٖ ٣ِِشثب َّظُا 
O ye who believe!   
seek help with patient 
perseverance…who 
patiently persevere 
(p.62). 
153 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
17  ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣ ب َّٔ ِٓ  ْاُِٞ ًُ
 ًَلالاَد ِعَْسلأا ٢ِك
 ًبجِّ٤َؽ 
O ye people! Eat of 
what is on earth, 
Lawful and good(p.67) 
168 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
18  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ب َٓ  ِدَبجِّ٤َؽ ٖ ِٓ  ْاُِٞ ًُ
 ْ ًُ َبْ٘هَصَس 
O ye who believe! Eat 
of the good things .. 
provided for you (p.68). 
172 Al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
19  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ُصبَِظوُْ ا ُْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ َِتز ًُ
 ُّشُذُْ ا ٠ََِْزوُْ ا ٢ِك
.... ِّشُذُْ ِبث 
O ye who believe! the 
law of equality is 
prescribed…free for the 
free(p.71). 
178 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
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20  ِصبَِظوُْ ا ٢ِك ْ ٌُ َُ َٝ
 ِةَبجُْ َلأا ٢ُُِْٝأ َْب٣ ٌحَب٤َد
 َٕ ُٞوََّزر ْ ٌُ َََِّؼُ 
In the Law of Equality 
.…o ye men of 
understanding; that ye 
may restrain yourselves 
(p.72). 
179 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
21 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َِتز ًُ 
 ُْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  ُّ َب٤ ِّظُا  
O ye who believe! Fasting 
is prescribed to you (p.73) 
183 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
22  ْاُٝد َّٝ ََضر َٝ  َّٕ ِ َبك  َش٤َْخ  ِدا َّضُا 
ٟ َٞ ْوَّزُا  ِٕ ُٞوَّرا َٝ َب٣ ٢ُِ ْٝ ُأ 
 ِةَبجُْ َلأا 
And take a provision 
(With you) … o ye that 
are wise (p.81). 
197 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
23 َب َّ٘ثَس َبِ٘رآ ٢ِك َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا ب َٓ َٝ 
 َُُٚ ٢ِك  ِحَشِخ٥ا  ْٖ ِٓ 
 ٍَملاَخ 
Our Lord! Give us (Thy 
bounties) in this 
world!" but they will 
have no portion in the 
Hereafter(p.82) 
200 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
24 َب َّ٘ثَس َبِ٘رآ ٢ِك َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا 
 ًَخَ٘غَد ٢ِك َٝ  ِحَشِخ٥ا 
 ًَخَ٘غَد 
Our Lord! Give us good 
in this world and good 
in the Hereafter (p.82) 
201 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
25 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُُِٞخْدا ٢ِك  ِْ ِْ ِّغُا  ًخَّكآ ًَ  
O ye who believe! 
Enter into Islam whole-
heartedly(p.83) 
208 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
26  َب٘٤ََِْػ ْؽِشَْكأ َب َّ٘ثَس
 َب٘ َٓ اَذَْهأ ْذَِّجث َٝ  ً اشْجَط
 ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا ٠ََِػ َبْٗشُظْٗ ا َٝ
 َٖ ٣ِِشكب ٌَ ُْ ا 
 
Our Lord! Pour out 
constancy on us and 
make our steps firm: 
Help us against those 
that reject faith(p.103) 
250 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
27  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
ْ ًُ بَْ٘هَصَس ب َّٔ ِٓ  ْاُِٞولَٗأ 
O ye who believe! 
Spend out of (the 
bounties)We have 
provided for you( 
p.105) 
254 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
28  ٢ِـ٤ُْذر َق٤ْ ًَ  ٢َِِٗسأ ِّةَس
٠َر ْٞ َٔ ُْ ا 
My Lord! Show me 
how Thou givest life to 
the dead (p.109). 
260 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
29  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِّٖ َٔ ُْ ِبث ْ ٌُ ِرَبهَذَط ْاُِِٞطُْجر
َٟرلأا َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
cancel not your charity 
…by injury (p.110) 
264 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
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30  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ب َٓ  ِدَبجِّ٤َؽ ٖ ِٓ  ْاُِٞولَٗأ
 ْ ُزْجَغ ًَ  
O ye who believe! Give 
of the good things … 
earned (p.112) 
267 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
31  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ب َٓ  ْاُٝسَر َٝ  َّاللَّ ْاُٞوَّرا
 ِٕا َبث ِّشُا َٖ ِٓ  ٢ََِوث
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُّٓ  ُْز٘ ًُ  
O ye who believe! Fear 
God, and give up what 
…indeed believers 
(p.116). 
278 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
32  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ٠َُِا ٍٖ ٣َِْذث ُْزَ٘٣اََذر اَِرا
 ُُُٙٞجز ًْ َبك ٠ ًّٔ َغ ُّٓ  ٍَ ََجأ 
O ye who believe! 
When ye deal with … .. 
as between the parties 
(p.117)  
282 al-
Baqara 
 َب٣ O  
33  َي٤َُِْا َٝ  َب َّ٘ثَس ََيٗاَشْلُؿ
 ُش٤ِظ َٔ ُْ ا 
Thy forgiveness, our 
Lord, and to Thee is the 
end of all journeys 
(p.120) 
285 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
34  ِٕا َبْٗزِخاَُئر َلا َب َّ٘ثَس
 َب َّ٘ثَس َبْٗؤَطَْخأ ْٝ َأ َب٘٤ِغَّٗ
 َب٘٤ََِْػ َْ ِٔ َْذر َلا َٝ
...ًاشِْطا 
“Our Lord!” Condemn 
us not if we .. our Lord! 
Lay not on us a burden 
(pp.120-121) 
286 al-
Baqara 
Omitted Omitted 
35  َبَ٘ثُُِٞه ْؽُِضر َلا َب َّ٘ثَس
 َْتٛ َٝ  َبَ٘ز٣ََْذٛ ِْرا َذَْؼث
 ًخ َٔ ْدَس َيُٗذَُّ ٖ ِٓ  َبَُ٘
 ُةبَّٛ َٞ ُْ ا َذَٗأ َيَِّٗا 
Our Lord!(they say), 
"Let not our hearts 
deviate now… mercy 
(p.127) 
8 āl-ᶜImrān Omitted Omitted 
36  ُغ ِٓ بَج َيَِّٗا َب َّ٘ثَس
 َت٣َْس َّلا ٍّ ْٞ َ٤ُِ ِطبَُّ٘ا
 ُِقُِْخ٣ َلا َّاللَّ َّٕ ِا ِٚ ٤ِك
 َدبَؼ٤ ِٔ ُْ ا 
Our Lord! Thou art He 
that will gather 
mankind …for God 
never fails in His 
promise (p.127) 
9 āl-ᶜImrān Omitted Omitted 
37  َب َّ٘ثَس ِْشلْؿَبك بَّ٘ َٓ آ َب َِّ٘ٗا
 َةاَزَػ َبِ٘ه َٝ  َبَ٘ثُُٞٗر َبَُ٘
 ِسبَُّ٘ا 
Our Lord! we have 
indeed believed: forgive  
us…from the agony of 
the Fire (p.130) 
16 āl-ᶜImrān Omitted Omitted 
38  ََيُ ُدْسََزٗ ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
 ٢َِْ٘طث ٢ِك ب َٓ
 ُ ًاس َّشَذ ُٓ  
O my Lord! I do 
dedicate unto Thee 
what is in my womb for 
Thy special 
service(p.136) 
35 āl-ᶜImrān omitted O 
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39  َبُٜزْؼَػ َٝ  ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
٠َثُٗأ 
O my Lord! Behold! I 
am delivered of a 
female child! (p.136) 
36 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted O 
40  َيْٗ ُذَُّ ٖ ِٓ  ٢ُِ َْتٛ ِّةَس
 ُغ٤ ِٔ َع َيَِّٗا ًَخجِّ٤َؽ ًخَّ٣ ِّسُر
ءبَػ ُّذُا 
O my Lord! Grant unto 
me from Thee a 
progeny that is pure: for 
Thou art He that 
heareth prayer!(p.137) 
38 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted O 
41  ِّةَسا ًَخ٣آ ٢َُِّ ََؼْج  "O my Lord! Give me a 
Sign!" (p.138).  
41 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted O 
42  َّاللَّ َّٕ ِا ُْ َ٣ْش َٓ  َب٣
 ِىَشََّٜؽ َٝ  ِىَبَلطْطا 
"O Mary! God hath 
chosen thee and 
purified thee- chosen 
thee (p.138) 
42 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
43  ِيِّثَِشُ ٢ُِزْ٘ها ُْ َ٣ْش َٓ  َب٣
 َغ َٓ  ٢ِؼ ًَ ْسا َٝ  ١ِذُجْعا َٝ
 َٖ ٤ِؼًِ ا َّشُا 
O Mary! worship Thy 
Lord devoutly: .. those 
who bow down(p.138) 
43 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
44  َّٕ ِا ُْ َ٣ْش َٓ  َب٣  ىُش َِّشُج٣ َّاللَّ
 ُٚ ُٔ ْعا ُْٚ٘ ِّٓ  ٍخ َٔ ِِ ٌَ ِث
 ُخ٤ِغ َٔ ُْ ا ...  
O Mary! God giveth 
thee glad tidings of a … 
his name will be Christ 
Jesus(p.139) 
45 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
45  ٌَذُ َٝ  ٢ُِ ُٕ ٌُٞ َ٣ ٠ََّٗأ ِّةَس
 ٌشََشث ٢ِْ٘غَغ ْٔ َ٣ ْ َُ َٝ  
O my Lord! How shall I 
have a son when no 
man hath touched me? 
(p.139)  
47 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted O 
46  َذُْ َضَٗأ ب َٔ ِث بَّ٘ َٓ آ َب َّ٘ثَس
 َبُْ٘جز ًْ َبك ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا َبَْ٘ؼجَّرا َٝ
 َٖ ٣ِذِٛ ب َّشُا َغ َٓ 
Our Lord! we believe in 
what Thou hast 
revealed  …who bear 
witness (p.141) 
53 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
47  َي٤ِّك َٞ َز ُٓ  ٢ِِّٗا ٠َغ٤ِػ َب٣
 َّ٢َُِا َيُِؼكاَس َٝ
 َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َٖ ِٓ  َىُشَِّٜط ُٓ َٝ
 ْاَُٝشل ًَ  
"O Jesus! I will take 
thee and raise thee to 
Myself…who 
blaspheme   (p.141) 
55 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
48  ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣ ْا ْٞ َُبََؼر
 َبَ٘٘٤َْث ءا َٞ َع ٍخ َٔ َِ ًَ  ٠َُِا
 َّاللَّ َِّلاا َُذجَْؼٗ ََّلاأ ْ ٌُ َ٘٤َْث َٝ  
"O People of the Book! 
come to common terms 
… none but God(p.144) 
64 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ 
 
O  
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49  َْ ُِ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 َْ ٤ِٛ اَشِْثا ٢ِك َٕ ٞ ُّجآَُذر 
Ye People of the Book! 
Why dispute ye about 
Abraham(p.144) 
65 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ Omitted 
50  َب٣ َْ ُِ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ
 ِّاللَّ ِدَب٣آِث َٕ ُُٝشل ٌْ َر
 َٕ َُٝذَْٜشر ْ ُزَٗأ َٝ  
Ye People of the Book! 
Why reject ye the Signs 
of God…witnesses? 
(p.145) 
70 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ Omitted 
51  َْ ُِ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 َّنَذُْ ا َٕ ُِٞغجِْ َر
 َٕ ٞ ُٔ ُز ٌْ َر َٝ  َِ ِؽَبجُْ ِبث
 َذُْ ا َٕ ٞ ُٔ ََِْؼر ْ ُزَٗأ َٝ  َّن  
Ye People of the Book! 
Why do ye clothe Truth 
with falsehood.. ye have 
knowledge? (p.145) 
71 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ Omitted 
52  َْ ُِ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 ِّاللَّ ِدَب٣آِث َٕ ُُٝشل ٌْ َر
 ب َٓ  ٠ََِػ ٌذ٤ِٜ َش ُّاللَّ َٝ
 َٕ ُِٞ َٔ َْؼر 
O People of the Book! 
Why reject …witness to 
all ye do?(p.152) 
98 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
53 َب٣  َ ْٛ َأ  ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا  َْ ُِ 
 َٕ ٝ ُّذَُظر َٖػ  َِ ٤ِجَع 
 ِّاللَّ  ْٖ َٓ  َٖ َٓ آ َبَٜٗٞ ُـ َْجر 
 ًبج َٞ ِػ 
"O ye People of the 
Book! Why obstruct ye 
those…to make it 
crooked (p.152) 
99 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
54  ْا َٞ ُ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َٖ ِّٓ  ًبو٣َِشك ْاُٞؼ٤ُِطر ِٕا
 َةَبزٌِ ُْ ا ْاُٞرُٝأ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا
... 
O ye who believe! If ye 
listen to a faction 
among…they would 
(indeed) (p.153) 
100 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
55  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َّاللَّ ْاُٞوَّرا ِٚ ِربَُور َّنَد
 ُْزَٗأ َٝ  َِّلاا َّٖ ُرٞ ُٔ َر َلا َٝ
 َٕ ٞ ُٔ ِِْغ ُّٓ  
O ye who believe! Fear 
God as He should be 
feared…a state of Islam 
(p.153) 
102 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
56  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ٖ ِّٓ  ًَخٗبَِطث ْاُٝزِخََّزر
 ْ ٌُ ََُُْٗٞؤ٣ َلا ْ ٌُ ُِٗٝد
 َخ ًلاَبج  
O ye who believe! Take 
not into your intimacy 
those… to corrupt you. 
(p.157) 
118 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
57  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ًبكبَؼَْػأ َبث ِّشُا ْاُِٞ ًُ َْؤر
 ًَخلَػبَؼ ُّٓ  
O ye who believe! 
Devour not usury, 
doubled and multiplied 
(p.161) 
130 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
58  َبَ٘ثُُٞٗر َبَُ٘ ِْشلْؿا َب َّ٘ثس
َبِٗش ْٓ َأ ٢ِك َبَ٘كاَشِْعا َٝ  
"Our Lord! Forgive us 
our sins and anything 
…our duty(p.165) 
147 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
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59  ِٕا ْا َٞ ُ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْاَُٝشل ًَ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ْاُٞؼ٤ُِطر
 ْ ٌُ ِثَبوَْػأ ٠ََِػ ْ ًُ ٝ ُّدَُش٣ 
O ye who believe! If ye 
obey the Unbelievers 
… (from Faith) to your 
own loss(p.165) 
149 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
60  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْاَُٝشل ًَ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّب ًَ  ْاٌُُٞٗٞ َر   
O ye who believe! Be 
not like the Unbelievers 
(p.168) 
156 āl-
ᶜImrān 
 َب٣ O  
61  اَزٛ َذَْوَِخ ب َٓ  َب َّ٘ثَس
 ًلاِؽَبث َبَِ٘وك ََيٗبَذْجُع
سبَُّ٘ا َةاَزَػ 
Our Lord! not for 
naught Hast Thou 
created (all) this! Glory 
to Thee!... (p.179). 
191 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
62  َِ ِخُْذر ٖ َٓ  َيَِّٗا َب َّ٘ثَس
 ب َٓ َٝ  َُٚز٣َْضَْخأ َْذَوك َسبَُّ٘ا
 ْسبَظَٗأ ْٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَّظُِِ 
"Our Lord! any whom 
Thou dost admit to the 
Fire,.. Find any helpers! 
(p.179) 
192 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
63  ًب٣ِدَب٘ ُٓ  َبْ٘ؼ ِٔ َع َب َِّ٘ٗا َب َّ٘ث َّس
 ْٕ َأ ِٕ ب َٔ ٣ِِلإُ ١ِدَبُ٘٣
 َب َّ٘ثَس بَّ٘ َٓ َآك ْ ٌُ ِّثَِشث ْاُٞ٘ ِٓ آ
... َبَ٘ثُُٞٗر َبَُ٘ ِْشلْؿَبك 
"Our Lord! we have 
heard the call of one 
calling (Us) to Faith, 
'Believe ye in the Lord,' 
.. Forgive us our sins 
(p.179) 
193 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
64  َب َّ٘رذَػ َٝ  ب َٓ  َبِ٘رآ َٝ  َب َّ٘ثَس
 َبِٗضُْخر َلا َٝ  َِيُِعُس ٠ََِػ
َ ِخ َٓ َب٤ِوُْ ا َّ ْٞ َ٣ 
"Our Lord! Grant us 
what Thou didst 
promise…on the Day of 
Judgment(p.179) 
194 āl-
ᶜImrān 
omitted Omitted 
65  ْاُٞوَّرا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ٖ ِّٓ  ْ ٌُ ََوَِخ ١ِزَُّا ُْ ٌُ َّثَس
 ٍحَذِدا َٝ  ٍظْلَّٗ 
O mankind! reverence 
your Guardian-Lord, 
who created you from a 
single person, created 
(p.183) 
1 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
66  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 اُٞثَِشر َٕأ ْ ٌُ َُ َُّ َِذ٣
 ًبْٛش ًَ  ءبَغُِّ٘ا 
O ye who believe! Ye 
are forbidden to inherit 
women against their 
will (p.190) 
19 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
67  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْاُِٞ ًُ َْؤر ْ ٌُ َ٘٤َْث ْ ٌُ َُا َٞ ْٓ َأ
 َِ ِؽَبجُْ ِبث 
O ye who believe! Eat 
not up your property 
…vanities (pp.193-194) 
29 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
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68  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْ ُزَٗأ َٝ  ََحلا َّظُا ْاُٞثَشَْور
 َٟسب ٌَ ُع 
O ye who believe! 
Approach not prayers 
… understand all that 
ye say(p.198) 
43 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
69  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣ ْاُٞرُٝأ
 َبُْ٘ ََّضٗ ب َٔ ِث ْاُٞ٘ ِٓ آ َةَبزٌِ ُْ ا
ْ ٌُ َؼ َٓ  ب َٔ ُِّ ًبه ِّذَظ ُٓ  
O ye People of the 
Book! believe in what 
We have (now) 
revealed (p.200) 
47 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
70  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْاُٞؼ٤َِؽأ َٝ  َّاللَّ ْاُٞؼ٤َِؽأ
 َلأا ٢ُِ ْٝ ُأ َٝ  ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا ِش ْٓ
 ْ ٌُ ٘ ِٓ  
O ye who believe! 
Obey God, and obey 
the Apostle, and those 
charged with authority 
among you(p.203)  
59 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
71  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 اُِٝشلَٗبك ْ ًُ َسْزِد ْاُٝزُخ
 ًبؼ٤ ِٔ َج ْاُٝشِلٗا ِٝ َأ ٍدَبُجث 
O ye who believe! Take 
your precautions, and 
… all together (p.206) 
71 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
72  ْ َُٜؼ َٓ  ُذًُ٘  ٢َِ٘ز٤َُ َب٣
 ًبٔ٤ِظَػ ًاص ْٞ َك َصَُٞكَؤك 
Oh! I wish I had been 
with them; a fine thing 
should I then have 
made of it! (p.207) 
73 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ Oh 
73  َبْ٘جِشَْخأ َب َّ٘ثَس ِٙ ِزَـٛ ْٖ ِٓ
َبُِْٜٛ َأ ِْ ُِبَّظُا َِخ٣َْشوُْ ا 
"Our Lord! Rescue us 
from this town, whose 
people are oppressors 
(p.207) 
75 al-Nisāᵓ omitted Omitted 
74  َب٘٤ََِْػ َذَْجز ًَ  َْ ُِ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ٠َُِا َبَ٘رْش ََّخأ لا ْٞ َُ ٍَ َبِزوُْ ا
ت٣َِشه ٍَ ََجأ 
Our Lord! Why hast 
Thou ordered us to 
fight? .. Grant us respite 
? (p.208) 
77 al-Nisāᵓ omitted Omitted 
75  اَِرا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِّاللَّ َِ ٤ِجَع ٢ِك ْ ُزْثَشَػ
...ْاُٞ َّ٘٤ََجَزك 
O ye who believe! 
When ye go abroad in 
…investigate carefully 
(p.216) 
94 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
76  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِؾِْغوُْ ِبث َٖ ٤ ِٓ ا َّٞ َه ْاًُُٞٗٞ
 ِ ِّلِ ءاََذُٜش 
O ye who believe! stand 
out firmly for justice, 
… against yourselves 
(p.228) 
135 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
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77  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِٚ ُُِٞعَس َٝ  ِّلِِبث ْاُٞ٘ ِٓ آ
 ٍَ ََّضٗ ١ِزَُّا ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َٝ
 ِٚ ُُِٞعَس ٠ََِػ 
O ye who believe! 
Believe in God and His 
Apostle… those before 
(him)  (p.229) 
136 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
78  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َٖ ٣ِِشكب ٌَ ُْ ا ْاُٝزِخََّزر
 ِٕ ُٝد ٖ ِٓ  ءَب٤ُِ ْٝ َأ
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا 
O ye who believe! Take 
not for friends 
unbelievers rather than 
believers (p.231). 
144 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
79 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  َْذه  ُْ ًُ ءبَج 
 ٍُ ُٞع َّشُا  ِّنَذُْ ِبث ٖ ِٓ 
 ْ ٌُ ِّث َّس  ْاُٞ٘ ِٓ َآك  ًاش٤َْخ  ًْ ٌُ َُّ  
O Mankind! The 
Apostle hath come to 
you …It is best for you 
(p.239). 
170 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
80  ْاُِٞ ْـ َر َلا ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 ٢ِك ْاَُُُٞٞور َلا َٝ  ْ ٌُ ِ٘٣ِد
 ِّنَذُْ ا َِّلاا ِّاللَّ ٠ََِػ 
O People of the Book! 
Commit no excesses in 
your religion… but the 
truth(p.239) 
171 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
81 
 
 ًُْ ءبَج َْذه ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْ ٌُ ِّث َّس ٖ ِّٓ  ٌٕ َبُْٛشث
 ًاسُٞٗ ْ ٌُ ٤َُِْا َبُْ٘ َضَٗأ َٝ
 ًب٘٤ِج ُّٓ  
O mankind! verily there 
hath come to you a 
convincing…. Manifest 
(p.240) 
174 al-Nisāᵓ  َب٣ O  
82  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْذَُِِّدأ ِدُٞوُؼُْ ِبث ْاُٞك ْٝ َأ
 ِّ بَؼْٗ َلأا ُخ َٔ ٤ِٜ َث ْ ٌُ َُ 
O ye who believe! fulfil 
(all) obligations… four-
footed animals (p.243) 
1 al-
Maᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
83  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َلا َٝ  ِّاللَّ َِشئآَؼَش ْا ُُِِّٞذر
 َّ اَشَذُْ ا َشْٜ َّشُا 
O ye who believe! 
Violate not the sanctity 
…sacred month(p.243) 
2 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
84  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣ اَِرا
 ِحلا َّظُا ٠َُِا ْ ُز ْٔ ُه
 ْ ٌُ َُٛٞج ُٝ  ْاُِِٞغْؿبك
 ْ ٌُ َ٣ِذ٣َْأ َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
when ye prepare for 
prayer…your hands 
(and arms) (p.247) 
6 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
85  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِ ِّلِ َٖ ٤ ِٓ ا َّٞ َه ْاًُُٞٗٞ
 ِؾِْغوُْ ِبث ءاََذُٜش 
O ye who believe! stand 
out to fair dealing 
(p.248) 
8 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
86  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِّاللَّ َذ َٔ ِْؼٗ ْاُٝش ًُ ْرا
ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ 
O ye who believe! Call 
in remembrance… 
Allah unto you  (p.249) 
11 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
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87  َْذه ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 ُٖ ِّ٤َُج٣ َبُُُ٘ٞعَس ْ ًُ ءبَج
 ْ ُز٘ ًُ  ب َّٔ ِّٓ  ًاش٤ِث ًَ  ْ ٌُ َُ
ُٕٞلُْخر 
O people of the Book! 
There hath come to you 
our…unnecessary 
(p.251) 
15 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
88  َْذه ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 ُٖ ِّ٤َُج٣ َبُُُ٘ٞعَس ْ ًُ ءبَج
 َٖ ِّٓ  ٍحَشَْزك ٠ََِػ ْ ٌُ َُ
 َِ ُع ُّشُا 
O People of the Book! 
Now hath come unto 
you,… apostles(p.252) 
19 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
89 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُٝشًُ ْرا  َخ َٔ ِْؼٗ  ِّاللَّ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ 
O my people! Call in 
remembrance..Allah 
unto you(p.253) 
20 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
90 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه اُُِٞخْدا  َعَْسلأا 
 َخَعََّذو ُٔ ُا ٢ِزَُّا  ََتز ًَ  ُّاللَّ 
 ْ ٌُ َُ 
"O my people! Enter 
the holy land ...assigned 
unto you(p.253) 
21 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
91 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َّٕ ِا َبٜ٤ِك  ًبٓ ْٞ َه 
 َٖ ٣ِسبَّجَج 
O Moses! In this land 
are a people of 
exceeding strength 
(p.253) 
22 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
92 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ بَِّٗا َُٖ َبَُِٜخْذَّٗ 
 ًاَذَثأ ب َّٓ  ْاٞ ُٓ اَد َبٜ٤ِك  
O Moses! while they 
remain there, never 
shall we be able to 
enter, to the end of 
time. (p.254) 
24 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
93  ِّةَس ٢ِِّٗا لا  ُِيِ ْٓ َأ  َِّلاا 
٢ِغَْلٗ ٢َِخأ َٝ  ْمُشْكَبك 
َبَ٘٘٤َْث  َٖ ٤َْث َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا 
 َٖ ٤ِوِعَبلُْ ا 
O my Lord! I have 
power only over myself 
and ...this rebellious 
people! (p.254) 
25 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
94  َْ َب٣ َبَزِ٣ْ َٝ  ُدْضَجََػأ  ْٕ َأ 
 َٕ ًُٞ َأ  َ ْث ِٓ اَزَـٛ 
 ِةاَش ُـ ُْ ا  َ١ِسا َٝ ُ َؤك  َحء ْٞ َع 
٢َِخأ 
"Woe is me!" said he; 
"Was I not even able to 
be … shame of my 
brother? (p.256) 
31 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
95 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُٞوَّرا  َّاللَّ  ْاٞ ُـ َزْثا َٝ  ِٚ ٤َُِا 
 ََخِ٤ِع َٞ ُْ ا 
O ye who believe! Do 
your duty to Allah, seek 
.. approach unto Him 
(p.258) 
35 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
96 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ٍُ ُٞع َّشُا  َلا 
 َيُٗضَْذ٣  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا 
 َٕ ُٞػِسبَُغ٣ ٢ِك  ِشْل ٌُ ُْ ا  
O Messenger. let not 
those grieve thee… into 
unbelief (p.259) 
41 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
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97  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َدَُٜٞ٤ُْ ا ْاُٝزِخََّزر
ءَب٤ُِ ْٝ َأ َٟسبَظَُّ٘ا َٝ  
O ye who believe! take 
not the Jews … 
protectors (pp.264-265) 
51 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
98  ٖ َٓ  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َٖػ ْ ٌُ ٘ ِٓ  ََّذرَْش٣ ِٚ ِ٘٣ِد  
O ye who believe! if 
any from among you .. 
his Faith(p.265) 
54 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
99  َلا ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْاُٝزَخَّرا َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ْاُٝزِخََّزر
 ًبجَِؼُ َٝ  ًاُُٝضٛ ْ ٌُ َ٘٣ِد 
O ye who believe! take 
not for friends … 
mockery or sport 
(p.266) 
57 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
100  َْ َٛ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 بَّ٘ َٓ آ ْٕ َأ َِّلاا بَّ٘ ِٓ  َٕ ٞ ُٔ ِوَ٘ر
َب٘٤َُِْا ٍَ ِضُٗأ ب َٓ َٝ  ِّلِِبث 
O people of the Book! 
Do ye disapprove of us 
for no other reason 
than… us disobedient? 
(p.267) 
59 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
101  َب٣ ب َٓ  ْؾَِِّث ٍُ ُٞع َّشُا َب ُّٜ٣َأ
 َيِّث َّس ٖ ِٓ  َي٤َُِْا ٍَ ِضُٗأ 
O Messenger. proclaim 
the (message) … from 
thy Lord (p.270) 
67 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
102  ْ ُزَْغُ ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا َ ْٛ َأ َب٣
 ْاٞ ُٔ ٤ُِور ٠ََّزَد ٍء٢َْش ٠ََِػ
 َ ٤ِجِٗلإا َٝ  َحاَس ْٞ َّزُا 
O People of the Book! 
ye have no ground to 
stand upon unless ye 
stand.. (p.270) 
68 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
103  ْاُُٝذجْػا َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ْ ٌُ َّثَس َٝ  ٢ِّثَس َّاللَّ 
O Children of Israel! 
worship Allah, my Lord 
and your Lord(p.272) 
72 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
104  َ ْٛ َأ َب٣ ْاُِٞ ْـ َر َلا ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا
 ِّنَذُْ ا َش٤َْؿ ْ ٌُ ِ٘٣ِد ٢ِك 
"O people of the Book! 
exceed not in your 
religion.. beyond the 
truth (p.273) 
77 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
105 َب َّ٘ثَس بَّ٘ َٓ آ َبُْ٘جز ًْ َبك  َغ َٓ 
 َٖ ٣ِذِٛ ب َّشُا 
Our Lord! we believe; 
write us down among 
the witnesses(p.274) 
83 al-
Māᵓida 
omitted Omitted 
106 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْاٞ ُٓ ِّشَُذر  ِدَبجِّ٤َؽ ب َٓ 
 ََّ ََدأ  ُّاللَّ  ْ ٌُ َُ  
O ye who believe! 
make not unlawful the 
good… lawful for you 
(p.275) 
87 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
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107 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ ب َٔ َِّٗا 
 ُش ْٔ َخُْ ا  ُشِغ٤ْ َٔ ُْ ا َٝ 
 ُةبَظَٗلأا َٝ  ُّ َلاَْصلأا َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
Intoxicants and 
gambling, (dedication 
of) stones,…Satan's 
handwork (p.276) 
90 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
108 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ُْ ٌُ َّٗ َٞ َُِْج٤َُ  ُّاللَّ  ٍء٢َِْشث  َٖ ِّٓ 
 ِذ٤ْ َّظُا  َُُُٚبَ٘ر  ْ ٌُ ٣ِذ٣َْأ  
O ye who believe! 
Allah doth but make a 
trial of … your lances 
(p.278) 
94 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
109 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْاُُِٞزَْور  َذ٤ْ َّظُا  ْ ُزَٗأ َٝ 
 ٌّ ُشُد 
O ye who believe! Kill 
not game … in pilgrim 
garb (p.278) 
95 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
110  ْاُٞوَّرَبك  َّاللَّ َب٣ ٢ُِ ْٝ ُأ 
 ِةَبجُْ َلأا  ْ ٌُ َََِّؼُ  َٕ ُِٞذُِْلر  
so fear Allah, O ye that 
understand; that (so) ye 
may prosper(p.280) 
100 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
111  َلا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْٕ ِا َءَب٤َْشأ ْٖ َػ اَُُٞؤَْغر
 ْ ًُ ْئَُغر ْ ٌُ َُ َذُْجر 
O ye who believe! Ask 
not questions about 
things which, if made 
plain to you… (p.280) 
101 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
112 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  ْ ٌُ َُغلَٗأ  َلا 
ًُْ ُّشَُؼ٣ ٖ َّٓ  ََّ َػ اَِرا 
 ْ ُز٣ََْذزْٛ ا 
O ye who believe! 
Guard your own souls: 
If ye follow (right) 
….(p.281) 
105 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
113 ِب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ُحَدَبَٜش  ْ ٌُ ِ٘٤َْث اَِرا  َشَؼَد 
 ُْ ًُ َذََدأ  ُد ْٞ َٔ ُْ ا  
O ye who believe! 
When death approaches 
any of you, (take) 
witnesses (p.281) 
106 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
114 َب٣ ٠غ٤ِػ  َٖ ْثا  َْ َ٣ْش َٓ 
 ْشًُ ْرا ٢ِز َٔ ِْؼٗ  َي٤ََِْػ 
٠ََِػ َٝ  َِيرَِذُا َٝ  
O Jesus the son of 
Mary! Recount My 
favour…mother (p.283) 
110 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
115 َب٣ ٠َغ٤ِػ  َٖ ْثا  َْ َ٣ْش َٓ  َْ َٛ 
 ُغ٤َِطزَْغ٣  َيُّثَس َٕأ  ٍَ َِّضُ٘٣ 
َب٘٤ََِْػ 
O Jesus the son of 
Mary! can thy Lord … 
from heaven?(p.284) 
112 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
116  َْ  َّْ ُ َُِّٜا َب َّ٘ثَس  ٍْ ِضَٗأ 
َب٘٤ََِْػ  ًحَِذئآ َٓ  َٖ ِّٓ  ِءب َٔ َّغُا  
O Allah our Lord! Send 
us from heaven a table 
(p.285) 
114 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
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117 َب٣ ٠َغ٤ِػ  َٖ ْثا  َْ َ٣ْش َٓ 
 َذََٗأأ  َذُِه  ِطبَُِِّ٘ 
٢ُِٗٝزِخَّرا  َ٢ ِّٓ ُأ َٝ  ِٖ ٤ََْٜـُِا  
O Jesus the son of 
Mary! Didst thou say 
…Allah.? (p.286) 
116 al-
Māᵓida 
 َب٣ O  
118 َب٣ َبَ٘ز٤َُْ  ُّدَُشٗ  َلا َٝ  ُةِّز ٌَ ُٗ 
 ِدَب٣ِآث بَ ِّ٘ثَس  
Would that we were but 
sent back! … signs of 
our Lord(p.300) 
27 al-
Anᶜām 
 َب٣ Omitted 
119 َب٣ َبَ٘رَشْغَد ٠ََِػ ب َٓ 
َبْ٘ؽ ََّشك بَٜ٤ِك  
Ah! woe unto us that 
we took no thought of 
it(p.301) 
31 al-
Anᶜām 
 َب٣ Ah 
120 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ٢ِِّٗا  ٌء١َِشث ب َّٔ ِّٓ 
 َٕ ًُٞ ِشُْشر 
O my people! I am 
indeed free from your .. 
to God (p.315) 
78 al-
Anᶜām 
 َب٣ O  
121 َب٣  َشَشْؼ َٓ  ِّٖ ِجُْ ا  َِذه 
ُْرَْشث ٌْ َزْعا  َٖ ِّٓ  ِظِٗلإا  
O ye assembly of Jinns! 
Much (toll) did ye take 
of men (p.331)  
128 al-
Anᶜām 
 َب٣ O  
122 َب َّ٘ثَس  ََغز ْٔ َزْعا َبُ٘ؼَْؼث 
 ٍغَْؼِجث َب٘ ْـ ََِث َٝ بََََِ٘جأ  
Our Lord! we made 
profit from each other: 
but (alas!) we reached 
our term (p.331) 
128 al-
Anᶜām 
omitted Omitted 
123 َب٣  َشَشْؼ َٓ  ِّٖ ِجُْ ا  ِظِٗلإا َٝ 
 ْ ََُأ  ْ ٌُ ِْرَؤ٣  ٌَ ُعُس  ْ ٌُ ٘ ِّٓ 
 َٕ ٞ ُُّظَو٣  ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ ٢ِرَب٣آ  
O ye assembly of Jinns 
and men! came there 
not unto you apostles 
from amongst (p.332) 
130 al-
Anᶜām 
 َب٣ O  
124 َب٣ َٝ  ُّ َدآ  ْٖ ٌُ ْعا  َذَٗأ 
 َيُج ْٝ َص َٝ  َخََّ٘جُْ ا  َلاٌُ َك 
 ْٖ ِٓ  ُث٤َْد ب َٔ ُزْئِش  
O Adam! dwell thou 
and thy wife in the … 
as ye wish(p.348) 
28 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
125 َب َّ٘ثَس َب٘ ْٔ ََِظ َبَُ٘غلَٗأ ِٕا َٝ 
 ْ َُّ  ِْشل ْـ َر َبَُ٘ َب٘ ْٔ َدَْشر َٝ 
 َّٖ ٌَُٗٞ ََُ٘  َٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٣ِشِعبَخُْ ا  
Our Lord! We have 
wronged our own souls: 
…certainly be lost 
(p.349) 
12 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
126 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث  َّ َدآ  َْذه َبُْ٘ َضَٗأ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  ًبعَبِجُ ١ِسا َٞ ُ٣ 
 ْ ٌُ ِراَء ْٞ َع  ًبش٣ِس َٝ  
O ye Children of 
Adam! We have 
bestowed … adornment 
to you (p.350) 
15 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
127 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث  َّ َدآ  َلا  ُْ ٌُ ََِّ٘٘زَْل٣ 
 ُٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُا ب َٔ ًَ  َجَشَْخأ 
ٌُْ ٣ْ َٞ ََثأ  َٖ ِّٓ  ِخََّ٘جُْ ا  
O ye Children of 
Adam! Let not Satan  
… the Garden (p.350) 
16 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
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128 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث  َّ َدآ  ْاُٝزُخ 
 ْ ٌُ ََز٘٣ِص  َذِ٘ػ  َِّ ًُ  ٍذِجْغ َٓ  
O Children of Adam! 
wear your beautiful … 
place of prayer (p.350) 
22 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
129 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث  َّ َدآ ب َّٓ ِا  ْ ٌُ ََّ٘٤ِْرَؤ٣ 
 ٌَ ُعُس  ْ ٌُ ٘ ِّٓ  َٕ ٞ ُُّظَو٣ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ ٢ِرَب٣آ  
O ye Children of 
Adam! whenever there 
come … My signs unto 
you(p.353) 
24 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
130  َْذَُبه  ْ ُٛاَشُْخأ  ْ َُٛلاُٝلأ 
َب َّ٘ثَس ءلاُئَـٛ بَٗ ََُِّٞػأ  
Saith the last about the 
first: "Our Lord! it is 
these that misled us 
(p.354) 
27 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
131  َب َّ٘ثَس  َلا َبِْ٘ َؼْجَر  َغ َٓ 
 ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَّظُا  
Our Lord! send us not 
to the company of the 
wrong-doers(p.357) 
36 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
132 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َ َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God! ye have no other 
god but Him(p.361) 
48 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
133 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َظ٤َُْ ٢ِث  ٌَخَُلاَػ 
٢ٌِِّ٘ َُ َٝ  ٌٍ ُٞعَس ٖ ِّٓ  ِّة َّس 
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ َُبَؼُْ ا 
O my people! No 
wandering is there in 
my (mind)… an apostle 
from the Lord (p.361) 
52 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
134 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God! ye have no other 
god but Him (p.362) 
65 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
135 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َظ٤َُْ ٢ِث  ٌَخَٛبلَع 
٢ٌِِّ٘ َُ َٝ  ٌٍ ُٞعَس ٖ ِّٓ  ِّة َّس 
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ َُبَؼُْ ا 
O my people! I am no 
imbecile, but…the Lord 
(p.363) 
56 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
136 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God… god but Him. 
(p.364) 
62 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
137 َب٣  ُِخُبَط َبِ٘زْئا ب َٔ ِث َبُٗذَِؼر 
ِٕا  َذًُ٘  َٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٤َِِعْش ُٔ ُْ ا  
O Salih! bring about thy 
threats..apostle(of 
God)! (p.366) 
66 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
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138 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َْذَوُ  ْ ٌُ ُز ْـ ََِْثأ 
 ََخُبَعِس ٢ِّثَس  
O my people! I did 
indeed convey to you 
the message for which I 
was sent by my Lord 
(p.366) 
68 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
139 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God; Ye have no other 
god but Him(pp.367-
368) 
74 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
140  َيََّ٘جِشُْخَُ٘ َب٣  ُت٤َْؼُش 
 َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َٝ  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َيَؼ َٓ  
O Shu'aib! we shall 
certainly drive thee out 
of … believe with thee 
(p.370) 
77 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
141 َب َّ٘ثَس  َْخزْكا َبَ٘٘٤َْث  َٖ ٤َْث َٝ 
َب٘ ِٓ ْٞ َه  ِّنَذُْ ِبث  َذَٗأ َٝ 
 ُش٤َْخ  َٖ ٤ِِذرَبلُْ ا  
our Lord! decide Thou 
between us and our 
…the best to decide 
(p.370) 
78 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
142 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َْذَوُ  ْ ٌُ ُز ْـ ََِْثأ 
 َِدلابَعِس ٢ِّثَس 
 ُذْذََظٗ َٝ  ْ ٌُ َُ  
O my people! I did 
indeed convey to you 
the messages … I gave 
you good counsel 
(p.371) 
82 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
143 َب٣  ُٕ ْٞ َػِْشك ٢ِِّٗا  ٌٍ ُٞعَس 
ٖ ِّٓ  ِّة َّس  َٖ ٤ ِٔ َُبَؼُْ ا  
O Pharaoh! I am an 
apostle from the Lord 
of the worlds(p.374) 
203 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
144 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ ب َّٓ ِا َٕأ  َ٢ِوِْ ُر 
ب َّٓ ِا َٝ َٕأ  َٕ ٌُٞ َّٗ  ُٖ َْذٗ 
 َٖ ٤ِوِْ ُٔ ُْ ا 
O Moses! wilt thou 
throw (first), or shall .. 
(first) throw? (p.376) 
224 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
145 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  ُعْدا َبَُ٘  َيَّثَس 
ب َٔ ِث  َذِٜ َػ  َىَذِ٘ػ  
O Moses! on your 
behalf call on thy Lord 
… promise to thee 
(p.381) 
223 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
146 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ ََؼْجا َب َُّ٘ 
 ًبَٜـُِا ب َٔ ًَ  ْ َُُٜ  ٌَخُِٜآ  
O Moses! fashion for us 
a god like unto the gods 
they have (p.382) 
138 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
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147  ِّةَس ٢َِِٗسأ  ُْشظَٗأ  َي٤َُِْا  O my Lord! show 
(Thyself) to me, that I 
may look upon thee 
(p.384) 
143 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
148 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ ٢ِِّٗا 
 َُيز٤ََْلطْطا ٠ََِػ  ِطبَُّ٘ا 
٢َِرلابَعِِشث ٢ ِٓ َلاٌَ ِث َٝ  
O Moses! I have chosen 
thee above (other) men, 
by …the words I (have 
spoken to thee) (p.384) 
233 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
149  ِّةَس  ِْشلْؿا ٢ُِ ٢َِخلأ َٝ  O my Lord! forgive me 
and my brother! (p.387) 
242 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
150  ِّةَس  ْٞ َُ  َذْئِش َُْٜز ٌْ َِْٛ َأ 
ٖ ِّٓ  َُ َْجه  َ١بَّ٣ِا َٝ  
O my Lord! if it had 
been Thy will Thou .. 
both them and me 
(p.388)  
244 al-Aᶜrāf omitted Omitted 
151 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا ٢ِِّٗا 
 ٍُ ُٞعَس  ِّاللَّ  ْ ٌُ ٤َُِْا  ًبؼ٤ ِٔ َج  
O men! I am sent unto 
you all, as the Apostle 
of God(p.390) 
247 al-Aᶜrāf  َب٣ O  
152 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ُْ ُز٤َِوُ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاَُٝشل ًَ 
 ًبلْدَص  ََلاك  ُْ ُٛ ُُّٞ َٞ ُر 
 َسَبثَْدلأا 
O ye who believe! 
when ye meet the … 
backs to them (p.417) 
24 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
153 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُٞؼ٤َِؽأ  َّاللَّ  َُُُٚٞعَس َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
Obey God and His 
Apostle (pp.418-419) 
10 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
154 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُٞج٤َِجزْعا  ِ ِّلِ  ٍِ ُٞع َّشُِِ َٝ  
O ye who believe! give 
your response to God 
and His Apostle(p. 419) 
13 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
155 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْاَُُٞٗٞخر  َّاللَّ  ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا َٝ 
 ْاَُُٞٗٞخر َٝ  ْ ٌُ ِرَبٗب َٓ َأ  
O ye that believe! 
betray not the trust of 
…entrusted to you (p. 
420) 
16 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
156 ِب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٕا 
 ْاُٞوََّزر  َّاللَّ ََؼَْج٣  ْ ٌُ َُّ 
 ًبَٗبهُْشك  
O ye who believe! if ye 
fear God … right and 
wrong) (p. 421) 
18 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
157 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ْ ُز٤َِوُ  ًَخِئك  ْاُُٞزجْثَبك  
O ye who believe! 
When ye meet a force, 
be firm(p. 425) 
45 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
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158 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  َُيجْغَد  ُّاللَّ  O Apostle! sufficient 
unto thee is God 
(p.430) 
64 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
159 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  ِع ِّشَد 
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا ٠ََِػ  ٍِ َبِزوُْ ا  
O Apostle! rouse the 
Believers to the fight 
(p.430) 
54 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
160 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا َُه ٖ َٔ ُِّ 
٢ِك ٌُْ ٣ِذ٣َْأ  َٖ ِّٓ َٟشَْعلأا  
O Apostle! say to those 
who are captives in 
your hands (p.432) 
60 al-
ᵓAnfāl 
 َب٣ O  
161 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْاُٝزِخََّزر  ْ ًُ ءَبثآ 
 ْ ٌُ َٗا َٞ ِْخا َٝ ءَب٤ُِ ْٝ َأ .. 
O ye who believe! take 
not for protectors your 
fathers and your 
brothers (p.443) 
12 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
162 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ ب َٔ َِّٗا 
 َٕ ًُٞ ِشْش ُٔ ُْ ا  ٌظََجٗ  
O ye who believe! 
Truly the Pagans are 
unclean(p.445) 
17 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
163 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َّٕ ِا 
 ًاش٤ِث ًَ  َٖ ِّٓ  ِسَبجَْدلأا 
 ِٕ َبجْٛ ُّشُا َٝ   
O ye who believe! there 
are indeed many among 
the priests and 
anchorites… (p.447) 
23 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
164 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ ب َٓ 
 ْ ٌُ َُ اَِرا  َ ٤ِه  ُْ ٌُ َُ  ْاُِٝشلٗا 
٢ِك  َِ ٤ِجَع  ّاللَّ  
O ye who believe! what 
is the matter with you, 
that… of God, ye cling 
heavily to the earth? 
(p.449) 
38 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
165 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  ِذِٛ بَج 
 َسبَّل ٌُ ُْ ا  َٖ ٤ِِوكَب٘ ُٔ ُْ ا َٝ 
 ُْعِْؿا َٝ  ْ ِٜ ٤ََِْػ  
O Prophet! strive hard 
against … be firm 
against them (p.459) 
73 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
166 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُٞوَّرا  َّاللَّ  ْاًُُٞٗٞ َٝ  َغ َٓ 
 َٖ ٤ِهِدب َّظُا 
O ye who believe! Fear 
God and ..are true (in 
word and deed (p.473) 
119 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
167 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  ْاُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
 ْاُِِٞرَبه  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ْ ٌُ ََُِٗٞ٣  َٖ ِّٓ 
 ِسبَّل ٌُ ُْ ا 
O ye who believe! fight 
the unbelievers who 
gird you about(p.475) 
123 al-
Tawbā 
 َب٣ O  
168 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا ب َٔ َِّٗا 
 ْ ٌُ ُ٤ ْـ َث ٠ََِػ ٌُْ ُِغلَٗأ  
O mankind! your 
insolence is against 
your own souls (p.486) 
12 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
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169 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  َْذه 
ٌُْ ْرءبَج  ٌخَظِػ ْٞ َّٓ ٖ ِّٓ 
 ْ ٌُ ِّث َّس ءَبلِش َٝ ب َٔ ُِّ ٢ِك 
سُٝذ ُّظُا 
O mankind! there hath 
come to you a direction 
… the (diseases) in 
your hearts (p.495) 
46 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
170  َُشج ًَ  َٕ ب ًَ  ِٕا ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
٢ ِٓ َبو َّٓ  ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ 
O my people, if it be 
hard on your (mind) 
that …(p.498) 
62 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
171 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ِٕا  ْ ُز٘ ًُ ُْز٘ َٓ آ 
 ِّلِِبث  ِٚ ٤َََِْؼك  ْاُِٞ ًَّ َٞ َر ِٕا 
ُْز٘ ًُ  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ِِْغ ُّٓ  
O my people! If ye do 
(really) believe in God, 
…(your will to His) 
(p.501) 
73 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
172 َب َّ٘ثَس  َيَِّٗا  َذ٤َْرآ  َٕ ْٞ َػِْشك 
 ُٙلأ َٓ َٝ  ًَخ٘٣ِص  ًلاا َٞ ْٓ َأ َٝ 
٢ِك  ِحَب٤َذُْ ا َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا َب َّ٘ثَس 
 ْا ُُِِّٞؼ٤ُِ َٖػ  َِيِ٤ِجَع 
َب َّ٘ثَس  ْظ ِٔ ْؽا ٠ََِػ 
 ْ ِٜ ُِا َٞ ْٓ َأ  ْدُذْشا َٝ ٠ََِػ 
 ْ ِٜ ِثُُِٞه 
Our Lord! Thou hast 
indeed bestowed on 
Pharaoh and his chiefs 
splend our and wealth 
… send hardness to 
their hearts (p.502) 
77 Yūnis omitted Omitted 
173 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا ِٕا  ْ ُز٘ ًُ 
٢ِك   يَش ٖ ِّٓ ٢ِ٘٣ِد  ََلاك 
 ُُذجَْػأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا  َٕ ُُٝذجَْؼر  
O ye men! If ye are in 
doubt as to my religion, 
(behold!) I worship not 
what ye worship(p.506) 
203 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
174 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  َْذه  ُْ ًُ ءبَج 
 ُّنَذُْ ا ٖ ِٓ  ْ ٌُ ِّث َّس  
O ye men! Now Truth 
hath reached you from 
your Lord! (p.507) 
207 Yūnis  َب٣ O  
175 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْ ُز٣َْأََسأ ِٕا  ُذًُ٘ 
٠ََِػ  ٍَخ ِّ٘٤َث ٖ ِّٓ  َ٢ِّث َّس 
٢َِٗبرآ َٝ  ًخ َٔ ْدَس  ْٖ ِّٓ 
ِٙذِ٘ػ 
O my people! See ye if 
(it be that) …sent 
Mercy unto me(p.516) 
17 Hūd  َب٣ O  
176 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه لا  ْ ٌُ َُُؤَْعأ  ِٚ ٤ََِْػ 
 ًلاب َٓ  ْٕ ِا  َ١ِشَْجأ  َِّلاا 
٠ََِػ  ِّاللَّ  
And O my people! I ask 
you for no wealth in 
return: my reward is 
from none but 
God(p.517) 
18 Hūd  َب٣ O  
177 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه ٖ َٓ ٢ُِٗشُظَ٘٣ 
 َٖ ِٓ  ِّاللَّ ِٕا  ْ ُ ُّٜردَشَؽ 
 ََلاَكأ  َٕ ُٝش ًَّ ََزر  
And O my people! who 
would help me against 
God if I drove them 
away? Will ye not then 
take heed? (p.517) 
20 Hūd  َب٣ O  
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178 َب٣  ُحُٞٗ  َْذه َبَ٘زُْ َدبَج 
 َدَْشث ًْ َ َؤك َبَُ٘اَذِج ِبَْ٘رَؤك 
ب َٔ ِث بَُٗذَِؼر  
O Noah! thou hast 
disputed with us, and 
(much)… us what thou 
threatenest us with 
(p.518) 
21 Hūd  َب٣ O  
179 َب٣  َّ٢َُ٘ث تًَ ْسا َبَ٘ؼ َّٓ  َلا َٝ 
ٌُٖ َر  َغ َّٓ  َٖ ٣ِِشكب ٌَ ُْ ا  
O my son! embark with 
us, and be not with the 
unbelievers!(p.521) 
31 Hūd  َب٣ O  
180 َب٣  ُعَْسأ ٢َِؼِْثا  ِىءب َٓ 
َب٣ َٝ ءب َٔ َع ٢ِِؼَِْهأ  
O earth! swallow up thy 
water, and O sky! 
Withhold (thy rain)! 
(p.521) 
33 Hūd  َب٣ O  
181  ِّةَس  َّٕ ِا ا٢ِ٘ث  ْٖ ِٓ ٢ِِْٛ َأ 
 َّٕ ِا َٝ  َىَذْػ َٝ  ّنَذُْ ا  
O my Lord! surely my 
son is of my family! 
..true(p.522) 
34 Hūd omitted Omitted 
182 َب٣  ُحُٞٗ  ُ َِّٚٗا  َظ٤َُْ  ْٖ ِٓ 
 َِيِْٛ َأ  
O Noah! He is not of 
thy family (p.522) 
35 Hūd  َب٣ O  
183  ِّةَس ٢ِِّٗا  ُرَُٞػأ  َِيث  ْٕ َأ 
 ََيَُؤَْعأ ب َٓ  َظ٤َُْ ٢ُِ  ِٚ ِث 
 ٌْ ِْ ِػ 
O my Lord! I do seek 
refuge with Thee..I 
have no knowledge 
(p.522) 
36 Hūd omitted O 
184 َب٣  ُحُٞٗ  ِْؾجْٛ ا  ٍّ َلاَِغث بَّ٘ ِّٓ 
 ٍدب ًَ َشث َٝ  َي٤ََِْػ ٠ََِػ َٝ 
 ٍْ َٓ ُأ ٖ َّٔ ِّٓ  َيَؼ َّٓ  
O Noah! Come down 
(from the Ark) with 
peace … from those 
with thee(p.523) 
37 Hūd  َب٣ O  
185 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا ُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God! ye have no other 
god but Him(p.524) 
40 Hūd  َب٣ O  
186 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه لا  ْ ٌُ َُُؤَْعأ  ِٚ ٤ََِْػ 
 ًاشَْجأ  
O my people! I ask of 
you no reward for this 
(Message) (p.524) 
42 Hūd  َب٣ O  
187 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُِٝشل ْـ َزْعا 
 ْ ٌُ َّثَس  َّْ ُث  ْاُٞثُٞر  ِٚ ٤َُِْا  
And O my people! Ask 
forgiveness of your 
Lord, and turn to Him 
(in repentance) (p.524) 
41 Hūd  َب٣ O  
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188 َب٣  ُدُٞٛ ب َٓ َبَ٘زْئِج  ٍَخ ِّ٘٤َِجث 
ب َٓ َٝ  ُٖ َْذٗ ٢ًِ ِسَبِزث 
َبَِ٘زُِٜآ َٖػ  َِيُ ْٞ َه  
O Hud! No Clear (Sign) 
that hast thou brought 
us… word! (p.524) 
42 Hūd  َب٣ O  
189 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! Worship 
God: ye have no other 
god but Him(p.527) 
52 Hūd  َب٣ O  
190 َب٣  ُِخُبَط  َْذه  َذًُ٘ َب٘٤ِك 
 ًا ّٞ ُجْش َٓ  َ َْجه اَزَـٛ  
O Salih! thou hast been 
of us! a centre of our 
hopes hitherto! (p.527) 
51 Hūd  َب٣ O  
191 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْ ُز٣َْأََسأ ِٕا  ُذًُ٘ 
٠ََِػ  ًَخ ِّ٘٤َث ٖ ِّٓ ٢ِّث َّس 
٢َِٗبرآ َٝ  ُْٚ٘ ِٓ  ًخ َٔ ْدَس  
O my people! do ye 
see? if I have a Clear 
(Sign)… from Himself 
(p.527) 
52 Hūd  َب٣ O  
192 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه  ِِٙزَـٛ  َُخهَبٗ  ِّاللَّ 
 ْ ٌُ َُ  ًَخ٣آ َبُٛٝسََزك  َْ ًُ َْؤر 
٢ِك  ِعَْسأ  ِّاللَّ  
And O my people! This 
she-camel of God is a 
symbol to … no harm 
on her(p.527) 
53 Hūd  َب٣ O  
193 َب٣ ٠ََزِ٣ْ َٝ  ُِذََُأأ  َْبَٗأ َٝ 
 ٌصُٞجَػ اَزَـٛ َٝ ٢َِِْؼث 
 ًبخ٤َْش 
Alas for me! shall I 
bear a child, seeing .. 
here is an old man? 
(p.530) 
61 Hūd  َب٣ O  
194 َب٣  ُْ ٤ِٛ اَشِْثا  ْعِشَْػأ  ْٖ َػ 
اََزٛ  ُ َِّٚٗا  َْذه ءبَج  ُش ْٓ َأ 
 َيِّثَس 
O Abraham! Seek not 
this…gone forth(p.531)  
65 Hūd  َب٣ O  
195 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ءلاُئَـٛ ٢ِرَبَ٘ث 
 َّٖ ُٛ  َُشَْٜؽأ  ْ ٌُ َُ  ْاُٞوَّرَبك 
 َّاللَّ  َلا َٝ  ِٕ ُٝضُْخر  
O my people! Here are 
my daughters: they are 
purer …shame about 
my guests! (p.531) 
67 Hūd  َب٣ O  
196 َب٣  ُؽُُٞ بَِّٗا  َُ ُعُس  َيِّثَس 
َُٖ  ْاَُِِٞظ٣  َي٤َُِْا  ِشَْعَؤك 
 َِيِْٛ َ ِؤث  ٍغِْطِوث  َٖ ِّٓ  َِ ٤َُِّْا  
O Lut! We are 
Messengers from thy 
Lord! By no means 
…of the night remains 
(p.532) 
72 Hūd  َب٣ O  
197 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُُٝذجْػا  َّاللَّ ب َٓ 
ْ ٌُ َُ  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍٚ َـُِا  ُُٙش٤َْؿ  
O my people! worship 
God: Ye have no other 
god but Him(p.533) 
73 Hūd  َب٣ O  
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198 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُٞك ْٝ َأ  ٍَ َب٤ ٌْ ِٔ ُْ ا 
 َٕ اَض٤ ِٔ ُْ ا َٝ  ِؾِْغوُْ ِبث  
And O my people! give 
just measure and weight 
(p.533) 
74 Hūd  َب٣ O  
199  َُيَرلاََطأ ُت٤َْؼُش َب٣
 ب َٓ  َىُشْزَّٗ َٕأ َىُش ُٓ
َْؤر
بَُٗإَبثآ ُُذجَْؼ٣ 
O Shu'aib! Does thy 
(religion of) prayer 
command …our fathers 
practiced (p.534) 
76 Hūd  َب٣ O  
200  ُذًُ٘  ِٕا ْ ُز٣َْأََسأ ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 ٢ِّث َّس ٖ ِّٓ  ٍَخ ِّ٘٤َث ٠َََِػ
 ًبهْصِس ُْٚ٘ ِٓ  ٢َِ٘هَصَس َٝ
 ًبَ٘غَد 
O my people! see ye 
whether I have a Clear 
(Sign) …good as from 
Himself? (p.534) 
88 Hūd  َب٣ O  
201 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه  َلا  ْ ٌُ َّ٘ َٓ ِشَْج٣ 
٢ِهَبوِش َٕأ ٌُْ َج٤ُِظ٣ 
 َُ ْث ِّٓ ب َٓ  َةبََطأ  َّ ْٞ َه  
 ٍحُٞٗ 
And O my people! let 
not my dissent (from 
you) .. people of Noah 
(p.535) 
78 Hūd  َب٣ O  
202 َب٣  ُت٤َْؼُش ب َٓ  َُٚوَْلٗ  ًاش٤ِث ًَ 
ب َّٔ ِّٓ  ٍُ َُٞور بَِّٗا َٝ  َىاََشَُ٘ 
َب٘٤ِك  ًبل٤ِؼَػ  
O Shu'aib! much of 
what thou sayest we do 
not understand! .. thou 
hast no strength(p.535) 
82 Hūd  َب٣ O  
203  ٍَ َبه َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ٢ِطْٛ ََسأ 
 ُّضََػأ ٌُْ ٤ََِْػ  َٖ ِّٓ  ِّاللَّ  
O my people! is then 
my family of more 
consideration with you 
than God? (p.535) 
81 Hūd  َب٣ O  
204 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه  ْاُِٞ َٔ ْػا ٠ََِػ 
 ْ ٌُ َِزٗب ٌَ َٓ  
And O my people! Do 
whatever ye can (p.536) 
82 Hūd  َب٣ O  
205  َذََدأ ُذ٣َْأَس ٢ِِّٗا َِذَثأَب٣
 َظ ْٔ َّشُا َٝ  بج ًَ ْٞ ًَ  َشَشَػ
 ٢ُِ ْ ُُٜز٣َْأَس َش َٔ َوُْ ا َٝ
 َٖ ٣ِذِجبَع 
O my father! I did see 
eleven stars and the sun 
and the moon:…  to 
me!  (p.546) 
4 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
206 َب٣  َّ٢َُ٘ث  َلا  ْضُظَْور 
 َىَب٣ْإُس ٠ََِػ  َِير َٞ ِْخا  
My (dear) little son! 
relate not thy vision to 
thy brothers(p.547) 
5 Yūsūf  َب٣ Omitted 
207 َب٣ َبَٗبَثأ ب َٓ  ََيُ  َلا بَّ٘ َٓ
َْؤر 
٠ََِػ  َقُعُٞ٣  
O our father! why dost 
thou not trust us with 
Joseph (p.548) 
11 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
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208 َب٣ َبَٗبَثأ بَِّٗا َبَْ٘جَٛر  ُِنَجزَْغٗ 
َب٘ ًْ ََشر َٝ  َقُعُٞ٣  َذِ٘ػ 
َبِ٘ػَبز َٓ  َُِٚ ًَ َ َؤك تْئ ِّزُا  
O our father! We went 
racing with one another, 
…wolf devoured him 
(p.550) 
17 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
209 َب٣ َٟشُْشث اَزَـٛ  ٌّ َلاُؿ  Ah there! Good news! 
Here is a (fine) young 
man! (p.551)  
28 Yūsūf  َب٣ Ah 
there! 
210  ِّةَس  ُٖ ْج ِّغُا  ُّتََدأ  َّ٢َُِا 
ب َّٔ ِٓ ٢َُِ٘ٗٞػَْذ٣  ِٚ ٤َُِْا  
O my Lord! the prison 
is more … they invite 
me (pp.556-557) 
22 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
211 َب٣  ِ٢َجِدبَط  ِٖ ْج ِّغُا 
 ٌةَبثَْسَأأ  َٕ ُٞه َِّشَلز ُّٓ  ٌش٤َْخ 
 ِّ َأ  ُّاللَّ  ُذِدا َٞ ُْ ا  ُسبََّٜوُْ ا  
O my two companions 
of the prison! (I ask 
you): are many lords … 
Irresistible? (p.559) 
28 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
212 َب٣  ِ٢َجِدبَط  ِٖ ْج ِّغُا ب َّٓ َأ 
ب َٔ ًُ ُذََدأ ٢ِوَْغ٤َك  ُ َّٚثَس 
 ًاش ْٔ َخ ب َّٓ َأ َٝ  ُشَخ٥ا 
َتُِْظ٤َك 
O my two companions 
of the prison! As to one 
of you, … from off his 
head. (pp.559-560) 
41 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
213  ُقُعُٞ٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُن٣ِّذ ِّظُا 
َبِ٘زَْكأ ٢ِك  ِغْجَع  ٍداََشَوث 
 ٍٕ ب َٔ ِع  َّٖ ُُِٜ ًُ
َْؤ٣   ٌغْجَع 
 ٌفبَجِػ 
O Joseph!" (he said) "O 
man of truth! Expound 
to us (the dream) of .. 
ones devour, (p.562) 
46 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
214  َُ ٤ْ ٌَ ُْ ا بَّ٘ ِٓ  َِغ٘ ُٓ  َبَٗبَثأ َب٣ O our father! No more 
measure of grain shall 
we get  (p.567) 
63 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
215  ِٙ ِزَـٛ ٢ ِـ َْجٗ ب َٓ  َبَٗبَثأ َب٣
 َبُ٘زَػبَِؼثبَ٘٤َُِْا ْدَّدُس  
O our father! What 
(more) can we desire? 
this … returned to us 
(p.568) 
54 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
216  ٖ ِٓ  ْاُُِٞخَْذر َلا َّ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ْٖ ِٓ  ْاُُِٞخْدا َٝ  ٍذِدا َٝ  ٍةَبث
 ٍخَه َِّشَلز ُّٓ  ٍةا َٞ َْثأ 
O my sons! enter not all 
by one gate: enter ye by 
different gates(p.569) 
56 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
217  َُُٚ َّٕ ِا ُض٣ِضَؼُْ ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ًاش٤ِج ًَ  ًبخ٤َْش ًبَثأ 
O exalted one! Behold! 
he has a father.. 
venerable  (p.573) 
67 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
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218  َمَشَع ََيْ٘ثا َّٕ ِا َبَٗبَثأ َب٣
 ب َٔ ِث َِّلاا َبْٗذِٜ َش ب َٓ َٝ
َب٘ ْٔ َِِػ 
O our father! behold! 
thy son committed 
theft!...we know (p.574) 
72 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
219  َقُعُٞ٣ ٠ََِػ ٠َلََعأ َب٣ How great is my grief 
for Joseph!( p.574) 
73 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
220  ْاَُٞجْٛرا َّ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 َقُعُٞ٣ ٖ ِٓ  ْاُٞغَّغََذَزك
 ِٚ ٤َِخأ َٝ  
O my sons! go ye and 
enquire about Joseph 
and his brother ( p.575) 
76 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
221  َب٘ َّغ َٓ  ُض٣ِضَؼُْ ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ُّش ُّؼُا َبَِْ٘ٛ َأ َٝ  
O exalted one! distress 
has seized us and our 
family( p.576) 
77 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
222  َبَُ٘ ِْشل ْـ َزْعا َبَٗبَثأ َب٣
 َٖ ٤ِئِؽبَخ بَّ٘ ًُ  بَِّٗا َبَ٘ثُُٞٗر 
O our father! ask for us 
forgiveness at fault ( 
p.578) 
86 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
223  َُ ٣ِٝ
َْؤر اَزَـٛ َِذَثأ َب٣
 َْذه َُ َْجه ٖ ِٓ  ١ََب٣ْإُس
 ًبّوَد ٢ِّثَس َبََِٜؼَج 
O my father! this is the 
fulfilment of my vision 
…it come true! (p.579) 
200 Yūsūf  َب٣ O  
224  َٖ ِٓ  ٢َِ٘ز٤َْرآ َْذه ِّةَس
 ٢َِ٘ز ْٔ ََِّػ َٝ  ِيِْ ُٔ ُْ ا ٖ ِٓ
ث٣ِدبََدلأا َِ ٣ِٝ
َْؤر 
O my Lord! Thou hast 
indeed bestowed on me 
.. and events  (p.580) 
202 Yūsūf omitted O 
225  ِدا َٝ ب َٔ َّغُا َشِؽب َك
 ٢ِك ِّ٢ُِ َٝ  َذْٗ َأ ِعَْسلأا َٝ
 ِحَشِخ٥ا َٝ  َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا 
O Thou Creator of the 
heavens and the earth! .. 
in the Hereafter(p.580) 
101 Yūsūf omitted O 
226  ََذَِجُْ ا اَزَـٛ َْ َؼْجا ِّةَس
 َٕأ َّ٢َِ٘ث َٝ  ٢ُِْ٘جْ٘جا َٝ  ًب٘ ِٓ آ
َّبَْ٘طلأا َُذجْؼَّٗ 
O my Lord! make this 
city one of peace and 
… from worshipping 
idols (p.613) 
35 Ibrahīm omitted O 
227  َّٖ ُ َِّٜٗا ِّةَس َٖ ِْ ََِْػأ
 ٖ َٔ َك ِطبَُّ٘ا َٖ ِّٓ  ًاش٤ِث ًَ
٢ِّ٘ ِٓ  ُ ََِّٚٗبك ٢َِِ٘ؼَجر 
O my Lord! they have 
indeed led astray many 
among mankind; He 
then who follows my 
(ways) is of me (p.614) 
36 Ibrahīm omitted O 
228  ٖ ِٓ  ُذ٘ ٌَ َْعأ ٢ِِّٗا َب َّ٘ث َّس
 ِش٤َْؿ ٍدا َٞ ِث ٢ِزَّ٣ ِّسُر  ١ِر
 َِيز٤َْث َذِ٘ػ ٍعْسَص
 ِّ َّشَذ ُٔ ُْ ا 
O our Lord! I have 
made some of my 
offspring to dwell in a 
valley Sacred House 
(p.614) 
37 Ibrahīm omitted O 
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229  ََحلا َّظُا ْاٞ ُٔ ٤ُِو٤ُِ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ِطبَُّ٘ا َٖ ِّٓ  ًحَِذئَْكأ َْ َؼْجَبك
ِْٜ ٤َُِْا ١ِٞ ْٜ َر 
O our Lord, that they 
may establish regular 
Prayer… with love 
towards them(p.614) 
37 Ibrahīm omitted O 
230  ٢ِلُْخٗ ب َٓ  ُْ ََِْؼر َيَِّٗا َب َّ٘ثَس
 ٠َلَْخ٣ ب َٓ َٝ  ُٖ ُِِْؼٗ ب َٓ َٝ
 ٍء٢َْش ٖ ِٓ  ِّاللَّ ٠ََِػ 
O our Lord! truly Thou 
dost know what we 
conceal … is hidden 
from God(p.614) 
27 Ibrahīm omitted O 
231  َْ ٤ِو ُٓ  ٢ِِْ٘ َؼْجا ِّةَس
 ٖ ِٓ َٝ  َِحلا َّظُا٢ِزَّ٣ ِّسُر  
O my Lord! make me 
one who establishes 
regular … my offspring 
(p.615) 
30 Ibrahīm omitted O 
232 ءبَػُد َْ ََّجَور َٝ  َب َّ٘ثَس O our Lord! and accept 
Thou my Prayer. 
40 Ibrahīm omitted O 
233  َّ١َِذُا َٞ ُِ َٝ  ٢ُِ ِْشلْؿا َب َّ٘ثَس
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ِْ ُِ َٝ ُّ َُٞو٣ َّ ْٞ َ٣
 ُةبَغِذُْ ا 
O our Lord! cover (us) 
with Thy Forgiveness - 
me, my parent 
,..established! (p.615) 
32 Ibrahīm omitted O 
234  ٍَ ََجأ ٠َُِا َبْٗش َِّخأ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ََير َٞ ْػَد ْتِجُّٗ ٍت٣َِشه 
Our Lord! respite us (if 
only) for a short term: 
we will answer Thy call 
(p.616) 
33 Ibrahīm omitted Omitted 
235  ِٚ ٤ََِْػ ٍَ ُِّضٗ ١ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ٌٕ ُْٞ٘ج َٔ َُ َيَِّٗا ُش ًْ ِّزُا 
O thou to whom the 
Message is being 
revealed! truly thou art 
mad (or possessed)! 
(p.620) 
6 al-Ḥiǧr  َب٣ O  
236  ب َٓ  ُظ٤ِِِْثا َب٣ ََّلاأ ََيُ
 َٖ ٣ِذِجب َّغُا َغ َٓ  َٕ ٌُٞ َر 
O Iblis! what is your 
reason for not being 
among those who 
prostrated themselves? 
(p.625) 
21 al-Ḥiǧr  َب٣ O  
237  ِّ ْٞ َ٣ ٠َُِا ٢ِْٗشِظََٗؤك ِّةَس
 َٕ ُٞثَؼُْج٣ 
O my Lord! give me 
then respite till the Day 
the (dead) are raised 
(p.626) 
25 al-Ḥiǧr omitted O 
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238  ٢َِ٘ز٣ْ َٞ َْؿأ ب َٔ ِث ِّةَس
 ٢ِك ْ َُُٜ َّٖ َ ِّ٘٣َُصلأ
 ْ ُ ََّٜ٘٣ ِٞ ُْؿلأ َٝ  ِعَْسلأا
ٖ٤ِؼ َٔ َْجأ 
O my Lord! because 
Thou hast put me in the 
wrong, I will make … 
all in the wrong(p.626) 
28 al-Ḥiǧr omitted O 
239  َبُٗإآ ًَ َشُش ءلاُئَـٛ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ٖ ِٓ  ْٞ ُػَْذٗ بَّ٘ ًُ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا
 َِيُٗٝد 
Our Lord! these are our 
'partners,' … besides 
Thee (p.660) 
86 al-Naḥl omitted Omitted 
240  ب َٔ ًَ  ب َٔ ُٜ ْٔ َدْسا ِّة َّس
 ًاش٤ ِـ َط ٢َِٗب٤َّثَس 
My Lord! bestow on 
them thy Mercy even as 
…childhood(p.681) 
24 al-Isrāᵓ omitted Omitted 
241  َ َخْذ ُٓ  ٢ِِْ٘ ِخَْدأ ِّة َّس
 ٍمْذِط  ٢ِْ٘جِشَْخأ َٝ
 ٍمْذِط َجَشْخ ُٓ  
O my Lord! Let my 
entry be by the Gate of 
…Honou (me) (pp.696- 
697) 
80 al-Isrāᵓ omitted O 
242  ٢ِِّٗا ُٕ َٞػِْشك َُُٚ ٍَ َبَوك
 ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣ َيَُُّ٘ظَلأ
اسُٞذْغ َٓ  
Pharaoh said to him: "O 
Moses! … by sorcery! 
(pp.702-703) 
101 al-Isrāᵓ  َب٣ O  
243  َب٣ َيَُُّ٘ظَلأ ٢ِِّٗا َٝ
اسُٞجْث َٓ  ُٕ َٞػِْشك 
O Pharaoh, to be one 
doomed to destruction! 
(p. 703) 
102 al-Isrāᵓ  َب٣ O  
244  َيُٗذَُّ ٖ ِٓ  َبِ٘رآ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ًخ َٔ ْدَس 
Our Lord! bestow on us 
Mercy from Thyself, 
(p.709) 
10 al-
Kahif 
omitted Omitted 
245  ْىِشُْشأ ْ َُ ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ َب٣
 ًاذََدأ ٢ِّثَِشث 
Woe is me! Would I 
had never ascribed 
partners to my Lord and 
Cherisher! (p.720) 
42 al-
Kahif 
 َب٣ Omitted 
246  اََزٛ ٍِ ب َٓ  َبََ٘زِ٣ْ َٝ  َب٣
 ُسِدب َـ ُ٣ َلا ِةَبزٌِ ُْ ا
 َِّلاا ًحَش٤ِج ًَ  َلا َٝ  ًحَش٤ ِـ َط
َبٛبَظَْدأ 
Ah! woe to us! what a 
Book is this! It leaves 
out … but takes account 
thereof! (p.722) 
49 al-
Kahif 
 َب٣ Ah 
247  َٕأ ب َّٓ ِا ِٖ ٤ََْْٗشوُْ ا اَر َب٣
 َزِخََّزر َٕأ ب َّٓ ِا َٝ  َة ِّزَُؼر
بْ٘غُد ْ ِٜ ٤ِك 
O Zul-qarnain! (thou 
hast authority) either to 
punish them... with 
kindness (p.732) 
86 al-
Kahif 
 َب٣ O  
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248  اَر َب٣ َّٕ ِا ِٖ ٤ََْْٗشوُْ ا
 َجُٞجْؤ َٓ َٝ  َجُْٞجَؤ٣
عَْسْلأا ٢ِك َٕ ُٝذِغْل ُٓ  
O Zul-qarnain! the Gog 
and Magog (People) do 
great mischief on earth 
(p.733) 
94 al-Kahif  َب٣ O  
249  ُْ ْظَؼُْ ا َٖ َٛ َٝ  ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
 ُطْأ َّشُا َ ََؼزْشا َٝ  ٢ِّ٘ ِٓ
بج٤َْش 
O my Lord! infirm 
indeed are my bones, 
… glisten with grey 
(p.744) 
4 Maryam  َب٣ O  
250  َىُش َِّشُجٗ بَِّٗا بَّ٣ِش ًَ َص َب٣
 ْ َُ ٠َ٤َْذ٣ ُٚ ُٔ ْعا ٍّ َلا ُـ ِث
 َُ َْجه ٖ ِٓ  ُ َُّٚ ََؼَْجٗ
 ًبّ٤ ِٔ َع 
O Zakariya! We give 
thee good news of a 
son: His name shall be 
Yahya...distinction 
before  (p.745) 
6 Maryam  َب٣ O  
251 ٢ُِ ُٕ ٌُٞ َ٣ ٠ََّٗأ ِّةَس 
 ٢َِرأَش ْٓ ا َِذٗب ًَ َٝ  ٌّ َلاُؿ
 َٖ ِٓ  ُذ ْـ ََِث َْذه َٝ  ًاِشهبَػ
 َِشجٌِ ُْ ا 
O my Lord! How shall I 
have a son, when my 
wife… old age? (p.745) 
7 Maryam omitted O 
252  ًَخ٣آ ٢ُِّ ََؼْجا ِّةَس O my Lord! give me a 
Sign (p.746) 
20 Maryam Omitted O 
253  َةَبزٌِ ُْ ا ِزُخ ٠َ٤َْذ٣ َب٣
 َْ ٌْ ُذُْ ا َُٙب٘٤َْرآ َٝ  ٍح َّٞ ُِوث
 ًّب٤ِجَط 
O Yahya! take hold of 
the Book with might": 
and We gave him 
Wisdom even as a 
youth(p.746) 
21 Maryam  َب٣ O  
254  ُّذ ِٓ  ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ َب٣ اََزٛ َ َْجه
 ًبّ٤ِغ٘ َّٓ  ًب٤َْغٗ ُذًُ٘ َٝ  
Ah! would that I had 
died before this! would 
that …sight! (p.749) 
12 Maryam  َب٣ Ah 
255  ِذْئِج َْذَوُ ُْ َ٣ْش َٓ  َب٣
 ًبّ٣َِشك ًبئ٤َْش 
O Mary! truly an 
amazing thing hast thou 
brought! (pp.749-750) 
16 Maryam  َب٣ O  
256  ب َٓ  َٕ ُٝسَبٛ َذُْخأ َب٣
 ٍء ْٞ َع َأَش ْٓ ا ِىَُٞثأ َٕ ب ًَ
بّ٤ ِـ َث ِي ُّٓ ُأ َْذٗب ًَ  ب َٓ َٝ  
O sister of Aaron! Thy 
father was not a man of 
evil…unchaste! (p.750) 
17 Maryam  َب٣ O  
257  َلا ب َٓ  ُُذجَْؼر َْ ُِ َِذَثأ َب٣
 َلا َٝ  ُشِظُْج٣ َلا َٝ  ُغ َٔ َْغ٣
 َيَ٘ػ ٢ِ٘ ْـ ُ٣  ًبئ٤َْش  
O my father! why 
worship that which … 
thee nothing? (p.752) 
31 Maryam  َب٣ O  
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258  َْذه ٢ِِّٗا َِذَثأ َب٣
 ب َٓ  ِْ ِْ ِؼُْ ا َٖ ِٓ  ٢ِٗءبَج
 َِيْرَؤ٣ ْ َُ 
O my father! to me hath 
come knowledge which 
hath not reached thee 
(p.753) 
32 Maryam  َب٣ O  
259  ُِذجَْؼر َلا َِذَثأ َب٣
 َّٕ ِا َٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُا
 َٕ ب ًَ  َٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُا
 ِٖ َٔ ْد َّشُِِ ًّب٤ِظَػ  
O my father! serve not 
Satan: for Satan is a 
rebel against (God) 
Most Gracious (p.753) 
33 Maryam  َب٣ O  
260  َٕأ ُفبََخأ ٢ِِّٗا َِذَثأ َب٣
 َٖ ِّٓ  ٌةاَزَػ َيَّغ َٔ َ٣
 َٕ ٌُٞ ََزك ٖ َٔ ْد َّشُا
 ًّب٤ُِ َٝ  ِٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُِِ 
O my father! I fear lest 
a Penalty afflict thee … 
Satan a friends(p.753) 
34 Maryam  َب٣ O  
261  ٌتِؿاََسأ  َذَٗأ  ْٖ َػ 
٢َِزُِٜآ َب٣  ُْ ٤ِٛ اشِْثا  
Dost thou hate my 
gods, O Abraham? 
(p.753) 
35 Maryam  َب٣ O  
262  َب٣ ١ِدُٞٗ َبَٛبَرأ ب َّٔ ََِك
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
But when he came to 
the fire, a voice was 
heard O Moses! (p.767) 
22 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
263  َب٣ َِي٘٤ ِٔ َ٤ِث َيِْ ِر ب َٓ َٝ
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
And what is that in the 
right hand, O Moses? 
(p.768) 
26 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
264   ٠َعُٞٓ  َب٣ َبِٜوُْ َأ Throw it, O Moses!" 
(p.768) 
28 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
265  ٢ُِ ْحَشْشا ِّةَس
١ِسْذَط 
O my Lord! expand me 
my breast(p.769) 
14 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
266  َب٣ ََيُْئُع َذ٤ِرُٝأ َْذه
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
Granted is thy prayer, O 
Moses!(p.770) 
36 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
267  َب٣ ٍسََذه ٠ََِػ َذْئِج َّْ ُث
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
Then didst thou come 
hither ..O Moses! 
(p.772) 
30 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
268  َب َّ٘ثَس َٕأ ُفبََخٗ َب َِّ٘ٗا
 َٕأ ْٝ َأ َب٘٤ََِْػ َؽُشَْل٣
٠ َـ َْط٣ 
Our Lord! We fear lest 
he hasten with … all 
bounds(pp.772-773) 
34 Ṭaha omitted Omitted 
269 ٠َعُٞٓ  َب٣ ب َٔ ٌُ ُّث َّس ٖ َٔ َك Who, then, O Moses, is 
the Lord of you two?(p. 
773) 
38 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
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270  ْٖ ِٓ  َبَ٘جِشُْخِزُ َبَ٘زْئَِجأ
 َب٣ َىِشْذِِغث َبِ٘ػَْسأ
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
Hast thou come to drive 
us … O Moses? (p. 775) 
46 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
271  ٢َِوِْ ُر َٕأ ب َّٓ ِا ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣
 ْٖ َٓ  ٍَ َّٝ َأ َٕ ٌُٞ َّٗ َٕأ ب َّٓ ِا َٝ
٠َوُْ َأ 
O Moses! whether wilt 
thou that thou throw … 
to throw? (pp. 776-777) 
54 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
272  َْذه َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢َِ٘ث َب٣
 ْ ًُ ِّٝ ُذَػ ْٖ ِّٓ  ْ ًُ َب٘٤َْجَٗأ
 َِتٗبَج ْ ًُ َبْٗذَػا َٝ َٝ
 ِسُّٞطُا 
O ye Children of Israel! 
We delivered … side of 
Mount (Sinai)(p.780) 
70 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
273 ب َٓ َٝ  ََيَِجَْػأ َٖػ  َي ِٓ ْٞ َه 
َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  
What made thee hasten 
in..  O Moses? (p.780) 
72 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
274  ِّةَس َي٤َُِْا ُذِْ ِجَػ َٝ
٠َػَْشِزُ 
I hastened to thee, O my 
Lord, to please thee 
(p.781) 
73 Ṭaha Omitte
d 
O 
275  ْ ٌُ ُّثَس ْ ًُ ْذَِؼ٣ ْ ََُأ ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 ًبَ٘غَد ًاذْػ َٝ  
O my people! did not 
your Lord make a 
handsome promise to 
you? (p.781) 
75 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
276  ِٚ ِث ُْزُِ٘زك ب َٔ َِّٗا ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 ُٖ َٔ ْد َّشُا ُْ ٌُ َّثَس َّٕ ِا َٝ  
O my people! ye are 
being tested in this: for 
verily your Lord is (God) 
Most Gracious (p.782) 
80 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
277  ِْرا َيََؼ٘ َٓ  ب َٓ  ُٕ ُٝسَبٛ َب٣
ا َُِّٞػ ْ َُٜز٣َْأَس 
O Aaron! what kept thee 
back, when thou sawest 
them going wrong 
(p.783) 
81 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
278  ْزُْخَؤر َلا َّّ ُأ َٖ ْثا َب٣
٢ِعْأَِشث َلا َٝ  ٢َِز٤ِْذِِث 
O son of my mother! 
Seize (me) not by my 
beard nor by (the hair of) 
my head! (p.783) 
83 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
279  ب َٔ َك ُّ١ِش ِٓ بَع َب٣ َُيجْطَخ  What then is thy case, O 
Samiri? (p.783) 
84 Ṭaha  َب٣ O  
280  ًبِْٔ ِػ ٢ِْٗدِص ِّة َّس O my Lord! advance me 
in knowledge (p.788) 
223 Ṭaha Omitte
d 
O 
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281  َيَُّ ٌّٝ ُذَػ اََزٛ َّٕ ِا ُّ َدآ َب٣
 َيِج ْٝ َِضُ َٝ  
O Adam! verily, this is 
an enemy to thee and 
thy wife (p.788) 
226 Ṭaha  َب٣ O 
282  َيَُُُّدأ َْ َٛ ُّ َدآ َب٣ ٠ََِػ
 َّلا ٍيِْ ُٓ َٝ  ِذِْ ُخُْ ا ِحَشَجَش
٠ََِْج٣ 
O Adam! shall I lead 
thee to the Tree of … 
never decays? (p.789) 
210 Ṭaha  َب٣ O 
283  ٢َِ٘رْشَشَد َْ ُِ ِّةَس
 ُذًُ٘  َْذه َٝ  ٠ َٔ َْػأ
 ًاش٤َِظث 
O my Lord! why hast 
Thou … I had sight 
(before)? (p.790) 
214 Ṭaha Omitted O 
284  َب٘٤َُِْا َذِْ َعَْسأ َلا ْٞ َُ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ًلاُٞعَس 
Our Lord! If only Thou 
hadst sent us an apostle 
(p.792) 
223 Ṭaha omitted omitted 
285  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَظ بَّ٘ ًُ  بَِّٗا َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ  َب٣ Ah! woe to us! We 
were indeed wrong-
doers!  (p.797)       
14 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
 َب٣ Ah 
286  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَظ بَّ٘ ًُ  بَِّٗا َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ  َب٣ Woe to us! we did 
wrong indeed!(p.804) 
35 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
 َب٣ omitted 
287  َبَِ٘زُِِٜآث اََزٛ َذِْ ََؼك َذََٗأأ
 ُْ ٤ِٛ اَشِْثا َب٣ 
Art thou the one that 
did this with our gods, 
O Abraham?(p.808) 
51 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
 َب٣ O  
288  ًادَْشث ٢ًُِٗٞ  ُسَبٗ َب٣
 َْ ٤ِٛ اَشِْثا ٠ََِػ ًبَٓلاَع َٝ  
O Fire! be thou cool, 
and (a means of) safety 
for Abraham! (p.809) 
58 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
 َب٣ O  
289  ًادَْشك ٢ِْٗسََزر َلا ِّةَس
 َٖ ٤ِثِسا َٞ ُْ ا ُش٤َْخ َذَٗأ َٝ  
O my Lord! leave me 
not..ofinheritors (p.814) 
78 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
omitted O 
290  ٢ِك بَّ٘ ًُ  َْذه َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ  َب٣
 بَّ٘ ًُ  َْ َث اََزٛ ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍَخِْلَؿ
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَظ 
Ah! Woe to us! we 
were indeed heedless 
… did wrong! (p.816) 
86 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
 َب٣ Ah 
291  ِّنَذُْ ِبث ْ ٌُ ْدا ِّةَس O my Lord! judge Thou 
in truth! (p.819) 
112 ᵓal-
Anbiy
āᵓ 
omitted O 
292  اُٞوَّرا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ََخَُضُْ َص َّٕ ِا ْ ٌُ َّثَس
 ٌْ ٤ِظَػ ٌء٢َْش ِخَػب َّغُا 
O mankind! fear your 
Lord!for the convulsion 
… terrible! (p.821) 
2 al-
Ḥaǧ 
 َب٣ O  
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293  ْ ُز٘ ًُ  ِٕا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِثَْؼجُْ ا َٖ ِّٓ  ٍت٣َْس ٢ِك
ةاَُشر ٖ ِّٓ  ْ ًُ َبَْ٘وَِخ بََِّٗبك 
O mankind! if ye have a 
doubt about the … dust 
(p.822) 
4 al-Ḥaǧ  َب٣ O  
294  َبَٗأ ب َٔ َِّٗا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ٌٖ ٤ِج ُّٓ  ٌش٣َِزٗ ْ ٌُ َُ 
O men! I am (sent) to 
… Warning (p.835) 
38 al-Ḥaǧ  َب٣ O  
295 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  َةِشُػ 
 ٌَ َث َٓ اُٞؼ ِٔ َزْعَبك  َُُٚ  
O men! Here is a 
parable ... listen to it! 
(p.841) 
62 al-Ḥaǧ  َب٣ O  
296  اُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 اُٝذُجْعا َٝ  اُٞؼ ًَ ْسا
 اَُِٞؼْكا َٝ  ْ ٌُ َّثَس اُُٝذجْػا َٝ
 َش٤َْخُْ ا 
O ye who believe! bow 
down,prostrate 
yourselves….may 
prosper  (p.842) 
66 al-Ḥaǧ  َب٣ O  
297  ب َٓ  َ َّاللَّ اُُٝذجْػا ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 ُُٙش٤َْؿ ٍٚ َُِا ْٖ ِّٓ  ْ ٌُ َُ 
O my people! worship 
God! Ye have no other 
…not fear (Him)? 
(p.848) 
12 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
 َب٣ O  
298  ب َٔ ِث ٢ِْٗشُظٗا ِّةَس
 ِٕ ُٞث َّز ًَ  
O my Lord! help me: 
for that they accuse me 
of falsehood! (pp.849- 
850) 
15/39 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
 َب٣ O  
299  ًلاَض٘ ُٓ  ٢ُِْ٘ ِضَٗأ ِّة َّس
 ُش٤َْخ َذَٗأ َٝ  ًبًَسَبج ُّٓ
 َٖ ٤ُِِض٘ ُٔ ُْ ا 
O my Lord! enable me 
to disembark with thy 
… disembark (p.849) 
18 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
 َب٣ O  
300  َٖ ِٓ  اُِٞ ًُ  َُ ُع ُّشُا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِدَبجِّ٤َّطُا اُِٞ َٔ ْػا َٝ
 ًبِذُبَط 
O ye apostles! enjoy 
(all) things good and 
pure…righteousness 
(p.851) 
42 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
 َب٣ O  
301  ب َٓ  ٢َِّ٘٣ُِشر ب َّٓ ِا ِّة َّس
 َٕ ُٝذَػُٞ٣ 
O my Lord! if Thou 
wilt show me … 
warnedagainst (p.859) 
93 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
302    ِّةَس ٢ِك ٢ِِْ٘ َؼَْجر ََلاك
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَّظُا ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا 
Then, O my Lord! put 
me ...who do wrong! 
(p.859) 
94 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
303  ْٖ ِٓ  َِيث ُرَُٞػأ ِّة َّس
 ِٖ ٤ِؽَب٤ َّشُا ِداَض َٔ َٛ 
O my Lord! I seek 
refuge with…Evil Ones 
(pp.859-860) 
97 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
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304    َٕأ ِّةَس َِيث ُرَُٞػأ َٝ
   ِٕ ُٝشُؼَْذ٣ 
O my Lord! lest they 
should come near me 
(p. 860) 
98 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
305  ِّةَس  ِٕ ُٞؼِجْسا  O my Lord! send me 
back (to life) (p. 860) 
99 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
306  َب٘٤ََِْػ َْذَجَِؿ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ًبٓ ْٞ َه بَّ٘ ًُ َٝ  َبُ٘ر َٞ ْوِش
 َٖ ٤ُِّبَػ 
our Lord! Our  
misfortune 
overwhelmed … astray! 
(p. 861) 
106 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted Omitted 
307  ْٕ ِ َبك َبْٜ٘ ِٓ  َبْ٘جِشَْخأ َب َّ٘ثَس
 َٕ ٞ ُٔ ُِبَظ بََِّٗبك َبْٗذُػ 
Our Lord! bring us out 
of this: if ever we return 
(to Evil), then shall we 
be wrong-doers indeed! 
(p. 861) 
107 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted Omitted 
308  َبَُ٘ ِْشلْؿَبك بَّ٘ َٓ آ َب َّ٘ثَس
بَ٘ ْٔ َدْسا َٝ  
our Lord! we believe; 
then do Thou forgive 
…upon us (p. 861) 
109 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted Omitted 
309  ْ َدْسا َٝ  ِْشلْؿا ِّة َّس
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ ِدا َّشُا ُش٤َْخ َذَٗأ َٝ  
O my Lord! grant Thou 
forgiveness…those who 
show mercy! (p. 863) 
118 al-
Mūᵓmin
ūn 
omitted O 
310  َلا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ِدا َٞ ُطُخ اُِٞؼجََّزر
 ِٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُا 
O ye who believe! 
follow not Satan's 
footsteps… footsteps of 
Satan(p. 870) 
21 al-Nūr  َب٣ O  
311   َلا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َش٤َْؿ ًبرُٞ٤ُث اُُِٞخَْذر
 ْ ٌُ ِرُٞ٤ُث 
O ye who believe! enter 
not houses other than 
your own…(p. 872) 
27 al-Nūr  َب٣ O  
312  اُٞ٘ َٓ آ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ْذ ٌَ َِ َٓ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ُْ ٌُ ِْٗرَؤزَْغ٤ُِ
 ْ ٌُ ُٗب َٔ ٣َْأ 
O ye who believe! let 
those whom your right 
hands possess, and the 
(children)…(before 
they come to your 
presence) (p.884) 
58 al-Nūr  َب٣ O  
313  َغ َٓ  ُدْزَخَّرا ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ َب٣
 ًلا٤ِجَع ٍِ ُٞع َّشُا 
Oh! would that I had 
taken a (straight) path 
with the Apostle! 
(p.895) 
27 al- 
Fūrqān 
 َب٣ Oh 
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314 َب٣ ٠ََزِ٣ْ َٝ ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ  ْ َُ  ْزِخََّرأ 
 ًبَُٗلاك  ًلا٤َِِخ  
Ah! woe is me! Would 
that…for a friend! 
(p.895) 
28 al- 
Fūrqān 
 َب٣ Ah 
315  ٢ ِٓ ْٞ َه َّٕ ِا ِّةَس َب٣
 َٕ آُْشوُْ ا اََزٛ اُٝزَخَّرا
اسُٞجْٜ َٓ  
O my Lord! Truly my 
people took this Qur'an 
…nonsense (p.896) 
30 al- 
Fūrqān 
 َب٣ O  
316  ْفِشْطا َب َّ٘ثَس بََّ٘ػ
 َبَٜثاَزَػ َّٕ ِا َْ َََّٜ٘ج َةاَزَػ
 ًبٓاَشَؿ َٕ ب ًَ  
Our Lord! avert from us 
the Wrath of Hell, for 
…  grievous(p.904) 
65 al- 
Fūrqān 
omitted Omitted 
317  ْٖ ِٓ  َبَُ٘ َْتٛ َب َّ٘ثَس
 َح َُّشه َبِ٘ربَّ٣ ِّسُر َٝ  َبِ٘جا َٝ َْصأ
 ٍٖ ُ٤َْػأ 
Our Lord! Grant unto 
us wives and …the 
righteous (p.906) 
74 al- 
Fūrqān 
omitted Omitted 
318  َٕأ ُفبََخأ ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
 ِٕ ُٞث ِّز ٌَ ُ٣ 
O my Lord! I do fear 
that they will charge me 
with falsehood(p.909) 
12 al-
Šuᶜarāᵓ 
omitted O 
319  ًبٔ ٌْ ُد ٢ُِ َْتٛ ِّةَس
 َٖ ٤ِِذُب َّظُِبث ٢ِْ٘وِذُْ َأ َٝ  
O my Lord! bestow 
wisdom ..me with the 
righteous (p.918) 
72 al-
Šuᶜarāᵓ 
omitted O 
320  ُحُٞٗ َب٣ ِٚ َزَ٘ر ْ َُّ َِٖئُ
 َٖ ِٓ  َّٖ ٌَُٗٞ ََزُ
 َٖ ٤ ِٓ ُٞجْش َٔ ُْ ا 
If thou desist not, O 
Noah! thou … (to 
death)  (p.922) 
225 al-
Šuᶜarāᵓ 
omitted O 
321  ٢ ِٓ ْٞ َه َّٕ ِا ِّةَس ِٕ ُٞث َّز ًَ  O my Lord! truly my 
people have rejected 
me(p.922) 
226 al-
Šuᶜarāᵓ 
omitted O 
322  ُؽُُٞ َب٣ ِٚ َزَ٘ر ْ َُّ َِٖئُ
 َٖ ٤ِجَشْخ ُٔ ُْ ا َٖ ِٓ  َّٖ ٌَُٗٞ ََزُ 
If thou desist not, O 
Lut! thou wilt assuredly 
be cast out! (p.927) 
256 al-
Šuᶜarāᵓ 
omitted O 
323  ب َّٔ ِٓ  ٢ِِْٛ َأ َٝ  ٢ِ٘ َِّجٗ ِّةَس
 َٕ ُِٞ َٔ َْؼ٣ 
O my Lord! deliver me 
and my family.. they 
do! (p.928) 
258 al-
Šuᵓarāᵓ 
omitted O 
324  ُ َّاللَّ َبَٗأ ُ َِّٚٗا ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣
 ُْ ٤ٌِ َذُْ ا ُض٣ِضَؼُْ ا 
O Moses! verily, I am 
God, the exalted in 
might, the wise! (p.939) 
9 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ O  
325 َب٣ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َلا  ْقََخر ٢ِِّٗا 
 َلا  ُفبََخ٣  َّ١ََذُ 
َُِٕٞعْش ُٔ ُْ ا 
O Moses!" (it was said), 
"Fear not: … have no 
fear (p.939) 
10 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ O  
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326 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا َب٘ ْٔ ُِِّػ 
 َنِط٘ َٓ  ِش٤َّْطُا  
O ye people! We have 
been taught the speech 
of birds (p.941) 
16 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ O  
327 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َُ ْٔ َُّ٘ا اُُِٞخْدا 
 ْ ٌُ َ٘ ًِ بَغ َٓ  
O ye ants, get into your 
habitations(p.942) 
18 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ O  
328  ِّةَس ٢ِْ٘ػِص ْٝ َأ  ْٕ َأ 
 َشٌُ َْشأ  ََيز َٔ ِْؼٗ  
O my Lord! so order 
me that I may be 
grateful … bestowed on 
me (p.942) 
19 al-
Naml 
omitted O 
329 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َُلأ َٔ ُا ٢ِِّٗا  َ٢ِوُْ ُأ 
 َّ٢َُِا  ٌةَبزًِ  ٌْ ٣ِش ًَ  
Ye chiefs! here is 
delivered to me - a 
letter worthy of respect 
(p.945) 
29 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ Omitted 
330 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َُلأ َٔ ُا ٢ُِٗٞزَْكأ 
٢ِك ١ِش ْٓ َأ ب َٓ  ُذًُ٘ 
 ًخَؼِؽَبه  ًاش ْٓ َأ ٠َّزَد 
َُٕٝذَْٜشر 
Ye chiefs! advise me in 
(this) my affair… 
except in your presence 
(p.945) 
32 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ Omitted 
331 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َُلأ َٔ ُا  ْ ٌُ ُّ٣َأ 
٢ِ٘٤ِْرَؤ٣ َبِٜشْشَِؼث  َ َْجه َٕأ 
٢ُِْٗٞرَؤ٣  َٖ ٤ ِٔ ِِْغ ُٓ  
Ye chiefs!which of you 
can bring me her throne 
..in submission? (p.946) 
38 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ Omitted 
332  ِّةَس ٢ِِّٗا  ُذ ْٔ ََِظ ٢ِغَْلٗ 
 ُذ ْٔ ََِْعأ َٝ  َغ َٓ  َٕ ب َٔ ٤َُِْع 
 ِ َِّلِ  ِّةَس  َٖ ٤ ِٔ َُبَؼُْ ا  
O my Lord! I have 
indeed wronged my 
soul …to the Lord of 
the Worlds(p.948) 
44 al-
Naml 
omitted O 
333  َٕ ُِِٞجَْؼزَْغر َْ ُِ ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣
 َ َْجه َِخئِّ٤ َّغُِبث َِخَ٘غَذُْ ا
 َ َّاللَّ َٕ ُِٝشل ْـ َزَْغر َلا ْٞ َُ 
O my people! why ask 
ye to hasten on the evil 
in preference to the 
good? If only ye ask 
God for forgiveness 
(p.949) 
46 al-
Naml 
 َب٣ O 
334  ِّةَس ٢ِِّٗا  ُذ ْٔ ََِظ ٢ِغَْلٗ 
 ِْشلْؿَبك ٢ُِ  ََشل َـ َك  َُُٚ  
O my Lord! I have 
indeed wronged my 
soul! Do Thou then 
forgive me! So (God) 
forgave him(p.964) 
25 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted O 
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335  َّ٢ََِػ َذ ْٔ َؼْٗ َأ ب َٔ ِث ِّةَس
 ًاش٤ِٜ َظ َٕ ًُٞ َأ ْٖ ََِك
 َٖ ٤ ِٓ ِشْج ُٔ ِْ ُِّ 
O my Lord! For that 
Thou hast bestowed … 
help to those who sin! 
(p.965) 
26 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted O 
336  َٕأ ُذ٣ُِشَرأ ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣
 ب َٔ ًَ  ٢َُِِ٘زَْور ًبغَْلٗ َذِْ ََزه
 ِظ ْٓ َْلأِبث 
O Moses! Is it thy 
intention to slay me … 
man yesterday? (p.965) 
28 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
337  ََلأ َٔ ُْ ا َّٕ ِا ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣ ٍَ َبه
 َىُُِٞزَْو٤ُِ َِيث َٕ ُٝش ِٔ َْرَؤ٣ 
O Moses! the Chiefs are 
taking…to slay thee 
(p.966) 
10 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
338  ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا َٖ ِٓ  ٢ِ٘ َِّجٗ ِّةَس
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ ُِبَّظُا 
O my Lord! save me 
from..wrong-doing 
(p.966) 
12 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted O 
339  َذُْ َضَٗأ ب َٔ ُِ ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
 ٌش٤َِوك ٍش٤َْخ ْٖ ِٓ  َّ٢َُِا 
O my Lord! truly am I 
in…dost send me! 
(p.967) 
13 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted O 
340  ُْٙشِْجَؤزْعا َِذَثأ َب٣ O my (dear) father! 
engage him on wages: 
(p.968) 
15 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
341  ُ َّاللَّ َبَٗأ ٢ِِّٗا ٠َعٞ ُٓ  َب٣
 َٖ ٤ ِٔ َُبَؼُْ ا ُّةَس 
O Moses! Verily I am 
God, the Lord of the 
Worlds.... (p.969) 
20 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
342  ٠َعُٞٓ  َب٣ َلا َٝ  َْ ِجَْهأ
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ٥ْا َٖ ِٓ  َيَِّٗا ْقََخر 
O Moses! (It was said), 
"Draw near, and fear … 
who are secure (p.970) 
31 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
343  ْ ُْٜ٘ ِٓ  ُذِْ ََزه ٢ِِّٗا ِّةَس
 ِٕ ُُِٞزَْو٣ َٕأ ُفبََخَؤك ًبغَْلٗ 
O my Lord! I have slain 
a man among them… 
me (p.970) 
33 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted O 
344  ُذ ْٔ َِِػ ب َٓ  َُلأ َٔ ُْ ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
١ِش٤َْؿ ٍٚ َُِا ْٖ ِّٓ  ْ ٌُ َُ 
O Chiefs! no god do I 
..you but myself (p.971) 
38 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
345  ُٕ ب َٓ َبٛ َب٣ ٢ُِ ِْذه ْٝ َ َؤك
ٖ٤ِّطُا ٠ََِػ 
O Haman! light me a 
(kiln to bake bricks) out 
of clay (p.971) 
38 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
 َب٣ O  
346  َب٘٤َُِْا َذِْ َعَْسأ َلا ْٞ َُ َب َّ٘ثَس
 َِيرَب٣آ َِغجََّزَ٘ك ًلاُٞعَس
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا َٖ ِٓ  َٕ ٞ ٌُ َٗ َٝ  
Our Lord! why didst 
Thou not sent us an 
apostle?... who believe!  
(p.974) 
47 al-
Qaṣaṣ 
omitted Omitted 
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347  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ءَلاَُئٛ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ب َٔ ًَ  ْ َُٛب٘٣ْ َٞ َْؿأ َب٘٣ْ َٞ َْؿأ
بَ٘٣ْ َٞ َؿ 
Our Lord! These are the 
ones whom we led 
astray…ourselves 
(p.978) 
63 al-Qaṣaṣ omitted Omitted 
448  ٠ََِػ ٢ِْٗشُظٗا ِّةَس
 َٖ ٣ِذِغْل ُٔ ُْ ا ِّ ْٞ َوُْ ا 
O my Lord! help Thou 
me against people who 
do mischief!(p.994) 
30 al-
ᶜAnkabut 
 
omitted O 
349 اُُٝذجْػا ِّ ْٞ َه َب٣  َ َّاللَّ
 َشِخ٥ْا َّ ْٞ َ٤ُْ ا اُٞجْسا َٝ  
O my people! serve 
God, and fear the Last 
Day(p.995) 
36 al-
ᶜAnkabut 
 
omitted O 
350  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا ١َِدَبجِػ َب٣
 ٢ِػَْسأ َّٕ ِا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ
 ١َبَّ٣َِبك ٌخَؼِعا َٝ
 ِٕ ُُٝذجْػَبك 
O My servants who 
believe! truly, spacious 
… (and Me alone)! 
(p.1002) 
45 al-
ᶜAnkabut 
 
 َب٣ O  
351  ِ َّلِِبث ْىِشُْشر َلا َّ٢َُ٘ث َب٣
 ٌْ ِْ َُظُ َىْش ِّشُا َّٕ ِا
 ٌْ ٤ِظَػ 
O my son! join not in 
worship (others) with 
God…wrong-doing 
(p.1036) 
22 Luqman  َب٣ O  
352  َُير ِٕا َب َِّٜٗا َّ٢َُ٘ث َب٣
 ٍخَّجَد ٍَ َبوْث ِٓ ْٖ ِّٓ
 ٍ َدْشَخ 
O my son! (said 
Luqman), "If there be 
...mustard-seed(p.1037) 
25 Luqman  َب٣ O  
353  َحَلا َّظُا ِْ َِهأ َّ٢َُ٘ث َب٣
 ِفُٝشْؼ َٔ ُْ ِبث ْش ُٓ ْأ َٝ
 ِش ٌَ ٘ ُٔ ُْ ا ِٖ َػ َْٚٗ ا َٝ  
O my son! establish 
regular prayer, enjoin 
what is just, and forbid 
what is wrong(p.1038) 
17 Luqman  َب٣ O  
354  اُٞوَّرا ُطبَُّ٘ا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 ًبٓ ْٞ َ٣ ا ْٞ َشْخا َٝ  ْ ٌُ َّثَس
 َٖػ ٌِذُا َٝ  ١ِضَْج٣ َّلا
 ِٙ َِذُ َٝ  
O mankind! do your 
duty to your Lord, and 
fear…for his son 
(p.1042) 
33 Luqman  َب٣ O  
355 َب َّ٘ثَس َبْٗشَظَْثأ 
َبْ٘ؼ ِٔ َع َٝ َبْ٘ؼِجْسَبك 
 َْ َٔ َْؼٗ  ًبِذُبَط بَِّٗا 
ُِٕٞ٘هٞ ُٓ  
Our Lord! We have 
seen and we have 
heard: Now then send 
us...believe (p.1048) 
12 al-Saǧda omitted Omitted 
356 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  ِنَّرا  َ َّاللَّ 
 َلا َٝ  ِغُِطر  َٖ ٣ِِشكب ٌَ ُْ ا  
O Prophet! Fear God, 
and hearken not to the 
Unbelievers and the 
Hypocrites (p.1055) 
1 al-Aḥzāb  َب٣ O  
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357 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٝشًُ ْرا  َخ َٔ ِْؼٗ  ِ َّاللَّ  ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  
O ye who believe! 
Remember the Grace of 
God, (bestowed) on you 
(p.1058) 
9 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
358 َب٣  َ ْٛ َأ  َةِشَْث٣  َلا  َّ َبو ُٓ 
 ْ ٌُ َُ 
Ye men of Yathrib! ye 
cannot stand (the 
attack)! therefore go 
back! (p.1059)  
13 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
359 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا َُه 
 َيِجا َٝ َْص ِّلأ ِٕا  َّٖ ُز٘ ًُ 
 َٕ ْدُِشر  َحَب٤َذُْ ا َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا 
بَََٜز٘٣ِص َٝ  
O Prophet! Say to thy 
Consorts: "If it be that .. 
its glitter (p.1064) 
28 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
360 َب٣ ءبَِغٗ  ِّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  َّٖ ُزَْغُ 
 ٍذََدؤ ًَ  َٖ ِّٓ ءبَغُِّ٘ا  ِٕ ِا 
 َّٖ ُز٤َْوَّرا 
O Consorts of the 
Prophet! Ye are not like 
any …(God) (p.1066) 
32 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
361 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٝشًُ ْرا  َ َّاللَّ  ًاش ًْ ِر  ًاش٤ِث ًَ  
O ye who believe! 
Celebrate the praises .. 
do this often (p.1070) 
41 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
362 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا بَِّٗا 
 َىَبِْ٘ َعَْسأ  ًاذِٛ بَش 
 ًاش َِّشج ُٓ َٝ  ًاش٣َِزٗ َٝ  
O Prophet! Truly We 
have sent thee as a 
Witness,… and Warner 
(p.1070) 
45 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
363 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ُْ ُزْذ ٌَ َٗ  ِدَب٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا  َّْ ُث 
 َّٖ ُٛٞ ُٔ ُزْوََِّؽ ٖ ِٓ  َِ َْجه َٕأ 
ُُّٖٛٞغ َٔ َر 
O ye who believe! 
When ye marry 
believing women… 
touched them (p.1071) 
38 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
364 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا بَِّٗا َبِْ٘ ََِْدأ 
 ََيُ  َيَجا َٝ َْصأ ٢ِر َّلاُا 
 َذ٤َْرآ  َّٖ َُٛسُُٞجأ  
O Prophet! We have 
made lawful to thee thy 
wives… paid their 
dowers (p.1071) 
40 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
365 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
اُُِٞخَْذر  َدُٞ٤ُث  ِّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  َِّلاا 
َٕأ  َٕ َرُْئ٣  ْ ٌُ َُ ٠َُِا ّبََؼؽ  
O ye who believe! 
Enter not the Prophet's 
houses…for a meal 
(p.1074) 
42 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
366 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
ا َُِّٞط  ِٚ ْ٤ََِػ اٞ ُٔ َِِّع َٝ 
بٔ٤َِِْغر 
O ye that believe! Send 
ye blessings on him, 
and salute him with all 
respect(p.1076) 
45 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
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367 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا َُه 
 َيِجا َٝ َْص ِّلأ  َِيربََ٘ث َٝ 
ءبَِغٗ َٝ  َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا  ِْ  
O Prophet! Tell thy 
wives and daughters, 
and the believing 
women (p.1077) 
48 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
368 َب٣ َبَ٘ز٤َُْ َبْ٘ؼََؽأ  َ َّاللَّ 
َبَْ٘ؼَؽأ َٝ  ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا  
Woe to us! Would that 
we had obeyed God and 
obeyed the Apostle! 
(p.1078) 
55 Al-
Aħzab 
 َب٣ Omitted 
369 َب َّ٘ثَس بَِّٗا َبَْ٘ؼَؽأ َبَ٘رَدبَع 
َبٗءاََشج ًُ َٝ َبٗ ََُِّٞػَؤك 
 َلا٤ِج َّغُا 
Our Lord! We obeyed 
our chiefs and our great 
ones, … Path (pp.1078-
1079) 
67 al-
Aḥzāb 
Omitted Omitted 
370 َب َّ٘ثَس  ْ ِٜ ِرآ  ِٖ ٤َْلْؼِػ  َٖ ِٓ 
 ِةاَزَؼُْ ا  ْ ُْٜ٘ َؼُْ ا َٝ  ًبَْ٘ؼُ 
 ًاش٤ِج ًَ  
Our Lord! Give them 
double Penalty and 
..great Curse!(p. 1079) 
68 al-
Aḥzāb 
Omitted Omitted 
371 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
اٌُُٞٗٞ َر  َٖ ٣ِزَُّب ًَ ا ْٝ َرآ 
٠َعٞ ُٓ  َُٙأ ََّشَجك  ُ َّاللَّ ب َّٔ ِٓ 
اَُُٞبه 
O ye who believe! Be 
ye not like those who 
vexed … had uttered (p. 
1079) 
69 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
372 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞوَّرا  َ َّاللَّ اُُُٞٞه َٝ  ًلا ْٞ َه 
اذ٣ِذَع 
O ye who believe! Fear 
God, and  ..directed to 
the Right(p. 1079) 
70 al-
Aḥzāb 
 َب٣ O  
373 َب٣  ٍُ َبجِج ٢ِث ِّٝ َأ  َُٚؼ َٓ 
 َش٤َّْطُا َٝ  
O ye Mountains! Sing 
ye back the Praises of 
God with him! and ye 
birds (also)! (p. 1086) 
10 Sabaᵓ  َب٣ O  
374 َب َّ٘ثَس  ْذِػَبث  َٖ ٤َْث بَِٗسَبلَْعأ  Our Lord! Place longer 
distances between our 
journey-stages(p. 1089) 
19 Sabaᵓ omitted omitted 
375 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا اُٝشًُ ْرا 
 َذ َٔ ِْؼٗ  ِ َّاللَّ  ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  َْ َٛ 
 ْٖ ِٓ  ٍِنُبَخ  ُش٤َْؿ  ِ َّاللَّ 
ٌُْ ُهُصَْش٣ 
O men! Call to mind 
the grace of God unto 
you…other than God 
(p.1102) 
3 Faṭir  َب٣ O  
376 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  َّٕ ِا  َذْػ َٝ 
 ِ َّاللَّ  ٌّنَد  ََلاك  ُْ ٌُ َّٗ َّش ُـ َر 
 ُحَب٤َذُْ ا َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا  
O men! Certainly the 
promise of God is true. 
…deceive you (p.1102) 
5 Faṭir  َب٣ O  
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377 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا  ُْ ُزَٗأ 
ءاََشُولُْ ا ٠َُِا  ِ َّاللَّ  ُ َّاللَّ َٝ 
 َٞ ُٛ  ُّ٢ِ٘ َـ ُْ ا ذ٤ ِٔ َذُْ ا  
O ye men! It is ye that 
have need of God: but 
… of all praise (p.1106) 
15 Faṭir  َب٣ O  
378 َب َّ٘ثَس َبْ٘جِشَْخأ  َْ َٔ َْؼٗ 
 ًبِذُبَط  َش٤َْؿ ١ِزَُّا بَّ٘ ًُ 
 َُ َٔ َْؼٗ 
Our Lord! Bring us out: 
we shall work... (deeds) 
we used to do! (p.1112)  
37 Faṭir omitted Omitted 
379 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه اُِٞؼجَّرا 
 َٖ ٤َِِعْش ُٔ ُْ ا 
O my people! Obey the 
apostles(p.1121) 
20 Yāsīn  َب٣ O  
380 َب٣  ًحَشْغَد ٠ََِػ  ِدَبجِؼُْ ا 
ب َٓ ِْٜ ٤ِْرَؤ٣ ٖ ِّٓ  ٍ ُٞع َّس 
 َِّلاا اُٞٗب ًَ  ِٚ ِث ُٕٞئِضْٜ َزَْغ٣  
Ah! Alas for (My) 
Servants! There comes 
… they mock him! 
(p.1123) 
30 Yāsīn  َب٣ Ah 
381 َب٣ َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ ٖ َٓ َبَ٘ثََؼث ٖ ِٓ 
َبَِٗذهْش َّٓ  
Ah! Woe unto us! Who 
hath raised us up from 
our beds of repose? 
(p.1128) 
52 Yāsīn  َب٣ Ah 
382  ْ ََُأ  َْذَْٜػأ  ْ ٌُ ٤َُِْا َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث 
 َّ َدآ َٕأ  َّلا اُُٝذجَْؼر 
 َٕ بَط٤ْ َّشُا  ُ َِّٚٗا  ْ ٌُ َُ  ٌّٝ ُذَػ 
 ٌٖ ٤ِج ُّٓ  
Did I not enjoin on you, 
O ye Children of Adam, 
… to you an enemy  
avowed (p.1129) 
60 Yāsīn  َب٣ O  
383 َب٣ َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ اََزٛ  ُّ ْٞ َ٣  ِٖ ٣ ِّذُا  Ah! Woe to us! This is 
the Day of Judgment! 
(p.1139) 
20 al-Ṣāfāt  َب٣ Ah 
384  ِّةَس  َْتٛ ٢ُِ  َٖ ِٓ 
 َٖ ٤ِِذُب َّظُا 
O my Lord! Grant me a 
righteous (son)! 
100 al-Ṣāfāt omitted O  
385 َب٣  َّ٢َُ٘ث ٢ِِّٗا ََٟسأ ٢ِك 
 ِّ َب٘ َٔ ُْ ا ٢َِّٗأ  َيَُذثَْرأ 
 ُْشظَٗبك اَرب َٓ ََٟشر  
O my son! I see in 
vision that I offer thee 
… thy view  (p.1149) 
102 al-Ṣāfāt omitted O  
386 َب٣  َِذَثأ  َْ َؼْكا ب َٓ  ُش َٓ ُْئر 
٢ُِٗذَِجزَع ِٕا ءبَش  ُ َّاللَّ 
 َٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٣ِِشثب َّظُا  
O my father! Do as 
thou art commanded: 
thou will …practising 
Patience (p.1149) 
102 al-Ṣāfāt  َب٣ O 
387  ُْ ٤ِٛ اَشِْثا َب٣  َذْه َّذَط َذه
َب٣ْإ ُّشُا 
 
O Abraham!. Thou hast 
already fulfilled the 
vision! (pp.1149- 1150) 
104-
105 
al-Ṣāfāt  َب٣ O 
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388 َب٣  ُدٝ ُٝ اَد بَِّٗا  َىَبِْ٘ َؼَج 
 ًَخل٤َِِخ ٢ِك  ِعَْسْلأا  
O David! We did 
indeed make thee a 
vicegerent on earth 
(p.1166) 
26 Ṣad  َب٣ O 
389  ِّةَس  ِْشلْؿا ٢ُِ  َْتٛ َٝ 
٢ُِ  ًبٌِْ ُٓ  َّلا ٢ ِـ َجَ٘٣  ٍذََدِلأ 
 ْٖ ِّٓ ١ِذَْؼث  َيَِّٗا  َذَٗأ 
 ُةبَّٛ َٞ ُْ ا 
O my Lord! Forgive 
me, and grant me a 
kingdom...(without 
measure) (p.1169) 
35 Ṣad omitted O  
390 َب َّ٘ثَس ٖ َٓ  َّ ََّذه َبَُ٘ اََزٛ 
 ُْٙدَِضك  ًبثاَزَػ  ًبلْؼِػ ٢ِك 
 ِسبَُّ٘ا 
Our Lord! whoever 
brought this upon us,- 
… of the Fire (p.1174) 
52 Ṣad omitted Omitted 
391 َب٣  ُظ٤ِِِْثا ب َٓ  َيََؼ٘ َٓ َٕأ 
 َذُجَْغر ب َٔ ُِ  ُذَْوَِخ  َّ١ََذ٤ِث  
O Iblis! What prevents 
thee from prostrating 
thyself … with my 
hands? (p.1176) 
64 Ṣad  َب٣ O 
392  ِّةَس ٢ِْٗشِظََٗؤك ٠َُِا  ِّ ْٞ َ٣ 
 َٕ ُٞثَؼُْج٣ 
O my Lord! Give me 
then respite … are 
raised(p.1177) 
68 Ṣad omitted O  
393 َب٣  ِدَبجِػ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞوَّرا  ْ ٌُ َّثَس  
O ye my servants who 
believe! Fear your Lord 
(p.1183) 
20 al-
Zumur 
 َب٣ O 
394  َِيَُر  ُف ِّٞ َُخ٣  ُ َّاللَّ  ِٚ ِث 
 َُٙدَبجِػ َب٣  ِدَبجِػ  ِٕ ُٞوَّرَبك  
with this doth God warn 
off his servants: "O My 
Servants! then fear ye 
Me! (p.1185) 
25 al-
Zumur 
 َب٣ O 
395 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه اُِٞ َٔ ْػا ٠ََِػ 
 ْ ٌُ َِزٗب ٌَ َٓ ٢ِِّٗا  ٌَ ِٓ بَػ 
 َف ْٞ ََغك  َٕ ٞ ُٔ ََِْؼر  
O my People! Do 
whatever ye can: I will 
do (my part): but soon 
will ye know (p.1192) 
28 al-
Zumur 
 َب٣ O 
396 َب٣  َ١ِدَبجِػ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا 
اُٞكَشَْعأ ٠ََِػ  ْ ِٜ ُِغلَٗأ  َلا 
اَُٞطَْ٘ور ٖ ِٓ  ِخ َٔ ْد َّس  ِ َّاللَّ  
O my Servants who 
have transgressed 
against their souls! 
Despair not of the 
Mercy of God (p.1196) 
42 al-
Zumur 
 َب٣ O 
397 َب٣ ٠َرَشْغَد ٠َِػ ب َٓ 
 ُذؽ ََّشك ٢ِك  ِتَ٘ج  ِ َّاللَّ  
Ah! Woe is me!- In that 
I neglected (my duty) 
towards God(p.1197) 
45 al-
Zumur 
 َب٣ Ah 
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398 َب َّ٘ثَس  َذْؼِع َٝ  ََّ ًُ  ٍء٢َْش 
 ًخ َٔ ْد َّس  ًبِْٔ ِػ َٝ  
Our Lord! Thy Reach is 
over all things, in 
Mercy and Knowledge. 
(p.1206) 
7 Ġafir omitted Omitted 
399 َب َّ٘ثَس  ْ ُِْٜ ِخَْدأ َٝ  ِدبََّ٘ج 
 ٍٕ ْذَػ ٢ِزَُّا ُْ َّٜرذَػ َٝ  
And grant, our Lord! 
that they enter the 
Gardens…bestowed 
Mercy indeed  (p.1207) 
8 Ġafir omitted Omitted 
400 َب َّ٘ثَس َب َّ٘ز َٓ َأ  ِٖ ٤ََْزْ٘ثا 
َبَ٘ز٤َْ٤َْدأ َٝ  ِٖ ٤ََْزْ٘ثا  
Our Lord! Twice hast 
Thou made us without 
life,...us Life! (pp.1207-
1208) 
11 Ġafir omitted Omitted 
401 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ُْ ٌُ َُ  ُيِْ ُٔ ُْ ا  َّ ْٞ َ٤ُْ ا 
 َٖ ٣ِشِٛ بَظ ٢ِك  ِعَْسْلأا  
O my People! Yours is 
the dominion this day: 
Ye have the upper hand 
in the land (p.1213) 
29 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
402 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ٢ِِّٗا  ُفبََخأ 
ٌُْ ٤ََِْػ  َ ْث ِّٓ  ِّ ْٞ َ٣ 
 ِةاَضَْدْلأا 
O my people! Truly I 
do fear for you 
something like … 
Confederates (in sin)! 
(p.1214) 
30 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
403 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه ٢ِِّٗا  ُفبََخأ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ  َّ ْٞ َ٣  ِدَب َّ٘زُا  
And O my people! I 
fear for you a Day … 
calling (and wailing) 
(p.1214) 
32 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
404 َب٣  ُٕ ب َٓ َبٛ  ِٖ ْثا ٢ُِ 
 ًبدْشَط ٢َِِّؼَُّ  ُُؾَِْثأ 
 َةَبجَْعْلأا 
O Haman! Build me a 
lofty palace, that I may 
… and means (p.1215) 
36 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
405 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  ِٕ ُِٞؼجَّرا  ْ ًُ ِذْٛ َأ 
 َ ٤ِجَع  ِدبَش َّشُا  
O my people! Follow 
me: I will lead you to 
the Path of Right 
(p.1216) 
38 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
406 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ب َٔ َِّٗا  َِِٙزٛ  ُحَب٤َذُْ ا 
َب٤ْٗ ُّذُا  ٌعَبز َٓ  َّٕ ِا َٝ 
 َحَشِخ٥ْا  َ٢ِٛ  ُساَد  ِساََشوُْ ا  
O my people! This life 
of the present …Home 
that will last (p.1216) 
39 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
407 َب٣ َٝ  ِّ ْٞ َه ب َٓ ٢ُِ  ْ ًُ ُٞػَْدأ 
٠َُِا  ِحبَجَُّ٘ا ٢َُِ٘ٗٞػَْذر َٝ 
٠َُِا  ِسبَُّ٘ا  
And O my people! How 
(strange) it is for me to 
call…the Fire! (p.1217) 
41 Ġafir  َب٣ O 
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408  َبٗ َّلاََػأ ِٖ ٣َْزَُّا َبَِٗسأ َب َّ٘ثَس
 ِظٗ ِْلإا َٝ  ِّٖ ِجُْ ا َٖ ِٓ  
Our Lord! Show us 
those, among Jinns and 
men, who misled us 
(p.1237) 
29 Fuṣilat omitted Omitted 
409 َب٣  َذ٤َُْ ٢ِ٘٤َْث  ََي٘٤َْث َٝ  َذُْؼث 
 ِٖ ٤َْهِشْش َٔ ُْ ا 
Would that between me 
and thee were...and 
West!(p.1272) 
38 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ Would 
That 
410 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُشِدب َّغُا  ُعْدا َبَُ٘ 
 َيَّثَس 
O thou sorcerer! Invoke 
thy Lord for us (p.1272) 
49 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ O 
411 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َظ٤ََُْأ ٢ُِ  ُيِْ ُٓ 
 َشْظ ِٓ  
O my people! Does not 
the dominion of Egypt 
belong to me(p.1273) 
51 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ O 
412  ٌف ْٞ َخ َلا ِدَبجِػ َب٣
 ْ ُزَٗأ َلا َٝ  َّ ْٞ َ٤ُْ ا ُْ ٌُ ٤ََِْػ
 َٕ َُٞٗضَْذر 
My devotees! no fear 
shall be on … shall ye 
grieve (p.1277) 
68 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ omitted 
413 َب٣  ُِيُب َٓ  ِغَْو٤ُِ َب٘٤ََِْػ 
 َيُّثَس 
O Malik! would that thy 
Lord put an end to us! 
(p.1279)  
77 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ O 
414  ِّةَسَب٣  َّٕ ِا ءَلاَُئٛ  ٌّ ْٞ َه 
 َّلا  َٕ ُٞ٘ ِٓ ُْئ٣  
O my Lord! Truly these 
are people who will not 
believe! (p.1281) 
88 al-
Zuḫruf 
 َب٣ O 
415 َب َّ٘ثَس  ْقِش ًْ ا بََّ٘ػ 
 َةاَزَؼُْ ا بَِّٗا  َٕ ُٞ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٓ  
Our Lord! remove the 
Penalty from us, for we 
do really believe! 
(p.1284) 
12 al-
Duḫan 
omitted Omitted 
416 َب٣ َب٘ َٓ ْٞ َه بَِّٗا َبْ٘ؼ ِٔ َع 
 ًبثَبزًِ  ٍَ ِضُٗأ ٖ ِٓ  ِذَْؼث 
٠َعٞ ُٓ  
O our people! We have 
heard a Book revealed 
after Moses (p.1312) 
30 al-
Aḥqāf 
 َب٣ O 
417 َب٣ َب٘ َٓ ْٞ َه اُٞج٤َِجأ  َ٢ِػاَد 
 ِ َّاللَّ اُٞ٘ ِٓ آ َٝ  ِٚ ِث  
O our people, hearken 
to the one who invites 
…believe in him 
(p.1312) 
31 al-
Aḥqāf 
 َب٣ O 
418 ..  َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
ِٕا اُٝشُظَ٘ر  َ َّاللَّ 
 ْ ًُ ْشُظَ٘٣ 
O ye who believe! If ye 
will aid (the cause of) 
God(p.1316) 
7 Muḥam
mad 
 َب٣ O 
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419 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞؼ٤َِؽأ  َ َّاللَّ اُٞؼ٤َِؽأ َٝ 
 ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا 
O ye who believe! 
Obey God, and obey 
the apostle(p.1323) 
33 Muḥam
mad 
 َب٣ O 
420 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
اٞ ُٓ َِّذُور  َٖ ٤َْث  ِ١ََذ٣  ِ َّاللَّ 
 ِٚ ُُِٞعَس َٝ  
O Ye who believe! 
Put not … God and 
His Postle (p.1339) 
1 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
421   َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
اَُٞؼكَْشر  ْ ٌُ َرا َٞ َْطأ  َم ْٞ َك 
 ِد ْٞ َط  ِّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  
O ye who believe! 
Raise not your … 
Prophet (p.1339) 
2 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
422 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ ِٕا 
 ْ ًُ ءبَج  ٌنِعَبك  ٍَؤَجِ٘ث 
اُٞ َّ٘٤ََجَزك 
O ye who believe! If a 
wicked person comes 
to …ascertainthe truth 
(p.1340) 
6 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
423   َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْشَخَْغ٣  ٌّ َٞه ٖ ِّٓ  ٍّ ْٞ َه 
٠َغَػ َٕأ اٌُُٞٗٞ َ٣  ًاش٤َْخ 
 ْ ُْٜ٘ ِّٓ  
O ye who believe! Let 
not some men among 
you laugh at others… 
(p.1341) 
11 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
424 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُِٞجَ٘زْجا  ًاش٤ِث ًَ  َٖ ِّٓ 
 ِّٖ َّظُا  
O ye who believe! 
Avoid suspicion as 
much (as possible) 
(p.1342) 
12 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
425 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُطبَُّ٘ا بَِّٗا 
ْ ًُ َبَْ٘وَِخ ٖ ِّٓ  ٍش ًَ َر 
٠َثُٗأ َٝ  ْ ًُ بَِْ٘ َؼَج َٝ 
 ًبثُٞؼُش  َ ِئبََجه َٝ اُٞكَسبََؼِزُ  
O mankind! We 
created you from a 
single (pair) of a male 
and a female, and … 
ye may despise (each 
other) (p.1342) 
13 al-
Ḥuǧurat 
 َب٣ O 
426 َب َّ٘ثَس ب َٓ  ُُٚز٤ْ َـ َْؽأ ٌِٖ َُ َٝ 
 َٕ ب ًَ ٢ِك  ٍ َلاَػ ذ٤َِؼث  
Our Lord! I did not 
make him transgress, 
…far astray(p.1350) 
27 Qaf omitted Omitted 
427  ِظِٗلإا َٝ  ِّٖ ِجُْ ا َشَشْؼ َٓ َب٣
 اُُٝزلَ٘ر ْٕ َأ ْ ُزَْؼَطزْعا ِٕ ِا
  ْٖ ِٓ ِدا َٝ ب َٔ َّغُا ِسبَطَْهأ
 ِعَْسلأا َٝ  
O ye assembly of 
Jinns and men! If it 
…the heavens and the 
earth (p.1401) 
33 al-
Raḥman 
 َب٣ O 
428 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞوَّرا  َ َّاللَّ اُٞ٘ ِٓ آ َٝ 
 ِٚ ُُِٞعَِشث 
O ye that believe! 
Fear God, and believe 
in His Apostle 
(p.1430) 
28 Ḥadīd  َب٣ O 
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429 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ْ ُز٤َْجَبَ٘ر  ََلاك ا ْٞ َجَبََ٘زر 
 ِْ ْث ِْلإِبث ٕا َٝ ْذُؼُْ ا َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
When ye hold secret 
… iniquity and 
hostility (p.1435) 
9 al-
Muǧadila 
 َب٣ O 
430 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 َ ٤ِه  ْ ٌُ َُ اُٞذََّغَلر ٢ِك 
 ِِظُبَج َٔ ُْ ا اُٞذَغْكَبك  
O ye who believe! 
When ye are told to 
make … (spread out 
and) make room 
(p.1436) 
11 al-
Muǧadila 
 َب٣ O 
431 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ُْ ُز٤َْجَبٗ  ٍَ ُٞع َّشُا اٞ ُٓ َِّذَوك 
 َٖ ٤َْث  ْ١ََذ٣  ْ ًُ ا َٞ َْجٗ 
 ًَخهَذَط 
O ye who believe! 
When ye consult the 
Apostle in private, 
…consultation 
(pp.1436- 1437) 
12 al-
Muǧadila 
 َب٣ O 
432 َب َّ٘ثَس  ِْشلْؿا َبَُ٘ 
َبِ٘ٗا َٞ ْخ ِِلإ َٝ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا 
َبَُٗٞوجَع  ِٕ ب َٔ ٣ ِْلإِبث  
Our Lord! Forgive 
us, and our brethren 
who came before us 
into the Faith (p. 
1445) 
10 al-Ḥašr omitted Omitted 
433 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞوَّرا  َ َّاللَّ  ُْشظَ٘زُْ َٝ  ٌظَْلٗ 
ب َّٓ  ْذ َٓ ََّذه  ٍذ َـ ُِ  
O ye who believe! 
Fear God, and let 
every soul look to … 
for the morrow (p. 
1448) 
18 al-Ḥašr  َب٣ O 
434 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
اُٝزِخََّزر ١ ِّٝ ُذَػ 
 ْ ًُ َّٝ ُذَػ َٝ ءَب٤ُِ ْٝ َأ  َٕ ُٞوِْ ُر 
ِْٜ ٤َُِْا  ِح َّد َٞ َٔ ُْ ِبث  
O ye who believe! 
Take not my 
enemies and yours as 
friends..love(p.1452) 
2 al-
Mumtaḥina 
 َب٣ O 
435 َب َّ٘ث َّس  َي٤ََِْػ َبِْ٘ ًَّ َٞ َر 
 َي٤َُِْا َٝ َبَْ٘جَٗأ  َي٤َُِْا َٝ 
 ُش٤ِظ َٔ ُْ ا 
Our Lord! in Thee 
do we trust, and to 
…  Final Goal (p. 
1454) 
3 al-
Mumtaḥina 
omitted Omitted 
436 َب َّ٘ثَس  َلا َبِْ٘ َؼْجَر  ًَخِْ٘زك 
 َٖ ٣ِزَّ ُِِّ اَُٝشل ًَ  ِْشلْؿا َٝ َبَُ٘ 
َب َّ٘ثَس  َيَِّٗا  َذَٗأ  ُض٣ِضَؼُْ ا 
 ُْ ٤ٌِ َذُْ ا 
Our Lord! Make us 
not a (test and) trial 
…the Wise (p. 1454) 
4 al-
Mumtaḥina 
omitted Omitted 
437 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ اَِرا 
 ُْ ًُ ءبَج  ُدبَ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا 
 ٍداَشِجَبٜ ُٓ  َّٖ ُُِٛٞ٘ذَز ْٓ َبك  
O ye who believe! 
When there come to 
… them (p. 1455) 
20 al-
Mumtaḥina 
 َب٣ O 
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438 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا اَِرا  َىءبَج 
 ُدَب٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا  ََيِْ٘ؼ٣َبُج٣ 
٠ََِػ َٕأ  َّلا  َٖ ًْ ِشُْش٣ 
 ِ َّلِِبث  ًبئ٤َْش  
O Prophet! When 
believing women 
come to thee to take 
the oath of fealty to 
…any other whatever 
with God(p. 1457) 
21 al-
Mumtaḥin
a 
 َب٣ O 
439 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
ا ْٞ َُّ َٞ ََزر  ًبٓ ْٞ َه  َتِؼَؿ  ُ َّاللَّ 
 ْ ِٜ ٤ََِْػ 
O ye who believe! 
Turn not (for 
friendship) to people 
on whom is the Wrath 
of God(p. 1457) 
22 al-
Mumtaḥin
a 
 َب٣ O 
440 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ َآ  َْ ُِ 
 َٕ َُُُٞٞور ب َٓ  َلا  َٕ َُِٞؼَْلر  
O ye who believe! 
Why say ye that 
which ye do not? (p. 
1460) 
1 al-Ṣaf  َب٣ O 
441 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه  َْ ُِ ٢َُِ٘ٗٝرُْئر َذه َٝ 
 َٕ ٞ ُٔ َِْؼَّر ٢َِّٗأ  ٍُ ُٞعَس  ِ َّاللَّ 
 ْ ٌُ ٤َُِْا 
O my people! why do 
ye vex and insult me, 
t…am the apostle of 
God (sent) to you? 
(p.1460)  
4 al-Ṣaf  َب٣ O 
442 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ث  َ ٤ِئاَشِْعا ٢ِِّٗا 
 ٍُ ُٞعَس  ِ َّاللَّ ٌُْ ٤َُِْا  
O Children of Israel! I 
am the apostle of God 
(sent) to you (p.1460)  
5 al-Ṣaf  َب٣ O 
443 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ َآ  َْ َٛ 
 ْ ٌُ َُُُّدأ ٠ََِػ  ٍحَسبَِجر 
ٌُْ ٤ِجُ٘ر  ْٖ ِّٓ  ٍةاَزَػ  ٍْ ٤َُِأ  
O ye who believe! 
Shall I lead you to a 
bargain…Penalty? 
(p.1462) 
20 al-Ṣaf  َب٣ O 
444 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ َآ 
اًُٞٗٞ  َسبَظَٗأ  ِ َّاللَّ  
O ye who believe! Be 
ye helpers of God 
(p.1462) 
23 al-Ṣaf  َب٣ O 
445  اُٝدَبٛ َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأَب٣ َْ ُه
 ُءَب٤ُِ ْٝ َأ ْ ٌُ ََّٗأ ْ ُز ْٔ َػَص ْٕ ِا
 ِ َِّلِ---  َد ْٞ َٔ ُْ ا ا ْٞ َّ٘ َٔ ََزك
 َٖ ٤ِهِدبَط ْ ُز٘ ًُ  ْٕ ِا 
 
O ye that stand on 
Judaism! If ye think 
… death, if ye are 
truthful (p.1467) 
 
5 al-ǧumᶜa  َب٣ O 
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446 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اَِرا ١ِدُٞٗ  ِحَلا َّظُِِ 
ٖ ِٓ  ِّ ْٞ َ٣  ِخَؼ ُٔ ُجُْ ا  
O ye who believe! 
When the call is 
proclaimed to prayer 
on Friday (the Day of 
Assembly) (p.1468) 
8 al-ǧumᶜa  َب٣ O 
447 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َلا 
 ْ ٌُ ِٜ ِْ ُر  ْ ٌُ ُُا َٞ ْٓ َأ  َلا َٝ 
 ْ ًُ ُدَلا ْٝ َأ َٖػ  ِش ًْ ِر  ِ َّاللَّ  
O ye who believe! Let 
not your riches or 
your… remembrance 
of God. (p.1473) 
8 al-
Munafiqūn 
 َب٣ O 
448    ِّةَس  َلا ْٞ َُ ٢َِ٘رْش ََّخأ 
٠َُِا  ٍَ ََجأ  ٍت٣َِشه  
O my Lord! why didst 
Thou not give me 
respite for a little 
while? (p.1473) 
20 al-
Munafiqun 
omitted O 
449 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا اَِرا 
 ُْ ُزْوََِّؽ ءبَغُِّ٘ا 
 َّٖ ُُٛٞوََِِّطك  َّٖ ِٜ ِر َّذِِؼُ  
O Prophet! When ye 
do divorce women, 
…prescribed periods  
(p.1483) 
1 al-Ṭalaq  َب٣ O 
450 اُٞوَّرَبك  َ َّاللَّ َب٣ ٢ُِ ْٝ ُأ 
 ِةَبجُْ َْلأا 
Therefore fear God, O 
ye..understanding 
(p.1487) 
10 al-Ṭalaq  َب٣ O 
451 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  َْ ُِ  ُّ ِّشَُذر 
ب َٓ  ََّ ََدأ  ُ َّاللَّ  ََيُ ٢ ِـ َزَْجر 
 َدبَػْش َٓ  َيِجا َٝ َْصأ  
O Prophet! Why 
holdest thou to be 
forbidden...consorts 
(p.1490) 
1 al-Taḥrīm  َب٣ O 
452 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞه  ْ ٌُ َُغلَٗأ  ْ ٌُ ٤ِِْٛ َأ َٝ 
 ًاسَبٗ َبُٛدُٞه َٝ  ُطبَُّ٘ا 
 ُحَسبَجِذُْ ا َٝ  
O ye who believe! 
save yourselves and ... 
and Stones (p.1492) 
6 al-Taḥrīm  َب٣ O 
453  اَُٝشل ًَ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا َب ُّٜ٣َأ َب٣
 َّ ْٞ َ٤ُْ ا اُٝسَِززَْؼر َلا  
O ye Unbelievers! 
Make no excuses this 
Day! (pp.1492-1493) 
7 al-Taḥrīm  َب٣ O 
454 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ 
اُٞثُٞر ٠َُِا  ِ َّاللَّ  ًَخث ْٞ َر 
 ًبدُٞظَّٗ 
O ye who believe! 
Turn to God with 
sincere repentance    
(p.1493) 
8 al-Taḥrīm  َب٣ O 
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455 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُّ٢ِجَُّ٘ا  ِذِٛ بَج 
 َسبَّل ٌُ ُْ ا  َٖ ٤ِِوكَب٘ ُٔ ُْ ا َٝ 
 ُْعِْؿا َٝ  ْ ِٜ ٤ََِْػ  
O Prophet! Strive hard 
against the Unbelievers 
and the Hypocrites, and 
be firm against 
them(pp.1493- 1494) 
9 al-
Taḥrīm 
 َب٣ O 
456  َىَذْ٘ ِػ ٢ُِ ِٖ ْثا ِّةَس
 ٢ِ٘ َِّجٗ َٝ  ِخََّ٘جُْ ا ٢ِك ً بز٤َْث
ِِٚ َٔ َػ َٝ  َٕ ْٞ َػِْشك ْٖ ِٓ  
O my Lord! Build for 
me, in nearness to Thee, 
a mansion in the 
Garden, and save me 
from Pharaoh 
…(pp.1494- 1495) 
11 al-
Taḥrīm 
omitted O 
457 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٖ ٣ِزَُّا اُٞ٘ َٓ آ  َّٕ ِا 
 ْٖ ِٓ  ْ ٌُ ِجا َٝ َْصأ  ْ ًُ ِدَلا ْٝ َأ َٝ 
 ًا ّٝ ُذَػ  ْ ٌُ َُّ  ْ ُُٛٝسَزْدَبك  
O ye who believe! 
Truly, among your 
wives and your children 
are (some that are) 
enemies… (p. )  
14 al-
Taġabu
n 
 َب٣ O 
458 َب٣ َبَِ٘٣ْ َٝ بَِّٗا بَّ٘ ًُ  َٖ ٤ِؿبَؽ  Alas for us! We have 
indeed 
transgressed!(p.1510) 
31 al-
Qalam 
 َب٣ Alas 
459 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ  ْ َُ  َدُٝأ  ْٚ ٤ِثَبزًِ  Ah! Would that my 
Record had not been 
given to me! (p.1520) 
25 al-Ḥaqa  َب٣ Ah 
460 َب٣ َبَٜز٤َُْ  َِذٗب ًَ  َخَ٤ِػَبوُْ ا  Ah! Would that (Death) 
had made an end of me! 
(p.1520) 
27 al-Ḥaqa  َب٣ Ah 
461 َب٣  ِّ ْٞ َه ٢ِِّٗا  ْ ٌُ َُ  ٌش٣َِزٗ 
 ٌٖ ٤ِج ُّٓ  
O my People! I am to 
you a Warner, clear and 
open(p.1533) 
2 Noaḥ  َب٣ O 
462  ِّةَس ٢ِِّٗا  ُد ْٞ َػَد ٢ ِٓ ْٞ َه 
 ًلا٤َُْ  ًاسَبَٜٗ َٝ  
O my Lord! I have 
called to my People 
night and day(p.1533) 
5 Noaḥ omitted O 
463  ِّة َّس  ْ ُ َِّٜٗا ٢ِٗ ْٞ َظَػ 
اَُٞؼجَّرا َٝ ٖ َٓ  ْ َُّ  ُْٙدَِض٣ 
 ُُُٚب َٓ  َُُٙذُ َٝ َٝ  َِّلاا  ًاسبَغَخ  
O my Lord! They have 
disobeyed me, but they 
follow… but only 
Loss(p.1536) 
21 Noaḥ omitted O 
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464  ِّةَس  ِْشلْؿا ٢ُِ  َّ١َِذُا َٞ ُِ َٝ 
ٖ َٔ ُِ َٝ  َ َخَد  َ٢ِز٤َْث  ًب٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٓ 
 َٖ ٤ِ٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ِْ ُِ َٝ  ِدَب٘ ِٓ ْئ ُٔ ُْ ا َٝ  
O my Lord! Forgive 
me, my parents, all 
who enter my house in 
Faith, .. men (p.1537) 
28 Noaḥ omitted O 
465  ِّة َّس  َلا  ْسََزر ٠ََِػ 
 ِعَْسْلأا  َٖ ِٓ  َٖ ٣ِِشكب ٌَ ُْ ا 
 ًاسبَّ٣َد 
O my Lord! Leave not 
of the Unbelievers, a 
single one on earth! 
(p.1537) 
26 Noaḥ omitted O 
466 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َُ ِّٓ َّض ُٔ ُْ ا  O thou folded in 
garments! (p.1551) 
1 al-
Muzamil 
 َب٣ O 
467 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُشِّث َّذ ُٔ ُْ ا  O thou wrapped up (in 
the mantle)! (p.1557) 
1 al-
Mudaṯir 
 َب٣ O 
468 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ  ُذًُ٘  ًبثاَُشر  Woe unto me! Would 
that I were (metre) 
dust! (p.1590) 
40 al-Nabaᵓ  َب٣ O 
469 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُٕ بَغٗ ِْلإا ب َٓ 
 َى َّشَؿ  َيِّثَِشث  ِْ ٣ِش ٌَ ُْ ا  
O man! What has 
seduced thee from thy 
Lord Most 
Beneficent? (p.1613) 
6 al-Infiṭar  َب٣ O 
470 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  ُٕ بَغٗ ِْلإا  َيَِّٗا 
 ٌحِدب ًَ ٠َُِا  َيِّثَس  ًبدْذ ًَ 
 ِٚ ٤ِهَلا ُٔ َك 
O thou man! Verily 
thou art ever toiling 
on towards thy Lord- 
painfully toiling,- but 
thou shalt meet 
Him(pp.1622- 1623) 
6 al-
Inšiqaq 
 َب٣ O 
471 َب٣ ٢َِ٘ز٤َُْ  ُذ ْٓ ََّذه ٢ِرَب٤َذُِ  Ah! Would that I had 
sent forth (good 
deeds) for (this) my 
(Future) Life! 
(p.1647) 
24 al-Fajr  َب٣ O 
472 َب٣ َبُٜزَّ٣َأ  ُظْلَُّ٘ا 
 ُخَِّ٘ئ َٔ ْط ُٔ ُْ ا 
O (thou) soul, in 
(complete) rest and 
satisfaction! (pp.1647-
1648) 
27 al-Fajr  َب٣ O 
473 َب٣ َب ُّٜ٣َأ  َٕ ُِٝشكب ٌَ ُْ ا  O ye that reject Faith! 
(p.1708) 
1 al-
Kafirun 
 َب٣ O 
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APPENDIX B: TOTAL NUMBER OF VOCATIVE SENTENCES 
Serial 
No. 
Name of Sura No. of Vocative sentences Total 
1 al-Baqara 21,33,35,40,47,54,55,61,104,122,126,127,128,129,132, 
153, 
168,172,178,179,183,197,200,201,208,250,254,260,264
, 276,278,282,285,286, 
34 
2 āl-ᶜImrān 8,9,16,35,36,38,41,42,43,45,47,53,55,64,65,70,71,98,99
,100,102,118,130,147,149,156,191,193,194 
29 
3 al-Nisāᵓ 1,19,29,43,47,59,71,73,75,77,94,135,136,144, 
170,171,174 
17 
4 al-Maᵓida 1,2,6,8,11,15,19,20,21,22,24,25,31,35,41,51,54,57,59, 
67,68,72,77,83,87,90,94,95,100,101,105,106,110,112, 
114,116 
36 
5 al-Anᶜām 27,31,78,128,128,130 6 
6 al-Aᶜrāf 19,23,26,27,31,35,38,47,59,61,65,67,73,77,79,85,88,89,
93,104,115,134,138,143,144,151,155,158 
28 
7 al-Aᶜrāf 15,20,24,27,29,45,64,65,70 9 
8 al-Tawbā 23,28,34,38,73,119,123 7 
9 Yūnis 23,57,71,84,88,104,108 7 
10 Hūd 28,29,30,32,42,44,45,46,47,48,50,51,52,53,61,62,63,64,
72, 
76,78,81,84,85,87,88,89,91,92,93 
30 
11 Yūsūf 4,5,11,17,19,33,39,41,46,63,65,67,78,81,84,87,88,97, 
                              100,101,101 
21 
12 Ibrahīm 35,36,37,37,38,40,40,41,44 9 
13 al-Ḥiǧr 6,32,36,39 4 
14 al-Naḥl 86 1 
15 al-Isrāᵓ 24,80,101,102 4 
16 Al-Kahif 10,42,49,86,94 5 
17 Maryam 4,7,8,10,12,23,27,28,42,43,44,45,46 13 
18 Ṭaha 11,17,19,25,36,40,45,49,57,65,80,83,84,86,90,92,94,95,
114, 117,120,125,134, 
23 
19 ᵓal-Anbiyāᵓ 14,46,62,69,83,97,112 7 
20 al-Ḥaǧ 1,5,49,73,77 5 
21 al-Mūᵓminūn 23,26,39,29,51,93,94,97,98,99,106,107,109,118 14 
22 al-Nūr 21,27,58 3 
23 al- Fūrqān 27,28,30,65,74 5 
24 al-Šuᶜarāᵓ 12,83,116,117,167,169 6 
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25 al-Naml 9,10,16,18,19,29,32,38,44,46 10 
26 al-Qaṣaṣ 16,17,19,20,21,24,26,30,31,33,38,38,47,63 14 
27 al-ᶜAnkabut 30,36,56 3 
28 Luqman 13,16,17,33 4 
29 al-Saǧda 12 1 
30 al-Aḥzāb 1,9,13,28,32,41,45,49,50,53,56,59,66,67,68,69,70 17 
31 Sabaᵓ 10,19 2 
32 Faṭir 3,5,15,37 4 
33 Yāsīn 20,30,52,60 4 
34 al-Ṣāfāt 20,100,102,102,104,105 6 
35 Ṣad 26,35,61,75,79 5 
36 al-Zumur 10,16,39,53,56 5 
37 Ġafir 7,8,11,29,30,32,36,38,39,41 10 
38 Fuṣilat 29 1 
39 al-Zuḫruf 77,88 2 
40 al-Duḫan 12 1 
41 al-Aḥqāf 30,31 2 
42 Muhammad 7,33 2 
43 al-Ḥuǧurat 1,2,6,11,12,13 6 
44 Qaf 27 1 
45 al-Raḥman 33 1 
46 Ḥadīd 28 1 
47 al-Muǧadila 9,11,12 3 
48 al-Ḥašr 10,18, 2 
49 al-Mumtaḥina 1,4,5,10,12, 13 6 
50 al-Ṣaf 2,5,6,10,14 5 
51 al-ǧumᶜa 2,9 2 
52 al-Munafiqun 9,10 2 
53 al-Ṭalaq 1,10 2 
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54 al-Taḥrīm 1,6,7,8,9,11 6 
55 al-Taġabun 14 1 
56 al-Qalam 31 1 
57 al-Ḥaqa 25,27 2 
58 Noaḥ 2,5,21,26,28 5 
59 al-Muzamil 1 1 
60 al-Mudaṯir 1 1 
61 al-Nabaᵓ 40 1 
62 al-Infiṭar 6 1 
63 al-Inšiqaq 6 1 
64 al-Fajr 24,27 2 
65 al-Kafirun 1 1 
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CHART C: STATISTICAL VARIANCE OF QUR`ANIC VOCATIVE 
SENTENCES 
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